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  Page Table Title Base Description Base

 1 1 QA1: Which of the following services do you/your household 
have?

Base: All respondents 1155

 2 1 QA1: Which of the following services do you/your household 
have?

Base: All respondents 1155

 3 1 QA1: Which of the following services do you/your household 
have?

Base: All respondents 1155

 4 2 QA2: Which, if any, of the following services are you solely or 
jointly responsible for deciding which provider to use?

Base: All respondents 1155

 5 2 QA2: Which, if any, of the following services are you solely or 
jointly responsible for deciding which provider to use?

Base: All respondents 1155

 6 2 QA2: Which, if any, of the following services are you solely or 
jointly responsible for deciding which provider to use?

Base: All respondents 1155

 7 3 QB1: Which of the following are you...? Base: All respondents 1155

 8 3 QB1: Which of the following are you...? Base: All respondents 1155

 9 3 QB1: Which of the following are you...? Base: All respondents 1155

 10 4 QB2: What is your age? Base: All respondents 1155

 11 4 QB2: What is your age? Base: All respondents 1155

 12 4 QB2: What is your age? Base: All respondents 1155

 13 5 QB3: SEG: Which of the following best describes the main income
earner in your household?

Base: All respondents 1155

 14 5 QB3: SEG: Which of the following best describes the main income
earner in your household?

Base: All respondents 1155

 15 5 QB3: SEG: Which of the following best describes the main income
earner in your household?

Base: All respondents 1155
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 16 6 QB4: Whereabouts in the UK do you live? Base: All respondents 1155

 17 6 QB4: Whereabouts in the UK do you live? Base: All respondents 1155

 18 6 QB4: Whereabouts in the UK do you live? Base: All respondents 1155

 19 7 QC1: Which provider does your household currently use for its 
fixed broadband service? Please say which company you pay for 
this service.

Base: All with fixed broadband 
service

1123

 20 7 QC1: Which provider does your household currently use for its 
fixed broadband service? Please say which company you pay for 
this service.

Base: All with fixed broadband 
service

1123

 21 7 QC1: Which provider does your household currently use for its 
fixed broadband service? Please say which company you pay for 
this service.

Base: All with fixed broadband 
service

1123

 22 8 QC2: Do you take any other services bundled together in a 
package from the same provider as your fixed broadband service?

Base: All with fixed broadband 
service

1123

 23 8 QC2: Do you take any other services bundled together in a 
package from the same provider as your fixed broadband service?

Base: All with fixed broadband 
service

1123

 24 8 QC2: Do you take any other services bundled together in a 
package from the same provider as your fixed broadband service?

Base: All with fixed broadband 
service

1123

 25 9 QC3: How long have you been on your current fixed broadband 
deal?

Base: All with fixed broadband 
service

1123

 26 9 QC3: How long have you been on your current fixed broadband 
deal?

Base: All with fixed broadband 
service

1123

 27 9 QC3: How long have you been on your current fixed broadband 
deal?

Base: All with fixed broadband 
service

1123
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 28 10 QC4: Which one of these best describes your current thinking 
about your fixed broadband service? Are you...

Base: All with fixed broadband 
service

1123

 29 10 QC4: Which one of these best describes your current thinking 
about your fixed broadband service? Are you...

Base: All with fixed broadband 
service

1123

 30 10 QC4: Which one of these best describes your current thinking 
about your fixed broadband service? Are you...

Base: All with fixed broadband 
service

1123

 31 11 QC5: Which of the following best describes how you signed up to 
your current fixed broadband provider?

Base: All with fixed broadband 
service

1123

 32 11 QC5: Which of the following best describes how you signed up to 
your current fixed broadband provider?

Base: All with fixed broadband 
service

1123

 33 11 QC5: Which of the following best describes how you signed up to 
your current fixed broadband provider?

Base: All with fixed broadband 
service

1123

 34 12 QD2(1): I try to keep up with technology 
Please look at the different statements people have made about 
technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, 
broadband or TV services. 
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or 
disagree...

Base: All respondents 1155

 35 12 QD2(1): I try to keep up with technology 
Please look at the different statements people have made about 
technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, 
broadband or TV services. 
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or 
disagree...

Base: All respondents 1155
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 36 12 QD2(1): I try to keep up with technology 
Please look at the different statements people have made about 
technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, 
broadband or TV services. 
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or 
disagree...

Base: All respondents 1155

 37 13 QD2(2): My friends tend to come to me if they have questions 
about technology 
Please look at the different statements people have made about 
technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, 
broadband or TV services. 
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or 
disagree...

Base: All respondents 1155

 38 13 QD2(2): My friends tend to come to me if they have questions 
about technology 
Please look at the different statements people have made about 
technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, 
broadband or TV services. 
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or 
disagree...

Base: All respondents 1155

 39 13 QD2(2): My friends tend to come to me if they have questions 
about technology 
Please look at the different statements people have made about 
technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, 
broadband or TV services. 
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or 
disagree...

Base: All respondents 1155

 40 14 QD2(3): I'm as knowledgeable about these technologies as the 
next person 
Please look at the different statements people have made about 
technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, 
broadband or TV services. 
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or 
disagree...

Base: All respondents 1155
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 41 14 QD2(3): I'm as knowledgeable about these technologies as the 
next person 
Please look at the different statements people have made about 
technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, 
broadband or TV services. 
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or 
disagree...

Base: All respondents 1155

 42 14 QD2(3): I'm as knowledgeable about these technologies as the 
next person 
Please look at the different statements people have made about 
technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, 
broadband or TV services. 
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or 
disagree...

Base: All respondents 1155

 43 15 QD2(4): I understand the different options for broadband services 
in the market 
Please look at the different statements people have made about 
technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, 
broadband or TV services. 
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or 
disagree...

Base: All respondents 1155

 44 15 QD2(4): I understand the different options for broadband services 
in the market 
Please look at the different statements people have made about 
technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, 
broadband or TV services. 
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or 
disagree...

Base: All respondents 1155

 45 15 QD2(4): I understand the different options for broadband services 
in the market 
Please look at the different statements people have made about 
technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, 
broadband or TV services. 
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or 
disagree...

Base: All respondents 1155
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 46 16 QD2(5): I'm confident comparing the costs of the various 
broadband deals available in the market 
Please look at the different statements people have made about 
technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, 
broadband or TV services. 
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or 
disagree...

Base: All respondents 1155

 47 16 QD2(5): I'm confident comparing the costs of the various 
broadband deals available in the market 
Please look at the different statements people have made about 
technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, 
broadband or TV services. 
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or 
disagree...

Base: All respondents 1155

 48 16 QD2(5): I'm confident comparing the costs of the various 
broadband deals available in the market 
Please look at the different statements people have made about 
technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, 
broadband or TV services. 
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or 
disagree...

Base: All respondents 1155

 49 17 QD2: SUMMARY TABLE - AGREE STRONGLY 
Please look at the different statements people have made about 
technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, 
broadband or TV services. 
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or 
disagree...

Base: All respondents 1155
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 50 17 QD2: SUMMARY TABLE - AGREE STRONGLY 
Please look at the different statements people have made about 
technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, 
broadband or TV services. 
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or 
disagree...

Base: All respondents 1155

 51 17 QD2: SUMMARY TABLE - AGREE STRONGLY 
Please look at the different statements people have made about 
technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, 
broadband or TV services. 
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or 
disagree...

Base: All respondents 1155

 52 18 QD2: SUMMARY TABLE - NET AGREE 
Please look at the different statements people have made about 
technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, 
broadband or TV services. 
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or 
disagree...

Base: All respondents 1155

 53 18 QD2: SUMMARY TABLE - NET AGREE 
Please look at the different statements people have made about 
technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, 
broadband or TV services. 
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or 
disagree...

Base: All respondents 1155

 54 18 QD2: SUMMARY TABLE - NET AGREE 
Please look at the different statements people have made about 
technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, 
broadband or TV services. 
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or 
disagree...

Base: All respondents 1155
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 55 19 QD2: SUMMARY TABLE - DISAGREE STRONGLY 
Please look at the different statements people have made about 
technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, 
broadband or TV services. 
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or 
disagree...

Base: All respondents 1155

 56 19 QD2: SUMMARY TABLE - DISAGREE STRONGLY 
Please look at the different statements people have made about 
technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, 
broadband or TV services. 
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or 
disagree...

Base: All respondents 1155

 57 19 QD2: SUMMARY TABLE - DISAGREE STRONGLY 
Please look at the different statements people have made about 
technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, 
broadband or TV services. 
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or 
disagree...

Base: All respondents 1155

 58 20 QD2: SUMMARY TABLE - NET DISAGREE 
Please look at the different statements people have made about 
technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, 
broadband or TV services. 
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or 
disagree...

Base: All respondents 1155

 59 20 QD2: SUMMARY TABLE - NET DISAGREE 
Please look at the different statements people have made about 
technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, 
broadband or TV services. 
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or 
disagree...

Base: All respondents 1155
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 60 20 QD2: SUMMARY TABLE - NET DISAGREE 
Please look at the different statements people have made about 
technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, 
broadband or TV services. 
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or 
disagree...

Base: All respondents 1155

 61 21 QD2: SUMMARY TABLE 
Please look at the different statements people have made about 
technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, 
broadband or TV services. 
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or 
disagree...

Base: All respondents 1155

 62 22 QE1(1): ADSL 
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases 
means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's 
attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents 1155

 63 22 QE1(1): ADSL 
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases 
means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's 
attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents 1155

 64 22 QE1(1): ADSL 
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases 
means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's 
attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents 1155

 65 23 QE1(2): Copper broadband 
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases 
means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's 
attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents 1155

 66 23 QE1(2): Copper broadband 
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases 
means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's 
attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents 1155
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 67 23 QE1(2): Copper broadband 
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases 
means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's 
attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents 1155

 68 24 QE1(3): Cable broadband 
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases 
means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's 
attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents 1155

 69 24 QE1(3): Cable broadband 
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases 
means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's 
attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents 1155

 70 24 QE1(3): Cable broadband 
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases 
means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's 
attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents 1155

 71 25 QE1(4): Fibre 
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases 
means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's 
attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents 1155

 72 25 QE1(4): Fibre 
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases 
means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's 
attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents 1155

 73 25 QE1(4): Fibre 
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases 
means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's 
attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents 1155
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 74 26 QE1(5): Part fibre 
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases 
means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's 
attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents 1155

 75 26 QE1(5): Part fibre 
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases 
means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's 
attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents 1155

 76 26 QE1(5): Part fibre 
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases 
means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's 
attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents 1155

 77 27 QE1(6): Full fibre 
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases 
means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's 
attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents 1155

 78 27 QE1(6): Full fibre 
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases 
means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's 
attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents 1155

 79 27 QE1(6): Full fibre 
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases 
means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's 
attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents 1155

 80 28 QE1(7): Fibre to the cabinet (FTTC) 
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases 
means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's 
attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents 1155
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 81 28 QE1(7): Fibre to the cabinet (FTTC) 
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases 
means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's 
attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents 1155

 82 28 QE1(7): Fibre to the cabinet (FTTC) 
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases 
means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's 
attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents 1155

 83 29 QE1(8): Fibre to the premises (FTTP) 
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases 
means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's 
attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents 1155

 84 29 QE1(8): Fibre to the premises (FTTP) 
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases 
means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's 
attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents 1155

 85 29 QE1(8): Fibre to the premises (FTTP) 
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases 
means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's 
attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents 1155

 86 30 QE1: SUMMARY TABLE - UNDERSTAND COMPLETELY 
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases 
means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's 
attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents 1155

 87 30 QE1: SUMMARY TABLE - UNDERSTAND COMPLETELY 
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases 
means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's 
attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents 1155
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 88 30 QE1: SUMMARY TABLE - UNDERSTAND COMPLETELY 
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases 
means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's 
attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents 1155

 89 31 QE1: SUMMARY TABLE - NET UNDERSTAND 
COMPLETELY/SOMEWHAT 
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases 
means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's 
attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents 1155

 90 31 QE1: SUMMARY TABLE - NET UNDERSTAND 
COMPLETELY/SOMEWHAT 
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases 
means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's 
attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents 1155

 91 31 QE1: SUMMARY TABLE - NET UNDERSTAND 
COMPLETELY/SOMEWHAT 
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases 
means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's 
attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents 1155

 92 32 QE1: SUMMARY TABLE -  NET UNDERSTAND A LITTLE/DON'T 
UNDERSTAND AT ALL 
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases 
means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's 
attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents 1155
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 93 32 QE1: SUMMARY TABLE -  NET UNDERSTAND A LITTLE/DON'T 
UNDERSTAND AT ALL 
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases 
means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's 
attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents 1155

 94 32 QE1: SUMMARY TABLE -  NET UNDERSTAND A LITTLE/DON'T 
UNDERSTAND AT ALL 
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases 
means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's 
attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents 1155

 95 33 QE1: SUMMARY TABLE 
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases 
means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's 
attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents 1155

 96 34 QG1(1): Copper broadband 
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches 
with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents 1155

 97 34 QG1(1): Copper broadband 
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches 
with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents 1155

 98 34 QG1(1): Copper broadband 
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches 
with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents 1155

 99 35 QG1(2): Fibre to the cabinet (FTTC) 
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches 
with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents 1155
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 100 35 QG1(2): Fibre to the cabinet (FTTC) 
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches 
with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents 1155

 101 35 QG1(2): Fibre to the cabinet (FTTC) 
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches 
with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents 1155

 102 36 QG1(3): Cable broadband 
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches 
with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents 1155

 103 36 QG1(3): Cable broadband 
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches 
with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents 1155

 104 36 QG1(3): Cable broadband 
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches 
with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents 1155

 105 37 QG1(4): Fibre to the premises (FTTP) 
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches 
with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents 1155

 106 37 QG1(4): Fibre to the premises (FTTP) 
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches 
with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents 1155

 107 37 QG1(4): Fibre to the premises (FTTP) 
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches 
with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents 1155

 108 38 QG1(1): Copper broadband 
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches 
with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All who understand 
completely/somewhat/a little the 
meaning of the phrase “ADSL”

592
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 109 38 QG1(1): Copper broadband 
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches 
with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All who understand 
completely/somewhat/a little the 
meaning of the phrase “ADSL”

592

 110 38 QG1(1): Copper broadband 
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches 
with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All who understand 
completely/somewhat/a little the 
meaning of the phrase “ADSL”

592

 111 39 QG1(2): Copper broadband 
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches 
with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All who understand 
completely/somewhat/a little the 
meaning of the phrase “Copper 
broadband”

704

 112 39 QG1(2): Copper broadband 
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches 
with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All who understand 
completely/somewhat/a little the 
meaning of the phrase “Copper 
broadband”

704

 113 39 QG1(2): Copper broadband 
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches 
with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All who understand 
completely/somewhat/a little the 
meaning of the phrase “Copper 
broadband”

704

 114 40 QG1(3): Fibre to the cabinet (FTTC) 
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches 
with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All who understand 
completely/somewhat/a little the 
meaning of the phrase “Fibre to 
the cabinet (FTTC)”

664
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 115 40 QG1(3): Fibre to the cabinet (FTTC) 
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches 
with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All who understand 
completely/somewhat/a little the 
meaning of the phrase “Fibre to 
the cabinet (FTTC)”

664

 116 40 QG1(3): Fibre to the cabinet (FTTC) 
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches 
with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All who understand 
completely/somewhat/a little the 
meaning of the phrase “Fibre to 
the cabinet (FTTC)”

664

 117 41 QG1(4): Fibre to the cabinet (FTTC) 
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches 
with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All who understand 
completely/somewhat/a little the 
meaning of the phrase “Part fibre”

693

 118 41 QG1(4): Fibre to the cabinet (FTTC) 
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches 
with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All who understand 
completely/somewhat/a little the 
meaning of the phrase “Part fibre”

693

 119 41 QG1(4): Fibre to the cabinet (FTTC) 
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches 
with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All who understand 
completely/somewhat/a little the 
meaning of the phrase “Part fibre”

693

 120 42 QG1(5): Cable broadband 
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches 
with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All who understand 
completely/somewhat/a little the 
meaning of the phrase “Cable 
broadband”

1013

 121 42 QG1(5): Cable broadband 
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches 
with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All who understand 
completely/somewhat/a little the 
meaning of the phrase “Cable 
broadband”

1013
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 122 42 QG1(5): Cable broadband 
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches 
with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All who understand 
completely/somewhat/a little the 
meaning of the phrase “Cable 
broadband”

1013

 123 43 QG1(6): Fibre to the premises (FTTP) 
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches 
with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All who understand 
completely/somewhat/a little the 
meaning of the phrase “Fibre to 
the premises (FTTP)”

770

 124 43 QG1(6): Fibre to the premises (FTTP) 
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches 
with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All who understand 
completely/somewhat/a little the 
meaning of the phrase “Fibre to 
the premises (FTTP)”

770

 125 43 QG1(6): Fibre to the premises (FTTP) 
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches 
with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All who understand 
completely/somewhat/a little the 
meaning of the phrase “Fibre to 
the premises (FTTP)”

770

 126 44 QG1(7): Fibre to the premises (FTTP) 
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches 
with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All who understand 
completely/somewhat/a little the 
meaning of the phrase “Full fibre”

1002

 127 44 QG1(7): Fibre to the premises (FTTP) 
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches 
with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All who understand 
completely/somewhat/a little the 
meaning of the phrase “Full fibre”

1002

 128 44 QG1(7): Fibre to the premises (FTTP) 
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches 
with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All who understand 
completely/somewhat/a little the 
meaning of the phrase “Full fibre”

1002
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 129 45 QG1: SUMMARY TABLE - EXACTLY/ALMOST EXACTLY 
MATCHES 
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches 
with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents 1155

 130 45 QG1: SUMMARY TABLE - EXACTLY/ALMOST EXACTLY 
MATCHES 
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches 
with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents 1155

 131 45 QG1: SUMMARY TABLE - EXACTLY/ALMOST EXACTLY 
MATCHES 
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches 
with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents 1155

 132 46 QG1: SUMMARY TABLE - NET EXACTLY/ ALMOST EXACTLY / 
CLOSELY MATCHES 
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches 
with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents 1155

 133 46 QG1: SUMMARY TABLE - NET EXACTLY/ ALMOST EXACTLY / 
CLOSELY MATCHES 
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches 
with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents 1155

 134 46 QG1: SUMMARY TABLE - NET EXACTLY/ ALMOST EXACTLY / 
CLOSELY MATCHES 
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches 
with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents 1155

 135 47 QG1: SUMMARY TABLE -  DOES NOT MATCH AT ALL 
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches 
with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents 1155
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 136 47 QG1: SUMMARY TABLE -  DOES NOT MATCH AT ALL 
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches 
with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents 1155

 137 47 QG1: SUMMARY TABLE -  DOES NOT MATCH AT ALL 
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches 
with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents 1155

 138 48 QG1: SUMMARY TABLE -  NET DIDN'T MATCH VERY MUCH / AT
ALL 
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches 
with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents 1155

 139 48 QG1: SUMMARY TABLE -  NET DIDN'T MATCH VERY MUCH / AT
ALL 
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches 
with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents 1155

 140 48 QG1: SUMMARY TABLE -  NET DIDN'T MATCH VERY MUCH / AT
ALL 
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches 
with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents 1155

 141 49 QG1: SUMMARY TABLE 
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches 
with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents 1155

 142 50 QE1/QG1: SUMMARY TABLE - Copper broadband Base: All respondents 1155

 143 50 QE1/QG1: SUMMARY TABLE - Copper broadband Base: All respondents 1155

 144 50 QE1/QG1: SUMMARY TABLE - Copper broadband Base: All respondents 1155
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 145 51 QE1/QG1: SUMMARY TABLE - Fibre to the cabinet (FTTC) Base: All respondents 1155

 146 51 QE1/QG1: SUMMARY TABLE - Fibre to the cabinet (FTTC) Base: All respondents 1155

 147 51 QE1/QG1: SUMMARY TABLE - Fibre to the cabinet (FTTC) Base: All respondents 1155

 148 52 QE1/QG1: SUMMARY TABLE - Cable broadband Base: All respondents 1155

 149 52 QE1/QG1: SUMMARY TABLE - Cable broadband Base: All respondents 1155

 150 52 QE1/QG1: SUMMARY TABLE - Cable broadband Base: All respondents 1155

 151 53 QE1/QG1: SUMMARY TABLE - Fibre to the premises (FTTP) Base: All respondents 1155

 152 53 QE1/QG1: SUMMARY TABLE - Fibre to the premises (FTTP) Base: All respondents 1155

 153 53 QE1/QG1: SUMMARY TABLE - Fibre to the premises (FTTP) Base: All respondents 1155

 154 54 QG2: Copper broadband - You said your understanding of the 
phrase Copper broadband Didn't match very much/Does not 
match at all. 
Please can you explain the ways in which it did not match with 
what you thought it meant beforehand?

Base: All respondents whose 
understanding did not match very 
much or at all

313

 155 54 QG2: Copper broadband - You said your understanding of the 
phrase Copper broadband Didn't match very much/Does not 
match at all. 
Please can you explain the ways in which it did not match with 
what you thought it meant beforehand?

Base: All respondents whose 
understanding did not match very 
much or at all

314
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 156 54 QG2: Copper broadband - You said your understanding of the 
phrase Copper broadband Didn't match very much/Does not 
match at all. 
Please can you explain the ways in which it did not match with 
what you thought it meant beforehand?

Base: All respondents whose 
understanding did not match very 
much or at all

313

 157 54 QG2: Copper broadband - You said your understanding of the 
phrase Copper broadband Didn't match very much/Does not 
match at all. 
Please can you explain the ways in which it did not match with 
what you thought it meant beforehand?

Base: All respondents whose 
understanding did not match very 
much or at all

314

 158 54 QG2: Copper broadband - You said your understanding of the 
phrase Copper broadband Didn't match very much/Does not 
match at all. 
Please can you explain the ways in which it did not match with 
what you thought it meant beforehand?

Base: All respondents whose 
understanding did not match very 
much or at all

313

 159 54 QG2: Copper broadband - You said your understanding of the 
phrase Copper broadband Didn't match very much/Does not 
match at all. 
Please can you explain the ways in which it did not match with 
what you thought it meant beforehand?

Base: All respondents whose 
understanding did not match very 
much or at all

314

 160 55 QG2: Fibre to the cabinet (FTTC) - You said your understanding of 
the phrase Fibre to the cabinet (FTTC) Didn't match very 
much/Does not match at all. 
Please can you explain the ways in which it did not match with 
what you thought it meant beforehand?

Base: All respondents whose 
understanding did not match very 
much or at all

355
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 161 55 QG2: Fibre to the cabinet (FTTC) - You said your understanding of 
the phrase Fibre to the cabinet (FTTC) Didn't match very 
much/Does not match at all. 
Please can you explain the ways in which it did not match with 
what you thought it meant beforehand?

Base: All respondents whose 
understanding did not match very 
much or at all

355

 162 55 QG2: Fibre to the cabinet (FTTC) - You said your understanding of 
the phrase Fibre to the cabinet (FTTC) Didn't match very 
much/Does not match at all. 
Please can you explain the ways in which it did not match with 
what you thought it meant beforehand?

Base: All respondents whose 
understanding did not match very 
much or at all

355

 163 56 QG2: Cable broadband - You said your understanding of the 
phrase Cable broadband Didn't match very much/Does not match 
at all. 
Please can you explain the ways in which it did not match with 
what you thought it meant beforehand?

Base: All respondents whose 
understanding did not match very 
much or at all

259

 164 56 QG2: Cable broadband - You said your understanding of the 
phrase Cable broadband Didn't match very much/Does not match 
at all. 
Please can you explain the ways in which it did not match with 
what you thought it meant beforehand?

Base: All respondents whose 
understanding did not match very 
much or at all

258

 165 56 QG2: Cable broadband - You said your understanding of the 
phrase Cable broadband Didn't match very much/Does not match 
at all. 
Please can you explain the ways in which it did not match with 
what you thought it meant beforehand?

Base: All respondents whose 
understanding did not match very 
much or at all

259
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 166 56 QG2: Cable broadband - You said your understanding of the 
phrase Cable broadband Didn't match very much/Does not match 
at all. 
Please can you explain the ways in which it did not match with 
what you thought it meant beforehand?

Base: All respondents whose 
understanding did not match very 
much or at all

258

 167 56 QG2: Cable broadband - You said your understanding of the 
phrase Cable broadband Didn't match very much/Does not match 
at all. 
Please can you explain the ways in which it did not match with 
what you thought it meant beforehand?

Base: All respondents whose 
understanding did not match very 
much or at all

259

 168 56 QG2: Cable broadband - You said your understanding of the 
phrase Cable broadband Didn't match very much/Does not match 
at all. 
Please can you explain the ways in which it did not match with 
what you thought it meant beforehand?

Base: All respondents whose 
understanding did not match very 
much or at all

258

 169 57 QG2: Fibre to the premises (FTTP) - You said your understanding 
of the phrase Fibre to the premises (FTTP) Didn't match very 
much/Does not match at all. 
Please can you explain the ways in which it did not match with 
what you thought it meant beforehand?

Base: All respondents whose 
understanding did not match very 
much or at all

229

 170 57 QG2: Fibre to the premises (FTTP) - You said your understanding 
of the phrase Fibre to the premises (FTTP) Didn't match very 
much/Does not match at all. 
Please can you explain the ways in which it did not match with 
what you thought it meant beforehand?

Base: All respondents whose 
understanding did not match very 
much or at all

229
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 171 57 QG2: Fibre to the premises (FTTP) - You said your understanding 
of the phrase Fibre to the premises (FTTP) Didn't match very 
much/Does not match at all. 
Please can you explain the ways in which it did not match with 
what you thought it meant beforehand?

Base: All respondents whose 
understanding did not match very 
much or at all

229

 172 58 QH1: Please indicate which is most useful to you and which is 
least useful to you. You can only select one most useful and one 
least useful per question.

Base: All respondents 1155

 173 58 QH1: Please indicate which is most useful to you and which is 
least useful to you. You can only select one most useful and one 
least useful per question.

Base: All respondents 1155

 174 58 QH1: Please indicate which is most useful to you and which is 
least useful to you. You can only select one most useful and one 
least useful per question.

Base: All respondents 1155

 175 59 QH2(1): Download speed, i.e. how fast data can travel from the 
internet to your computer or other device 
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information 
about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents 1155

 176 59 QH2(1): Download speed, i.e. how fast data can travel from the 
internet to your computer or other device 
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information 
about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents 1155
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 177 59 QH2(1): Download speed, i.e. how fast data can travel from the 
internet to your computer or other device 
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information 
about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents 1155

 178 60 QH2(2): Upload speed, i.e. how fast data can travel from your 
computer or other device to the internet 
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information 
about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents 1155

 179 60 QH2(2): Upload speed, i.e. how fast data can travel from your 
computer or other device to the internet 
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information 
about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents 1155

 180 60 QH2(2): Upload speed, i.e. how fast data can travel from your 
computer or other device to the internet 
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information 
about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents 1155

 181 61 QH2(3): Reliability, i.e. the degree to which the service operates 
without faults or interruptions 
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information 
about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents 1155
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 182 61 QH2(3): Reliability, i.e. the degree to which the service operates 
without faults or interruptions 
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information 
about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents 1155

 183 61 QH2(3): Reliability, i.e. the degree to which the service operates 
without faults or interruptions 
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information 
about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents 1155

 184 62 QH2(4): Monthly cost, i.e. the ongoing cost per month to receive 
the service 
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information 
about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents 1155

 185 62 QH2(4): Monthly cost, i.e. the ongoing cost per month to receive 
the service 
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information 
about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents 1155

 186 62 QH2(4): Monthly cost, i.e. the ongoing cost per month to receive 
the service 
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information 
about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents 1155

 187 63 QH2(5): Cost of equipment/installation, i.e. any initial cost of 
setting up your service including your router, engineer visits etc. 
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information 
about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents 1155
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 188 63 QH2(5): Cost of equipment/installation, i.e. any initial cost of 
setting up your service including your router, engineer visits etc. 
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information 
about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents 1155

 189 63 QH2(5): Cost of equipment/installation, i.e. any initial cost of 
setting up your service including your router, engineer visits etc. 
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information 
about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents 1155

 190 64 QH2(6): Contract length, i.e. the minimum length of time you agree
to pay for the service 
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information 
about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents 1155

 191 64 QH2(6): Contract length, i.e. the minimum length of time you agree
to pay for the service 
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information 
about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents 1155

 192 64 QH2(6): Contract length, i.e. the minimum length of time you agree
to pay for the service 
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information 
about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents 1155
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 193 65 QH2(7): Other services included in the deal (e.g. TV, landline) 
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information 
about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents 1155

 194 65 QH2(7): Other services included in the deal (e.g. TV, landline) 
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information 
about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents 1155

 195 65 QH2(7): Other services included in the deal (e.g. TV, landline) 
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information 
about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents 1155

 196 66 QH2(8): Suitability for your household’s needs (e.g. number of 
devices that can connect at the same time) 
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information 
about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents 1155

 197 66 QH2(8): Suitability for your household’s needs (e.g. number of 
devices that can connect at the same time) 
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information 
about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents 1155

 198 66 QH2(8): Suitability for your household’s needs (e.g. number of 
devices that can connect at the same time) 
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information 
about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents 1155
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 199 67 QH2(9): An easily understood one- or two-word term on the 
technology used to deliver your broadband service (e.g. fibre, part 
fibre, cable) 
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information 
about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents 1155

 200 67 QH2(9): An easily understood one- or two-word term on the 
technology used to deliver your broadband service (e.g. fibre, part 
fibre, cable) 
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information 
about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents 1155

 201 67 QH2(9): An easily understood one- or two-word term on the 
technology used to deliver your broadband service (e.g. fibre, part 
fibre, cable) 
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information 
about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents 1155

 202 68 QH2(10): A detailed description indicating the technology used to 
deliver your broadband service (e.g. fibre, part fibre, cable) 
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information 
about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents 1155

 203 68 QH2(10): A detailed description indicating the technology used to 
deliver your broadband service (e.g. fibre, part fibre, cable) 
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information 
about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents 1155
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 204 68 QH2(10): A detailed description indicating the technology used to 
deliver your broadband service (e.g. fibre, part fibre, cable) 
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information 
about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents 1155

 205 69 QH2: SUMMARY TABLE - VERY USEFUL 
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information 
about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents 1155

 206 69 QH2: SUMMARY TABLE - VERY USEFUL 
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information 
about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents 1155

 207 69 QH2: SUMMARY TABLE - VERY USEFUL 
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information 
about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents 1155

 208 70 QH2: SUMMARY TABLE - NET VERY/FAIRLY USEFUL 
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information 
about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents 1155

 209 70 QH2: SUMMARY TABLE - NET VERY/FAIRLY USEFUL 
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information 
about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents 1155
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 210 70 QH2: SUMMARY TABLE - NET VERY/FAIRLY USEFUL 
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information 
about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents 1155

 211 71 QH2: SUMMARY TABLE - NET VERY/FAIRLY/SOMEWHAT 
USEFUL 
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information 
about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents 1155

 212 71 QH2: SUMMARY TABLE - NET VERY/FAIRLY/SOMEWHAT 
USEFUL 
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information 
about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents 1155

 213 71 QH2: SUMMARY TABLE - NET VERY/FAIRLY/SOMEWHAT 
USEFUL 
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information 
about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents 1155

 214 72 QH2: SUMMARY TABLE - NOT USEFUL 
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information 
about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents 1155

 215 72 QH2: SUMMARY TABLE - NOT USEFUL 
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information 
about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents 1155

 216 72 QH2: SUMMARY TABLE - NOT USEFUL 
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information 
about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents 1155
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 217 73 QH2: SUMMARY TABLE 
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information 
about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents 1155

 218 74 QI1i: Where in the process of deciding on a fixed broadband 
service would ... be useful to you? 
An easily understood one- or two-word term on the technology 
used to deliver your broadband service (e.g. fibre, part fibre, cable)

Base: All respondents 1155

 219 74 QI1i: Where in the process of deciding on a fixed broadband 
service would ... be useful to you? 
An easily understood one- or two-word term on the technology 
used to deliver your broadband service (e.g. fibre, part fibre, cable)

Base: All respondents 1155

 220 74 QI1i: Where in the process of deciding on a fixed broadband 
service would ... be useful to you? 
An easily understood one- or two-word term on the technology 
used to deliver your broadband service (e.g. fibre, part fibre, cable)

Base: All respondents 1155

 221 75 QI1ii: Where in the process of deciding on a fixed broadband 
service would ... be useful to you? 
A detailed description indicating the characteristics of the service

Base: All respondents 1155

 222 75 QI1ii: Where in the process of deciding on a fixed broadband 
service would ... be useful to you? 
A detailed description indicating the characteristics of the service

Base: All respondents 1155
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 223 75 QI1ii: Where in the process of deciding on a fixed broadband 
service would ... be useful to you? 
A detailed description indicating the characteristics of the service

Base: All respondents 1155

 224 76 QI2i: And at which one stage would it be most useful to have this 
information? 
An easily understood one- or two-word term on the technology 
used to deliver your broadband service (e.g. fibre, part fibre, cable)

Base: All respondents 1155

 225 76 QI2i: And at which one stage would it be most useful to have this 
information? 
An easily understood one- or two-word term on the technology 
used to deliver your broadband service (e.g. fibre, part fibre, cable)

Base: All respondents 1155

 226 76 QI2i: And at which one stage would it be most useful to have this 
information? 
An easily understood one- or two-word term on the technology 
used to deliver your broadband service (e.g. fibre, part fibre, cable)

Base: All respondents 1155

 227 77 QI2ii: And at which one stage would it be most useful to have this 
information? 
A detailed description indicating the characteristics of the service

Base: All respondents 1155

 228 77 QI2ii: And at which one stage would it be most useful to have this 
information? 
A detailed description indicating the characteristics of the service

Base: All respondents 1155

 229 77 QI2ii: And at which one stage would it be most useful to have this 
information? 
A detailed description indicating the characteristics of the service

Base: All respondents 1155
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 230 78 QK1: Which of these fixed broadband services does your 
household have? Again, please think about the one you consider 
to be your main service.

Base: All with fixed broadband 
service

1123

 231 78 QK1: Which of these fixed broadband services does your 
household have? Again, please think about the one you consider 
to be your main service.

Base: All with fixed broadband 
service

1123

 232 78 QK1: Which of these fixed broadband services does your 
household have? Again, please think about the one you consider 
to be your main service.

Base: All with fixed broadband 
service

1123

 233 79 QK2: Are there any children under 18 in your household? Please 
include yourself if you are under 18.

Base: All respondents 1155

 234 79 QK2: Are there any children under 18 in your household? Please 
include yourself if you are under 18.

Base: All respondents 1155

 235 79 QK2: Are there any children under 18 in your household? Please 
include yourself if you are under 18.

Base: All respondents 1155

 236 80 K3: Full fibre availability (from postcode) Base: All respondents 1155

 237 80 K3: Full fibre availability (from postcode) Base: All respondents 1155

 238 80 K3: Full fibre availability (from postcode) Base: All respondents 1155

 239 81 Urbanity (from postcode) Base: All respondents 1155

 240 81 Urbanity (from postcode) Base: All respondents 1155

 241 81 Urbanity (from postcode) Base: All respondents 1155



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

328769103289134151414241584667397524538390319360135192136282351192324196287981118Mobile phone service
99%98%100%99%98%99%98%97%98%96%98%98%98%97%98%99%97%99%99%99%96%98%99%c96%98%97%97%

135612952751001393041665614832433204022962182176911810220725111920012921979754Landline phone (i.e.
41%78%StZ92%STVYZ94%STVYZ73%Z92%STVYZ72%Z67%Z94%STVYZ70%P60%60%73%O74%K67%60%49%60%75%iJ73%iJ69%J61%61%63%75%CDE78%cDE65%home phone) or line

rental

3327881032921371524232485966773905365494023263651391951372853641953282042911011120Fixed broadband internet
100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%98%96%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%97%

16052696267123115374166393429240315354241209224611326123319810421314317156700Pay TV service (via a
48%67%Z93%RSUYZ91%RSUYZ90%RSUYZ76%ryZ89%RSUYZ67%Z66%Z62%59%59%64%60%64%62%44%68%FHJ45%82%FHIJ54%53%65%e70%abE59%55%61%cable, satellite or a

broadband connection)

---------103---------------13None of these
---------1%1%---------------1%

Page 1

Ofcom: Broadband Terminology Research November 2022
Absolutes/col percents

Table 1

QA1: Which of the following services do you/your household have?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

7263885195992872322953052341731642123365725452310144950392288270888356364331118Mobile phone service
97%96%96%98%vx95%96%97%99%tuVX96%97%97%97%97%97%96%100%97%96%97%97%96%97%95%97%98%98%97%

52922335340019715618321721712912212216336938516753063325920417060562422303754Landline phone (i.e.
71%Y55%65%65%65%65%60%71%T89%NOPQ72%NO72%NO56%47%63%68%68%72%65%64%64%68%61%65%65%65%68%65%home phone) or line

rental

7333825255952912342933032411731672053355715482210246950394288269938316494421120Fixed broadband internet
98%Y94%97%97%96%98%96%98%99%nO97%98%94%97%97%97%97%98%99%97%97%96%97%100%96%100%100%97%

43426529940115913919121112511412212721234535415583059825117816954521366302700Pay TV service (via a
58%65%z55%66%VX53%58%63%v69%uVX51%64%r72%nOR59%61%r59%63%64%56%64%61%62%59%61%58%60%56%68%B61%cable, satellite or a

broadband connection)

4984534-1325258---13435-13--13None of these
*2%z2%s1%2%s1%1%s-*1%1%2%*1%1%---1%1%1%2%-1%--1%

Page 2

Ofcom: Broadband Terminology Research November 2022
Absolutes/col percents

Table 1

QA1: Which of the following services do you/your household have?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

582338289032168992202378812518673337863008181118Mobile phone service
95%95%97%97%96%97%95%96%97%97%97%97%97%96%97%97%

32171551602152594160158595169585204550186567754Landline phone (i.e.
52%70%o65%o65%68%64%69%64%66%66%65%60%68%d59%67%b65%home phone) or line

rental

572368289092118992212418792558653327883068151120Fixed broadband internet
93%96%97%98%k94%97%96%98%97%99%96%97%97%97%97%97%

33122545549151555145143557131569202498180520700Pay TV service (via a
53%50%64%N59%67%l60%63%58%61%51%63%F59%61%57%62%61%cable, satellite or a

broadband connection)

-498594112-133104913None of these
-2%1%1%2%1%2%*1%-1%1%1%1%1%1%
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Ofcom: Broadband Terminology Research November 2022
Absolutes/col percents

Table 1

QA1: Which of the following services do you/your household have?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

31275298282130145406236571655389499531379310351132180134273346182321191272991095Mobile phone service
94%95%95%97%95%96%96%95%96%94%96%93%97%o94%95%96%95%93%98%96%95%93%98%bce94%93%97%95%

14759393274971343011575484922423163992892142216611710020225512220312521279760Landline phone (i.e.
44%75%SZ90%STVYZ94%STVYZ71%Z89%STVYZ71%Z63%Z92%STVYZ71%P60%59%73%O72%K66%61%47%60%j73%iJ71%iJ70%iJ62%62%61%73%cDe78%cDe66%home phone) or line

rental

3327881032921371524232485966934045365494023263651391951372853641953282042911011155Fixed broadband internet
100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%

16954398274125116387167407448254340355246217235611356823421411422314017758735Pay TV service (via a
51%69%Z95%RSUYZ94%RSUYZ91%RSUYZ76%Z92%RSUYZ67%Z68%Z65%63%63%65%61%67%64%44%69%fHJ50%82%FHIJ59%J58%68%e69%61%57%64%cable, satellite or a

broadband connection)
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Ofcom: Broadband Terminology Research November 2022
Absolutes/col percents

Table 2

QA2: Which, if any, of the following services are you solely or jointly responsible for deciding which provider to use?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

712378512583286226290293228173167206320557536239943930380291260838216154231095Mobile phone service
96%93%94%95%94%94%95%95%94%97%98%Nr94%92%95%95%98%96%92%95%94%97%94%89%95%d95%96%95%

52922936139920615518521421813812612315537138915722964525921017561560421296760Landline phone (i.e.
71%Y57%67%65%68%64%61%70%t90%NOPQ77%NO74%NO57%n45%63%69%64%69%63%66%64%70%63%66%65%65%67%66%home phone) or line

rental

7444055436123032403053072431791702183465885652310446982404300277938626494421155Fixed broadband internet
100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%

45028331442116914520621513711712213822235837615673162326218917154557375316735Pay TV service (via a
60%70%Z58%69%uVX56%60%68%VX70%uVX56%65%72%R63%64%61%67%63%64%67%63%65%63%62%58%65%58%71%B64%cable, satellite or a

broadband connection)
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Ofcom: Broadband Terminology Research November 2022
Absolutes/col percents

Table 2

QA2: Which, if any, of the following services are you solely or jointly responsible for deciding which provider to use?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

552278138822138722232278682458503207742928021095Mobile phone service
90%93%96%o95%95%94%96%92%96%95%95%94%95%93%95%95%

31175554606155594167161600175586212548199562760Landline phone (i.e.
50%72%O65%o65%69%64%72%j65%66%68%65%62%67%63%67%66%home phone) or line

rental

612458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Fixed broadband internet
100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%

34140561573162575161142593143592211525186549735Pay TV service (via a
55%57%66%n62%72%L62%69%58%65%56%66%F61%65%59%65%64%cable, satellite or a

broadband connection)
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Ofcom: Broadband Terminology Research November 2022
Absolutes/col percents

Table 2

QA2: Which, if any, of the following services are you solely or jointly responsible for deciding which provider to use?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

1424055615475782251323003421962442871951641825810183142164551599717264565Man
43%51%z54%53%z55%z52%53%Z53%z50%z49%48%46%52%o48%50%50%42%52%60%FJ50%45%28%49%E48%E59%cdE63%cdE49%

18838348139617419711629635020829126120716118380935514420013816910712038588Woman
57%stvwy49%46%47%45%48%47%47%50%50%51%54%n48%51%49%50%57%H48%40%50%55%H71%ABCD51%ab52%ab41%37%51%

2--------111111-11---2----2Non-binary
1%--------******-1%*---1%----*

---------------------------Prefer to use another
---------------------------term

---------------------------Prefer not to say
---------------------------
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Ofcom: Broadband Terminology Research November 2022
Absolutes/col percents

Table 3

QB1: Which of the following are you...?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

388171284281146138134147165998389129-56510362049822214013532453307224565Man
52%Y42%52%t46%48%57%sTW44%48%68%NOPq55%NO49%n41%37%-100%M44%35%44%51%J55%47%49%35%53%D47%51%49%

355233257331155102171160788087129215588-13672648218115914261408340219588Woman
48%58%Z47%54%Ux51%43%56%Ux52%u32%45%r51%R59%QR62%pQR100%L-56%65%H56%49%45%53%51%65%C47%52%49%51%

112-2-------2-----211--12-2Non-binary
***-1%-------1%-----***--**-*

---------------------------Prefer to use another
---------------------------term

---------------------------Prefer not to say
---------------------------
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Ofcom: Broadband Terminology Research November 2022
Absolutes/col percents

Table 3

QB1: Which of the following are you...?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

301154204441214551109447192473115450106459565Man
49%47%50%48%54%49%48%38%52%H36%53%F34%55%D34%55%B49%

31129428485103468120153435165423226362207381588Woman
51%53%50%52%46%51%52%62%G48%64%E47%66%C45%66%A45%51%

-112-2--21111112Non-binary
-***-*--********

----------------Prefer to use another
----------------term

----------------Prefer not to say
----------------
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Ofcom: Broadband Terminology Research November 2022
Absolutes/col percents

Table 3

QB1: Which of the following are you...?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

---------------------------16 - 17
---------------------------

2562131918183035394440602722333011181318271314272499318 - 24
8%8%12%7%13%rw12%r7%14%RTWYz7%6%10%11%N5%6%10%m8%8%9%9%6%8%7%4%13%D8%9%8%

871613553424391769613697149956883913653225779478653501125425 - 34
26%Rw20%34%RtWY18%31%RtWy28%Rw22%r31%RtWY16%20%24%28%N17%17%25%m25%m26%27%h16%20%22%24%a26%Ab26%Ab17%11%22%

761291438212173408313076105906555793232225860436734431921835 - 44
23%RuWy16%13%13%15%14%17%16%14%19%19%20%16%16%17%22%23%17%16%20%17%22%20%16%15%18%19%

461211757202377349310258601056150501526165851255928361917045 - 54
14%15%16%19%15%15%18%14%16%15%14%11%19%O15%15%14%11%13%12%20%hj14%13%18%14%12%18%15%

451281248202267331061185769976748572123224166243627701517955 - 64
13%16%12%17%15%14%16%13%18%17%14%13%18%o17%15%16%15%12%16%14%18%12%11%13%24%CDE15%15%

311065376144216100944359716231401624173149173624431713965 - 74
9%14%SVx5%13%sv4%9%10%6%17%STuVXZ14%11%11%13%15%l10%11%12%12%13%11%14%9%11%12%15%17%12%

2178839101240147666343360522518516252230252713251010075 - 84
6%10%8%13%SZ7%8%10%6%13%SZ9%8%6%11%O13%Kl8%5%4%8%19%FGiJ8%8%13%8%6%8%10%9%

23-2--2-34*234*-221-*-2-12485+
**-1%--*-*1%***1%*-1%1%*-*-1%-*2%*

11222348726060122111135180136209123901161214772347610761101797520346NET 16-34
34%Rw28%r46%RTWYz25%44%RTWY40%RtWY29%r45%RTWYz23%26%34%q39%N22%22%36%M33%M34%37%gh25%27%29%31%31%a39%AB26%19%30%

7612914382121734083130761059065557932322258604367344319218NET 35-44
23%RuWy16%13%13%15%14%17%16%14%19%19%20%16%16%17%22%23%17%16%20%17%22%20%16%15%18%19%

4612117572023773493102586010561505015261658512559283619170NET 45-54
14%15%16%19%15%15%18%14%16%15%14%11%19%O15%15%14%11%13%12%20%hj14%13%18%14%12%18%15%

4512812482022673310611857699767485721232241662436277015179NET 55-64
13%16%12%17%15%14%16%13%18%17%14%13%18%o17%15%16%15%12%16%14%18%12%11%13%24%CDE15%15%

541871377162684301791647893134118575823424353804265376829243NET 65+
16%24%SVxz13%26%SuVxZ12%17%20%sv12%30%STUVXyZ24%19%17%24%O29%KL18%16%17%21%32%fGJ19%22%21%20%18%23%29%c21%
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Ofcom: Broadband Terminology Research November 2022
Absolutes/col percents

Table 4

QB2: What is your age?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

---------------------------16 - 17
---------------------------

6131494424251628----9354384228643271637837509318 - 24
8%8%9%7%8%10%t5%9%----27%OPQR9%7%17%HIJ2%3%9%iJ11%9%6%3%9%6%11%B8%

1131379615842538870----25416291429921210056561320513011225425 - 34
15%34%Z18%26%VX14%22%v29%VX23%v----73%OPQR27%L16%19%28%19%22%25%19%20%14%24%d20%25%22%

7214310311456476055---218-1298942011183745059181661118721835 - 44
10%35%Z19%19%18%20%20%18%---100%NPQR-22%l16%17%19%25%19%18%17%21%20%19%17%20%19%

10663799135445140--170--8783318414556424616127848017045 - 54
14%15%15%15%12%18%17%13%--100%NOQR--15%15%12%18%9%15%14%14%17%17%15%13%18%b15%

15524988165333546-179---809941911144395451181271026217955 - 64
21%Y6%18%tw13%21%TuW14%12%15%-100%NOPR---14%17%17%19%23%h15%10%18%G19%G19%15%16%14%15%

1354786153242140139----4693311511952382915991062813965 - 74
18%Y1%14%Tw10%18%TuW10%7%13%t57%NOPQ----8%16%M13%10%12%12%13%13%10%16%11%16%A6%12%

982406027133326100----3267153903932191158752310075 - 84
13%Y*7%10%9%5%11%u9%41%NOPQ----6%12%M5%5%6%9%10%11%7%11%7%12%A5%9%

4-14-1-44-----4--132-2-34-485+
1%-*1%-*-1%x2%n-----1%m--2%Hj**-1%-*1%-*

175169145202667810498----34621512983010297142847115282167163346NET 16-34
24%42%Z27%33%Vx22%33%v34%Vx32%v----100%OPQR37%L23%36%i29%23%30%35%e28%26%16%33%D26%37%B30%

7214310311456476055---218-12989420111837450591816611187218NET 35-44
10%35%Z19%19%18%20%20%18%---100%NPQR-22%l16%17%19%25%19%18%17%21%20%19%17%20%19%

10663799135445140--170--87833184145564246161278480170NET 45-54
14%15%15%15%12%18%17%13%--100%NOQR--15%15%12%18%9%15%14%14%17%17%15%13%18%b15%

15524988165333546-179---8099419111443954511812710262179NET 55-64
21%Y6%18%tw13%21%TuW14%12%15%-100%NOPR---14%17%17%19%23%h15%10%18%G19%G19%15%16%14%15%

237611812481385470243----7816541692139371492516018551243NET 65+
32%Y1%22%20%27%tU16%18%23%100%NOPQ----13%29%M18%15%20%22%23%24%18%27%19%28%A12%21%
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Ofcom: Broadband Terminology Research November 2022
Absolutes/col percents

Table 4

QB2: What is your age?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

----------------16 - 17
----------------

710776924821132612172246919749318 - 24
11%n4%9%n7%11%9%i5%13%G7%8%8%7%9%6%9%8%

204319120054207475120358195781757418025425 - 34
32%n17%23%21%24%22%20%21%22%23%22%23%22%23%21%22%

164415817840175435316447170631556215621835 - 44
26%18%19%19%18%19%19%22%18%18%19%18%19%20%19%19%

103112913436134362914132138551154812117045 - 54
17%13%15%14%16%15%15%12%15%12%15%16%14%15%14%15%

55012313742136433514340139591194813117955 - 64
8%20%mo15%15%19%15%19%14%16%15%15%17%15%15%16%15%

43510012316113262211726112291102910913965 - 74
6%14%12%13%k7%12%11%9%13%10%13%8%14%d9%13%12%

-297088117723257433663564346510075 - 84
-12%O8%o9%5%8%10%10%8%13%e7%10%8%11%8%9%

-413213-4-4-4-4485+
-2%M**1%*1%J-*-*-1%-1%*

26522682697828957822647926710224592254346NET 16-34
43%N21%32%N29%35%31%25%33%29%31%30%30%30%29%30%30%

1644158178401754353164471706315562156218NET 35-44
26%18%19%19%18%19%19%22%18%18%19%18%19%20%19%19%

1031129134361343629141321385511548121170NET 45-54
17%13%15%14%16%15%15%12%15%12%15%16%14%15%14%15%

550123137421364335143401395911948131179NET 55-64
8%20%mo15%15%19%15%19%14%16%15%15%17%15%15%16%15%

468171214291905247196601836417964179243NET 65+
6%28%mO20%O23%K13%21%23%19%22%23%20%19%22%20%21%21%
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Ofcom: Broadband Terminology Research November 2022
Absolutes/col percents

Table 4

QB2: What is your age?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

812223992475012275175194961451479697108325235781063485609726307NET AB
24%28%38%z31%35%z33%29%30%29%28%24%27%27%24%30%29%23%26%26%27%29%17%26%e30%E33%E26%27%

98195277735411096314816911813814794919839483774965496576223305NET C1
29%25%26%26%25%27%26%25%25%24%29%26%27%23%28%27%28%25%27%26%26%28%29%b28%21%23%26%

6317119602530945511814986117115107527330511667693567475925240NET C2
19%22%18%21%18%20%22%22%20%21%21%22%21%27%kL16%20%22%26%H12%24%h19%18%21%23%20%25%21%

91200196429319755155181104136140106868738444966947280397327303NET DE
27%25%18%22%22%21%23%22%26%26%26%25%26%26%26%24%28%23%35%gi23%26%37%bCD24%19%25%27%26%

17841766168829023213732336321428329418918820670100721522018818011815950612NET ABC1
54%53%64%58%60%59%55%55%54%52%53%53%54%47%58%m56%m51%51%53%53%55%45%55%e58%e55%49%53%

1543723712455621911102733301912532552131381596895651331631071488613252543NET C2DE
46%47%36%42%40%41%45%45%46%48%47%47%46%53%kl42%44%49%49%47%47%45%55%cd45%42%45%51%47%
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Ofcom: Broadband Terminology Research November 2022
Absolutes/col percents

Table 5

QB3: SEG: Which of the following best describes the main income earner in your household?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

194112-307---307704640559816014752713263115796922241153143307NET AB
26%28%-50%TUVX---100%TUVWX29%25%23%25%28%27%26%22%26%28%27%28%26%25%24%28%24%32%B27%

184121-305--305-5435516010417113462013267116718028239150139305NET C1
25%30%-50%SUVX--100%SUVWX-22%20%30%q27%30%q29%24%24%19%27%27%29%24%29%31%28%23%31%B26%

15088240--240--383344477810213862791988064531318714781240NET C2
20%22%44%STVW--100%STVWX--16%18%26%r22%23%17%24%M25%26%20%20%20%21%19%14%22%23%18%21%

21783303-303---8165355666155146730122549386753019419980303NET DE
29%Y21%56%STUW-100%STUWX---33%Np36%NoP21%26%19%26%26%28%29%25%26%23%29%27%32%23%31%A18%26%

378233-612--305307124819111420233128111472552923115014950481303282612NET ABC1
51%58%z-100%UVX--100%UVX100%UVX51%45%53%53%58%q56%l50%46%45%55%54%57%50%54%54%56%47%64%B53%

366171543-303240--118987910314525728412572145217415112842381346160543NET C2DE
49%y42%100%STW-100%STW100%STW--49%55%n47%47%42%44%50%m54%55%45%46%43%50%46%46%44%53%A36%47%
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Table 5

QB3: SEG: Which of the following best describes the main income earner in your household?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

1859230234742396853254602487623178229307NET AB
30%24%27%25%33%l26%29%22%28%23%28%22%28%d25%27%27%

2059226250552465957248782279620985220305NET C1
33%24%27%27%24%27%26%23%27%30%25%28%26%27%26%26%

655179196441994164176382027316754186240NET C2
10%22%o21%o21%20%22%18%26%g19%15%22%f21%21%17%22%21%

1772214252512406373230822219820597205303NET DE
28%29%25%27%23%26%27%29%25%32%e25%28%25%31%a24%26%

38118456484128485127110502138474172440163450612NET ABC1
62%48%54%52%57%52%55%45%55%H53%53%50%54%52%53%53%

2312739344895439104137406120423170373151392543NET C2DE
38%52%46%48%43%48%45%55%G45%47%47%50%46%48%47%47%
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Table 5

QB3: SEG: Which of the following best describes the main income earner in your household?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

22334165524922371623332510206121112151118913458North East England
7%4%4%6%4%3%6%4%4%5%4%4%6%6%3%5%4%6%8%4%4%6%5%5%4%4%5%

348917382023533465863363594034451222234027183831325128North West England
10%11%17%13%15%15%13%14%11%12%p8%12%11%10%11%12%8%11%17%F14%f7%9%11%15%a11%5%11%

365472089281442384842432731312122916211935720991Yorkshire and the Humber
11%sy7%6%7%6%6%7%6%7%5%12%Q8%8%7%10%8%15%FGh11%fg6%6%6%10%c11%C4%7%9%8%

26483224626943433131413020257177212414191419978East Midlands
8%6%3%8%3%4%6%4%7%6%8%6%7%7%6%7%5%9%5%7%7%7%6%7%7%9%7%

22100153517195131748735526538324714261533341733173519128West Midlands
7%13%Z14%z12%z12%12%12%z13%z12%z13%9%10%12%9%10%13%10%13%11%12%9%9%10%8%12%19%cde11%

286351812123321467020483823293681319232817231531494East of England
8%8%5%6%9%8%8%8%8%10%P5%9%7%6%9%10%6%7%14%ij8%8%9%7%8%11%4%8%

2695173019254940646648655251422815241130412235223210122London
8%12%16%z10%14%17%Z12%16%rZ11%10%12%12%10%13%k13%k8%11%12%8%11%11%11%11%11%11%10%11%

41123165126217137978873758471493923281248542047423816169South East England
12%16%16%17%19%14%17%15%16%13%18%q14%15%18%k15%11%16%14%8%17%h15%10%14%21%bE13%16%15%

456441968271253694251543733371417142044262521288113South West England
13%STuVWxy8%4%6%4%5%6%5%9%10%10%10%10%9%10%10%10%9%10%7%12%13%8%10%10%8%10%

9317628743437106571291619712813592759538564269634890486418277NET North
28%22%27%25%25%25%25%23%22%23%24%24%25%23%23%26%28%f29%F31%F24%f17%25%27%23%22%18%24%

76211237533381106216320086131144908110929554177864875478633300NET Midlands
23%27%22%26%24%25%26%25%27%29%p21%24%26%23%25%30%m21%28%30%27%24%25%23%23%29%32%26%

111282371005054147882142231631911901591231045269369913968108859934404NET South
34%36%36%34%37%36%35%36%36%32%40%q36%35%39%K38%k28%37%35%26%35%38%h35%33%42%34%33%35%

2806708824911712936420750658334645046934127930711918011924428716427218024985982NET England
84%85%85%85%86%85%86%84%85%84%86%84%85%85%86%84%86%92%Fg87%86%f79%84%83%88%85%83%85%

143221034141023321422231814135471317916611246Wales
4%4%2%3%2%3%3%4%4%5%3%4%4%5%4%3%3%2%5%4%5%5%5%3%4%2%4%

317210271315362555752553463725361281023491730152713104Scotland
9%9%10%9%9%10%9%10%9%11%p6%10%8%9%8%10%9%4%7%8%13%I9%9%7%9%13%9%

71637449612319111168933151151034123Northern Ireland
2%2%3%2%3%3%2%2%2%*5%Q2%2%1%2%2%2%1%1%2%3%2%3%2%1%1%2%
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Table 6

QB4: Whereabouts in the UK do you live?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

3128263315101320781119132830---58--58241332058North East England
4%7%5%5%5%4%4%6%3%4%7%9%nr4%5%5%---6%IJk--21%FG2%5%5%5%5%

735558703325422822271726356464---128--12861136952128North West England
10%14%11%11%11%10%14%9%9%15%10%12%10%11%11%---13%IJK--46%FG7%13%11%12%11%

623045462718252120161814235041---91--91861593091Yorkshire and the Humber
8%7%8%8%9%7%8%7%8%9%11%6%7%9%7%---9%IJK--33%FG8%7%9%7%8%

482940372416162124101313174730---78-78-756492478East Midlands
6%7%7%6%8%7%5%7%10%n5%8%6%5%8%5%---8%IJK-26%EG-8%6%8%5%7%

853967613632233728231822376562---128-128-9976355128West Midlands
11%10%12%t10%12%13%8%12%12%13%10%10%11%11%11%---13%IJK-43%EG-9%11%10%12%11%

613343522617312118211114294648---94-94-1171563494East of England
8%8%8%8%9%7%10%7%8%12%7%6%8%8%9%---10%IJK-31%EG-12%8%9%8%8%

67545072232732401341620695964---122122--9946057122London
9%13%z9%12%8%11%10%13%5%2%10%Q9%Q20%OPQR10%11%---12%IJK30%EF--9%11%9%13%11%

1155471993337514842242736408089---169169--141239565169South East England
15%13%13%16%11%16%17%16%17%14%16%17%12%14%16%---17%IJK42%EF--15%14%15%15%15%

862753603716332738111318334270---113113--14766936113South West England
12%y7%10%10%12%7%11%9%16%nopQ6%8%8%9%7%12%M---12%IJK28%EF--15%9%11%8%10%

165112128149755380694951465971142135---277--27716215161102277NET North
22%28%24%24%25%22%26%22%20%29%27%27%21%24%24%---28%IJK--100%FG17%25%25%23%24%

195102151150866471797154425084159140---300-300-27223168113300NET Midlands
26%25%28%24%29%27%23%26%29%30%25%23%24%27%25%---31%IJK-100%EG-29%26%26%26%26%

269135174231938011611593395674142181222---404404--36293224158404NET South
36%33%32%38%31%34%38%37%38%Q22%33%q34%q41%Q31%39%M---41%IJK100%EF--39%34%35%36%35%

628348452529254198267263213144145183297482498---98240430027779731553374982NET England
84%86%83%86%84%82%87%86%88%81%85%84%86%82%88%M---100%IJK100%100%100%85%85%85%84%85%

301621251291313911411102620--46----533271746Wales
4%4%4%4%4%4%4%4%4%6%2%5%3%4%4%--100%HJK----6%4%4%4%4%

703357473027202716191820306736-104-----7795641104Scotland
9%8%11%8%10%11%7%9%7%11%11%9%9%11%L6%-100%HIK-----7%9%9%9%9%

1671211766544348131023------218121023Northern Ireland
2%2%2%2%2%2%2%2%2%2%2%2%2%2%2%100%HIJ------2%2%2%2%2%
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Ofcom: Broadband Terminology Research November 2022
Absolutes/col percents

Table 6

QB4: Whereabouts in the UK do you live?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

594445144414114816421147144458North East England
8%4%5%5%6%5%6%4%5%6%5%3%6%4%5%5%

1012105102259829241042610140873493128North West England
17%N5%12%N11%11%11%13%10%11%10%11%12%11%11%11%11%

5147274177714296224673358256791Yorkshire and the Humber
8%6%8%8%8%8%6%12%g7%9%7%10%7%8%8%8%

4215366126314156217611860205878East Midlands
6%9%6%7%5%7%6%6%7%6%7%5%7%6%7%7%

72399953310424231062410437913098128West Midlands
11%9%12%10%15%11%10%9%12%9%12%11%11%9%12%11%

7325680157519247127683262365894East of England
11%13%M7%9%7%8%8%10%8%10%8%9%8%12%a7%8%

6-1169725962628941910332903884122London
9%N-14%N10%11%10%11%12%10%8%11%9%11%12%10%11%

931130141281393030139341355012042127169South East England
14%13%15%15%13%15%13%12%15%13%15%14%15%13%15%15%

42783971693202984298430833479113South West England
6%11%10%10%7%10%9%12%9%11%9%9%10%11%9%10%

2135221221562195863214662118519373204277NET North
34%N14%26%N24%25%24%25%26%24%26%24%25%24%23%24%24%

1776208241592435862238672338821386214300NET Midlands
28%31%24%26%27%26%25%25%26%26%26%26%26%27%25%26%

185832933570328768831783322111293114291404NET South
29%24%39%N36%31%36%33%36%35%32%36%32%36%36%35%35%

56169758796185790192213769216765284698273709982NET England
91%N69%89%N86%83%85%83%86%85%84%85%83%86%87%84%85%

115313610351164012341630133346Wales
1%6%4%4%5%4%5%3%4%5%4%5%4%4%4%4%

45248802381232381248033712182104Scotland
6%21%MO6%9%10%9%10%9%9%9%9%10%9%7%10%9%

11012185185419518101361723Northern Ireland
2%4%m1%2%2%2%2%2%2%2%2%3%2%2%2%2%
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Table 6

QB4: Whereabouts in the UK do you live?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602646419533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981123Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596677390536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1120Base

2796598624311312734920650155932844646232727631211615410824032115927817024885938Effective base

3924746129605119081168174961281511188578---285-5673617025285Sky
12%31%Z44%RyZ44%RsuYZ44%RYZ33%Z45%RSuYZ33%Z28%Z26%25%24%28%29%k26%21%---100%FHIJ-29%22%30%24%25%25%

8116622432437575114114297106134926580----2474389236825247BT
24%TW21%Tw21%15%17%24%Tw13%20%t24%TW21%25%20%24%23%20%22%----68%GHIJ22%c27%C11%23%C25%C22%

521431783212111131108116689991804767-195---227960304195Virgin Media
16%18%17%28%RSUVxYZ15%14%26%RSUvYZ13%18%17%17%18%17%20%14%18%-100%FGHJ---11%a24%ABE29%ABE10%4%17%

48898189925177597345774415142--137--1933175216137TalkTalk
14%sTuvW11%Tw8%6%7%6%6%7%13%sTuW14%p9%11%14%10%16%m11%--100%FGIJ--10%10%9%18%Cde16%12%

2147268131530264221412615183368----9181321768Vodafone
6%w6%w2%2%6%9%tWx4%12%RTWXYz4%6%5%8%5%4%6%9%M49%FGHI----5%5%6%7%6%6%

2439810111015212637233032172519----639151917363EE
7%tw5%7%3%8%7%4%9%rtwy4%5%6%6%6%4%8%5%----17%GHIJ5%5%9%6%3%6%

25291335582635182328131623----54125523854Plusnet
7%TvWxy4%tw1%1%2%3%1%3%4%Tw5%5%4%5%3%5%6%----15%GHIJ6%D1%3%8%cD8%cD5%

4128-12648253532511326192370----23166111370Other (please type in)
12%RSTUVWXY4%tW-*1%4%w1%3%w4%TW5%8%10%N2%6%6%6%50%FGHI----12%BCD5%3%4%13%BCd6%

1---------11----1----1----1Don't know/don't recall
*---------**----1%----1%----*
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Table 7

QC1: Which provider does your household currently use for its fixed broadband service? Please say which company you pay for this service.

Base: All with fixed broadband service

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

741377464659261203319340246187169221300595526101119128775334240201998386424511123Unweighted base

73338252559529123429330324117316720533557154822*1024695039428826993*8316494421120Base

6133213905622181722722901941541491872594944439611412373731822919281704531382938Effective base

1841011331526667747853415858761441425231324499776931200178102285Sky
25%26%25%26%23%29%25%26%22%24%35%NqR28%23%25%26%21%23%28%26%25%27%26%34%24%28%23%25%

157871091386050697051433541791421059371218995544120183129113247BT
21%23%21%23%20%21%23%23%21%25%21%20%23%25%l19%38%H36%H27%20%24%e19%15%22%22%20%26%b22%

1138295100445148524223263272931013841806955561315111274195Virgin Media
15%21%z18%17%15%22%16%17%17%13%16%16%21%q16%18%13%8%9%19%IJ17%19%21%14%18%17%17%17%

1033465724916373543221622345583110711936414241157457137TalkTalk
14%y9%12%12%17%U7%13%12%18%nop13%10%11%10%10%15%m6%10%15%k13%9%14%16%g5%14%d11%13%12%

392929391812201812781724373125358271416448442468Vodafone
5%8%6%7%6%5%7%6%5%4%5%8%7%7%6%11%5%6%6%7%5%6%4%6%7%5%6%

451831321912161615871221283618352221812943362763EE
6%5%6%5%7%5%5%5%6%5%4%6%6%5%7%5%7%7%5%5%6%5%10%5%5%6%6%

438233115711201515977312314246221510441312054Plusnet
6%Y2%4%5%5%3%4%7%6%n9%N6%4%2%5%4%4%4%5%5%6%5%4%5%5%5%5%5%

49213931211817141115715224128*7261231523750432570Other (please type in)
7%6%7%5%7%8%6%4%5%8%4%7%7%7%5%2%7%4%6%6%5%9%8%6%7%6%6%

-1-1--1-----11----11----1-1Don't know/don't recall
-*-*--*-----**----**----*-*
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Table 7

QC1: Which provider does your household currently use for its fixed broadband service? Please say which company you pay for this service.

Base: All with fixed broadband service

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
632717899092148972262248992578663467773058181123Unweighted base

57*2368289092118992212418792558653327883068151120Base

56210674759180752186191748212727279659252686938Effective base

1751217229562335273212682179019684201285Sky
30%22%26%25%26%26%23%30%24%27%25%27%25%28%25%25%

873166193551905743205591887517370177247BT
15%31%Mo20%21%26%21%26%18%23%23%22%22%22%23%22%22%

1114169153421603432162251705613952143195Virgin Media
20%N6%20%N17%20%18%16%13%18%10%20%F17%18%17%18%17%

625106122151142328109371003210532105137TalkTalk
11%11%13%13%k7%13%10%12%12%14%12%10%13%10%13%12%

5144853155216175116521949194968Vodafone
10%6%6%6%7%6%7%7%6%6%6%6%6%6%6%6%

5184050134717174618462043184563EE
9%8%5%5%6%5%7%7%5%7%5%6%5%6%6%6%

120334944113134113401439114254Plusnet
2%8%m4%5%2%5%6%5%5%5%5%4%5%4%5%5%

321475911619185219512644195170Other (please type in)
4%9%6%7%5%7%4%7%6%7%6%8%6%6%6%6%

--11-1--11--1-11Don't know/don't recall
--**-*--**--*-**
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Table 7

QC1: Which provider does your household currently use for its fixed broadband service? Please say which company you pay for this service.

Base: All with fixed broadband service

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602646419533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981123Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596677390536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1120Base

2796598624311312734920650155932844646232727631211615410824032115927817024885938Effective base

-2481031031371521372481521438612112177887738311781802467607522248Mobile phone service
-31%rZ100%RTWYZ35%RZ100%RTWYZ100%RTWYZ32%rZ100%RTWYZ25%Z21%22%23%22%19%27%m21%27%Hi16%13%28%HI22%h12%20%e29%dE26%E21%22%

-59610329210315229215259637919624932924317016751108751681938815111418063596Landline phone (i.e.
-76%StZ100%STVYZ100%STVYZ76%sZ100%STVYZ69%Z61%Z100%STVYZ56%50%46%60%O60%Kl52%46%37%55%J55%J59%J53%J45%46%56%de62%DE62%de53%home phone) or line

rental

-4231032921371034231372922511561882271651331211911125190765813210010231423Pay TV service (via a
-54%Z100%RSUYZ100%RSUYZ100%RSUYZ68%RsYZ100%RSUYZ55%Z49%Z37%40%35%41%41%k41%33%14%57%FHJ18%67%FHJ21%30%40%e49%ABE35%30%38%cable, satellite or a

broadband connection)

332--------190123194126101951286452483913078114456628332Do not bundle any other
100%RSTUVWXY--------28%32%36%N23%25%29%35%M46%GI27%G35%G14%36%G40%BC35%BC22%23%28%30%services with fixed

broadband

-152103103103152103152152865673785156451921951521241374616152NET Internet, mobile &
-19%Z100%RSTVWYZ35%RTYZ76%RsTWYZ100%RSTVWYZ24%Z61%RTWYZ25%yZ13%14%14%14%13%17%12%14%11%7%18%H14%h6%12%e18%E16%E16%e14%landline

-1371031031371031371371037751666838623492196037841314313137NET Internet, mobile &
-17%Z100%RSTUWYZ35%RYZ100%RSTUWYZ68%RsTWYZ32%RYZ55%RTWYZ17%Z11%13%12%12%10%19%KM9%7%11%7%21%FHIJ10%4%13%E15%E15%E13%e12%pay TV

-292103292103103292103292182103126161127857778318129563787717325292NET Internet, landline &
-37%Z100%RSTUVYZ100%RSTUVY76%RSYZ68%RSYZ69%RSYZ42%Z49%YZ27%26%24%29%o32%K26%21%5%43%FHJ13%j45%FHJ15%J19%26%35%bE25%24%26%pay TV

Z

-1031031031031031031031035939485432422821784630533243012103NET Internet, mobile,
-13%Z100%RSTUVWY35%RTYZ76%RSTWYZ68%RSTWYZ24%rYZ42%RTYZ17%yZ9%10%9%10%8%13%km8%2%9%j6%16%FHiJ8%j2%10%E12%E10%E12%E9%landline & pay TV

Z

-788103292137152423248596487267342424301231237751438924723411721415922573788NET Any bundle
-100%Z100%Z100%Z100%Z100%Z100%Z100%Z100%Z72%68%64%77%O75%K71%65%54%73%J65%86%FHIJ64%60%65%78%DE77%DE72%70%
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Table 8

QC2: Do you take any other services bundled together in a package from the same provider as your fixed broadband service?

Base: All with fixed broadband service

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

741377464659261203319340246187169221300595526101119128775334240201998386424511123Unweighted base

73338252559529123429330324117316720533557154822*1024695039428826993*8316494421120Base

6133213905622181722722901941541491872594944439611412373731822919281704531382938Effective base

14310311013755556375303334401111161326251020788625712207128116248Mobile phone service
19%27%Z21%23%19%24%21%25%12%19%21%r19%33%OPQR20%24%26%24%21%22%22%21%21%13%25%d20%26%b22%

418176273323155118148175179106938313529630012552350621416312954439335240596Landline phone (i.e.
57%Y46%52%54%53%51%51%58%74%NOPQ61%NO56%NO40%40%52%55%53%54%51%53%54%57%48%58%53%52%54%53%home phone) or line

rental

2541691912329794109122846777731221972259361436414711010629319232180423Pay TV service (via a
35%44%Z36%39%33%40%37%40%35%39%46%r36%36%35%41%m40%35%31%38%37%38%40%32%38%36%41%38%cable, satellite or a

broadband connection)

208120154178916398815445467611218814273114280111769330237208116332Do not bundle any other
28%32%29%30%31%27%33%27%22%26%27%37%qR33%R33%l26%30%30%31%30%28%27%34%33%28%32%26%30%services with fixed

broadband

896362903130415026222321607478415412954383791287673152NET Internet, mobile &
12%16%12%15%11%13%14%16%11%13%14%10%18%or13%14%19%i14%8%14%14%13%14%10%15%12%16%b14%landline

726555822925354716202021606175413311750333421216966137NET Internet, mobile &
10%17%Z10%14%10%11%12%16%x7%12%12%10%18%oR11%14%16%i13%7%12%13%12%12%2%15%D11%15%12%pay TV

18310912416864607792774857387213915472710249100757423214160124292NET Internet, landline &
25%29%24%28%22%26%26%30%v32%nO28%o34%NO19%21%24%28%29%26%22%26%25%26%27%25%26%25%28%26%pay TV

5450376619192739131217144848563102883723282934952103NET Internet, mobile,
7%13%Z7%11%vx6%8%9%13%vX6%7%10%7%14%oqR8%10%15%I10%4%9%9%8%10%2%11%d8%12%b9%landline & pay TV

52426137241720017119522218712812112922338340516723267028221117663595440326788NET Any bundle
72%68%71%70%69%73%67%73%78%NO74%o73%63%67%67%74%m70%70%69%70%72%73%66%67%72%68%74%70%
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Table 8

QC2: Do you take any other services bundled together in a package from the same provider as your fixed broadband service?

Base: All with fixed broadband service

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
632717899092148972262248992578663467773058181123Unweighted base

57*2368289092118992212418792558653327883068151120Base

56210674759180752186191748212727279659252686938Effective base

1940189193541935458190392095419453195248Mobile phone service
32%n17%23%21%26%22%25%24%22%15%24%F16%25%D17%24%b22%

21131443473123472124135461137459165431150446596Landline phone (i.e.
36%56%o54%o52%58%52%56%56%52%54%53%50%55%49%55%53%home phone) or line

rental

176434232697324999233173350125298112311423Pay TV service (via a
29%27%41%N36%46%l36%45%j38%38%29%40%F38%38%37%38%38%cable, satellite or a

broadband connection)

218023027953270626626686246115217111221332Do not bundle any other
38%34%28%31%25%30%28%27%30%34%28%35%c28%36%A27%30%services with fixed

broadband

929114115371163534118221293311937115152NET Internet, mobile &
17%12%14%13%17%13%16%14%13%9%15%f10%15%d12%14%14%landline

81711110037974030107211163010732105137NET Internet, mobile &
14%7%13%n11%17%l11%18%J12%12%8%13%f9%14%11%13%12%pay TV

950234221712237064228502428620676216292NET Internet, landline &
15%21%28%o24%34%L25%31%27%26%20%28%f26%26%25%27%26%pay TV

61682752876281984139023812579103NET Internet, mobile,
10%7%10%8%13%l8%13%8%10%5%10%f7%10%8%10%9%landline & pay TV

36156597631158629160176613169620217571194594788NET Any bundle
62%66%72%69%75%70%72%73%70%66%72%65%72%d64%73%B70%
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Table 8

QC2: Do you take any other services bundled together in a package from the same provider as your fixed broadband service?

Base: All with fixed broadband service

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602646419533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981123Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596677390536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1120Base

2796598624311312734920650155932844646232727631211615410824032115927817024885938Effective base

6687827101443246280688367--15326291431532453184217153Up to 6 months
20%RSTUVWxY11%8%9%8%9%10%10%10%12%17%q16%12%--42%LM19%g15%10%11%15%12%16%c9%14%16%14%

6115020502431785310513662103100--211303828476935713750182117 to 12 months
18%19%19%17%17%20%18%21%18%20%16%19%18%--58%LM21%20%20%16%19%18%22%18%17%18%19%

48138285337378052106112669587-187-2524325056274337611818713 to 18 months
15%18%27%yz18%27%rwyZ24%z19%21%18%17%17%18%16%-57%KM-18%12%23%i17%15%14%13%18%21%d18%17%

47931532251953376492396870-139-132319355022402736141391.5 years to 2 years
14%12%14%11%18%r12%12%15%11%14%10%13%13%-43%KM-9%12%14%12%14%11%12%13%12%14%12%

34851631172439346868476158120--19111136422328252816120More than 2 years, up to
10%11%15%10%12%16%t9%14%11%10%12%11%10%30%KL--13%i6%8%13%i12%i12%8%12%10%16%11%3 years

67216169722261264317517599111157282--22693082805388566915282More than 3 years
20%27%Suvxz15%33%SUVXZ16%17%30%SUVXZ17%29%SUVXZ26%26%21%29%O70%KL--16%35%FhJ22%29%J22%27%a27%a28%a24%15%25%

820142145161481510---51451411635428Don't know/ can't
2%3%1%1%1%1%1%2%3%2%2%3%2%---3%*3%2%4%i5%bd2%2%2%4%2%remember

1282372877344512177167216130186166--3655667427812259124559234365NET Up 12 months
38%RTvWy30%27%26%25%29%29%31%28%32%33%35%30%--100%LM40%g35%30%27%33%30%38%c27%32%34%33%

176375561307281201129273328196281254-187365819173128178861679215353551NET Up to 18 months
53%48%54%44%52%53%47%52%46%48%50%52%46%-57%M100%LM58%g47%54%45%49%44%51%45%53%52%49%

2234687116296100253165337420235349324-326365931149316322810820712018967691NET Up to 2 years
67%RWy59%68%rw55%71%RtWy66%w60%67%rw57%62%60%65%59%-100%M100%M67%59%67%57%63%56%63%59%65%66%62%

2575538719211312429220040448728241038212032636511212510419927013223414421783810NET Up to 3 years
77%RtWy70%84%RTWY66%83%RTWY82%RTWY69%81%RTWY68%72%72%76%n70%30%100%M100%M81%gI64%76%i70%74%i67%71%71%75%81%e72%
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Table 9

QC3: How long have you been on your current fixed broadband deal?

Base: All with fixed broadband service

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

741377464659261203319340246187169221300595526101119128775334240201998386424511123Unweighted base

73338252559529123429330324117316720533557154822*1024695039428826993*8316494421120Base

6133213905622181722722901941541491872594944439611412373731822919281704531382938Effective base

94606886363236492724163947738042261224537391111810845153Up to 6 months
13%16%13%14%12%14%12%16%11%14%10%19%pr14%13%15%16%22%H13%13%11%13%15%12%14%17%A10%14%

1278491120514062583133343975110102514718559725514164116902117 to 12 months
17%22%17%20%18%17%21%19%13%19%20%19%22%R19%19%24%j13%15%20%15%25%G21%15%20%18%20%19%

12362801065129515533272533689592516715961524617150849418713 to 18 months
17%16%15%18%17%13%18%18%14%16%15%16%20%17%17%22%15%15%17%16%18%17%19%18%13%21%B17%

9543588235233942242126224766723971206229291011061761391.5 years to 2 years
13%11%11%14%12%10%13%14%10%12%15%11%14%12%13%11%9%16%13%16%10%11%11%13%9%17%B12%

813959612434342729201215436555111510350351711887149120More than 2 years, up to
11%10%11%10%8%15%v12%9%12%11%7%7%13%11%10%4%11%10%11%13%e12%e6%11%11%11%11%11%3 years

194881541288272596989474950471421405261423810856742619018687282More than 3 years
26%23%29%tW22%28%t31%tw20%23%37%NO27%N29%N24%N14%25%25%21%25%30%25%28%f19%28%f28%23%29%A20%25%

195161213310291567217*412388741222328Don't know/ can't
3%1%3%s2%5%S1%3%s1%4%1%3%3%2%4%l1%1%4%1%2%2%3%3%4%1%3%A1%2%remember

22114415920687739810858575079121183182936133071041099525282223134365NET Up 12 months
30%38%z30%35%30%31%34%36%24%33%30%38%R36%R32%33%40%i35%28%32%26%38%G35%g27%34%34%30%33%

34420623931213710214916391847511219027727414522046616516014142431308228551NET Up to 18 months
47%54%z46%52%ux47%44%51%54%ux38%49%r45%55%R57%pR49%50%63%hI51%43%49%42%56%G52%g45%52%47%52%49%

43924929739417212518920511510410113423734434617612758622718917052541369304691NET Up to 2 years
60%65%57%66%UX59%53%65%ux68%UvX48%60%r60%r65%R71%pqR60%63%74%hij60%59%62%58%66%63%56%65%57%69%B62%

52028835645519715922323114412411314928140840118733268927822418763629440352810NET Up to 3 years
71%75%68%76%uvX67%68%76%vx76%uvx60%72%r68%73%R84%OPQR72%73%78%71%69%73%71%78%70%68%76%68%80%B72%
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Table 9

QC3: How long have you been on your current fixed broadband deal?

Base: All with fixed broadband service

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
632717899092148972262248992578663467773058181123Unweighted base

57*2368289092118992212418792558653327883068151120Base

56210674759180752186191748212727279659252686938Effective base

443107128261262728125271273911438115153Up to 6 months
7%18%o13%14%12%14%12%12%14%11%15%12%15%13%14%14%

15361611654617636401724616565146541582117 to 12 months
26%15%19%18%22%20%16%16%20%18%19%20%19%18%19%19%

84413515333151364514144142551325513118713 to 18 months
14%19%16%17%16%17%16%19%16%17%16%16%17%18%16%17%

10231071122710831371032911038101331071391.5 years to 2 years
17%10%13%12%13%12%14%15%12%12%13%11%13%11%13%12%

4269010217100193585368441783288120More than 2 years, up to
8%11%11%11%8%11%9%14%10%14%10%12%10%10%11%11%3 years

1158213221612127152230642188419886197282More than 3 years
19%25%26%24%29%24%32%j22%26%25%25%25%25%28%24%25%

661628-26252391991982028Don't know/ can't
10%Mn2%2%3%k-3%1%2%3%3%2%3%2%3%2%2%remember

19792672937230263682977329210426092273365NET Up 12 months
33%33%32%32%34%34%28%28%34%29%34%31%33%30%33%33%

2712340244610545398113438117434159392147404551NET Up to 18 months
47%52%49%49%50%50%45%47%50%46%50%48%50%48%50%49%

36146508558133561129150541147544197494180510691NET Up to 2 years
64%62%61%61%63%62%59%62%62%57%63%59%63%59%63%62%

41172598660150662149185625182628238572212599810NET Up to 3 years
71%73%72%73%71%74%67%77%71%71%73%72%73%69%73%72%
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Table 9

QC3: How long have you been on your current fixed broadband deal?

Base: All with fixed broadband service

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602646419533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981123Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596677390536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1120Base

2796598624311312734920650155932844646232727631211615410824032115927817024885938Effective base

208440491606976232128335391231299328257146223881127417819613019011515756649Not currently looking or
63%suvx56%48%55%50%50%55%52%56%58%59%56%60%64%L45%61%L64%58%54%63%f54%67%B58%57%54%55%58%planning to look for a

new deal

9324231853947129771772021121731571031291024256486812145110608732335Planning to look for a
28%31%30%29%29%31%31%31%30%30%29%32%29%26%39%KM28%30%29%35%g24%33%g23%33%e30%30%32%30%new deal

2384223927255139636737544933413271893439122325398107Currently looking for a
7%11%21%RtYZ13%z19%RYZ17%Z12%z16%yZ11%10%10%10%9%8%13%9%5%9%7%12%j11%6%7%12%14%de8%10%new deal

82229231032018911169107187498538529Don't know
2%3%2%3%1%2%2%1%3%3%2%2%3%2%3%2%1%4%5%2%2%4%2%2%3%5%3%

116326521246673180116240268150227206136170134497457102160571338512741442NET Currently looking/
35%41%51%Z42%48%z48%z43%47%Z40%40%38%42%37%34%52%KM37%35%38%41%36%44%29%40%e42%e43%E40%39%planning to look
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Table 10

QC4: Which one of these best describes your current thinking about your fixed broadband service? Are you...

Base: All with fixed broadband service

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

741377464659261203319340246187169221300595526101119128775334240201998386424511123Unweighted base

73338252559529123429330324117316720533557154822*1024695039428826993*8316494421120Base

6133213905622181722722901941541491872594944439611412373731822919281704531382938Effective base

4521943463031991471501531851028411116734030712562755322416816163452649-649Not currently looking or
62%Y51%66%STW51%68%STW63%stW51%51%77%NOPQ59%51%54%50%60%56%53%55%59%58%57%58%60%68%c54%100%A-58%planning to look for a

new deal

20612711621956601071124254646311216816773213283113888122273-335335Planning to look for a
28%33%22%37%UVX19%26%36%uVX37%uVX17%31%R38%R31%R34%R29%30%30%31%28%30%29%31%30%24%33%-76%B30%new deal

515645632421323198162450515749491452521890-107107Currently looking for a
7%15%Z9%11%8%9%11%10%4%5%9%r12%qR15%QR9%10%16%9%9%10%11%9%8%8%11%-24%B10%new deal

234191012747593751317*52231175*16--29Don't know
3%1%4%2%4%3%1%2%2%5%n2%3%2%2%3%1%4%4%2%3%2%2%*2%--3%

25818316028280811391435162808716321922410411737415811310230363-442442NET Currently looking/
35%48%Z31%47%UVX27%34%47%UVX47%UVX21%36%R48%qR42%R49%qR38%41%46%40%37%39%40%39%38%32%44%d-100%B39%planning to look
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Table 10

QC4: Which one of these best describes your current thinking about your fixed broadband service? Are you...

Base: All with fixed broadband service

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
632717899092148972262248992578663467773058181123Unweighted base

57*2368289092118992212418792558653327883068151120Base

56210674759180752186191748212727279659252686938Effective base

31148469545104529119145504163485198450192457649Not currently looking or
55%63%57%60%K49%59%54%60%57%64%e56%60%57%63%56%58%planning to look for a

new deal

20562582726326570682676826710323284251335Planning to look for a
36%24%31%n30%30%29%32%28%30%27%31%31%29%28%31%30%new deal

32777743482262484149423842087107Currently looking for a
5%11%9%8%16%L9%12%10%10%5%11%f7%11%7%11%10%new deal

34232010236624101972292029Don't know
4%2%3%2%5%3%3%2%3%4%2%2%3%3%2%3%

238333634597347969135181361126316104338442NET Currently looking/
41%35%41%38%46%l39%43%38%40%32%42%f38%40%34%41%b39%planning to look
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Table 10

QC4: Which one of these best describes your current thinking about your fixed broadband service? Are you...

Base: All with fixed broadband service

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602646419533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981123Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596677390536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1120Base

2796598624311312734920650155932844646232727631211615410824032115927817024885938Effective base

110188216727351005414019097298-7294122485432679749101496633298Switched from a
33%RSTuVWxY24%20%23%20%23%24%22%24%28%25%56%N-18%29%M33%M35%g28%23%23%27%25%31%b24%23%33%27%different provider

682031870272810751152158104-2721167575184238651084376448226272Renewed on the same deal
21%26%17%24%20%18%25%20%26%23%27%-49%O29%k23%21%13%22%28%J23%j30%J22%23%22%28%26%24%with my existing

provider

4418732773746966615314175-23186717020303274753271367517231Upgraded with my
13%24%Z31%Z26%Z27%Z30%Z23%Z27%Z26%Z21%19%-42%O21%22%19%14%15%23%26%ij21%17%22%17%26%ce17%21%existing provider

39107184026255944778453147-74383122291244402831423313147First broadband service
12%14%18%14%19%17%14%18%13%12%14%27%N-18%Kl12%8%16%15%9%15%11%14%9%21%BD11%13%13%I've had

44479191313292331533391-263133231613172318301819591Moved house and previous
13%RTwY6%8%7%10%8%7%9%5%8%9%17%N-7%9%9%17%FGi8%9%6%6%9%9%9%7%5%8%provider was not

available

133351555235242518-46131222*19412111191013346Downgraded service with
4%4%5%5%4%3%6%s2%4%4%5%-8%O3%4%6%*10%FghJ3%4%j3%6%3%5%4%3%4%my existing provider

41------123--2*31-1-341*--5Other (please type in)
1%ty*------**1%--**1%1%-1%-1%2%b**--*

92215218516236--135106556810854430Don't know
3%3%1%2%2%*2%2%3%3%1%--3%2%3%4%3%4%2%2%5%b2%2%1%4%3%

126424541616878227121329325197-549215158166399174151194861579017046549NET Stayed with existing
38%54%Z53%z55%Z50%z52%Z54%Z49%z55%Z48%51%-100%O53%k48%46%28%47%J54%J53%J53%J44%48%44%58%aCdE45%49%provider

194342481266673188121249327184536-1721631869399571281599516210911851536NET Switched, first
58%RsTuWY43%47%43%48%48%45%49%42%48%47%100%N-43%50%51%m67%FGHI51%42%45%44%49%49%b53%b41%51%48%contract or moved house
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Table 11

QC5: Which of the following best describes how you signed up to your current fixed broadband provider?

Base: All with fixed broadband service

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

741377464659261203319340246187169221300595526101119128775334240201998386424511123Unweighted base

73338252559529123429330324117316720533557154822*1024695039428826993*8316494421120Base

6133213905622181722722901941541491872594944439611412373731822919281704531382938Effective base

1881061371617265808165434066851571415301225193837430226170123298Switched from a
26%28%26%27%25%28%28%27%27%25%24%32%25%28%26%23%30%25%26%24%29%28%33%27%26%28%27%different provider

1888411715568508075794750484712115142613229105586714214150112272Renewed on the same deal
26%22%22%26%23%21%27%25%33%No27%N30%N24%N14%21%28%m16%25%29%k24%27%20%25%16%26%d23%25%24%with my existing

provider

1597210812454535866513741366511311771592007666581518115176231Upgraded with my
22%19%20%21%19%23%20%22%21%22%25%18%19%20%21%30%hJ15%19%21%19%23%22%16%22%23%a17%21%existing provider

895783635033303420181622708363415612260273517937865147First broadband service
12%15%16%tw11%17%stw14%10%11%8%11%10%11%21%OPQR15%12%17%14%14%13%15%10%13%18%11%12%15%13%I've had

52393259141928319841754504028478382019567503991Moved house and previous
7%10%6%10%vx5%8%10%v10%vx4%4%2%8%p16%oPQR9%7%8%8%8%8%10%7%7%6%8%8%9%8%provider was not

available

321430161812106313146102719*5140102010832271846Downgraded service with
4%4%6%sw3%6%sw5%3%2%1%7%nR8%noR3%3%5%4%1%5%2%4%2%7%G4%8%4%4%4%4%my existing provider

32222*-22--3*31*1-33--13325Other (please type in)
*1%**1%*-1%1%--1%*1%*1%1%-*1%--1%****

237151513278137263151512127913621519830Don't know
3%2%3%3%4%u1%2%3%5%Np4%n1%3%1%3%3%3%2%2%3%2%4%2%3%2%3%2%3%

378170255294140115147147134971059012326128711462346919014413537428328206549NET Stayed with existing
52%y44%49%49%48%49%50%48%55%No56%No63%NO44%37%46%52%m48%45%51%49%48%50%50%40%51%50%47%49%provider

32920325328313611713814593696010520929124411532245019113112852386299227536NET Switched, first
45%53%z48%48%47%50%47%48%39%40%36%51%Pqr62%oPQR51%45%48%52%47%47%49%45%48%56%46%46%51%48%contract or moved house
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Table 11

QC5: Which of the following best describes how you signed up to your current fixed broadband provider?

Base: All with fixed broadband service

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
632717899092148972262248992578663467773058181123Unweighted base

57*2368289092118992212418792558653327883068151120Base

56210674759180752186191748212727279659252686938Effective base

1258228257412494963235762228920972227298Switched from a
21%25%28%28%k19%28%22%26%27%30%26%27%27%23%28%27%different provider

1263196215572116158214542187120071201272Renewed on the same deal
21%27%24%24%27%23%27%24%24%21%25%22%25%23%25%24%with my existing

provider

1650165184471765546186541776516657175231Upgraded with my
28%21%20%20%22%20%25%19%21%21%20%20%21%19%21%21%existing provider

828110116301202640107351124310443104147First broadband service
14%12%13%13%14%13%12%17%12%14%13%13%13%14%13%13%I've had

4226674187715137814772962306191Moved house and previous
6%9%8%8%8%9%7%5%9%6%9%9%8%10%7%8%provider was not

available

4735331336109378382026192746Downgraded service with
7%3%4%4%6%4%5%4%4%3%4%6%c3%6%a3%4%my existing provider

-323132221422145Other (please type in)
-1%m**1%*1%1%***1%****

1426264283111913171219131730Don't know
2%2%3%3%2%3%1%5%2%5%E2%4%2%4%2%3%

32120397433117423126112437116434157392147402549NET Stayed with existing
56%51%48%48%55%47%57%j46%50%45%50%47%50%48%49%49%provider

241094044478944690116420125411161375145392536NET Switched, first
42%46%49%49%42%50%i41%48%48%49%47%48%48%47%48%48%contract or moved house
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Table 11

QC5: Which of the following best describes how you signed up to your current fixed broadband provider?

Base: All with fixed broadband service

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

6519238694948105851301628713411673869525463068872173488530264Agree strongly
20%24%36%RtwyZ24%36%RtwyZ32%rZ25%34%RtwYZ22%23%22%25%21%18%26%m26%m18%24%22%24%24%11%22%E24%E29%E29%E23%

1413414112559641901092492821902292421791361607087571221456815410012338497Agree slightly
43%43%39%43%43%42%45%44%42%41%47%43%44%45%42%44%50%45%42%43%40%35%47%e49%e42%37%43%

68151146418248435124140789611382656122383453714762365421228Neither agree nor
20%19%14%22%s14%16%20%14%21%s20%19%18%21%20%20%17%16%20%25%19%19%24%19%17%19%20%20%disagree

46748248132915668136605648323416171129464027172411123Disagree slightly
14%STvwy9%7%8%6%8%7%6%11%st12%9%11%10%12%10%9%12%9%8%10%13%21%BCD8%8%8%11%11%

1231310331442628141821197145641315191137243Disagree strongly
4%4%3%3%2%2%3%2%4%4%3%3%4%5%2%4%3%3%3%5%4%10%aBCD3%2%2%2%4%

2065327819510811229519437944427736335825222225595133871902338922714820768761NET Agree
62%68%76%rz67%79%RwyZ74%rz70%z78%RtWYZ64%64%69%68%65%63%68%70%69%68%64%67%64%45%69%E73%E71%E67%E66%

581051134111643199211050777768394921231542616039203013166NET Disagree
17%STv13%s10%12%8%10%10%8%15%Stv16%12%14%14%17%12%13%15%12%11%15%17%31%ABCD12%10%10%13%14%

3.603.753.99RyZ3.754.04RtwYZ3.93RZ3.81rz4.03RtWYZ3.663.683.743.753.683.593.80m3.79m3.683.773.713.713.673.153.77E3.84E3.87E3.81E3.71Mean

1.061.051.041.010.961.000.990.941.071.081.001.061.041.071.001.051.021.011.001.081.091.171.000.941.001.061.05SD

0.060.040.100.060.080.080.050.060.040.040.050.050.040.050.060.050.090.080.090.060.060.080.050.070.060.110.03SE
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Table 12

QD2(1): I try to keep up with technology
Please look at the different statements people have made about technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, broadband or TV services.
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or disagree...

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

1491131281365969637325373149121103161530822110060625247119133264Agree strongly
20%28%Z24%22%19%29%v21%24%10%21%R18%r23%R35%OPQR17%28%M21%29%i17%23%25%20%22%5%29%D18%30%B23%

31518021628111898128153937282961542492489442242117812212222404270198497Agree slightly
42%44%40%46%39%41%42%50%vX38%40%48%44%45%42%44%41%42%48%43%44%41%44%24%47%D42%45%43%

160661211077447644373383740401339542081967267572112714169228Neither agree nor
22%y16%22%S17%24%Sw20%21%s14%30%NO21%N22%N18%n12%23%l17%17%19%17%20%18%22%21%22%15%22%a16%20%disagree

81425667342338283417152929794347610746352528669030123Disagree slightly
11%10%10%11%11%9%13%9%14%10%9%13%8%14%L8%16%j7%12%11%12%12%9%30%C8%14%A7%11%

39422221931291814542251913336817111718291343Disagree strongly
5%Y1%4%4%6%U1%4%3%7%NO8%NO3%2%1%4%3%5%3%6%4%2%6%g4%18%C2%5%3%4%

46429334441717616719122611810911314527535140914743064327818118427651389331761NET Agree
62%72%Z63%68%V58%70%v63%74%TVX49%61%r66%R67%R80%OPQR60%72%M62%71%64%65%69%f60%66%29%76%D60%75%B66%

120467888532551385231203231104615109143545236458411943166NET Disagree
16%y11%14%14%17%u10%17%12%21%Np18%N12%15%n9%18%L11%21%j10%19%j15%13%17%13%49%C10%18%A10%14%

3.613.88Z3.693.72v3.543.87tVx3.633.82tV3.313.56r3.70R3.73R4.05OPQR3.553.87M3.583.88ik3.563.703.78f3.573.722.663.92D3.553.92B3.71Mean

1.080.971.071.041.110.971.071.001.071.160.961.010.931.061.021.161.001.111.051.011.111.041.180.961.081.001.05SD

0.040.050.050.040.070.070.060.050.070.080.070.070.050.040.040.110.090.100.040.050.070.070.120.030.040.050.03SE
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Table 12

QD2(1): I try to keep up with technology
Please look at the different statements people have made about technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, broadband or TV services.
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or disagree...

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

1549200171931917340224362283822636228264Agree strongly
25%20%24%18%42%L21%32%J16%25%h14%25%F11%28%D11%27%B23%

24101372413844039410339490407145352117380497Agree slightly
39%41%44%44%37%44%41%42%43%35%45%F42%43%37%45%b43%

1258158200281913760168791498514387141228Neither agree nor
19%24%19%21%K13%21%16%24%18%31%E17%25%C18%28%A17%20%disagree

7268911211107163192339055685271123Disagree slightly
12%11%11%12%K5%12%7%13%10%13%10%16%C8%17%A8%11%

211303583211123120231924222143Disagree strongly
4%4%4%4%4%4%5%5%3%8%E3%6%c3%7%A3%4%

39149572584177594167143618126635183578153608761NET Agree
64%61%67%63%79%L64%72%j58%68%H49%71%F53%71%D49%72%B66%

10371191481913927431235311374927492166NET Disagree
16%15%14%16%K8%15%12%18%14%21%E13%22%C11%24%A11%14%

3.693.613.733.614.09L3.663.87j3.523.76H3.353.81F3.373.85D3.303.86B3.71Mean

1.101.061.041.041.021.041.081.061.041.111.011.061.021.090.991.05SD

0.130.060.040.030.070.030.070.070.030.070.030.060.040.060.030.03SE
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Absolutes/col percents

Table 12

QD2(1): I try to keep up with technology
Please look at the different statements people have made about technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, broadband or TV services.
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or disagree...

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

281092639323355617185517062424052830133947748253917144Agree strongly
8%14%z25%RTwYZ13%23%RtwyZ21%RtwyZ13%24%RTWYZ12%12%13%13%11%11%12%14%6%15%j10%14%j13%j4%15%E12%E14%E17%E12%

81198367447481177413916998150122819310148412574913186607328284Agree slightly
24%25%34%r25%34%ryz31%28%30%23%24%24%28%n22%20%28%m28%m34%Hi21%18%26%25%16%26%e30%E25%e27%e25%

8918618642828985113816998120148100828535404468874179498817287Neither agree nor
27%24%18%22%20%18%23%21%23%24%24%22%27%25%25%23%26%21%32%i24%24%21%24%24%30%ae17%25%disagree

901561059122480371241519211212792757425573153796361436019253Disagree slightly
27%rStuVXy20%Vx10%20%Vx9%16%19%vx15%21%Vx22%23%21%23%23%23%20%18%29%gj23%19%22%32%aBcD19%21%21%18%22%

4513913561820722512311864839188375223272551595354263121186Disagree strongly
13%18%S13%19%S13%13%17%s10%21%Sz17%16%15%17%22%kL11%14%17%14%18%18%16%27%BCD16%b12%10%21%b16%

108307621137980173135210254149221184123133153557138113139391348611345429NET Agree
33%39%59%RTWYZ39%58%RTWYZ53%RtWYZ41%z54%RTWYZ35%37%37%41%n34%31%41%M42%M40%36%28%40%h38%h20%41%E42%E39%E44%E37%

13529524115304415262247270157195217179111127488456104139116115699140440NET Disagree
41%SuVX37%SVX23%39%SuVX22%29%36%SVx25%42%SUVX39%39%36%40%45%kL34%35%35%43%41%36%38%59%ABCD35%34%31%39%38%

2.872.983.48RTWYZ2.933.46RTWYZ3.32RtWYZ3.013.44RTWYZ2.852.932.953.022.892.753.07M3.07M2.942.952.792.992.972.373.04E3.08E3.11E3.00E2.95Mean

1.171.311.321.331.301.331.291.281.311.281.271.281.251.291.211.281.191.291.211.301.281.151.301.231.191.411.27SD

0.060.050.130.080.110.110.060.080.050.050.060.060.050.060.070.070.100.100.110.080.060.080.070.090.070.140.04SE
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Ofcom: Broadband Terminology Research November 2022
Absolutes/col percents

Table 13

QD2(2): My friends tend to come to me if they have questions about technology
Please look at the different statements people have made about technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, broadband or TV services.
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or disagree...

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

69716678244238407121836725687218412050353511405778144Agree strongly
9%17%Z12%13%8%17%V13%13%3%7%10%R17%QR21%PQR10%15%M10%17%8%12%12%12%13%1%16%D9%18%B12%

1661181251595670699026355342129137147617825310873726247132142284Agree slightly
22%29%z23%26%v18%29%v23%29%V11%19%r31%OqR19%r37%OQR23%26%26%16%18%26%j27%24%26%6%29%D20%32%B25%

181104136151795774776347396375127160632132379269771121817098287Neither agree nor
24%26%25%25%26%24%24%25%26%26%23%29%22%22%28%m25%30%27%24%23%23%28%12%25%D26%22%25%disagree

1777612113274476864655035465715498525132109265532415715479253Disagree slightly
24%19%22%22%24%20%22%21%27%N28%N21%21%16%26%L17%20%24%28%21%23%22%19%25%18%24%a18%22%

1503794927024553781352431141137351381616358405110113645186Disagree strongly
20%Y9%17%u15%23%SUW10%18%u12%34%NOPQ20%N14%N14%N4%19%L13%20%12%18%16%16%19%14%55%C12%21%A10%16%

2361891912378011110812933467178201193234835123741581081087386189220429NET Agree
32%47%Z35%v39%V26%46%tVx35%v42%V14%26%R42%QR36%qR58%OPQR33%41%M35%33%26%38%i39%36%39%7%45%D29%50%B37%

3271122152241447112310114686607771268171938213711551239375258290125440NET Disagree
44%Y28%40%u37%47%SUW30%40%u33%60%NOPq48%Nop35%N35%N21%45%L30%40%36%46%38%38%41%34%81%C30%45%A28%38%

2.773.27Z2.90v3.00V2.643.24TVwX2.90v3.10Vx2.232.65R3.03QR3.03QR3.54OPQR2.783.14M2.853.022.702.96i2.982.873.041.723.19D2.723.29B2.95Mean

1.261.211.281.261.241.241.291.221.111.191.231.281.111.261.251.301.261.211.271.271.301.240.981.241.251.241.27SD

0.050.060.060.050.080.090.070.070.070.090.090.080.060.050.050.130.110.110.040.070.080.090.100.040.050.060.04SE
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Absolutes/col percents

Table 13

QD2(2): My friends tend to come to me if they have questions about technology
Please look at the different statements people have made about technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, broadband or TV services.
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or disagree...

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

10211137965895625119201242212216129144Agree strongly
16%9%13%8%29%L10%24%J10%13%8%14%f7%15%D5%15%B12%

1655212233522394655230462397121361224284Agree slightly
27%23%25%25%23%26%20%22%25%18%27%F21%26%19%27%b25%

2057211242452424547240572307920776211287Neither agree nor
32%23%25%26%20%26%20%19%26%h22%26%23%26%24%25%25%disagree

955189215382094462191691848816588165253Disagree slightly
14%23%22%23%17%23%19%25%21%27%21%26%20%28%A20%22%

657124162241454158129661218110574113186Disagree strongly
10%23%Mo15%17%k11%16%18%23%G14%26%E13%24%C13%24%A13%16%

267632631211732710180349663639433577352429NET Agree
43%31%38%33%52%L35%44%j32%38%26%40%F27%41%D24%42%B37%

151123133786235585119320135305169270162278440NET Disagree
25%46%mO37%41%K28%38%37%48%G35%52%E34%49%C33%51%A33%38%

3.25N2.713.00N2.843.43L2.913.13j2.713.02H2.563.07F2.613.10D2.543.11B2.95Mean

1.201.281.261.221.351.221.431.321.251.261.251.241.251.191.261.27SD

0.150.080.040.040.090.040.090.090.040.080.040.070.040.070.040.04SE
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Absolutes/col percents

Table 13

QD2(2): My friends tend to come to me if they have questions about technology
Please look at the different statements people have made about technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, broadband or TV services.
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or disagree...

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

541562655343581581151287310810061687624402952661574316724215Agree strongly
16%20%25%19%25%z23%19%24%z19%18%18%20%18%15%21%21%17%20%21%18%18%8%22%E15%e23%E24%E19%

145342521276676188121250300181231242166142169638561125153651509313841505Agree slightly
44%43%50%44%48%50%44%49%42%43%45%43%44%41%44%46%45%44%44%44%42%33%46%e45%e47%E41%44%

821641661222583391341469211411889677834453047906468395322254Neither agree nor
25%s21%16%21%16%16%20%16%22%21%23%21%21%22%21%21%25%23%22%16%25%g33%BCD21%19%18%22%22%disagree

41969371316522774895062716839301319124944363031328142Disagree slightly
12%12%9%12%10%11%12%11%12%13%12%12%13%17%K12%8%9%10%9%17%hij12%18%abD9%15%d11%8%12%

1030-132-192233082119189115751211157103640Disagree strongly
3%u4%su-4%su1%-4%sux1%4%su4%2%4%3%4%3%3%3%4%4%4%3%8%BD2%5%b1%5%b3%

1994987818210011026918036542825533934122821124587124891772198022312420465719NET Agree
60%63%75%rtwyZ62%73%rwyz73%rwyz64%73%RtwyZ61%62%63%63%62%57%65%m67%M63%64%65%62%60%41%68%E61%E70%cE64%E62%

51126949151671299711958839085484118261761555137413414182NET Disagree
15%16%9%17%11%11%17%12%16%17%14%16%16%21%Kl15%11%13%13%13%22%fhij15%26%aBD11%20%bD12%14%16%

3.583.633.92RtwyZ3.603.86rtwyZ3.85rtwyZ3.613.84RtwyZ3.603.593.653.643.613.463.68m3.74M3.643.683.703.553.603.153.77CE3.50E3.80CE3.69E3.62Mean

1.001.050.881.060.940.901.070.931.051.060.981.051.031.081.020.980.991.021.021.101.011.060.971.080.941.091.03SD

0.050.040.090.060.080.070.050.060.040.040.050.050.040.050.060.050.080.080.090.070.050.080.050.080.060.110.03SE
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Ofcom: Broadband Terminology Research November 2022
Absolutes/col percents

Table 14

QD2(3): I'm as knowledgeable about these technologies as the next person
Please look at the different statements people have made about technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, broadband or TV services.
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or disagree...

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

1317990125405050752434273198861295288174646247-206107100215Agree strongly
18%20%17%20%v13%21%v16%24%tVX10%19%r16%14%28%OPqR15%23%M21%27%h17%18%16%21%17%-24%D16%23%b19%

3022022362681191171381308072871041612322718452043218811712717433269201505Agree slightly
41%50%Z44%44%39%49%45%42%33%40%51%R48%R47%R39%48%M36%43%43%44%46%39%46%19%50%D41%45%44%

1698312013472487361783231595315210261882218569671814215684254Neither agree nor
23%21%22%22%24%20%24%20%32%NPQ18%19%27%Nq15%26%L18%25%17%18%23%21%23%24%20%16%24%19%22%disagree

1063672705418343638312218329745310712157422335718946142Disagree slightly
14%y9%13%u11%18%stUw7%11%12%16%no18%nO13%8%9%16%L8%13%10%15%12%14%e14%8%38%C8%14%10%12%

36425151871052392512119133331010132210281140Disagree strongly
5%Y1%5%s2%6%Sw3%3%2%9%NOP5%N1%2%n*4%3%4%3%6%3%3%3%5%24%C1%4%3%3%

43328132639315916718820610410611413526031840013732860625217917517639376301719NET Agree
58%70%Z60%64%V52%70%Vx62%v67%V43%60%R67%R62%R75%OQR54%71%M58%70%60%62%62%60%63%19%74%D58%68%B62%

1424097857225444161402523341186441310155675236578111758182NET Disagree
19%Y10%18%u14%24%STUW10%14%13%25%NOp22%NO15%11%10%20%L11%17%13%21%16%17%17%13%61%C9%18%a13%16%

3.523.78Z3.54v3.68Vx3.363.77Vx3.60V3.77tVX3.193.51R3.67R3.64R3.93OPQR3.453.79M3.583.81hi3.493.603.593.603.632.343.88D3.523.75B3.62Mean

1.090.901.061.001.100.971.001.001.111.130.940.910.921.040.991.111.041.141.021.001.071.011.040.911.051.001.03SD

0.040.040.050.040.070.070.050.050.070.080.070.060.050.040.040.110.090.100.040.050.070.070.100.030.040.050.03SE
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Ofcom: Broadband Terminology Research November 2022
Absolutes/col percents

Table 14

QD2(3): I'm as knowledgeable about these technologies as the next person
Please look at the different statements people have made about technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, broadband or TV services.
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or disagree...

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

1140164137781506527188301853518030184215Agree strongly
18%17%19%15%35%L16%28%J11%21%H11%21%F10%22%D10%22%B19%

289238441887432728741882423124381105400505Agree slightly
47%38%45%45%39%47%I31%35%46%H32%47%F36%47%D33%48%B44%

176417321836203507218276177103151101152254Neither agree nor
28%26%20%23%k16%22%22%29%G20%30%E20%30%C19%32%A18%22%disagree

133107125171123041101548762795685142Disagree slightly
2%13%o13%o13%k7%12%13%17%g11%21%E10%18%C10%18%A10%12%

415213472714192115251921211940Disagree strongly
6%6%M2%4%3%3%6%j8%G2%6%e3%6%c3%7%A2%3%

39133547555164582137114606112608158561135584719NET Agree
64%54%64%N60%74%L63%59%46%67%H43%68%F46%69%D43%69%B62%

548128159231384461121701128110177105182NET Disagree
8%20%o15%17%k10%15%19%25%G13%27%E13%24%C12%25%A12%16%

3.673.453.66N3.543.95L3.613.633.243.72H3.223.73F3.273.76D3.213.77B3.62Mean

1.001.111.011.011.040.991.191.100.991.090.991.050.991.060.981.03SD

0.120.070.040.030.070.030.080.070.030.070.030.060.030.060.030.03SE
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Table 14

QD2(3): I'm as knowledgeable about these technologies as the next person
Please look at the different statements people have made about technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, broadband or TV services.
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or disagree...

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

8522137784951117811631881121391619187125296743699820102569633314Agree strongly
26%28%36%27%36%z33%28%33%27%27%28%26%29%23%27%34%lM21%34%gj32%24%27%10%31%E27%E33%E32%E27%

152374551367277202127275335182247267188173156698472131169841659313648548Agree slightly
46%47%53%47%53%51%48%51%46%48%45%46%49%47%53%k43%50%43%52%46%46%43%50%46%47%47%47%

651319561415742910411378988487395830311754645449374513200Neither agree nor
20%suvx17%u9%19%suvx10%10%18%ux12%17%ux16%19%18%15%22%L12%16%21%16%13%19%18%28%ABcD15%18%15%12%17%disagree

265321929231246482946302827217124263026121915779Disagree slightly
8%v7%v2%6%v1%6%6%5%8%vx7%7%9%6%7%8%6%5%6%3%9%8%13%BD4%9%d5%7%7%

510-4--6-894679*34*-6412*-1114Disagree strongly
1%1%-1%--1%-1%1%1%1%1%2%l*1%3%*-2%1%6%BCD*-*1%1%

237595932141211283192074395232933864282782592829815111520026710426714923180862NET Agree
71%75%90%RTWYZ73%88%RTWYZ84%rtwyZ76%84%RtWyZ74%75%73%72%78%o69%80%M77%m71%78%84%fGj70%73%53%81%cE73%E79%E79%E75%

3063223292912545733523737272511134313438121916993NET Disagree
9%Vx8%vx2%8%v1%6%7%v5%9%Vx8%8%10%7%9%8%7%8%6%3%11%h9%h19%aBCD4%9%d5%8%8%

3.863.944.24RTWYZ3.914.23RTWYZ4.11rwz3.954.11RtwyZ3.913.933.913.873.99o3.803.98m4.04M3.814.05gj4.13fGJ3.813.903.384.09cE3.91E4.06E4.02E3.93Mean

0.930.910.690.910.680.820.890.790.930.910.920.930.880.940.850.910.920.880.750.970.931.030.780.900.840.920.91SD

0.050.030.070.050.060.070.040.050.040.040.040.040.040.050.050.050.080.070.070.060.050.070.040.060.050.090.03SE
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Table 15

QD2(4): I understand the different options for broadband services in the market
Please look at the different statements people have made about technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, broadband or TV services.
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or disagree...

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

1851261521627279758736534562117115198729102671057686-314156140314Agree strongly
25%31%z28%26%24%33%v25%28%15%30%R27%R28%R34%R20%35%M32%28%22%27%26%25%31%-36%D24%32%b27%

3561922303181221081641541247381104165293255115023464188147130-548296223548Agree slightly
48%47%42%52%VX40%45%54%VX50%vx51%41%48%48%48%50%45%47%48%50%47%46%49%47%-64%D46%50%47%

1386011981794137445734273349119803188172765146--13449200Neither agree nor
19%15%22%sTW13%26%STuW17%12%14%24%No19%16%15%14%20%l14%12%17%17%17%19%17%16%--21%A11%17%disagree

552335432872321211416141349302646735221079-512779Disagree slightly
7%6%6%7%u9%u3%7%u7%8%n8%9%n7%4%8%5%7%6%9%7%9%e7%4%85%C-8%6%7%

10477256153*42122*111214614-11314Disagree strongly
1%1%1%1%1%2%2%*2%2%*2%1%2%l*2%1%2%1%*1%2%g15%C-2%1%1%

540318381481194187239241160127127166282408453187933731293223215-862452363862NET Agree
73%79%z70%79%VX64%78%V78%Vx79%Vx66%71%75%76%r81%qR69%80%M79%76%72%74%72%74%78%-100%D70%82%B75%

6627425030132822251816181561322757936271693-633093NET Disagree
9%7%8%8%10%5%9%7%10%n10%n9%n8%4%10%L6%9%6%11%8%9%9%6%100%C-10%7%8%

3.874.02z3.893.96v3.784.03V3.923.99V3.683.89r3.92r3.95R4.10pqR3.774.09M4.013.973.813.923.893.894.011.854.36D3.824.06B3.93Mean

0.920.880.930.880.940.910.910.850.900.990.900.930.820.930.850.960.870.960.910.900.920.910.360.480.940.850.91SD

0.030.040.040.030.060.060.050.050.060.070.070.060.050.040.040.090.080.080.030.050.060.060.040.020.040.040.03SE
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Table 15

QD2(4): I understand the different options for broadband services in the market
Please look at the different statements people have made about technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, broadband or TV services.
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or disagree...

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

1456244215982338140274422725725745269314Agree strongly
22%23%29%23%44%L25%35%J16%30%H16%30%F17%32%D14%32%B27%

341163984658345296104444108440159389135414548Agree slightly
56%47%47%50%K37%49%42%42%49%42%49%46%48%43%49%47%

1048142170301604060140661347812384116200Neither agree nor
16%20%17%18%14%17%17%24%G15%26%E15%23%C15%27%A14%17%disagree

21958718709354436423840413879Disagree slightly
3%8%7%8%4%8%4%14%G5%14%E5%11%C5%13%A4%7%

1581139586591049514Disagree strongly
2%2%1%1%2%1%2%3%G1%2%1%3%C1%3%A1%1%

48173641680182685177144718150712216646180682862NET Agree
79%70%76%73%81%l74%76%58%79%H58%79%F63%79%D57%81%B75%

3246681117814435042514844504393NET Disagree
5%10%8%9%5%8%6%17%G6%16%E6%14%C5%16%A5%8%

3.943.823.96n3.864.19L3.904.033.544.03H3.564.03F3.634.05D3.534.07B3.93Mean

0.840.940.900.900.910.900.941.020.840.990.850.980.840.990.830.91SD

0.100.060.030.030.060.030.060.070.030.060.030.050.030.060.030.03SE
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Table 15

QD2(4): I understand the different options for broadband services in the market
Please look at the different statements people have made about technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, broadband or TV services.
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or disagree...

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

9726540955652141911952181391721831041081463779538311037127669933372Agree strongly
29%34%39%32%41%z34%33%37%33%31%34%32%33%26%33%40%M27%40%fgj39%29%30%19%39%E32%E34%E32%e32%

153359531386378197115273321175249248181156161677967131168851538413851525Agree slightly
46%45%51%47%46%51%47%47%46%46%43%46%45%45%48%44%48%41%49%46%46%44%47%41%47%51%45%

609983210164527789959737680383426241143564434304110165Neither agree nor
18%sTuVwxy13%7%11%7%10%11%11%13%14%14%14%14%20%KL12%9%19%h12%8%15%15%23%abD10%15%14%10%14%disagree

185732286331443482836362922227107232824112112779Disagree slightly
6%7%2%8%6%4%8%6%7%7%7%7%7%7%7%6%5%5%5%8%8%12%BD3%10%bD4%7%7%

49-5--6-7747682213-636331-14Disagree strongly
1%1%-2%--2%-1%1%1%1%1%2%1%1%1%1%-2%1%3%b1%2%*-1%

2496249323311913033820746853931442143128526430710515812021327812228015023784897NET Agree
75%79%90%rtwyZ80%87%rZ85%z80%83%z78%78%78%79%79%71%81%M84%M75%81%87%fGj75%76%62%85%CE74%e81%E83%E78%

226632786401451553242423724249137293129142413793NET Disagree
7%8%2%9%x6%4%9%x6%9%8%8%8%8%9%7%6%6%7%5%10%8%15%BD4%12%BD5%7%8%

3.964.034.27rtwyZ4.014.22rtwyZ4.15z4.024.15z4.014.004.034.014.033.854.06M4.17M3.954.13g4.21fGj3.923.973.634.19CE3.93E4.10E4.08E4.01Mean

0.900.920.700.950.820.770.940.830.930.910.930.910.910.950.880.870.870.920.780.970.911.020.811.010.820.850.92SD

0.050.030.070.060.070.060.050.050.040.040.040.040.040.050.050.050.070.070.070.060.050.070.040.070.050.090.03SE
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Table 16

QD2(5): I'm confident comparing the costs of the various broadband deals available in the market
Please look at the different statements people have made about technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, broadband or TV services.
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or disagree...

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

226142182190929089101596749681291482239381630912487983353201152372Agree strongly
30%35%33%31%30%37%29%33%24%37%R29%31%37%R25%39%M38%36%35%31%31%29%35%3%41%D31%34%32%

34817723229312410814315011769821001572802459412245318913612817425292205525Agree slightly
47%44%43%48%41%45%47%49%48%39%48%46%45%48%43%37%40%48%46%47%45%46%19%49%D45%46%45%

10954947164304031442625323898664174140644334236010447165Neither agree nor
15%13%17%Sw12%21%StuW13%13%10%18%n15%15%15%11%17%l12%16%17%9%14%16%14%12%25%C7%16%a11%14%disagree

512826531511292418131015225226173682431133823413479Disagree slightly
7%7%5%9%x5%4%10%uvX8%7%7%6%7%6%9%L5%5%7%6%7%6%10%eg5%41%C3%6%8%7%

1049581324343-1041-11243512110314Disagree strongly
1%1%2%1%3%1%1%1%2%n2%n2%n1%-2%1%3%J-2%j1%1%1%2%12%C*1%1%1%

57431941448321619823225117613613116828642846817793976231322322620778494358897NET Agree
77%79%76%79%v71%82%v76%82%V73%76%77%77%83%R73%83%M75%76%84%78%77%74%82%22%90%D76%81%78%

613235582312322622161418226231273802834184924513793NET Disagree
8%8%6%9%7%5%11%ux8%9%9%8%8%6%11%L5%8%7%8%8%7%11%6%53%C3%8%8%8%

3.984.054.024.003.924.14tv3.944.053.864.033.963.994.13R3.864.16M4.034.054.094.004.003.914.09f2.594.28D3.984.064.01Mean

0.920.920.920.920.970.840.940.890.930.990.940.930.850.950.861.030.900.930.920.890.970.901.030.720.930.910.92SD

0.030.050.040.040.060.060.050.050.060.070.070.060.050.040.040.100.080.080.030.050.060.060.100.020.040.040.03SE
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Table 16

QD2(5): I'm confident comparing the costs of the various broadband deals available in the market
Please look at the different statements people have made about technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, broadband or TV services.
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or disagree...

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

16712852721002878558314573158528761311372Agree strongly
27%29%34%29%45%L31%37%24%35%H22%35%F25%35%D19%37%B32%

31113381442834309510142499426138387130395525Agree slightly
50%46%45%47%k37%47%41%41%47%38%47%f40%48%d41%47%45%

10381181333313035491166210374917789165Neither agree nor
16%16%14%14%15%14%15%20%g13%24%E12%22%C11%24%A11%14%disagree

219587366415304931483742394079Disagree slightly
3%8%7%8%k3%7%7%12%G5%12%E5%11%C5%13%A5%7%

2481221318585867714Disagree strongly
4%m2%1%1%1%1%*3%G1%3%E1%2%c1%2%1%1%

47184666714183717180159738156741223674191706897NET Agree
77%75%78%77%82%78%78%64%81%H61%83%F65%83%D61%84%B78%

423658587716385439534548464793NET Disagree
7%9%8%9%k4%8%7%16%G6%15%E6%13%C6%15%A6%8%

3.933.934.033.964.22L3.994.073.694.09H3.644.11F3.754.12D3.634.15B4.01Mean

0.950.950.910.930.850.920.901.070.861.060.851.020.851.000.850.92SD

0.120.060.030.030.060.030.060.070.030.070.030.050.030.060.030.03SE
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Table 16

QD2(5): I'm confident comparing the costs of the various broadband deals available in the market
Please look at the different statements people have made about technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, broadband or TV services.
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or disagree...

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

6519238694948105851301628713411673869525463068872173488530264I try to keep up with
20%24%36%RtwyZ24%36%RtwyZ32%rZ25%34%RtwYZ22%23%22%25%21%18%26%m26%m18%24%22%24%24%11%22%E24%E29%E29%E23%technology

281092639323355617185517062424052830133947748253917144My friends tend to come
8%14%z25%RTwYZ13%23%RtwyZ21%RtwyZ13%24%RTWYZ12%12%13%13%11%11%12%14%6%15%j10%14%j13%j4%15%E12%E14%E17%E12%to me if they have

questions about
technology

541562655343581581151287310810061687624402952661574316724215I'm as knowledgeable
16%20%25%19%25%z23%19%24%z19%18%18%20%18%15%21%21%17%20%21%18%18%8%22%E15%e23%E24%E19%about these technologies

as the next person

8522137784951117811631881121391619187125296743699820102569633314I understand the
26%28%36%27%36%z33%28%33%27%27%28%26%29%23%27%34%lM21%34%gj32%24%27%10%31%E27%E33%E32%E27%different options for

broadband services in
the market

9726540955652141911952181391721831041081463779538311037127669933372I'm confident comparing
29%34%39%32%41%z34%33%37%33%31%34%32%33%26%33%40%M27%40%fgj39%29%30%19%39%E32%E34%E32%e32%the costs of the various

broadband deals
available in the market
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Table 17

QD2: SUMMARY TABLE - AGREE STRONGLY
Please look at the different statements people have made about technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, broadband or TV services.
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or disagree...

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

1491131281365969637325373149121103161530822110060625247119133264I try to keep up with
20%28%Z24%22%19%29%v21%24%10%21%R18%r23%R35%OPQR17%28%M21%29%i17%23%25%20%22%5%29%D18%30%B23%technology

69716678244238407121836725687218412050353511405778144My friends tend to come
9%17%Z12%13%8%17%V13%13%3%7%10%R17%QR21%PQR10%15%M10%17%8%12%12%12%13%1%16%D9%18%B12%to me if they have

questions about
technology

1317990125405050752434273198861295288174646247-206107100215I'm as knowledgeable
18%20%17%20%v13%21%v16%24%tVX10%19%r16%14%28%OPqR15%23%M21%27%h17%18%16%21%17%-24%D16%23%b19%about these technologies

as the next person

1851261521627279758736534562117115198729102671057686-314156140314I understand the
25%31%z28%26%24%33%v25%28%15%30%R27%R28%R34%R20%35%M32%28%22%27%26%25%31%-36%D24%32%b27%different options for

broadband services in
the market

226142182190929089101596749681291482239381630912487983353201152372I'm confident comparing
30%35%33%31%30%37%29%33%24%37%R29%31%37%R25%39%M38%36%35%31%31%29%35%3%41%D31%34%32%the costs of the various

broadband deals
available in the market
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Table 17

QD2: SUMMARY TABLE - AGREE STRONGLY
Please look at the different statements people have made about technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, broadband or TV services.
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or disagree...

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

1549200171931917340224362283822636228264I try to keep up with
25%20%24%18%42%L21%32%J16%25%h14%25%F11%28%D11%27%B23%technology

10211137965895625119201242212216129144My friends tend to come
16%9%13%8%29%L10%24%J10%13%8%14%f7%15%D5%15%B12%to me if they have

questions about
technology

1140164137781506527188301853518030184215I'm as knowledgeable
18%17%19%15%35%L16%28%J11%21%H11%21%F10%22%D10%22%B19%about these technologies

as the next person

1456244215982338140274422725725745269314I understand the
22%23%29%23%44%L25%35%J16%30%H16%30%F17%32%D14%32%B27%different options for

broadband services in
the market

16712852721002878558314573158528761311372I'm confident comparing
27%29%34%29%45%L31%37%24%35%H22%35%F25%35%D19%37%B32%the costs of the various

broadband deals
available in the market
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Table 17

QD2: SUMMARY TABLE - AGREE STRONGLY
Please look at the different statements people have made about technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, broadband or TV services.
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or disagree...

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

2065327819510811229519437944427736335825222225595133871902338922714820768761I try to keep up with
62%68%76%rz67%79%RwyZ74%rz70%z78%RtWYZ64%64%69%68%65%63%68%70%69%68%64%67%64%45%69%E73%E71%E67%E66%technology

108307621137980173135210254149221184123133153557138113139391348611345429My friends tend to come
33%39%59%RTWYZ39%58%RTWYZ53%RtWYZ41%z54%RTWYZ35%37%37%41%n34%31%41%M42%M40%36%28%40%h38%h20%41%E42%E39%E44%E37%to me if they have

questions about
technology

1994987818210011026918036542825533934122821124587124891772198022312420465719I'm as knowledgeable
60%63%75%rtwyZ62%73%rwyz73%rwyz64%73%RtwyZ61%62%63%63%62%57%65%m67%M63%64%65%62%60%41%68%E61%E70%cE64%E62%about these technologies

as the next person

237595932141211283192074395232933864282782592829815111520026710426714923180862I understand the
71%75%90%RTWYZ73%88%RTWYZ84%rtwyZ76%84%RtWyZ74%75%73%72%78%o69%80%M77%m71%78%84%fGj70%73%53%81%cE73%E79%E79%E75%different options for

broadband services in
the market

2496249323311913033820746853931442143128526430710515812021327812228015023784897I'm confident comparing
75%79%90%rtwyZ80%87%rZ85%z80%83%z78%78%78%79%79%71%81%M84%M75%81%87%fGj75%76%62%85%CE74%e81%E83%E78%the costs of the various

broadband deals
available in the market
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Table 18

QD2: SUMMARY TABLE - NET AGREE
Please look at the different statements people have made about technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, broadband or TV services.
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or disagree...

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

46429334441717616719122611810911314527535140914743064327818118427651389331761I try to keep up with
62%72%Z63%68%V58%70%v63%74%TVX49%61%r66%R67%R80%OPQR60%72%M62%71%64%65%69%f60%66%29%76%D60%75%B66%technology

2361891912378011110812933467178201193234835123741581081087386189220429My friends tend to come
32%47%Z35%v39%V26%46%tVx35%v42%V14%26%R42%QR36%qR58%OPQR33%41%M35%33%26%38%i39%36%39%7%45%D29%50%B37%to me if they have

questions about
technology

43328132639315916718820610410611413526031840013732860625217917517639376301719I'm as knowledgeable
58%70%Z60%64%V52%70%Vx62%v67%V43%60%R67%R62%R75%OQR54%71%M58%70%60%62%62%60%63%19%74%D58%68%B62%about these technologies

as the next person

540318381481194187239241160127127166282408453187933731293223215-862452363862I understand the
73%79%z70%79%VX64%78%V78%Vx79%Vx66%71%75%76%r81%qR69%80%M79%76%72%74%72%74%78%-100%D70%82%B75%different options for

broadband services in
the market

57431941448321619823225117613613116828642846817793976231322322620778494358897I'm confident comparing
77%79%76%79%v71%82%v76%82%V73%76%77%77%83%R73%83%M75%76%84%78%77%74%82%22%90%D76%81%78%the costs of the various

broadband deals
available in the market
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Table 18

QD2: SUMMARY TABLE - NET AGREE
Please look at the different statements people have made about technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, broadband or TV services.
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or disagree...

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

39149572584177594167143618126635183578153608761I try to keep up with
64%61%67%63%79%L64%72%j58%68%H49%71%F53%71%D49%72%B66%technology

267632631211732710180349663639433577352429My friends tend to come
43%31%38%33%52%L35%44%j32%38%26%40%F27%41%D24%42%B37%to me if they have

questions about
technology

39133547555164582137114606112608158561135584719I'm as knowledgeable
64%54%64%N60%74%L63%59%46%67%H43%68%F46%69%D43%69%B62%about these technologies

as the next person

48173641680182685177144718150712216646180682862I understand the
79%70%76%73%81%l74%76%58%79%H58%79%F63%79%D57%81%B75%different options for

broadband services in
the market

47184666714183717180159738156741223674191706897I'm confident comparing
77%75%78%77%82%78%78%64%81%H61%83%F65%83%D61%84%B78%the costs of the various

broadband deals
available in the market
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Table 18

QD2: SUMMARY TABLE - NET AGREE
Please look at the different statements people have made about technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, broadband or TV services.
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or disagree...

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

1231310331442628141821197145641315191137243I try to keep up with
4%4%3%3%2%2%3%2%4%4%3%3%4%5%2%4%3%3%3%5%4%10%aBCD3%2%2%2%4%technology

4513913561820722512311864839188375223272551595354263121186My friends tend to come
13%18%S13%19%S13%13%17%s10%21%Sz17%16%15%17%22%kL11%14%17%14%18%18%16%27%BCD16%b12%10%21%b16%to me if they have

questions about
technology

1030-132-192233082119189115751211157103640I'm as knowledgeable
3%u4%su-4%su1%-4%sux1%4%su4%2%4%3%4%3%3%3%4%4%4%3%8%BD2%5%b1%5%b3%about these technologies

as the next person

510-4--6-894679*34*-6412*-1114I understand the
1%1%-1%--1%-1%1%1%1%1%2%l*1%3%*-2%1%6%BCD*-*1%1%different options for

broadband services in
the market

49-5--6-7747682213-636331-14I'm confident comparing
1%1%-2%--2%-1%1%1%1%1%2%1%1%1%1%-2%1%3%b1%2%*-1%the costs of the various

broadband deals
available in the market
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Table 19

QD2: SUMMARY TABLE - DISAGREE STRONGLY
Please look at the different statements people have made about technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, broadband or TV services.
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or disagree...

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

39422221931291814542251913336817111718291343I try to keep up with
5%Y1%4%4%6%U1%4%3%7%NO8%NO3%2%1%4%3%5%3%6%4%2%6%g4%18%C2%5%3%4%technology

1503794927024553781352431141137351381616358405110113645186My friends tend to come
20%Y9%17%u15%23%SUW10%18%u12%34%NOPQ20%N14%N14%N4%19%L13%20%12%18%16%16%19%14%55%C12%21%A10%16%to me if they have

questions about
technology

36425151871052392512119133331010132210281140I'm as knowledgeable
5%Y1%5%s2%6%Sw3%3%2%9%NOP5%N1%2%n*4%3%4%3%6%3%3%3%5%24%C1%4%3%3%about these technologies

as the next person

10477256153*42122*111214614-11314I understand the
1%1%1%1%1%2%2%*2%2%*2%1%2%l*2%1%2%1%*1%2%g15%C-2%1%1%different options for

broadband services in
the market

1049581324343-1041-11243512110314I'm confident comparing
1%1%2%1%3%1%1%1%2%n2%n2%n1%-2%1%3%J-2%j1%1%1%2%12%C*1%1%1%the costs of the various

broadband deals
available in the market
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Table 19

QD2: SUMMARY TABLE - DISAGREE STRONGLY
Please look at the different statements people have made about technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, broadband or TV services.
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or disagree...

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

211303583211123120231924222143I try to keep up with
4%4%4%4%4%4%5%5%3%8%E3%6%c3%7%A3%4%technology

657124162241454158129661218110574113186My friends tend to come
10%23%Mo15%17%k11%16%18%23%G14%26%E13%24%C13%24%A13%16%to me if they have

questions about
technology

415213472714192115251921211940I'm as knowledgeable
6%6%M2%4%3%3%6%j8%G2%6%e3%6%c3%7%A2%3%about these technologies

as the next person

1581139586591049514I understand the
2%2%1%1%2%1%2%3%G1%2%1%3%C1%3%A1%1%different options for

broadband services in
the market

2481221318585867714I'm confident comparing
4%m2%1%1%1%1%*3%G1%3%E1%2%c1%2%1%1%the costs of the various

broadband deals
available in the market
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Table 19

QD2: SUMMARY TABLE - DISAGREE STRONGLY
Please look at the different statements people have made about technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, broadband or TV services.
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or disagree...

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

581051134111643199211050777768394921231542616039203013166I try to keep up with
17%STv13%s10%12%8%10%10%8%15%Stv16%12%14%14%17%12%13%15%12%11%15%17%31%ABCD12%10%10%13%14%technology

13529524115304415262247270157195217179111127488456104139116115699140440My friends tend to come
41%SuVX37%SVX23%39%SuVX22%29%36%SVx25%42%SUVX39%39%36%40%45%kL34%35%35%43%41%36%38%59%ABCD35%34%31%39%38%to me if they have

questions about
technology

51126949151671299711958839085484118261761555137413414182I'm as knowledgeable
15%16%9%17%11%11%17%12%16%17%14%16%16%21%Kl15%11%13%13%13%22%fhij15%26%aBD11%20%bD12%14%16%about these technologies

as the next person

3063223292912545733523737272511134313438121916993I understand the
9%Vx8%vx2%8%v1%6%7%v5%9%Vx8%8%10%7%9%8%7%8%6%3%11%h9%h19%aBCD4%9%d5%8%8%different options for

broadband services in
the market

226632786401451553242423724249137293129142413793I'm confident comparing
7%8%2%9%x6%4%9%x6%9%8%8%8%8%9%7%6%6%7%5%10%8%15%BD4%12%BD5%7%8%the costs of the various

broadband deals
available in the market
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Table 20

QD2: SUMMARY TABLE - NET DISAGREE
Please look at the different statements people have made about technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, broadband or TV services.
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or disagree...

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

120467888532551385231203231104615109143545236458411943166I try to keep up with
16%y11%14%14%17%u10%17%12%21%Np18%N12%15%n9%18%L11%21%j10%19%j15%13%17%13%49%C10%18%A10%14%technology

3271122152241447112310114686607771268171938213711551239375258290125440My friends tend to come
44%Y28%40%u37%47%SUW30%40%u33%60%NOPq48%Nop35%N35%N21%45%L30%40%36%46%38%38%41%34%81%C30%45%A28%38%to me if they have

questions about
technology

1424097857225444161402523341186441310155675236578111758182I'm as knowledgeable
19%Y10%18%u14%24%STUW10%14%13%25%NOp22%NO15%11%10%20%L11%17%13%21%16%17%17%13%61%C9%18%a13%16%about these technologies

as the next person

6627425030132822251816181561322757936271693-633093I understand the
9%7%8%8%10%5%9%7%10%n10%n9%n8%4%10%L6%9%6%11%8%9%9%6%100%C-10%7%8%different options for

broadband services in
the market

613235582312322622161418226231273802834184924513793I'm confident comparing
8%8%6%9%7%5%11%ux8%9%9%8%8%6%11%L5%8%7%8%8%7%11%6%53%C3%8%8%8%the costs of the various

broadband deals
available in the market
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Table 20

QD2: SUMMARY TABLE - NET DISAGREE
Please look at the different statements people have made about technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, broadband or TV services.
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or disagree...

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

10371191481913927431235311374927492166I try to keep up with
16%15%14%16%K8%15%12%18%14%21%E13%22%C11%24%A11%14%technology

151123133786235585119320135305169270162278440My friends tend to come
25%46%mO37%41%K28%38%37%48%G35%52%E34%49%C33%51%A33%38%to me if they have

questions about
technology

548128159231384461121701128110177105182I'm as knowledgeable
8%20%o15%17%k10%15%19%25%G13%27%E13%24%C12%25%A12%16%about these technologies

as the next person

3246681117814435042514844504393I understand the
5%10%8%9%5%8%6%17%G6%16%E6%14%C5%16%A5%8%different options for

broadband services in
the market

423658587716385439534548464793I'm confident comparing
7%9%8%9%k4%8%7%16%G6%15%E6%13%C6%15%A6%8%the costs of the various

broadband deals
available in the market
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Table 20

QD2: SUMMARY TABLE - NET DISAGREE
Please look at the different statements people have made about technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, broadband or TV services.
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or disagree...

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



I'm confident
comparing theI understand

costs of thethe differentI'm asMy friends tend
variousoptions forknowledgeableto come to me

broadband dealsbroadbandabout theseif they haveI try to keep
available inservices in thetechnologies asquestions aboutup with
the marketmarketthe next persontechnologytechnology

11551155115511551155Unweighted base

11551155115511551155Base

967967967967967Effective base

372314215144264Agree strongly
32%27%19%12%23%

525548505284497Agree slightly
45%47%44%25%43%

165200254287228Neither agree nor
14%17%22%25%20%disagree

7979142253123Disagree slightly
7%7%12%22%11%

14144018643Disagree strongly
1%1%3%16%4%

897862719429761NET Agree
78%75%62%37%66%

9393182440166NET Disagree
8%8%16%38%14%

4.013.933.622.953.71Mean

0.920.911.031.271.05SD

0.030.030.030.040.03SE
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Table 21

QD2: SUMMARY TABLE
Please look at the different statements people have made about technology services such as mobile phones, landline phones, broadband or TV services.
For each statement please indicate how much you agree or disagree...

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

3111528483134585290944556874052541521173558238206620148Understand completely
9%15%z27%RTwYZ16%z22%tyZ23%rtyZ14%21%tyZ15%z14%11%11%16%o10%16%m15%11%11%12%12%16%1%12%E10%E23%CDE20%cdE13%

5013922493033705010912466821016063602523354659857247129199Understand somewhat
15%18%21%17%22%22%16%20%18%18%16%15%18%15%19%16%18%12%26%fgI16%16%4%17%E12%e24%CdE29%CdE17%

6617627613736100651191498413110385718032372563853170556916252Understand a little
20%22%26%21%27%24%24%26%20%22%21%24%n19%21%22%22%23%19%18%22%23%16%21%27%e24%16%22%

1242151375212910853167202131175153125941134465379110286104646026346Don't understand at all
37%RSTUVWXY27%VX13%26%vx15%19%26%vx21%28%uVX29%32%33%28%31%29%31%32%33%27%32%28%44%ABcD32%B31%b20%26%30%

61143145919198828111124789210592475822492350606860422510210Have not heard of
18%s18%s13%20%s14%13%21%Su11%19%s18%19%17%19%23%kL14%16%16%25%f17%18%16%35%ABCD18%B20%aB9%10%18%previously

81254509760671271021992181111381881001151144044528111710954313749347NET Understand
24%32%z48%RTwYZ33%z44%rTyZ44%rTwYZ30%41%rTyZ33%Z32%27%26%34%O25%35%M31%29%23%38%I28%32%i5%29%E21%E47%CDE49%CDE30%completely/somewhat

1464307715897103227167318368195269291185185195728177144202411659920766599NET Understand
44%55%Z74%RTWYZ54%z71%RTWYZ68%RTwYZ54%z68%RTWYZ53%z53%48%50%53%46%57%M53%52%42%56%i51%56%I21%50%E48%E71%CDE65%cdE52%completely/somewhat/a

little

190391401365865208118285351215306256211164193761026215418711717411912942598NET Understand a little/
57%rstUVwXy50%39%47%42%43%49%47%48%51%53%57%N47%52%50%53%55%52%45%54%51%60%AB53%b58%aB44%42%52%don't understand at all

1853582713439491968027832520926725821714017067114601411621551631058536556NET Don't understand at
56%rStUVwXY45%SUVX26%46%SuVX29%32%46%SUVX32%47%SUVX47%52%50%47%54%L43%47%48%58%Fh44%49%44%79%ABCD50%aB52%aB29%35%48%all/have not heard of it

previously

251535541957785295145397475293398361302211251991518520424718623316115452808NET Understand a little/
76%RSUVwXy68%sUvX52%67%ux56%56%70%SUVX59%67%suvX68%73%74%N66%75%L65%69%71%77%fH62%72%68%95%ABCD71%AB79%AB53%51%70%don't understand at all/

have not heard of it
previously
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Table 22

QE1(1): ADSL
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

90556187283233542426242846381102166124514231-1406874148Understand completely
12%14%11%14%9%13%11%18%tVx10%15%14%13%13%6%19%M8%16%12%13%13%14%11%-16%D10%17%B13%

134648711248394963453735364572127413717578425541849983199Understand somewhat
18%16%16%18%16%16%16%21%19%21%n21%n17%13%12%23%M19%13%15%18%19%14%20%4%21%D15%19%17%

141110118133596066674428365193117135427921184646412195122117252Understand a little
19%27%Z22%22%19%25%22%22%18%16%21%23%27%Qr20%24%18%26%20%22%21%21%23%13%23%d19%26%B22%

23211417716911265898080544955107219125726142991251007446214229100346Don't understand at all
31%28%33%28%37%SuW27%29%26%33%30%29%25%31%37%L22%32%25%31%30%31%33%27%50%C25%35%A23%30%

1476210011056446743503325475514268622101726652543112913168210Have not heard of
20%15%18%18%18%19%22%s14%20%18%15%22%16%24%L12%24%21%22%18%16%17%19%34%C15%20%15%18%previously

22511914820077718211869645964911102376301229912985854324167157347NET Understand
30%29%27%33%v25%30%27%38%TVX28%36%n35%29%26%19%42%M27%29%27%30%32%28%31%4%38%D26%36%B30%completely/somewhat

365229266333135131148185113929511518522737210572251121314814915519289274599NET Understand
49%57%z49%54%v45%54%49%60%TVX46%51%56%53%53%39%66%M44%55%47%52%53%49%54%17%60%D45%62%B52%completely/somewhat/a

little

372224295303171125156147124828510620133626011532451020916313858409351217598NET Understand a little/
50%55%54%49%56%52%51%48%51%46%50%49%58%q57%L46%49%51%51%52%52%54%50%62%c47%54%49%52%don't understand at all

379176277279168109157122130877510316236119313472547119115212877343360168556NET Don't understand at
51%y43%51%S46%55%Sw46%51%S40%54%49%44%47%47%61%L34%56%45%53%48%47%51%46%83%C40%55%A38%48%all/have not heard of it

previously

51928539541222616922318917411511015325547832817743468327521619289538481285808NET Understand a little/
70%71%73%S67%75%Sw70%73%S62%72%64%65%71%74%q81%L58%73%71%73%70%68%72%69%96%C62%74%A64%70%don't understand at all/

have not heard of it
previously
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Table 22

QE1(1): ADSL
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

1027112955310642814010138121367141148Understand completely
16%11%13%10%24%L12%18%j3%15%H4%15%F4%17%D2%17%B13%

945145161381603927172331662917022177199Understand somewhat
15%19%17%17%17%17%17%11%19%H13%18%9%21%D7%21%B17%

1851183203492064656196551966518760192252Understand a little
29%21%22%22%22%22%20%23%22%21%22%19%23%19%23%22%

157725530046299479025689257131215129217346Don't understand at all
24%31%30%32%K21%32%I20%37%g28%35%29%38%C26%41%A26%30%

10461541733715357661446914110510596114210Have not heard of
16%19%18%19%16%17%25%J27%G16%27%E16%31%C13%30%A14%18%previously

1972257256922678135313443034230629318347NET Understand
30%29%30%27%41%L29%35%14%34%H17%34%F12%38%D9%38%B30%completely/somewhat

36123440458141473127915099950010749289510599NET Understand
60%50%52%49%63%L51%55%37%56%H39%56%F31%61%D28%61%B52%completely/somewhat/a

little

331274385029550593146452144453196402189409598NET Understand a little/
53%52%52%54%K43%55%I40%59%g50%56%51%57%c49%60%A49%52%don't understand at all

2512240947383451104156400158397236320225331556NET Don't understand at
40%50%48%51%K37%49%45%63%G44%61%E44%69%C39%72%A39%48%all/have not heard of it

previously

43173592676132657150212596214594301507284523808NET Understand a little/
70%71%70%73%K59%71%65%86%G66%83%E66%88%C62%91%A62%70%don't understand at all/

have not heard of it
previously
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Table 22

QE1(1): ADSL
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

4313633603838765111112153761015162651533254165248228324184Understand completely
13%17%32%RsTwYZ20%z28%rtYZ25%yZ18%21%z19%z18%13%14%18%13%19%m18%11%17%19%14%18%1%15%E11%E28%CDE24%CdE16%

541682352313679621221378510910776627933362956691664407825236Understand somewhat
16%21%22%18%23%24%19%25%z21%20%21%20%20%19%19%22%23%19%21%19%19%8%20%E20%E27%E24%E20%

73209248832381225516416510912215196968437543671843993507920287Understand a little
22%26%23%30%z23%25%29%22%28%24%27%23%28%24%30%23%27%28%26%25%23%20%28%24%27%20%25%

9819414592327100581321761051521231147295324134811047995673220297Don't understand at all
30%ruVwX25%x13%20%17%18%24%x23%22%25%26%28%n22%28%22%26%23%21%25%28%29%40%ABd29%B33%aB11%20%b26%

6383103513134720669452766864344323301337436028252013151Have not heard of
19%RSTUvwxY10%10%12%9%9%11%8%11%14%13%14%12%16%l10%12%16%15%10%13%12%31%ABCD9%12%7%12%13%previously

9730356111697415411423425813818520812712414447705496133171126216149420NET Understand
29%38%Z54%RTWYZ38%z51%rTwyZ49%twyZ36%46%tZ39%Z37%34%35%38%32%38%39%m34%36%40%34%37%9%34%E31%E55%CDE48%CdE36%completely/somewhat

1705128019910111127616939842324730835922422022884124901672185620511224069707NET Understand
51%65%Z77%tyZ68%Z74%Z73%Z65%Z68%Z67%Z61%61%57%65%o56%67%M62%61%63%65%59%60%29%62%E55%E82%ACDE68%cE61%completely/somewhat/a

little

17140237147556522111429634121427527421116817869957015218811818811711140584NET Understand a little/
52%vx51%vX36%50%x40%43%52%vX46%50%x49%53%51%50%52%52%49%49%49%51%53%52%60%AB57%AB57%AB38%39%51%don't understand at all

1622762494364014779198270157228190178106137547147118147139123925232448NET Don't understand at
49%RSTUVWXY35%x23%32%26%27%35%x32%33%39%39%43%n35%44%L33%38%39%37%35%41%40%71%ABCD38%B45%aB18%32%B39%all/have not heard of it

previously

235485471816878268134362435266351341275202221911258318923117821614213153735NET Understand a little/
71%RSUVwXY62%uvX46%62%uvX49%51%64%suVX54%61%vX63%66%65%62%68%k62%61%66%64%60%66%63%91%ABCD66%aB69%AB45%52%64%don't understand at all/

have not heard of it
previously
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Table 23

QE1(2): Copper broadband
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

1176471113304041724632212659461384187154654841-1698687184Understand completely
16%16%13%18%Vx10%17%v13%24%TVX19%o18%12%12%17%8%24%M16%18%16%16%16%16%15%-20%D13%20%B16%

14391112125526063624240384967841524169207945262521012690236Understand somewhat
19%22%21%20%17%25%21%20%17%22%22%23%19%14%27%M18%16%19%21%23%17%22%6%24%D19%20%20%

1731121351516867708151414857891561295261024692807421215160113287Understand a little
23%28%25%25%23%28%23%26%21%23%28%26%26%27%23%23%25%21%25%23%27%27%23%25%25%26%25%

20493156141108478359714046479219310462812252101876441176182102297Don't understand at all
27%23%29%Su23%36%StUW20%27%s19%29%22%27%22%27%33%L18%27%27%25%26%25%29%23%44%C20%28%23%26%

10645708144254834322616383910942416812352343725929550151Have not heard of
14%11%13%13%15%11%16%11%13%14%10%18%p11%18%L7%17%15%18%13%13%11%13%27%C11%15%11%13%previously

2611551822388210010413488725975127130290835163621591001025379212177420NET Understand
35%38%34%39%V27%42%V34%44%tVX36%40%35%34%37%22%51%M34%33%35%37%39%33%37%6%44%D33%40%b36%completely/somewhat

43426731838915016717421513911310713221528641913612660725218017627595372290707NET Understand
58%66%z59%v64%V50%70%TVx57%70%TVX57%63%63%61%62%49%74%M56%58%56%62%62%60%64%29%69%D57%66%b61%completely/somewhat/a

little

378205291293176115153140123819510518134923311542249719316713863391342216584NET Understand a little/
51%51%54%s48%58%SuW48%50%45%51%45%56%48%52%59%L41%49%51%47%51%48%55%50%67%C45%53%49%51%don't understand at all

310138225223152731319210365638613130214610432037415312110166267277152448NET Don't understand at
42%y34%41%Su36%50%SUWx30%43%SU30%43%37%37%39%38%51%L26%44%42%44%38%38%40%36%71%C31%43%a34%39%all/have not heard of it

previously

48425036137422114020117315410711114322045827515693062024520017588483437266735NET Understand a little/
65%62%66%S61%73%SUW58%66%s56%64%60%65%66%63%78%L49%66%67%65%63%61%67%63%94%C56%67%a60%64%don't understand at all/

have not heard of it
previously
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Table 23

QE1(2): Copper broadband
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

84013511470134501816616168121723180184Understand completely
14%16%16%12%31%L14%22%j7%18%H6%19%F3%21%D1%21%B16%

1545176197391954144192411963919734202236Understand somewhat
25%19%21%21%18%21%18%18%21%16%22%11%24%D11%24%B20%

1447226241462335454232602276722063223287Understand a little
23%19%27%n26%21%25%23%22%26%23%25%20%27%d20%27%b25%

178219925443248497722086211144153129169297Don't understand at all
27%33%M23%27%k19%27%21%31%g24%33%E24%42%C19%41%A20%26%

73111412525114375497559680718467151Have not heard of
11%12%13%13%11%12%16%22%G11%21%E11%23%C9%27%A8%13%previously

24863113111093299262359573635136938382420NET Understand
39%35%37%33%49%L36%40%25%39%H22%40%F15%45%D12%45%B36%completely/somewhat

38133537552155562145116591117590118589101606707NET Understand
62%54%63%n59%69%l61%63%47%65%H45%66%F34%72%D32%72%B61%completely/somewhat/a

little

3012942549589481103131453146438211372192392584NET Understand a little/
50%53%50%53%K40%52%44%53%50%57%e49%62%C46%61%A47%51%don't understand at all

231123123796936286131317141307224224213235448NET Don't understand at
38%46%m37%41%k31%39%37%53%G35%55%E34%66%C28%68%A28%39%all/have not heard of it

previously

37159538620115595139185550201534291443276459735NET Understand a little/
61%65%63%67%K51%64%60%75%G61%78%E60%85%C55%88%A55%64%don't understand at all/

have not heard of it
previously
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Table 23

QE1(2): Copper broadband
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

752113275444311270159182991311529186106287835608513113478825294Understand completely
23%27%31%26%32%z28%26%28%27%26%24%24%28%23%27%29%20%40%FGhJ26%21%23%7%34%cE23%E30%E25%E25%

8824842955557135101177202123161165112105114465141951044198679734345Understand somewhat
27%32%41%rz32%40%rZ38%z32%41%RtyZ30%29%30%30%30%28%32%31%33%26%30%33%28%21%30%e33%e33%E34%e30%

116254271053346144672002361271791771371051154949441011289091728235383Understand a little
35%v32%26%36%sv24%30%34%v27%34%v34%31%33%32%34%32%31%35%25%32%35%i35%i46%BcD28%35%28%34%33%

4257215232554555445042472423814112441372016188105Don't understand at all
13%rSTUVWXY7%Suvx1%5%2%2%6%s2%7%Suvx8%11%9%8%12%k7%6%6%7%8%8%11%19%aBCD6%8%6%7%9%

1019132374151711161314578365714626-29Have not heard of
3%2%1%1%2%2%2%2%2%3%3%3%2%3%2%2%6%fgi1%4%2%2%7%abCD2%1%2%-2%previously

164459741709910024717133638422229231820319122074129761551895421111418559639NET Understand
49%58%z72%RtwyZ58%z73%RTWYZ66%Z58%z69%RtwYZ56%55%55%54%58%51%59%m60%m53%66%Fgj55%54%52%28%64%E56%E63%E58%E55%completely/somewhat

280713101275132146390238536620349470494341297335123178120256317144302186267941022NET Understand
84%90%Z97%ryZ94%Z96%ryZ96%ryZ92%Z96%RYZ90%z89%86%88%90%85%91%m92%M88%91%88%90%87%74%92%E91%E92%E93%E88%completely/somewhat/a

little

158311281193549169722452921712292191851291385763561251691281118810042487NET Understand a little/
48%SUVXy39%SVx27%41%sVx26%32%40%sVx29%41%SVx42%42%43%40%46%k40%38%41%32%40%44%i46%I65%ABCD34%43%d34%42%42%don't understand at all

527531856321059735566556129301617173048512618248133NET Don't understand at
16%rSTUVWXY10%Suvx3%6%4%4%8%4%10%Suvx11%14%12%10%15%Kl9%8%12%9%12%10%13%26%ABCD8%9%8%7%12%all/have not heard of it

previously

168329291233752176772603091822442311991351446566611301751411179010742516NET Understand a little/
51%StUVwXy42%SVx28%42%sVx27%34%42%sVx31%44%SVX45%45%46%42%49%kl41%40%47%i34%45%46%i48%I72%ABCD36%44%37%42%45%don't understand at all/

have not heard of it
previously
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Table 24

QE1(3): Cable broadband
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

1861061431526775668658403750108105189427925410576733276153124294Understand completely
25%26%26%25%22%31%tv22%28%24%22%22%23%31%p18%33%M19%26%19%26%26%25%26%3%32%D24%28%25%

2161271392066971941127059466110916018473214292128867811298184146345Understand somewhat
29%31%26%34%VX23%29%31%v36%VX29%33%27%28%31%27%33%28%31%31%30%32%29%28%12%35%D28%33%30%

25013119518812569109798356648396234148830163291311029651230229131383Understand a little
34%32%36%S31%41%SuW29%36%S26%34%32%37%n38%n28%40%L26%35%29%34%34%32%34%35%55%C27%35%30%33%

71335253341823292915201428693641458225322520456434105Don't understand at all
10%8%10%9%11%8%8%10%12%8%12%6%8%12%L6%15%h13%11%8%6%11%9%22%C5%10%8%9%

2081414861323839620912324154571319829Have not heard of
3%2%3%s2%s3%s3%4%S*1%5%r2%4%2%3%2%2%2%6%h2%4%1%2%7%C2%3%2%2%previously

402232282357136146160197128998311221726537311592354623316315114573337270639NET Understand
54%57%52%58%Vx45%61%Vx52%64%TVX53%55%49%51%63%oPr45%66%M48%57%50%56%58%54%54%15%67%D52%61%B55%completely/somewhat

652363477545261216269276211155147195313499521198938876364265247668035664011022NET Understand
88%90%88%89%86%90%88%90%87%87%87%90%90%85%92%M82%85%83%89%k90%88%89%71%93%D87%91%88%completely/somewhat/a

little

3211642472411598813210911271839712430318312432141215713412172276292165487NET Understand a little/
43%41%45%Su39%53%StUW37%43%s35%46%n40%49%N45%36%52%L32%50%42%45%42%39%45%44%77%C32%45%a37%42%don't understand at all

924166674224363131232322338944415810640353127588342133NET Don't understand at
12%10%12%11%14%10%12%10%13%13%13%10%10%15%L8%18%h15%17%11%10%12%11%29%C7%13%9%12%all/have not heard of it

previously

34217226125516794145110115808610613032319212452343617213812678289312172516NET Understand a little/
46%43%48%Suw42%55%SUW39%48%S36%47%n45%51%N49%n37%55%L34%52%43%50%44%42%46%46%85%C33%48%A39%45%don't understand at all/

have not heard of it
previously
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Table 24

QE1(3): Cable broadband
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

1643235198962177836258242714325141253294Understand completely
27%18%28%N21%43%L23%34%J15%28%H9%30%F13%31%D13%30%B25%

1874253285602895660284542908026572273345Understand somewhat
29%30%30%31%27%31%24%25%31%21%32%F23%33%D23%32%B30%

19972673394331172102281111271151232136247383Understand a little
31%39%m32%36%K19%34%31%41%G31%43%E30%44%C29%43%A29%33%

72771842184213669515453525154105Don't understand at all
11%11%8%9%9%9%9%14%G8%20%E6%16%C6%16%A6%9%

1423254245121718111514141429Have not heard of
2%2%3%3%2%3%2%5%g2%7%E1%4%c2%5%a2%2%previously

341174884831565061339754278561123516113526639NET Understand
56%48%57%n52%70%L55%58%39%60%H30%63%F36%63%D36%63%B55%completely/somewhat

532137558221998162051998231898322747472497731022NET Understand
87%87%89%88%89%88%89%81%91%H74%93%F80%92%D79%92%B88%completely/somewhat/a

little

251243384236439593138350162325204283187301487NET Understand a little/
42%50%M40%45%K29%43%40%56%G38%63%E36%60%C35%59%A36%42%don't understand at all

8319410924108264786686568656568133NET Don't understand at
13%13%11%12%11%12%11%19%G9%26%E7%20%C8%21%A8%12%all/have not heard of it

previously

271283614486841898150366180336219297201315516NET Understand a little/
44%52%m43%48%K30%45%42%61%G40%70%E37%64%C37%64%A37%45%don't understand at all/

have not heard of it
previously
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Table 24

QE1(3): Cable broadband
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

7522630794146117771691989613915695100101357542569213104599331309Understand completely
22%29%29%27%30%31%28%31%z28%29%24%26%28%24%31%28%25%38%FGj31%g20%25%7%32%E29%E32%E30%E27%

9928645102636115399214235146182193142104132435652105128391295912531399Understand somewhat
30%36%43%z35%46%wZ40%z36%40%z36%34%36%34%35%35%32%36%31%29%38%37%35%20%39%cE29%43%aCE31%35%

117221279131371256016920013016316111798109494836911139284656235347Understand a little
35%rSuvy28%26%31%23%24%30%24%28%29%32%30%29%29%30%30%35%25%27%32%31%47%aBCD26%32%b21%34%b30%

3852220272611415728483643222210137302945101911592Don't understand at all
11%rStuVXy7%v1%7%v1%5%6%v5%7%v8%7%9%7%11%k7%6%7%7%5%11%8%23%ABCD3%9%bD4%5%8%

431111113445351112-226-2--8Have not heard of
1%*1%1%****1%1%1%1%1%1%**1%1%-1%1%3%BD-1%--1%previously

1735127518010410727017638243324232134923720423378131941622205323411821962709NET Understand
52%65%Z72%Z62%z76%rtWyZ70%Z64%Z71%wZ64%Z62%60%60%64%59%63%64%56%67%g68%g57%60%27%71%CE58%E75%aCE61%E61%completely/somewhat

290733101271135144395236551633372483510355302342128179130253333145318183281961055NET Understand
87%93%Z98%Z93%z98%rtwyZ95%z93%Z95%Z92%z91%92%90%93%88%93%94%m92%92%95%89%91%74%97%CE90%E96%CE95%E91%completely/somewhat/a

little

1552732811132441517121025715821119716012113160614312214213794847340439NET Understand a little/
47%RSTUVwXY35%v27%38%sV24%29%36%v29%35%v37%39%39%36%40%37%36%43%31%32%43%i39%70%ABCD29%41%BD25%39%b38%don't understand at all

42552222828124560325339472423111673231501021115100NET Don't understand at
13%rSTuVwXY7%v2%7%v2%5%7%v5%8%v9%8%10%7%12%k7%6%8%8%5%11%9%26%ABCD3%10%BD4%5%9%all/have not heard of it

previously

1592772911233451537221326016221520016512213260644312414514394867340446NET Understand a little/
48%RSTUVwXY35%v28%38%sV24%30%36%v29%36%v38%40%40%36%41%37%36%44%33%32%43%hi40%73%ABCD29%42%BD25%39%b39%don't understand at all/

have not heard of it
previously
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Table 25

QE1(4): Fibre
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

1881181431677171739464493756104912195301226310582764281157134309Understand completely
25%29%26%27%24%30%24%30%26%28%22%26%30%15%39%M23%28%25%27%26%27%27%4%33%D24%30%b27%

24914918421698861001167170608511420319673917336151968914343212161399Understand somewhat
33%37%34%35%32%36%33%38%29%39%35%39%r33%34%35%32%37%36%34%37%32%32%15%40%D33%36%35%

2391061671801056210376854461659222212372913298113998646193218114347Understand a little
32%26%31%29%35%s26%34%s25%35%q24%36%nq30%27%38%L22%32%28%28%30%28%33%31%49%C22%34%a26%30%

632946462521262022111212356626365803323242641533392Don't understand at all
8%7%8%8%8%9%9%7%9%6%7%6%10%11%L5%11%5%10%8%8%8%9%28%C5%8%7%8%

52444-3115--261*2153-3348-8Have not heard of
1%1%1%1%1%-1%**3%opr--1%1%*1%2%1%1%1%-1%4%C*1%a-1%previously

4372673263821691571732101351199714021829341413682859925617916518624370295709NET Understand
59%66%z60%62%56%66%v57%68%TVx55%67%r57%65%63%50%73%M56%66%61%61%63%59%60%19%72%D57%67%B61%completely/somewhat

676373493562274219276286220163158205310516538209741897369277251638175884091055NET Understand
91%92%91%92%90%91%90%93%91%91%93%94%89%88%95%M88%93%89%91%91%92%90%68%95%D91%93%91%completely/somewhat/a

little

302136213226130831299710755737712728914910341737814612211072234272147439NET Understand a little/
41%y34%39%s37%43%S34%42%S32%44%Q31%43%q35%37%49%L26%43%33%37%38%36%41%40%77%C27%42%A33%38%don't understand at all

6832505029212921231612123773273758535232630456133100NET Don't understand at
9%8%9%8%10%9%10%7%9%9%7%6%11%12%L5%12%7%11%9%9%8%10%32%C5%9%7%9%all/have not heard of it

previously

307138217230134831329810860737712929515110361838314912211275237279147446NET Understand a little/
41%y34%40%s38%44%Su34%43%S32%45%q33%43%35%37%50%L27%44%34%39%39%37%41%40%81%C28%43%A33%39%don't understand at all/

have not heard of it
previously
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Table 25

QE1(4): Fibre
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

19542372081012179235274332764526442267309Understand completely
31%22%28%22%45%L23%40%J14%30%H13%31%F13%32%D14%32%B27%

1690293331693366357342613389330683317399Understand somewhat
27%37%34%36%31%36%i27%23%38%H24%38%F27%38%D26%38%B35%

18782503153229452108238123224149198139207347Understand a little
29%32%29%34%K14%32%i23%44%G26%48%E25%43%C24%44%A25%30%

8236274197319425035575043434992Don't understand at all
13%9%7%8%8%8%8%17%G6%14%E6%15%C5%14%A6%8%

--84344346252718Have not heard of
--1%*1%*2%1%*2%E*2%c*2%A*1%previously

351445295391705531559261694614139570125583709NET Understand
58%59%62%58%76%L60%67%38%68%H37%68%F40%70%D40%69%B61%completely/somewhat

532227808532028472082018542178382877682647911055NET Understand
87%91%92%92%90%92%90%81%94%H84%93%F84%94%D84%94%B91%completely/somewhat/a

little

261013123885136772151288158281198241182257439NET Understand a little/
42%41%37%42%K23%40%i31%61%G32%61%E31%58%C30%58%A31%38%don't understand at all

82369782277234654415955455050100NET Don't understand at
13%9%8%8%10%8%10%19%G6%16%E7%16%C6%16%A6%9%all/have not heard of it

previously

261013203935437176154293164283204243189258446NET Understand a little/
42%41%38%42%K24%40%33%62%G32%63%E32%60%C30%60%A31%39%don't understand at all/

have not heard of it
previously
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Table 25

QE1(4): Fibre
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

309728442831534476893549753544471722192247-34225217129Understand completely
9%12%27%RTwYZ15%z21%rtyZ21%rtyZ13%18%Z13%13%9%9%14%o9%13%13%12%11%14%8%13%g-10%E11%E18%dE17%E11%

541812049353490691211528311411368709224453058781579467916245Understand somewhat
16%23%wz19%17%25%wz23%21%28%rWZ20%22%21%21%21%17%22%25%m17%23%22%20%21%8%24%E23%E27%aE16%21%

902343493434713976168179132154162114100100425840899650103617634336Understand a little
27%30%33%32%31%31%33%31%28%26%33%q29%30%28%31%28%30%30%29%31%26%26%31%30%26%34%29%

10617510621425843914317797146122117718335433278927778495621286Don't understand at all
32%rSTUVWXY22%VX10%21%vx10%16%20%vx16%24%sVX26%24%27%22%29%l22%23%25%22%23%27%25%40%ABCD24%24%19%21%25%

53102134516145720889757737768404221271739515235262813158Have not heard of
16%s13%12%15%s12%9%13%8%15%s14%14%14%14%17%12%12%15%14%12%14%14%27%aBCD11%13%10%13%14%previously

842784793636614311219724111916318810311413941674979125151136813133375NET Understand
25%35%Z46%rtwZ32%46%RtWyZ43%rwZ34%z45%RTWYZ33%z35%29%30%34%26%35%m38%M29%34%36%28%34%8%34%E33%E45%cdE33%E32%completely/somewhat

1735128118610611328218836541925131735021821524083125881692216521612920768710NET Understand
52%65%Z78%RtwyZ63%z78%RtWYZ74%RwyZ67%Z76%RtWYZ61%z61%62%59%64%54%66%M66%M60%64%65%59%61%34%66%E63%E71%E67%E61%completely/somewhat/a

little

196409441555772224115311356229300284231171183771017216718812818011013255622NET Understand a little/
59%SuVXy52%v42%53%42%48%53%v46%52%v51%57%56%52%58%53%50%56%52%52%58%52%65%Bcd55%b54%45%54%54%don't understand at all

15927722107313914160231274153219199184111125567049117144130112758534445NET Don't understand at
48%rSTUVwXY35%SuVx22%37%SuVx22%26%33%svx24%39%SUVX39%38%41%36%46%KL34%34%40%36%35%41%39%66%ABCD34%37%29%33%39%all/have not heard of it

previously

248511562007486280135399452286373361299212226981288820623918021513616168780NET Understand a little/
75%rStUVXY65%Sv54%68%SuVx54%57%66%Svx55%67%SuVx65%71%70%66%74%Kl65%62%71%66%64%72%66%92%ABCD66%b67%b55%67%68%don't understand at all/

have not heard of it
previously
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Table 26

QE1(5): Part fibre
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

7455547626272551251821244133962113113542930*1225865129Understand completely
10%14%10%12%9%11%8%17%TVX10%10%12%11%12%6%17%M11%10%7%12%13%10%11%*14%D9%15%B11%

1509211013647627759403436449193152426102059264499216129100245Understand somewhat
20%23%20%22%v16%26%v25%V19%17%19%21%20%26%r16%27%M17%25%22%21%23%21%18%10%25%D20%23%21%

20512816017689717799644550761011771586309291109899216256180136336Understand a little
28%32%29%29%29%29%25%32%27%25%29%35%q29%30%28%24%29%20%30%i27%30%33%17%30%d28%31%29%

20482144143915378647249434281182103724162399088604316917792286Don't understand at all
27%y20%27%23%30%s22%26%21%30%o28%25%19%23%31%L18%32%23%35%Hj24%22%29%22%47%C20%27%a21%25%

110487682502648354132213133103554138134593046249910549158Have not heard of
15%12%14%13%16%11%16%11%17%n18%n12%14%10%17%L10%16%13%16%14%15%10%16%f25%C12%16%a11%14%previously

22514716321174901021096553576813212624863713318146937910337187165375NET Understand
30%36%30%35%V24%37%V33%v36%V27%30%33%31%38%r21%44%M28%36%28%32%36%31%29%10%39%D29%37%B32%completely/somewhat

4302753233871631601792081309810614423330340612672260925518217226593368301710NET Understand
58%68%Z60%63%v54%67%V59%68%tVx53%55%63%66%qR67%qR52%72%M52%65%Ik48%62%Ik63%61%62%28%69%D57%68%B61%completely/somewhat/a

little

409210304318180124155163136949211818135926113542653019917815260425357229622NET Understand a little/
55%52%56%52%59%52%51%53%56%53%54%54%52%61%L46%56%52%55%54%49%59%g55%64%c49%55%52%54%don't understand at all

315130220225140801269911381647311428515911372437314911810667269281141445NET Don't understand at
42%Y32%40%s37%46%SUw33%41%s32%47%NO45%no37%34%33%48%L28%48%hj35%52%HJ38%37%39%38%72%C31%43%A32%39%all/have not heard of it

previously

52025838040122915020319817712611315021546231717673366425820719883524461278780NET Understand a little/
70%64%70%65%76%StUW63%67%64%73%n70%67%69%62%79%L56%72%64%72%68%64%69%71%90%C61%71%A63%68%don't understand at all/

have not heard of it
previously
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Table 26

QE1(5): Part fibre
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

517107765386441211751241012011118129Understand completely
8%7%13%n8%24%L9%19%J5%13%H2%14%F3%15%D3%14%B11%

1145190190561984829216312143720927218245Understand somewhat
17%18%22%20%25%21%21%12%24%H12%24%F11%26%D9%26%B21%

2476235281552736371265712658325380256336Understand a little
40%m31%28%30%24%30%27%29%29%27%30%24%31%d26%30%29%

1470202251362473984202100187136151123164286Don't understand at all
23%29%24%27%K16%27%I17%34%G22%39%E21%40%C19%39%A19%25%

7371141342412038511075110777817385158Have not heard of
12%15%13%14%11%13%16%21%G12%20%E12%23%C10%23%A10%14%previously

15622972661092839141334363394632838337375NET Understand
25%25%35%N29%49%L31%39%j17%37%H14%38%F14%40%D12%40%B32%completely/somewhat

40138533547164556154112599107604129581118592710NET Understand
65%56%63%59%73%L60%67%45%66%H41%67%F38%71%D38%70%B61%completely/somewhat/a

little

3914643753290520102155467170452219403203419622NET Understand a little/
63%60%m52%57%K40%56%I44%63%G51%66%E50%64%C50%65%A50%54%don't understand at all

211073163856036877135310151294213232196249445NET Don't understand at
35%44%37%41%K27%40%33%55%G34%59%E33%62%C29%62%A30%39%all/have not heard of it

previously

46183552666115641140205575222559296484276504780NET Understand a little/
75%75%M65%71%K51%69%i61%83%G63%86%E62%86%C60%88%A60%68%don't understand at all/

have not heard of it
previously
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Table 26

QE1(5): Part fibre
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

67236358148481257817519210614315697911133262436310391104910332312Understand completely
20%30%Z34%Z28%z35%Z32%z30%Z32%Z29%Z28%26%27%28%24%28%31%23%32%g31%22%28%5%34%cE24%E35%cE31%E27%

932723910055611509520322514016319312112011541614393127511116610928381Understand somewhat
28%34%37%34%40%z40%z35%z38%z34%32%35%30%35%30%37%31%29%31%32%32%35%26%34%32%38%e27%33%

11419226762934103581441851111531391147810145434085946984546831314Understand a little
34%RSTuVwY24%25%26%21%22%24%23%24%27%27%28%25%28%24%28%32%22%29%30%26%35%Bd26%27%23%31%27%

427433049381462693758485231281619103634521828117117Don't understand at all
13%suVX9%vx2%10%vx3%6%9%vx6%10%svx10%9%11%9%13%k10%8%11%10%8%13%9%27%ABCD5%14%BD4%7%10%

16161511721222101913185861118715671332Have not heard of
5%rstuvwy2%1%2%**2%1%2%3%2%3%2%4%l1%2%4%5%fh1%3%2%8%BD2%3%b*3%3%previously

1605077418110310927517437841724630634921821122773122861562306022111521260692NET Understand
48%64%Z72%Z62%Z76%rtwyZ71%Z65%Z70%Z63%Z60%61%57%64%o54%65%M62%m53%63%63%55%63%gj31%67%cE56%E73%aCE59%E60%completely/somewhat

275699100257132142378232521602357459488332290329118165126241324128305169280911006NET Understand
83%89%z97%rtwyZ88%97%RtWYZ94%rZ89%z94%rwyZ88%87%88%86%89%83%89%m90%M85%85%92%85%89%66%93%CE83%E96%aCE90%E87%completely/somewhat/a

little

15626529107334314172206253148211187166110130606250121128121101827839431NET Understand a little/
47%RSTUVwXY34%v28%36%v24%28%33%29%35%v37%37%39%34%41%34%36%43%32%36%43%i35%62%ABCD31%40%Bd27%38%b37%don't understand at all

5790335494516749147776170363621301144416723351210149NET Don't understand at
17%StUVXy11%sVx3%12%sVx3%6%11%vx6%12%suVx13%12%14%11%17%Kl11%10%15%15%8%15%11%34%ABCD7%17%BD4%10%b13%all/have not heard of it

previously

17228129111334314874218276158230200184115138667351129134136107897942463NET Understand a little/
52%RSTUVWXY36%v28%38%v24%29%35%v30%37%v40%39%43%n36%46%kL35%38%47%f37%37%45%f37%69%ABCD33%44%Bd27%41%b40%don't understand at all/

have not heard of it
previously
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Table 27

QE1(6): Full fibre
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

19411514017168727596595543491051022096281226511184704283161133312Understand completely
26%28%26%28%22%30%25%31%v24%31%25%23%30%17%37%M27%27%25%27%28%28%25%4%33%D25%30%27%

2521261762058887931127664576711617220973814321138929215329202155381Understand somewhat
34%31%32%33%29%36%30%36%31%36%34%31%33%29%37%m28%37%31%33%34%31%33%16%38%D31%35%33%

1961181531629558907170384877812031106281226899897937181191107314Understand a little
26%29%28%26%31%s24%30%23%29%21%29%35%NQ23%35%L19%28%27%26%27%24%30%29%40%C21%29%24%27%

83336056402035213214191933853036610241322832487239117Don't understand at all
11%8%11%9%13%s8%11%7%13%8%11%9%10%14%L5%12%6%14%j10%10%11%10%35%C6%11%9%10%

1913141811312667351125713226153852123932Have not heard of
3%3%3%3%4%1%4%2%2%4%2%2%3%4%L1%5%3%4%3%4%f1%3%5%2%4%2%3%previously

44624131637615615916820813511910011722127441813672658724917616219612363288692NET Understand
60%60%58%61%v52%66%tV55%68%TVx56%67%or59%54%64%o47%74%M56%64%57%60%62%59%58%20%71%D56%65%B60%completely/somewhat

642359468538251217258280205158149194302478528199538854348265241567925543951006NET Understand
86%89%86%88%83%91%v85%91%tV84%88%87%89%87%81%93%M83%91%i83%87%86%88%87%60%92%D85%89%87%completely/somewhat/a

little

27915121321813578125931025267961142891409341836914012210869229263146431NET Understand a little/
37%37%39%s36%45%Suw32%41%S30%42%nq29%39%44%nQ33%49%L25%40%33%40%38%35%41%39%75%C27%41%a33%37%don't understand at all

1024574745223462838212124451113749812856353637709548149NET Don't understand at
14%11%14%12%17%Su9%15%s9%16%12%13%11%13%19%L7%17%9%17%j13%14%12%13%40%C8%15%11%13%all/have not heard of it

previously

2981642272361468113799107597010112531414710372039515512411674250286155463NET Understand a little/
40%40%42%s39%48%SUw34%45%Su32%44%q33%41%46%nq36%53%L26%44%36%43%40%38%41%42%80%C29%44%A35%40%don't understand at all/

have not heard of it
previously
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Table 27

QE1(6): Full fibre
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

1659237213992288332280342783627637274312Understand completely
26%24%28%23%44%L25%36%J13%31%H13%31%F10%34%D12%33%B27%

1678287315663107068313573249528677303381Understand somewhat
26%32%34%34%29%34%30%27%34%22%36%F28%35%d25%36%B33%

1971224282332684675239104211121193116198314Understand a little
31%29%26%30%K15%29%i20%30%26%40%E23%35%C24%37%A24%27%

93473971999185660516670466353117Don't understand at all
15%14%m9%10%9%11%8%23%G7%20%E7%21%C6%20%A6%10%

14272571814151712202012201232Have not heard of
2%1%3%3%3%2%6%J6%G2%5%e2%6%C1%6%A1%3%previously

3113752452816553915410059391601131562115577692NET Understand
51%56%62%57%74%L58%66%j40%65%H35%67%F38%69%D37%69%B60%completely/somewhat

512087488091978071991758321948122527552317761006NET Understand
83%85%88%87%88%87%86%71%92%H75%90%F74%93%D74%92%B87%completely/somewhat/a

little

291052983795236763132299155276191239179252431NET Understand a little/
47%43%m35%41%K23%40%I27%53%G33%60%E31%56%C29%57%A30%37%don't understand at all

113710112226117327277638591588365149NET Don't understand at
17%15%12%13%12%13%14%29%G8%25%E10%26%C7%26%A8%13%all/have not heard of it

previously

301083254045938577147316167296212251199264463NET Understand a little/
49%44%38%43%K26%42%i34%60%G35%65%E33%62%C31%63%A31%40%don't understand at all/

have not heard of it
previously
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Table 27

QE1(6): Full fibre
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

4413424542730674311110868721025157671637233369145228919183Understand completely
13%17%23%z19%20%20%16%17%19%z16%17%13%19%o13%17%18%11%19%g17%11%19%g1%14%E11%E31%aCDE19%E16%

4517229564040837012514470931156367843024316071869388121227Understand somewhat
14%22%Z28%Z19%29%twZ26%Z20%z28%rtwZ21%z21%17%17%21%16%21%23%m22%i12%23%i21%i20%4%21%E19%E28%cE21%E20%

7617727683539101651261539512911891837434522754862982566719260Understand a little
23%22%26%23%25%26%24%26%21%22%24%24%21%23%25%20%24%27%20%19%24%15%25%e28%E23%19%23%

1101851363212710546131179105151130117779035463795829487493628302Don't understand at all
33%RStUVWXY23%x13%21%15%18%25%vx19%22%26%26%28%24%29%24%25%25%24%27%33%Fi22%48%ABCD26%B24%B12%28%B26%

5812110511516672410210866908480425124361944566245391914183Have not heard of
17%s15%s10%18%s11%11%16%s10%17%s16%16%17%15%20%kl13%14%17%18%14%15%15%32%ABCD14%B19%B7%14%b16%previously

8930653110667015011323725313816621811412415146615493140101146017040411NET Understand
27%39%Z51%rTwyZ38%Z49%tZ46%tZ35%z46%tZ40%Z36%34%31%40%O28%38%m41%M33%31%40%33%39%5%35%E29%E58%ACDE40%E36%completely/somewhat

1654838017810110925117836340623329533520520722480113811472273919611623759671NET Understand
50%61%Z77%RTWYZ61%Z74%RTwYZ72%rtwyZ59%z72%RTwYZ61%Z59%58%55%61%51%63%M61%M58%58%59%51%62%g20%60%E57%E81%ACDE58%E58%completely/somewhat/a

little

18636240131556620611125733220028024820816016369986414816812416910610247562NET Understand a little/
56%RsuVwXY46%39%45%41%43%49%45%43%48%50%52%n45%52%49%45%50%50%47%52%46%63%aBcd51%B52%B35%47%49%don't understand at all

16730623114364317270233287171241214197119140598256139138156132885542484NET Don't understand at
50%RStUVWXY39%SuVX23%39%suvX26%28%41%SuVX28%39%SuVX41%42%45%39%49%KL37%39%42%42%41%49%f38%80%ABCD40%B43%B19%42%B42%all/have not heard of it

previously

243483501827082273135359441266370332288202214931348319222418521414412161744NET Understand a little/
73%RStUVWXY61%x49%62%x51%54%65%suvX54%60%x64%66%69%N60%72%Kl62%59%67%69%60%67%61%95%ABCD65%B71%B42%60%B64%don't understand at all/

have not heard of it
previously
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Table 28

QE1(7): Fibre to the cabinet (FTTC)
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

125567710634434561493324205739145419715468434351668881183Understand completely
17%14%14%17%v11%18%15%20%V20%O18%o14%9%17%o7%26%M17%18%15%16%17%14%16%5%19%D14%18%b16%

13691931345142597644363743689013751610197826154520011997227Understand somewhat
18%23%17%22%17%18%19%25%vx18%20%22%20%20%15%24%M20%15%21%20%20%20%20%5%23%D18%22%20%

16096133127666862644432435289137123422822789825616195134112260Understand a little
21%24%25%21%22%28%w20%21%18%18%25%24%26%23%22%17%21%16%23%22%27%20%17%23%21%25%23%

19510715614610254806664454363861971036301125410075794418819592302Don't understand at all
26%26%29%s24%34%SuW22%26%21%26%25%25%29%25%34%L18%25%29%24%26%25%25%29%47%C22%30%A21%26%

12854839950335941413324404612557518111496539452411311361183Have not heard of
17%13%15%16%17%14%19%s13%17%18%14%18%13%21%L10%21%17%23%h15%16%13%16%26%C13%17%14%16%previously

26114817024085861041379369616312512928283417351150104979367206178411NET Understand
35%36%31%39%Vx28%36%34%44%tVX38%38%36%29%36%22%50%M36%33%36%36%37%35%35%10%43%D32%40%B36%completely/somewhat

42124430436715015316620113810010311521426640412562457823918615325561341289671NET Understand
57%60%56%60%V50%64%tV55%65%TVx57%56%61%53%62%45%72%M54%54%53%59%59%62%55%27%65%D53%65%B58%completely/somewhat/a

little

355203289272168121142130109778611517633422610521948118915713560382330203562NET Understand a little/
48%50%53%SW44%55%StW51%47%42%45%43%50%53%51%57%L40%42%50%41%49%47%52%49%64%C44%51%46%49%don't understand at all

32316123924515287138107105786710213232316111482240316511512468301308153484NET Don't understand at
43%40%44%s40%50%SUW36%45%Su35%43%44%39%47%38%55%L28%46%46%47%41%41%38%45%73%C35%47%A35%42%all/have not heard of it

previously

48325737337221815420117114911010915422245928315702963025419618084495442265744NET Understand a little/
65%64%69%Sw61%72%SW64%66%s56%62%62%64%71%64%78%L50%64%67%64%64%63%65%65%90%C57%68%A60%64%don't understand at all/

have not heard of it
previously
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Table 28

QE1(7): Fibre to the cabinet (FTTC)
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

735141119641315219165241591017414169183Understand completely
11%14%17%13%29%L14%23%J8%18%H9%18%F3%21%D5%20%B16%

1445169182451874023204262022520220208227Understand somewhat
23%18%20%20%20%20%17%9%22%H10%22%F7%25%D6%25%B20%

1359187217432134746214552055920161199260Understand a little
22%24%22%23%19%23%20%19%24%21%23%17%25%d19%24%23%

187121326735254479920397205149153134168302Don't understand at all
29%29%25%29%K15%28%i20%40%G22%38%E23%43%C19%43%A20%26%

93513914637138456012356126100838597183Have not heard of
14%14%16%16%16%15%20%24%G13%22%E14%29%C10%27%A12%16%previously

21803103011103199242369503613537634377411NET Understand
35%33%36%32%49%L34%40%17%41%H19%40%F10%46%D11%45%B36%completely/somewhat

35139497518152532139885831055669457795576671NET Understand
57%57%59%56%68%L58%60%36%64%H41%63%F27%71%D30%68%B58%completely/somewhat/a

little

311304014847846894145417152410208354195367562NET Understand a little/
51%53%47%52%K35%51%i41%59%G46%59%E46%61%C44%62%A44%49%don't understand at all

271063524137139292159325153331248236219265484NET Don't understand at
43%43%41%44%K32%42%40%64%G36%59%E37%73%C29%70%A32%42%all/have not heard of it

previously

40165539630114605139205540208536308437280464744NET Understand a little/
65%67%64%68%K51%66%60%83%G59%81%E60%90%C54%89%A55%64%don't understand at all/

have not heard of it
previously
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Table 28

QE1(7): Fibre to the cabinet (FTTC)
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

4514625612835764811911870781116554711241213879366238118200Understand completely
14%19%24%z21%z20%23%z18%19%20%z17%17%15%20%o16%17%19%8%21%gJ16%13%22%gJ2%20%cE11%E28%CdE18%E17%

68210327147441117615317399133135799398434133788320814610427285Understand somewhat
20%27%z31%z24%35%wZ29%26%31%Z26%25%25%25%25%20%28%m27%m31%21%24%27%23%10%25%E23%E36%CDE26%E25%

801982976363911269139179102135134111828032523173904085626723293Understand a little
24%25%28%26%27%26%26%28%23%26%25%25%24%28%25%22%23%27%23%25%25%21%26%30%23%23%25%

941451044152669411111408512210684687836333363747967482421242Don't understand at all
28%RSTuVWXY18%vx9%15%11%17%16%17%19%vx20%21%23%19%21%21%21%26%17%24%22%20%40%ABCD21%B23%B8%21%B21%

45897411195514748348696363293816281934385329261512136Have not heard of
14%Su11%s7%14%Su8%6%13%Su6%12%Su12%12%13%11%16%kl9%10%12%14%14%12%10%27%ABCD9%13%B5%11%b12%previously

113356581327578187124272291169211246143147169558354116162231476918645484NET Understand
34%45%Z56%Z45%Z55%Z51%Z44%Z50%Z46%Z42%42%39%45%36%45%m46%M39%42%39%41%45%12%45%cE34%E64%ACDE44%E42%completely/somewhat

1935548720711111729919341147027134638025522924987134851882526323213025268777NET Understand
58%70%Z84%RtwYZ71%Z81%RtwyZ77%Z71%Z78%ryZ69%Z68%67%64%69%63%70%68%62%69%62%66%69%33%71%E64%E87%ACDE67%E67%completely/somewhat/a

little

1743433912051651811102503191882572401951501586884641361641191521099145535NET Understand a little/
52%RtVWxy43%37%41%37%43%43%44%42%46%46%48%44%49%46%43%49%43%47%48%45%61%aBD46%B54%B31%44%b46%don't understand at all

1392341785253512455185223133191169147971165260529711213296743933378NET Don't understand at
42%RSTUVWXY30%svX16%29%vx19%23%29%vx22%31%sVX32%33%36%31%37%30%32%38%31%38%34%31%67%ABCD29%B36%B13%33%B33%all/have not heard of it

previously

219432461616274235124324402235325303259179196841128317020217218113610656671NET Understand a little/
66%RSTUVWXY55%44%55%45%49%56%50%54%58%58%61%55%64%Kl55%54%61%58%61%59%55%88%ABCD55%B66%Bd36%56%B58%don't understand at all/

have not heard of it
previously
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Table 29

QE1(8): Fibre to the premises (FTTP)
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

128718311734495067494029334947153416717273544611829293200Understand completely
17%17%15%19%V11%20%v16%22%Vx20%23%n17%15%14%8%27%M19%16%15%17%18%18%16%1%21%D14%21%B17%

1859812416164607388594437539211716842312245113636910244161111285Understand somewhat
25%24%23%26%21%25%24%29%v24%24%22%24%27%20%30%M19%22%26%25%28%21%25%11%28%D25%25%25%

1891011561378967696857395356871671255301024785946819207158108293Understand a little
25%25%29%sw22%29%w28%23%22%23%22%31%26%25%28%l22%23%29%22%25%21%31%G24%21%24%24%24%25%

152901191237941685549313146851618051892098163654014515580242Don't understand at all
20%22%22%20%26%su17%22%18%20%17%18%21%25%27%L14%22%17%20%21%20%21%24%43%C17%24%a18%21%

914561753723453030251929339640416710952263022838350136Have not heard of
12%11%11%12%12%10%15%10%12%14%11%13%10%16%L7%17%15%16%11%13%9%11%24%C10%13%11%12%previously

313169207277971091231551078466861411643219391941718611711411426253204484NET Understand
42%42%38%45%Vx32%46%V40%50%tVX44%47%39%39%41%28%57%M39%38%41%42%46%39%41%12%49%D39%46%b42%completely/somewhat

50127036341518717619222316412311914222833144514703066427121118230633411312777NET Understand
67%67%67%68%62%73%tv63%72%tV68%69%70%65%66%56%79%M61%67%64%68%67%70%65%33%73%D63%71%b67%completely/somewhat/a

little

341191275260168107137123106708510217232920410482045716615813359353313188535NET Understand a little/
46%47%51%Sw42%55%StuW45%45%40%44%39%50%47%50%q56%L36%44%47%43%47%41%53%G48%64%C41%48%43%46%don't understand at all

24313518019811664113857955507511825712093417318133899662228238130378NET Don't understand at
33%33%33%32%38%Su27%37%su28%32%31%30%35%34%44%L21%39%33%36%32%33%30%35%67%C27%37%a29%33%all/have not heard of it

previously

4322363363352051311821531359510413220642524414642756521918316382436396239671NET Understand a little/
58%58%62%Sw55%68%SUW54%60%s50%56%53%61%61%59%72%L43%61%62%59%58%54%61%59%88%C51%61%a54%58%don't understand at all/

have not heard of it
previously
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Table 29

QE1(8): Fibre to the premises (FTTP)
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

113515313168143578192131861418510190200Understand completely
18%14%18%14%31%L15%25%J3%21%H5%21%F4%23%D3%23%B17%

1261212234502355042242412444324243241285Understand somewhat
19%25%25%25%23%25%21%17%27%H16%27%F12%30%D14%29%B25%

1362218257362435050243772168720686207293Understand a little
22%25%26%28%K16%26%22%20%27%30%24%25%25%27%25%25%

185716719943201418815476166125117110132242Don't understand at all
29%23%20%21%19%22%18%36%G17%30%E18%37%C14%35%A16%21%

7309911025102335878508674626571136Have not heard of
11%12%12%12%11%11%14%24%G9%20%E10%21%C8%21%A8%12%previously

239636536511937810650434544305742753431484NET Understand
37%39%43%39%53%L41%46%20%48%H21%48%F17%53%D17%51%B42%completely/somewhat

36158583622155621156101677131646144634139638777NET Understand
59%65%69%67%69%67%68%41%74%H51%72%F42%78%D44%76%B67%completely/somewhat/a

little

311193844558044491138397153382212323196339535NET Understand a little/
51%49%45%49%K36%48%i40%56%G44%59%E43%62%C40%62%A40%46%don't understand at all

25872663096930375146232126251199179175203378NET Don't understand at
41%35%31%33%31%33%32%59%G26%49%E28%58%C22%56%A24%33%all/have not heard of it

previously

38149484566105546125196475203467285385260410671NET Understand a little/
63%61%57%61%K47%59%54%80%G52%79%E52%83%C47%83%A49%58%don't understand at all/

have not heard of it
previously
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Table 29

QE1(8): Fibre to the premises (FTTP)
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

3111528483134585290944556874052541521173558238206620148ADSL
9%15%z27%RTwYZ16%z22%tyZ23%rtyZ14%21%tyZ15%z14%11%11%16%o10%16%m15%11%11%12%12%16%1%12%E10%E23%CDE20%cdE13%

4313633603838765111112153761015162651533254165248228324184Copper broadband
13%17%32%RsTwYZ20%z28%rtYZ25%yZ18%21%z19%z18%13%14%18%13%19%m18%11%17%19%14%18%1%15%E11%E28%CDE24%CdE16%

752113275444311270159182991311529186106287835608513113478825294Cable broadband
23%27%31%26%32%z28%26%28%27%26%24%24%28%23%27%29%20%40%FGhJ26%21%23%7%34%cE23%E30%E25%E25%

7522630794146117771691989613915695100101357542569213104599331309Fibre
22%29%29%27%30%31%28%31%z28%29%24%26%28%24%31%28%25%38%FGj31%g20%25%7%32%E29%E32%E30%E27%

309728442831534476893549753544471722192247-34225217129Part fibre
9%12%27%RTwYZ15%z21%rtyZ21%rtyZ13%18%Z13%13%9%9%14%o9%13%13%12%11%14%8%13%g-10%E11%E18%dE17%E11%

67236358148481257817519210614315697911133262436310391104910332312Full fibre
20%30%Z34%Z28%z35%Z32%z30%Z32%Z29%Z28%26%27%28%24%28%31%23%32%g31%22%28%5%34%cE24%E35%cE31%E27%

4413424542730674311110868721025157671637233369145228919183Fibre to the cabinet
13%17%23%z19%20%20%16%17%19%z16%17%13%19%o13%17%18%11%19%g17%11%19%g1%14%E11%E31%aCDE19%E16%(FTTC)

4514625612835764811911870781116554711241213879366238118200Fibre to the premises
14%19%24%z21%z20%23%z18%19%20%z17%17%15%20%o16%17%19%8%21%gJ16%13%22%gJ2%20%cE11%E28%CdE18%E17%(FTTP)
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Table 30

QE1: SUMMARY TABLE - UNDERSTAND COMPLETELY
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

90556187283233542426242846381102166124514231-1406874148ADSL
12%14%11%14%9%13%11%18%tVx10%15%14%13%13%6%19%M8%16%12%13%13%14%11%-16%D10%17%B13%

1176471113304041724632212659461384187154654841-1698687184Copper broadband
16%16%13%18%Vx10%17%v13%24%TVX19%o18%12%12%17%8%24%M16%18%16%16%16%16%15%-20%D13%20%B16%

1861061431526775668658403750108105189427925410576733276153124294Cable broadband
25%26%26%25%22%31%tv22%28%24%22%22%23%31%p18%33%M19%26%19%26%26%25%26%3%32%D24%28%25%

1881181431677171739464493756104912195301226310582764281157134309Fibre
25%29%26%27%24%30%24%30%26%28%22%26%30%15%39%M23%28%25%27%26%27%27%4%33%D24%30%b27%

7455547626272551251821244133962113113542930*1225865129Part fibre
10%14%10%12%9%11%8%17%TVX10%10%12%11%12%6%17%M11%10%7%12%13%10%11%*14%D9%15%B11%

19411514017168727596595543491051022096281226511184704283161133312Full fibre
26%28%26%28%22%30%25%31%v24%31%25%23%30%17%37%M27%27%25%27%28%28%25%4%33%D25%30%27%

125567710634434561493324205739145419715468434351668881183Fibre to the cabinet
17%14%14%17%v11%18%15%20%V20%O18%o14%9%17%o7%26%M17%18%15%16%17%14%16%5%19%D14%18%b16%(FTTC)

128718311734495067494029334947153416717273544611829293200Fibre to the premises
17%17%15%19%V11%20%v16%22%Vx20%23%n17%15%14%8%27%M19%16%15%17%18%18%16%1%21%D14%21%B17%(FTTP)
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Table 30

QE1: SUMMARY TABLE - UNDERSTAND COMPLETELY
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

1027112955310642814010138121367141148ADSL
16%11%13%10%24%L12%18%j3%15%H4%15%F4%17%D2%17%B13%

84013511470134501816616168121723180184Copper broadband
14%16%16%12%31%L14%22%j7%18%H6%19%F3%21%D1%21%B16%

1643235198962177836258242714325141253294Cable broadband
27%18%28%N21%43%L23%34%J15%28%H9%30%F13%31%D13%30%B25%

19542372081012179235274332764526442267309Fibre
31%22%28%22%45%L23%40%J14%30%H13%31%F13%32%D14%32%B27%

517107765386441211751241012011118129Part fibre
8%7%13%n8%24%L9%19%J5%13%H2%14%F3%15%D3%14%B11%

1659237213992288332280342783627637274312Full fibre
26%24%28%23%44%L25%36%J13%31%H13%31%F10%34%D12%33%B27%

735141119641315219165241591017414169183Fibre to the cabinet
11%14%17%13%29%L14%23%J8%18%H9%18%F3%21%D5%20%B16%(FTTC)

113515313168143578192131861418510190200Fibre to the premises
18%14%18%14%31%L15%25%J3%21%H5%21%F4%23%D3%23%B17%(FTTP)
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Table 30

QE1: SUMMARY TABLE - UNDERSTAND COMPLETELY
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

81254509760671271021992181111381881001151144044528111710954313749347ADSL
24%32%z48%RTwYZ33%z44%rTyZ44%rTwYZ30%41%rTyZ33%Z32%27%26%34%O25%35%M31%29%23%38%I28%32%i5%29%E21%E47%CDE49%CDE30%

9730356111697415411423425813818520812712414447705496133171126216149420Copper broadband
29%38%Z54%RTWYZ38%z51%rTwyZ49%twyZ36%46%tZ39%Z37%34%35%38%32%38%39%m34%36%40%34%37%9%34%E31%E55%CDE48%CdE36%

164459741709910024717133638422229231820319122074129761551895421111418559639Cable broadband
49%58%z72%RtwyZ58%z73%RTWYZ66%Z58%z69%RtwYZ56%55%55%54%58%51%59%m60%m53%66%Fgj55%54%52%28%64%E56%E63%E58%E55%

1735127518010410727017638243324232134923720423378131941622205323411821962709Fibre
52%65%Z72%Z62%z76%rtWyZ70%Z64%Z71%wZ64%Z62%60%60%64%59%63%64%56%67%g68%g57%60%27%71%CE58%E75%aCE61%E61%

842784793636614311219724111916318810311413941674979125151136813133375Part fibre
25%35%Z46%rtwZ32%46%RtWyZ43%rwZ34%z45%RTWYZ33%z35%29%30%34%26%35%m38%M29%34%36%28%34%8%34%E33%E45%cdE33%E32%

1605077418110310927517437841724630634921821122773122861562306022111521260692Full fibre
48%64%Z72%Z62%Z76%rtwyZ71%Z65%Z70%Z63%Z60%61%57%64%o54%65%M62%m53%63%63%55%63%gj31%67%cE56%E73%aCE59%E60%

8930653110667015011323725313816621811412415146615493140101146017040411Fibre to the cabinet
27%39%Z51%rTwyZ38%Z49%tZ46%tZ35%z46%tZ40%Z36%34%31%40%O28%38%m41%M33%31%40%33%39%5%35%E29%E58%ACDE40%E36%(FTTC)

113356581327578187124272291169211246143147169558354116162231476918645484Fibre to the premises
34%45%Z56%Z45%Z55%Z51%Z44%Z50%Z46%Z42%42%39%45%36%45%m46%M39%42%39%41%45%12%45%cE34%E64%ACDE44%E42%(FTTP)
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Table 31

QE1: SUMMARY TABLE - NET UNDERSTAND COMPLETELY/SOMEWHAT
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

22511914820077718211869645964911102376301229912985854324167157347ADSL
30%29%27%33%v25%30%27%38%TVX28%36%n35%29%26%19%42%M27%29%27%30%32%28%31%4%38%D26%36%B30%

2611551822388210010413488725975127130290835163621591001025379212177420Copper broadband
35%38%34%39%V27%42%V34%44%tVX36%40%35%34%37%22%51%M34%33%35%37%39%33%37%6%44%D33%40%b36%

402232282357136146160197128998311221726537311592354623316315114573337270639Cable broadband
54%57%52%58%Vx45%61%Vx52%64%TVX53%55%49%51%63%oPr45%66%M48%57%50%56%58%54%54%15%67%D52%61%B55%

4372673263821691571732101351199714021829341413682859925617916518624370295709Fibre
59%66%z60%62%56%66%v57%68%TVx55%67%r57%65%63%50%73%M56%66%61%61%63%59%60%19%72%D57%67%B61%

22514716321174901021096553576813212624863713318146937910337187165375Part fibre
30%36%30%35%V24%37%V33%v36%V27%30%33%31%38%r21%44%M28%36%28%32%36%31%29%10%39%D29%37%B32%

44624131637615615916820813511910011722127441813672658724917616219612363288692Full fibre
60%60%58%61%v52%66%tV55%68%TVx56%67%or59%54%64%o47%74%M56%64%57%60%62%59%58%20%71%D56%65%B60%

26114817024085861041379369616312512928283417351150104979367206178411Fibre to the cabinet
35%36%31%39%Vx28%36%34%44%tVX38%38%36%29%36%22%50%M36%33%36%36%37%35%35%10%43%D32%40%B36%(FTTC)

313169207277971091231551078466861411643219391941718611711411426253204484Fibre to the premises
42%42%38%45%Vx32%46%V40%50%tVX44%47%39%39%41%28%57%M39%38%41%42%46%39%41%12%49%D39%46%b42%(FTTP)
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Table 31

QE1: SUMMARY TABLE - NET UNDERSTAND COMPLETELY/SOMEWHAT
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

1972257256922678135313443034230629318347ADSL
30%29%30%27%41%L29%35%14%34%H17%34%F12%38%D9%38%B30%

24863113111093299262359573635136938382420Copper broadband
39%35%37%33%49%L36%40%25%39%H22%40%F15%45%D12%45%B36%

341174884831565061339754278561123516113526639Cable broadband
56%48%57%n52%70%L55%58%39%60%H30%63%F36%63%D36%63%B55%

351445295391705531559261694614139570125583709Fibre
58%59%62%58%76%L60%67%38%68%H37%68%F40%70%D40%69%B61%

15622972661092839141334363394632838337375Part fibre
25%25%35%N29%49%L31%39%j17%37%H14%38%F14%40%D12%40%B32%

3113752452816553915410059391601131562115577692Full fibre
51%56%62%57%74%L58%66%j40%65%H35%67%F38%69%D37%69%B60%

21803103011103199242369503613537634377411Fibre to the cabinet
35%33%36%32%49%L34%40%17%41%H19%40%F10%46%D11%45%B36%(FTTC)

239636536511937810650434544305742753431484Fibre to the premises
37%39%43%39%53%L41%46%20%48%H21%48%F17%53%D17%51%B42%(FTTP)
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Table 31

QE1: SUMMARY TABLE - NET UNDERSTAND COMPLETELY/SOMEWHAT
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

190391401365865208118285351215306256211164193761026215418711717411912942598ADSL
57%rstUVwXy50%39%47%42%43%49%47%48%51%53%57%N47%52%50%53%55%52%45%54%51%60%AB53%b58%aB44%42%52%

17140237147556522111429634121427527421116817869957015218811818811711140584Copper broadband
52%vx51%vX36%50%x40%43%52%vX46%50%x49%53%51%50%52%52%49%49%49%51%53%52%60%AB57%AB57%AB38%39%51%

158311281193549169722452921712292191851291385763561251691281118810042487Cable broadband
48%SUVXy39%SVx27%41%sVx26%32%40%sVx29%41%SVx42%42%43%40%46%k40%38%41%32%40%44%i46%I65%ABCD34%43%d34%42%42%

1552732811132441517121025715821119716012113160614312214213794847340439Fibre
47%RSTUVwXY35%v27%38%sV24%29%36%v29%35%v37%39%39%36%40%37%36%43%31%32%43%i39%70%ABCD29%41%BD25%39%b38%

196409441555772224115311356229300284231171183771017216718812818011013255622Part fibre
59%SuVXy52%v42%53%42%48%53%v46%52%v51%57%56%52%58%53%50%56%52%52%58%52%65%Bcd55%b54%45%54%54%

15626529107334314172206253148211187166110130606250121128121101827839431Full fibre
47%RSTUVwXY34%v28%36%v24%28%33%29%35%v37%37%39%34%41%34%36%43%32%36%43%i35%62%ABCD31%40%Bd27%38%b37%

18636240131556620611125733220028024820816016369986414816812416910610247562Fibre to the cabinet
56%RsuVwXY46%39%45%41%43%49%45%43%48%50%52%n45%52%49%45%50%50%47%52%46%63%aBcd51%B52%B35%47%49%(FTTC)

1743433912051651811102503191882572401951501586884641361641191521099145535Fibre to the premises
52%RtVWxy43%37%41%37%43%43%44%42%46%46%48%44%49%46%43%49%43%47%48%45%61%aBD46%B54%B31%44%b46%(FTTP)
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Table 32

QE1: SUMMARY TABLE -  NET UNDERSTAND A LITTLE/DON'T UNDERSTAND AT ALL
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

372224295303171125156147124828510620133626011532451020916313858409351217598ADSL
50%55%54%49%56%52%51%48%51%46%50%49%58%q57%L46%49%51%51%52%52%54%50%62%c47%54%49%52%

378205291293176115153140123819510518134923311542249719316713863391342216584Copper broadband
51%51%54%s48%58%SuW48%50%45%51%45%56%48%52%59%L41%49%51%47%51%48%55%50%67%C45%53%49%51%

3211642472411598813210911271839712430318312432141215713412172276292165487Cable broadband
43%41%45%Su39%53%StUW37%43%s35%46%n40%49%N45%36%52%L32%50%42%45%42%39%45%44%77%C32%45%a37%42%

302136213226130831299710755737712728914910341737814612211072234272147439Fibre
41%y34%39%s37%43%S34%42%S32%44%Q31%43%q35%37%49%L26%43%33%37%38%36%41%40%77%C27%42%A33%38%

409210304318180124155163136949211818135926113542653019917815260425357229622Part fibre
55%52%56%52%59%52%51%53%56%53%54%54%52%61%L46%56%52%55%54%49%59%g55%64%c49%55%52%54%

27915121321813578125931025267961142891409341836914012210869229263146431Full fibre
37%37%39%s36%45%Suw32%41%S30%42%nq29%39%44%nQ33%49%L25%40%33%40%38%35%41%39%75%C27%41%a33%37%

355203289272168121142130109778611517633422610521948118915713560382330203562Fibre to the cabinet
48%50%53%SW44%55%StW51%47%42%45%43%50%53%51%57%L40%42%50%41%49%47%52%49%64%C44%51%46%49%(FTTC)

341191275260168107137123106708510217232920410482045716615813359353313188535Fibre to the premises
46%47%51%Sw42%55%StuW45%45%40%44%39%50%47%50%q56%L36%44%47%43%47%41%53%G48%64%C41%48%43%46%(FTTP)
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Table 32

QE1: SUMMARY TABLE -  NET UNDERSTAND A LITTLE/DON'T UNDERSTAND AT ALL
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

331274385029550593146452144453196402189409598ADSL
53%52%52%54%K43%55%I40%59%g50%56%51%57%c49%60%A49%52%

3012942549589481103131453146438211372192392584Copper broadband
50%53%50%53%K40%52%44%53%50%57%e49%62%C46%61%A47%51%

251243384236439593138350162325204283187301487Cable broadband
42%50%M40%45%K29%43%40%56%G38%63%E36%60%C35%59%A36%42%

261013123885136772151288158281198241182257439Fibre
42%41%37%42%K23%40%i31%61%G32%61%E31%58%C30%58%A31%38%

3914643753290520102155467170452219403203419622Part fibre
63%60%m52%57%K40%56%I44%63%G51%66%E50%64%C50%65%A50%54%

291052983795236763132299155276191239179252431Full fibre
47%43%m35%41%K23%40%I27%53%G33%60%E31%56%C29%57%A30%37%

311304014847846894145417152410208354195367562Fibre to the cabinet
51%53%47%52%K35%51%i41%59%G46%59%E46%61%C44%62%A44%49%(FTTC)

311193844558044491138397153382212323196339535Fibre to the premises
51%49%45%49%K36%48%i40%56%G44%59%E43%62%C40%62%A40%46%(FTTP)
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Table 32

QE1: SUMMARY TABLE -  NET UNDERSTAND A LITTLE/DON'T UNDERSTAND AT ALL
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Fibre to theFibre to theCopper
premises (FTTP)cabinet (FTTC)Full fibrePart fibreFibreCable broadbandbroadbandADSL

11551155115511551155115511551155Unweighted base

11551155115511551155115511551155Base

967967967967967967967967Effective base

200183312129309294184148Understand completely
17%16%27%11%27%25%16%13%

285227381245399345236199Understand somewhat
25%20%33%21%35%30%20%17%

293260314336347383287252Understand a little
25%23%27%29%30%33%25%22%

24230211728692105297346Don't understand at all
21%26%10%25%8%9%26%30%

13618332158829151210Have not heard of
12%16%3%14%1%2%13%18%previously

484411692375709639420347NET Understand
42%36%60%32%61%55%36%30%completely/somewhat

777671100671010551022707599NET Understand
67%58%87%61%91%88%61%52%completely/somewhat/a

little

535562431622439487584598NET Understand a little/
46%49%37%54%38%42%51%52%don't understand at all

378484149445100133448556NET Don't understand at
33%42%13%39%9%12%39%48%all/have not heard of it

previously

671744463780446516735808NET Understand a little/
58%64%40%68%39%45%64%70%don't understand at all/

have not heard of it
previously
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Table 33

QE1: SUMMARY TABLE
How well do you think you understand what each of these phrases means, i.e. do you know what it would indicate about the service's attributes and characteristics?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

471802562333485551441596689131857070203238479012452611431232Exactly / Almost exactly
14%23%Z24%z21%z24%z23%z20%22%z24%Z23%p16%17%24%O21%22%19%14%17%28%gij16%25%gij6%14%e13%e39%CDE31%CDE20%matches

17341554154728122614030236221530227220016720381111671541758919511113855609Closely matches
52%53%52%53%53%53%53%56%51%52%53%56%n49%50%51%56%58%57%49%54%48%45%59%BE55%47%54%53%

81138175722258037108116931139980716127392164686358513214225Didn't match very much
24%rSy17%17%19%16%17%19%15%18%17%23%q21%18%20%22%17%19%20%16%22%19%32%ABD18%b25%B11%14%19%

305771910113116425630324837173111131120323230167189Does not match at all
9%7%7%7%7%7%7%7%7%8%7%6%9%9%5%9%8%7%8%7%9%16%ABcd9%aB8%ab2%1%8%

2215947921610511531119544652228139240228523827310114310520126510123913725286841NET Exactly/ almost
66%75%Z76%74%76%76%74%79%Z75%z75%69%73%73%71%73%75%73%74%77%70%73%51%73%E67%E86%CDE85%CdE73%exactly / closely

matches

11119425763237112531501711231451471178892385232841009589674016314NET Didn't match very
34%rSY25%24%26%24%24%26%21%25%25%31%27%27%29%27%25%27%26%23%30%27%49%ABCD27%aB33%AB14%15%27%much / at all

2.712.91Z2.93z2.88z2.93z2.91z2.86z2.94Z2.92Z2.90p2.782.842.882.832.892.852.792.832.962.802.892.412.77E2.72E3.23CDE3.14CDE2.85Mean

0.820.830.830.810.830.830.820.800.840.840.800.770.870.870.800.830.790.780.860.800.880.830.800.780.740.690.83SD

0.040.030.080.050.070.070.040.050.030.030.040.030.040.040.040.040.070.060.080.050.040.060.040.060.040.070.02SE
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Table 34

QG1(1): Copper broadband
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

161691071255948497665473141476816452610192796746320411999232Exactly / Almost exactly
22%17%20%20%19%20%16%25%T27%N27%N18%19%14%12%29%M20%25%21%20%19%22%17%3%24%D18%22%20%matches

382224285324146138171153113849011520731429512572351721214715840478338239609Closely matches
51%55%52%53%48%58%56%50%47%47%53%53%60%qR53%52%52%55%50%53%52%49%57%43%56%d52%54%53%

138861091166742575846303042761487631482008662513412913278225Didn't match very much
19%21%20%19%22%18%19%19%19%17%18%19%22%25%L13%14%13%17%20%21%21%18%36%C15%20%18%19%

632642473111272017171820165931376732724221651602689Does not match at all
8%6%8%8%10%u5%9%6%7%10%n11%n9%5%10%L5%13%h7%12%7%7%8%8%18%C6%9%6%8%

54329339245020518622022917913112115625438145917823370929121420443682457338841NET Exactly/ almost
73%72%72%73%68%78%v72%75%74%73%71%72%73%65%81%M73%79%71%72%72%71%74%46%79%D70%76%b73%exactly / closely

matches

20111215116397548578644848629220710662113273114867350180192104314NET Didn't match very
27%28%28%27%32%u22%28%25%26%27%29%28%27%35%L19%27%21%29%28%28%29%26%54%C21%30%a24%27%much / at all

2.862.832.842.862.772.932.792.93tv2.942.902.792.812.822.663.05M2.802.972.802.842.852.862.832.322.97D2.792.93b2.85Mean

0.850.780.830.830.880.750.820.830.860.900.870.850.720.810.800.930.820.920.820.810.860.800.800.790.850.800.83SD

0.030.040.040.030.050.050.040.040.050.070.070.060.040.030.030.090.070.080.030.040.050.060.080.030.030.040.02SE
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Table 34

QG1(1): Copper broadband
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

7591661696316567212112021216216-232232Exactly / Almost exactly
11%24%o20%18%28%L18%29%J9%23%H8%24%F5%27%D-28%B20%matches

3411645949111850610499510106503127483-609609Closely matches
55%48%54%53%53%55%i45%40%56%H41%56%F37%59%D-72%B53%

17471611913417847821437714813689225-225Didn't match very much
27%19%19%20%15%19%20%33%G16%30%E16%40%C11%72%A-19%

42263818751444455534652589-89Does not match at all
7%9%7%9%k4%8%6%18%G5%21%E4%19%C3%28%A-8%

40176625660182670171120721126715142699-841841NET Exactly/ almost
66%72%74%71%81%L73%74%49%79%H49%80%F42%86%D-100%B73%exactly / closely

matches

21692242724225460126188132182200114314-314NET Didn't match very
34%28%26%29%K19%27%26%51%G21%51%E20%58%C14%100%A-27%much / at all

2.692.872.862.803.06L2.822.97j2.392.98H2.353.00F2.273.10D1.723.28B2.85Mean

0.760.880.810.830.760.820.860.880.770.900.740.820.700.450.450.83SD

0.090.050.030.030.050.030.060.060.030.060.020.040.020.030.020.02SE
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Table 34

QG1(1): Copper broadband
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

63216357544489975173198811181547991104384352529411543514732290Exactly / Almost exactly
19%27%Z34%tZ26%32%Z31%Z23%30%Z29%Z29%P20%22%28%o20%28%m29%M27%g22%38%fGI18%26%g6%17%E17%E50%ACDE31%cDE25%matches

155355451326371199119257312187257238197142156569653144161721839011846523Closely matches
47%45%44%45%46%47%47%48%43%45%46%48%43%49%44%43%40%49%38%50%h44%37%56%BcE44%41%46%45%

781601760232587421211379412210986747431352768787864551923245Didn't match very much
24%20%17%20%17%16%21%17%20%20%23%23%20%21%23%20%22%18%19%24%21%40%ABcD19%B27%B6%23%B21%

365752678381244474238484019301421521313527247*97Does not match at all
11%s7%5%9%5%5%9%5%7%7%10%7%9%10%6%8%10%11%h4%8%9%18%ABD8%AB12%AB3%*8%

21757181206107119298194431510268375392276233260941391051962558323812526578813NET Exactly/ almost
65%72%z78%z71%78%z78%Z71%78%tZ72%z74%p66%70%71%69%72%71%68%71%76%69%70%42%72%cE61%E91%ACDE77%cE70%exactly / closely

matches

1152172386303312554165183136161157126931044556329010911390792623342NET Didn't match very
35%rSUvxy28%22%29%22%22%29%s22%28%26%34%q30%29%31%28%29%32%29%24%31%30%58%ABCD28%B39%aBd9%23%B30%much / at all

2.732.93Z3.07tZ2.873.06tZ3.04tZ2.853.04twZ2.94Z2.95P2.762.852.912.782.94m2.922.852.823.10fGij2.792.872.302.81E2.66E3.39ACDE3.08CDE2.87Mean

0.890.870.840.900.830.830.880.810.890.870.890.850.910.870.860.900.940.900.850.820.900.830.810.900.720.740.89SD

0.050.030.080.050.070.070.040.050.040.030.040.040.040.040.050.050.080.070.080.050.050.060.040.060.040.070.03SE
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Table 35

QG1(2): Fibre to the cabinet (FTTC)
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

20484129161735569916952334986872015261124710680617245139128290Exactly / Almost exactly
27%y21%24%26%24%23%23%30%29%p29%p19%23%25%15%36%M22%25%24%25%26%27%22%7%28%D21%29%B25%matches

32319724427913211213914010967831061582752498441945118713313137401311188523Closely matches
43%49%45%46%44%47%46%46%45%38%49%49%q46%47%44%36%43%42%46%46%44%47%40%47%48%42%45%

1549112711874545959434437467515689626102038259622916414092245Didn't match very much
21%22%23%19%24%22%19%19%18%25%22%21%22%27%L16%28%25%21%21%20%20%22%32%C19%22%21%21%

633343542419371720151817277026376802929221952583497Does not match at all
8%8%8%9%8%8%12%S6%8%8%11%8%8%12%L5%15%h7%13%8%7%10%8%20%C6%9%8%8%

52728137344020516720923117911911515524536245013713069829321319344646450316813NET Exactly/ almost
71%69%69%72%68%70%68%75%74%67%68%71%71%62%80%M58%68%66%71%K72%71%69%48%75%D69%71%70%exactly / closely

matches

2181241701729873967664595563102226115103316284111888548216198126342NET Didn't match very
29%31%31%28%32%30%32%25%26%33%32%29%29%38%L20%42%H32%34%29%28%29%31%52%C25%31%29%30%much / at all

2.902.822.842.892.842.852.792.99Tvx2.942.882.762.862.882.643.11M2.652.862.762.88k2.912.882.842.352.97D2.822.932.87Mean

0.900.850.880.890.880.870.930.850.900.930.880.850.870.880.831.000.880.970.880.860.910.860.890.850.870.900.89SD

0.030.040.040.030.050.060.050.050.060.070.070.060.050.040.040.100.080.090.030.050.060.060.090.030.030.040.03SE
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Table 35

QG1(2): Fibre to the cabinet (FTTC)
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

126321520881223662826229260-29026264290Exactly / Almost exactly
20%26%25%22%36%L24%29%11%29%H11%29%F-36%D8%31%B25%matches

2610239642697429947045384439-52388435523Closely matches
42%42%47%46%44%46%41%28%50%H33%49%F-64%D28%52%B45%

145317920639191549814787159245-129116245Didn't match very much
22%22%21%22%18%21%24%40%G16%34%E18%72%C-41%A14%21%

10276092680175147574097-712697Does not match at all
16%m11%7%10%K2%9%7%20%G5%22%E4%28%C-23%A3%8%

3816561063417965316098715114699-813114699813NET Exactly/ almost
62%67%72%68%80%L71%69%40%79%H44%78%F-100%D36%83%B70%exactly / closely

matches

23802392984527171149194144199342-200142342NET Didn't match very
38%33%28%32%K20%29%31%60%G21%56%E22%100%C-64%A17%30%much / at all

2.662.822.90o2.813.14L2.862.902.313.02H2.333.02F1.723.36D2.223.11B2.87Mean

0.980.940.860.900.790.880.900.920.810.950.800.450.480.890.750.89SD

0.120.060.030.030.050.030.060.060.030.060.030.020.020.050.030.03SE
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Table 35

QG1(2): Fibre to the cabinet (FTTC)
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

76222459258561339015920982132157979010533623777881797629625312Exactly / Almost exactly
23%28%44%RtwYZ31%z43%RtwYZ37%ryZ32%z36%ryZ27%30%P20%25%29%24%28%29%24%32%27%27%24%9%29%E30%E33%E25%E27%matches

17039845150587321711829933822727927620516218671107631411869318310613551585Closely matches
51%50%44%51%42%48%51%48%50%49%56%q52%50%51%50%51%51%55%46%49%51%47%56%b52%46%50%51%

631151143131555229710464967666525520192451635532304418181Didn't match very much
19%Stuv15%s10%15%9%10%13%9%16%s15%16%18%14%16%16%15%15%10%18%18%i17%i28%BCD10%15%15%17%16%

23543888181740433130403422181561217273017716777Does not match at all
7%w7%w3%3%6%5%4%7%w7%w6%8%6%7%8%7%5%11%i3%9%6%7%16%BCD5%3%6%7%7%

2466209024211612935020945954730941143430225229210317010021727411027916823177897NET Exactly/ almost
74%79%87%rz83%z85%z85%rz83%rZ84%rZ77%79%76%77%79%75%77%80%75%87%FGHJ73%76%75%56%85%aE82%E79%E76%E78%exactly / closely

matches

8616913502122733913714695125116100747335253768908549366025258NET Didn't match very
26%STuvwx21%13%17%15%15%17%16%23%stux21%24%23%21%25%23%20%25%I13%27%I24%I25%I44%ABCD15%18%21%24%d22%much / at all

2.903.003.28RYZ3.11rZ3.22RyZ3.17ryZ3.10rZ3.14ryZ2.973.03p2.892.963.002.912.983.04m2.873.16FghJ2.922.972.922.503.10E3.09E3.07E2.93E2.98Mean

0.830.840.750.750.840.800.780.840.840.830.810.800.850.860.840.800.900.720.900.830.840.860.770.760.840.840.83SD

0.050.030.080.040.070.070.040.050.030.030.040.030.040.040.050.040.080.050.080.050.040.060.040.050.050.090.02SE
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Table 36

QG1(3): Cable broadband
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

18412514316971728189514741571161251875238277102938111273149143312Exactly / Almost exactly
25%31%z26%28%23%30%27%29%21%26%24%26%33%pR21%33%M20%22%17%28%I25%31%29%12%32%D23%32%B27%matches

384201280305150130146159132929711315229828713572648821913912940439336218585Closely matches
52%50%52%50%50%54%48%52%54%n51%57%N52%44%51%51%58%55%57%50%54%46%47%43%51%52%49%51%

11960801015425584340242132641176331791516346422810611258181Didn't match very much
16%15%15%16%18%u11%19%u14%16%13%12%15%18%20%L11%15%16%20%15%16%15%15%31%C12%17%13%16%

581840372713201720161115154829273652021241344512477Does not match at all
8%y4%7%6%9%5%6%6%8%9%n6%7%4%8%5%8%7%6%7%5%7%9%14%C5%8%5%7%

56732742347422120222724818313913817026742347318803476532223321151712485361897NET Exactly/ almost
76%81%78%78%73%84%tV74%81%v75%78%81%78%77%72%84%M77%77%74%78%80%78%76%55%83%D75%82%b78%exactly / closely

matches

1777812013882387860604032477916592524122168367664215016381258NET Didn't match very
24%19%22%22%27%sU16%26%u19%25%22%19%22%23%28%L16%23%23%26%22%20%22%24%45%C17%25%a18%22%much / at all

2.933.07z2.972.992.873.09v2.943.04v2.882.952.992.973.06r2.853.12M2.892.912.843.003.003.022.972.533.09D2.903.08B2.98Mean

0.850.790.840.830.870.790.850.800.830.870.790.830.830.850.800.830.810.780.840.780.870.890.880.800.840.810.83SD

0.030.040.040.030.050.050.050.040.050.060.060.050.050.030.030.080.070.070.030.040.050.060.090.030.030.040.02SE
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Table 36

QG1(3): Cable broadband
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

2249241225872357742270-3124926350262312Exactly / Almost exactly
36%N20%28%n24%39%L25%33%j17%30%H-35%F14%32%D16%31%B27%matches

2013443147810747411193493-585150435132453585Closely matches
32%55%O51%O51%48%51%48%38%54%H-65%F44%54%D42%54%B51%

1540126160211532862119181-97848398181Didn't match very much
24%16%15%17%K9%17%12%25%G13%70%E-28%C10%26%A12%16%

4235067106215502777-4730492877Does not match at all
7%9%6%7%4%7%7%20%G3%30%E-14%C4%16%A3%7%

42183673704193709188135763-897199699182715897NET Exactly/ almost
69%75%79%76%86%L77%81%55%84%H-100%F58%86%D58%85%B78%exactly / closely

matches

19621762273021543112146258-144114132126258NET Didn't match very
31%25%21%24%K14%23%19%45%G16%100%E-42%C14%42%A15%22%much / at all

2.972.853.02n2.933.21L2.953.082.513.11H1.703.35F2.593.15D2.583.13B2.98Mean

0.950.840.820.840.780.830.841.000.730.460.480.900.750.940.740.83SD

0.120.050.030.030.050.030.050.070.020.030.020.050.030.050.030.02SE
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Table 36

QG1(3): Cable broadband
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

1232884410853611558922225814519820115011314146775692140251496613438422Exactly / Almost exactly
37%37%43%37%39%40%37%36%37%37%36%37%37%37%35%39%33%40%41%32%38%13%45%CE32%E46%CE37%E37%matches

143324401205457175101239288175222236165131156598553120151831438411839487Closely matches
43%41%39%41%39%37%41%41%40%42%43%41%43%41%40%43%42%44%39%42%41%42%44%41%41%38%42%

43113164321245839899851856448584825191747495424372418157Didn't match very much
13%14%16%15%15%16%14%16%15%14%13%16%12%12%18%m13%18%10%13%16%13%28%BcD7%18%BD8%17%bD14%

23633219934194649333148392419101311272533121815789Does not match at all
7%8%3%7%7%6%8%8%8%7%8%6%9%10%k7%5%7%7%8%9%7%17%aBcD4%9%d5%7%8%

2666138422810711833119046154532042043731524429710416210921229110829215025277909NET Exactly/ almost
80%78%82%78%78%78%78%77%77%79%79%78%80%78%75%81%75%83%g79%74%80%55%89%ACE73%E86%aCE76%E79%exactly / closely

matches

661761964303492581351488411611287826835322873738736544025246NET Didn't match very
20%22%18%22%22%22%22%23%23%21%21%22%20%22%25%19%25%17%21%26%i20%45%ABCD11%27%BD14%24%bD21%much / at all

3.103.063.223.083.103.123.073.053.073.093.073.103.073.063.023.153.013.16g3.122.973.122.523.31aCE2.97E3.27aCE3.06E3.07Mean

0.870.910.810.890.900.900.910.910.910.890.900.870.910.940.910.840.890.860.920.930.880.920.760.920.830.910.90SD

0.050.030.080.050.080.070.040.060.040.030.040.040.040.050.050.040.080.060.080.050.040.070.040.070.050.090.03SE
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Table 37

QG1(4): Fibre to the premises (FTTP)
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

278141182240948812111988796372121166255944193501391129917357224176422Exactly / Almost exactly
37%35%34%39%v31%37%40%v39%36%44%o37%33%35%28%45%M40%42%41%36%34%37%36%19%41%D35%40%37%matches

3151702242631368812713510865789314426921710372141917812611533360280176487Closely matches
42%42%41%43%45%37%42%44%44%36%46%43%41%46%l38%43%35%45%43%44%42%41%35%42%43%40%42%

8869807740403938251820405410255217413563343826979458157Didn't match very much
12%17%z15%13%13%17%13%12%10%10%12%19%qr16%17%L10%7%16%8%14%16%11%14%28%C11%14%13%14%

63255633322418152118913285138263782428251647513389Does not match at all
8%6%10%StW5%11%sW10%sw6%5%9%10%6%6%8%9%7%9%6%6%8%6%9%9%17%C5%8%8%8%

59331040650223017624825419614314116426443547119814076931723821450718504351909NET Exactly/ almost
80%77%75%82%uX76%73%81%ux83%ux81%80%83%76%76%74%83%M84%78%86%78%78%79%77%54%83%D78%79%79%exactly / closely

matches

151941371107364575347352953821539442362138862634314414591246NET Didn't match very
20%23%25%stW18%24%27%stw19%17%19%20%17%24%24%26%L17%16%22%14%22%22%21%23%46%C17%22%21%21%much / at all

3.093.052.983.16uVX2.963.003.15vx3.17VX3.083.153.143.033.032.943.22M3.153.143.213.063.073.073.042.553.19D3.043.123.07Mean

0.910.870.950.840.930.970.860.820.900.960.830.870.910.890.880.930.910.830.900.860.930.930.990.840.900.900.90SD

0.030.040.040.030.060.070.050.040.060.070.060.060.050.040.040.090.080.070.030.050.060.060.100.030.040.040.03SE
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Table 37

QG1(4): Fibre to the premises (FTTP)
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

198132131810432398-422483746835463359422Exactly / Almost exactly
31%33%38%34%47%L35%43%j-46%H19%42%F20%44%D20%43%B37%matches

251053574038439789-48798389126361125362487Closely matches
40%43%42%43%37%43%39%-54%H38%43%37%44%d40%43%42%

9371111372113522157-659391667879157Didn't match very much
15%15%13%15%9%15%10%64%G-25%E10%27%C8%25%A9%14%

821607415682189-47425732484189Does not match at all
13%9%7%8%7%7%9%36%G-18%E5%17%C4%15%A5%8%

44187678721188721188-909146763194715188721909NET Exactly/ almost
72%76%80%77%84%78%81%-100%H57%85%F57%88%D60%86%B79%exactly / closely

matches

17581712103620343246-11213514998126120246NET Didn't match very
28%24%20%23%16%22%19%100%G-43%E15%43%C12%40%A14%21%much / at all

2.903.013.113.043.24L3.063.151.643.46H2.573.22F2.603.28D2.653.24B3.07Mean

0.990.910.880.900.880.890.930.480.501.000.810.990.770.970.810.90SD

0.120.050.030.030.060.030.060.030.020.060.030.050.030.050.030.03SE
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Table 37

QG1(4): Fibre to the premises (FTTP)
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
148424711569198218162318347207263291189182191716975143214401759319866592Unweighted base

14643077*15897*103*22716731836819526929118518519572*81*77*14420241*16599*20766*599Base

125363621348085191138271306165224249157157165606463124178331428117557506Effective base

39147235628306946124131537111068566217252938786361610326188Exactly / Almost exactly
27%34%30%35%29%29%30%28%39%sz36%27%26%38%O37%30%32%23%30%38%27%38%gj14%22%16%50%CDE40%CDe31%matches

78227408053541259315519010915814390102103404638869523100628634322Closely matches
53%53%53%50%54%52%55%56%49%52%56%59%n49%48%55%53%55%56%50%60%f47%56%61%B63%B42%52%54%

2142917131425222933253325202320137318219211712467Didn't match very much
14%10%12%11%13%13%11%13%9%9%13%12%9%11%12%10%19%h9%4%12%11%22%aB12%b17%aB6%6%11%

81346468611138813859336283845122Does not match at all
6%3%5%4%4%6%4%4%3%4%4%3%4%4%3%5%4%4%7%g1%4%8%5%4%3%2%4%

118374631358184194139278321161228253158158165567068124173281367818961510NET Exactly/ almost
80%87%83%86%83%81%85%83%88%87%83%85%87%85%85%85%78%87%88%86%86%70%83%79%91%CdE93%cE85%exactly / closely

matches

2956132316193328404734413828273016119202912292118589NET Didn't match very
20%13%17%14%17%19%15%17%12%13%17%15%13%15%15%15%22%13%12%14%14%30%AB17%b21%aB9%7%15%much / at all

3.023.18z3.083.173.083.053.123.073.23sZ3.193.063.083.203.173.133.122.973.133.193.123.20j2.763.002.913.38CDE3.31CDE3.13Mean

0.800.730.790.760.760.810.740.740.750.750.750.700.770.780.720.770.760.740.830.660.780.800.740.700.720.660.75SD

0.070.040.090.060.080.080.050.060.040.040.050.040.050.060.050.060.090.090.100.060.050.130.060.070.050.080.03SE
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Table 38

QG1(1): Copper broadband
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All who understand completely/somewhat/a little the meaning of the phrase “ADSL”

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

373215230362115115161201120969412016223136144646242218112411714516287271592Unweighted base

365229266333135*131*148185113*92*95*11518522737210*57*22*51121314814915**519289274599Base

3121911983159810014117596838510514019631042616040317311811212441242233506Effective base

128598010840393969493928343849139320715867563621699783188Exactly / Almost exactly
35%y26%30%33%30%30%27%37%t44%Nop43%N29%30%21%22%37%M31%35%33%31%31%38%e24%14%33%33%30%31%matches

18613414617570768491544048561231321896301327211371898286144157322Closely matches
51%58%55%53%52%58%57%49%48%44%51%48%67%OpQR58%51%62%53%60%53%53%48%59%54%55%50%57%54%

392732361912171969122020363214*62271619350362567Didn't match very much
11%12%12%11%14%10%12%10%6%10%12%17%r11%16%l9%8%7%1%12%i13%11%13%19%10%12%9%11%

1398136286338631012-311866621513922Does not match at all
3%4%3%4%4%2%5%3%3%3%8%n5%1%4%3%-5%5%3%3%4%4%13%3%4%3%4%

3141922262841101161241601038076901611813299502043117912712511454241240510NET Exactly/ almost
86%84%85%85%82%89%83%87%92%Op87%80%78%87%80%88%m92%88%94%84%84%85%83%68%88%83%88%85%exactly / closely

matches

5236404925152525912192523454417180342225565483489NET Didn't match very
14%16%15%15%18%11%17%13%8%13%20%r22%R13%20%l12%8%12%6%16%16%15%17%32%12%17%12%15%much / at all

3.173.063.123.143.073.173.053.213.33NOP3.26nop3.013.033.072.973.22M3.233.173.223.123.133.193.042.693.173.123.153.13Mean

0.750.730.730.760.780.670.770.750.710.770.860.820.610.740.730.610.770.720.750.740.780.720.900.710.790.710.75SD

0.040.050.050.040.070.060.060.050.060.080.090.070.050.050.040.090.100.090.040.050.070.070.240.030.050.040.03SE
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Table 38

QG1(1): Copper broadband
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All who understand completely/somewhat/a little the meaning of the phrase “ADSL”

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
3713741845014246412875517925009749582510592Unweighted base

36*12344045814147312791*50999*500107*49289*510599Base

3510936338412239710970437794288642174432506Effective base

548135131571355314174151735184-188188Exactly / Almost exactly
13%39%O31%o29%41%l29%42%J15%34%H15%35%F4%37%D-37%B31%matches

23552442507226557422804727549273-322322Closely matches
63%45%55%55%51%56%i45%46%55%47%55%46%55%-63%B54%

910485810541424432245422567-67Didn't match very much
25%mn8%11%13%7%11%11%27%G9%23%E9%40%C5%76%A-11%

-9131921931111157111122-22Does not match at all
-7%m3%4%2%4%2%12%G2%15%E1%10%C2%24%A-4%

27103379381129400110564546244853457-510510NET Exactly/ almost
75%84%86%83%92%l85%87%61%89%H62%90%F50%93%D-100%B85%exactly / closely

matches

919617712731635543752543589-89NET Didn't match very
25%16%14%17%k8%15%13%39%G11%38%E10%50%C7%100%A-15%much / at all

2.883.163.14o3.073.31L3.093.27j2.653.22H2.633.23F2.443.28D1.763.37B3.13Mean

0.610.870.720.760.670.740.740.890.680.920.660.740.660.430.480.75SD

0.100.070.040.040.060.030.070.100.030.100.030.070.030.050.020.03SE
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Table 38

QG1(1): Copper broadband
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All who understand completely/somewhat/a little the meaning of the phrase “ADSL”

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
171512771969811127117139839826631235422222522682108821712405721610623668704Unweighted base

17051280*199101*111*27616939842324730835922422022884*124*90*16721856*205112*24069*707Base

146432661678494231141338350211261302184190195729671146195481729320460597Effective base

41159245930327548133139587911670646419293341786392010827203Exactly / Almost exactly
24%31%30%30%30%28%27%28%33%z33%p23%26%32%32%29%28%22%23%37%24%36%gij11%19%18%45%CDE39%CDE29%matches

10428144107566215698208235143189191115121138547743103107331376811037403Closely matches
61%55%56%54%56%56%57%58%52%55%58%61%n53%52%55%61%64%fh63%f48%62%f49%58%67%B61%b46%54%57%

21589271213371946393836383032189158212615222118483Didn't match very much
13%11%12%14%12%12%13%11%12%9%15%q12%11%13%14%k8%11%12%9%12%12%27%ABD11%18%aB7%5%12%

41426248412118314837226262744118Does not match at all
3%3%3%3%2%4%3%3%3%2%3%1%4%o4%2%3%2%2%6%1%3%4%3%3%2%2%3%

1454406816686942311463403732012683061861852037310676144185391768821864606NET Exactly/ almost
85%86%85%83%86%84%84%86%86%88%p81%87%85%83%84%89%87%86%85%86%85%69%86%E78%91%CE93%cE86%exactly / closely

matches

267212331418452358504640523835251117132332172924225101NET Didn't match very
15%14%15%17%14%16%16%14%14%12%19%q13%15%17%16%11%13%14%15%14%15%31%ABD14%22%aB9%7%14%much / at all

3.063.143.123.103.133.093.083.123.163.19P3.023.123.143.113.123.143.073.073.163.093.182.763.01e2.933.34CDE3.31CDE3.12Mean

0.680.720.720.730.710.750.720.700.740.700.720.630.760.760.700.680.660.650.830.650.750.690.660.700.690.650.70SD

0.050.030.080.050.070.070.040.050.040.030.040.040.040.050.050.050.070.060.090.050.050.090.050.070.050.080.03SE
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Table 39

QG1(2): Copper broadband
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All who understand completely/somewhat/a little the meaning of the phrase “Copper broadband”

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

44425527642813514119123714812110613819129740559727250121315213627595369294704Unweighted base

434267318389150167174215139113107*13221528641913*61*26*60725218017627**595372290707Base

3702222373681141231642041181029411916625334356696947820314613023504309251597Effective base

1416083120404345755740303145521504209170715939118210390203Exactly / Almost exactly
33%y23%26%31%27%26%26%35%41%NO35%N28%23%21%18%36%M33%33%35%28%28%33%22%4%31%28%31%29%matches

2361631862168510210810966576474142184218836153451369811113348214164403Closely matches
54%61%59%56%56%61%62%s51%47%50%60%56%66%qR64%L52%58%59%58%57%54%55%63%50%58%57%56%57%

45363943192017261314622294438152753818181052442983Didn't match very much
10%14%12%11%13%12%10%12%9%12%6%16%p13%15%l9%9%8%7%12%15%10%10%39%9%12%10%12%

12791062453376-513---1874721311818Does not match at all
3%3%3%3%4%1%2%3%2%2%n6%N4%N-2%3%---3%3%2%4%8%2%3%3%3%

377224270336125145153183123979410518723736812552451420715715014530317254606NET Exactly/ almost
87%84%85%86%83%87%88%85%88%86%88%79%87%83%88%91%92%93%85%82%88%85%54%89%85%87%86%exactly / closely

matches

5743485326222132161613272950511529345222612655537101NET Didn't match very
13%16%15%14%17%13%12%15%12%14%12%21%13%17%12%9%8%7%15%18%12%15%46%11%15%13%14%much / at all

3.17y3.043.083.153.053.113.113.173.27nO3.18o3.102.983.082.993.21M3.233.243.28h3.103.083.183.042.503.183.103.163.12Mean

0.710.680.700.710.750.650.670.740.720.730.770.760.580.640.730.630.600.600.720.730.710.700.710.670.710.700.70SD

0.030.040.040.030.060.050.050.050.060.070.070.060.040.040.040.080.070.070.030.050.060.060.140.030.040.040.03SE
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Table 39

QG1(2): Copper broadband
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All who understand completely/somewhat/a little the meaning of the phrase “Copper broadband”

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
4215450854815655315110260211259211658895609704Unweighted base

38*133537552155562145116*591117*590118*589101*606707Base

3812044146213546912992506984999949884513597Effective base

750147146571475617186161876197-203203Exactly / Almost exactly
17%37%mo27%27%37%l26%39%J15%31%H14%32%F5%33%D-34%B29%matches

26633143238033765593446334065338-403403Closely matches
69%n48%58%n58%52%60%I45%51%58%54%58%55%57%-66%B57%

515626913641931512458384483-83Didn't match very much
14%12%12%13%9%11%13%27%G9%21%E10%33%C8%82%A-12%

-5141351459101459918-18Does not match at all
-3%3%2%3%2%3%8%G2%12%E1%8%C2%18%A-3%

33113460469137484121765307852771535-606606NET Exactly/ almost
86%85%86%85%88%86%84%65%90%H67%89%F60%91%D-100%B86%exactly / closely

matches

5207683187724406138634754101-101NET Didn't match very
14%15%14%15%12%14%16%35%G10%33%E11%40%C9%100%A-14%much / at all

3.043.193.113.093.213.103.192.733.19H2.693.20F2.573.23D1.823.34B3.12Mean

0.560.770.690.690.730.680.780.810.660.850.640.710.650.390.470.70SD

0.090.060.030.030.060.030.060.080.030.080.030.070.030.040.020.03SE
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Table 39

QG1(2): Copper broadband
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All who understand completely/somewhat/a little the meaning of the phrase “Copper broadband”

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
16747677179981072471743623802502903362002092237898721532424020211023259664Unweighted base

16548380*178101*109*25117836340623329533520520722480*113*81*14722739*196116*23759*671Base

140403661518491210147306334198246282168176190688862127200331649619951562Effective base

552003569444790721621777610314471889137374748856473114229262Exactly / Almost exactly
33%41%44%39%44%43%36%41%45%z44%p33%35%43%35%43%41%46%33%58%FGI33%38%15%24%26%60%CDE48%CDE39%matches

87217368745501268215518111615414111093953160278510217120598424315Closely matches
53%r45%45%48%44%46%50%46%43%45%50%52%n42%54%k45%42%38%53%h33%58%fHj45%43%61%AB51%b36%40%47%

17528161110252037412831361822291211711271419209772Didn't match very much
10%11%10%9%11%10%10%11%10%10%12%11%11%9%10%13%16%10%9%8%12%36%aBcD10%b17%B4%12%b11%

614171210410712614549-5-31321062-22Does not match at all
3%3%1%4%1%2%4%2%3%2%5%q2%4%3%2%4%-4%-2%6%j6%b5%B5%b1%-3%

142416711558996216154316358193257286181181186679774133187231679022652577NET Exactly/ almost
86%86%89%87%88%88%86%87%87%88%83%87%85%88%87%83%84%86%91%91%f83%58%85%E78%e96%CDE88%E86%exactly / closely

matches

236692312133524474841385024263812167143916292611794NET Didn't match very
14%14%11%13%12%12%14%13%13%12%17%13%15%12%13%17%16%14%9%9%17%g42%ABcD15%B22%B4%12%14%much / at all

3.163.253.323.223.303.293.183.253.293.30P3.103.203.243.203.283.193.313.153.49FGI3.223.152.683.04e2.993.55CDE3.37CDE3.22Mean

0.740.760.700.770.720.730.770.740.760.720.810.710.800.710.730.820.730.770.660.660.830.810.740.800.600.690.76SD

0.060.030.080.060.070.070.050.060.040.040.050.040.040.050.050.050.080.080.080.050.050.130.050.080.040.090.03SE
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Table 40

QG1(3): Fibre to the cabinet (FTTC)
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All who understand completely/somewhat/a little the meaning of the phrase “Fibre to the cabinet (FTTC)”

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

42723226140312913218421914111010612118627139256656947420115411925560340286664Unweighted base

421244304367150153166201138100*103*11521426640412*56*24*57823918615325**561341289671Base

355202225345110115157188113929310416323033153626645219214711421475281247562Effective base

186741131496251658465503039786819242292269869596227125120262Exactly / Almost exactly
44%Y30%37%41%41%33%39%42%47%P50%noP29%34%36%26%48%M34%39%39%39%41%37%38%23%40%37%41%39%matches

184127148167727677906735515910314716852512272114887114260174126315Closely matches
44%52%49%46%48%50%46%45%49%q35%50%q51%q48%q55%L41%43%45%51%47%47%47%46%55%46%51%44%47%

4428343814201722514151225363638160232017556313672Didn't match very much
10%11%11%10%9%13%10%11%4%14%R15%R11%r12%r13%9%20%hi14%6%10%10%11%11%18%10%9%12%11%

715913277511749148*112049711911822Does not match at all
2%6%Z3%3%2%5%4%3%1%1%7%r4%4%5%l2%2%2%4%3%2%5%4%4%3%3%3%3%

37020126131613412714217413285819918121636010472249921215713019487299246577NET Exactly/ almost
88%83%86%86%89%83%86%87%96%NoPQ84%78%86%84%81%89%M78%84%90%86%89%85%85%78%87%88%85%86%exactly / closely

matches

5142435116272427616221734504439280272924674424494NET Didn't match very
12%17%14%14%11%17%14%13%4%16%R22%R14%r16%R19%L11%22%16%10%14%11%15%15%22%13%12%15%14%much / at all

3.31Y3.073.203.233.293.113.203.263.42NOP3.33P3.013.163.173.023.35M3.103.203.243.223.283.173.192.973.243.213.233.22Mean

0.720.810.750.770.700.790.800.750.600.770.840.760.790.780.730.820.770.760.760.710.800.800.770.760.740.770.76SD

0.030.050.050.040.060.070.060.050.050.070.080.070.060.050.040.110.100.090.040.050.060.070.150.030.040.050.03SE
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Table 40

QG1(3): Fibre to the cabinet (FTTC)
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All who understand completely/somewhat/a little the meaning of the phrase “Fibre to the cabinet (FTTC)”

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
37161466507157521143765881015639457088576664Unweighted base

35*13949751815253213988*583105*56694*57795*576671Base

3412640442913344112168495854777948377485562Effective base

96019318478199632423727235-26219243262Exactly / Almost exactly
27%43%39%36%51%L37%45%28%41%h26%41%F-45%D20%42%B39%matches

205524025560258572928541274-31537278315Closely matches
58%40%48%49%k39%48%41%34%49%h39%48%-55%D39%48%47%

21654581455172646254772-254772Didn't match very much
6%11%11%11%9%10%12%30%G8%23%E8%76%C-27%A8%11%

3911211212715121022-13922Does not match at all
9%m6%m2%4%1%4%1%8%g3%11%E2%24%C-14%A2%3%

301154324391374571205452368508-57756521577NET Exactly/ almost
85%82%87%85%90%86%86%62%90%H65%90%F-100%D59%90%B86%exactly / closely

matches

52465791575193460365894-395594NET Didn't match very
15%18%13%15%10%14%14%38%G10%35%E10%100%C-41%A10%14%much / at all

3.043.193.243.163.40L3.193.302.813.28H2.803.29F1.763.45D2.653.31B3.22Mean

0.830.870.730.780.690.770.730.940.710.960.700.430.500.960.680.76SD

0.140.070.030.030.060.030.060.110.030.100.030.040.020.100.030.03SE
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Table 40

QG1(3): Fibre to the cabinet (FTTC)
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All who understand completely/somewhat/a little the meaning of the phrase “Fibre to the cabinet (FTTC)”

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
1734987818310210927218335938926230634721321423279109831702306522412219664693Unweighted base

17351281*186106*113*28218836541925131735021821524083*125*88*16922165*21612920768*710Base

1494256615687932351553063452102622971801822026997711441935518210717358594Effective base

511883467434691711471706810013268778935394448737483312527247Exactly / Almost exactly
29%37%43%36%41%41%32%38%40%z40%P27%32%38%31%36%37%42%g31%50%fGi28%33%11%22%25%e60%ACDE39%DE35%matches

892323692485014185160181133160152112971063266349110025133627031334Closely matches
52%45%45%49%46%44%50%45%44%43%53%q50%44%52%45%44%38%53%39%54%hj45%38%62%aBcE48%b34%46%47%

237371911133926455538464828343314129253629212791099Didn't match very much
13%14%9%10%11%11%14%14%12%13%15%15%14%13%16%14%17%9%10%15%16%44%ABCD10%21%BD4%15%B14%

111838341161413121118951229151241473-30Does not match at all
6%4%3%4%3%4%4%3%4%3%5%4%5%4%3%5%2%7%2%3%5%6%7%ab5%2%-4%

1404207115891962321563073512012602841811751956610478138173331819519458581NET Exactly/ almost
81%82%87%85%86%85%82%83%84%84%80%82%81%83%81%81%80%84%88%82%78%50%84%cE73%E94%aCDE85%E82%exactly / closely

matches

3391102715175032586950576637404516201030483335341210129NET Didn't match very
19%18%13%15%14%15%18%17%16%16%20%18%19%17%19%19%20%16%12%18%22%50%ABCD16%B27%Bd6%15%b18%much / at all

3.043.153.263.173.243.223.113.183.20z3.21P3.023.103.143.103.153.143.203.083.36FGi3.083.062.552.99E2.93E3.52ACDE3.25cdE3.12Mean

0.820.790.770.780.760.790.780.790.800.790.780.770.840.770.780.830.810.830.730.740.840.780.770.830.660.700.80SD

0.060.040.090.060.080.080.050.060.040.040.050.040.040.050.050.050.090.080.080.060.060.100.050.070.050.090.03SE
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Table 41

QG1(4): Fibre to the cabinet (FTTC)
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All who understand completely/somewhat/a little the meaning of the phrase “Part fibre”

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

42626227641714113519022713210010815020330638654796249821715113024583359294693Unweighted base

43027532338716316017920813098*106*14423330340612*67*22*60925518217226**593368301710Base

362228241360122119165195108879613017726233151766047620714512521499303257594Effective base

167791071405849617856382946777117542282138967576214114116247Exactly / Almost exactly
39%y29%33%36%36%30%34%38%43%p39%28%32%33%23%43%M30%33%35%35%35%37%33%22%36%31%38%35%matches

197134152182747883996240517011115817763011288126827910285186132334Closely matches
46%49%47%47%45%49%47%48%47%41%48%49%48%52%l43%47%45%49%47%49%45%46%39%48%51%44%47%

55445148252623259161921345346312283322426774504399Didn't match very much
13%16%16%12%15%16%13%12%7%16%r18%r14%15%r18%l11%23%i18%8%14%13%13%15%29%13%14%14%14%

1118131767116336710219-3225799220171130Does not match at all
3%7%z4%4%4%4%6%3%2%3%6%5%4%7%L2%-5%8%4%3%5%5%10%3%5%4%4%

36321325932213212714517711878811171882293519521950121614913616499300247581NET Exactly/ almost
85%y77%80%83%81%79%81%85%91%noPq80%76%81%81%75%86%M77%77%84%82%84%82%79%62%84%82%82%82%exactly / closely

matches

666264653133343112192628457455315410840333610946754129NET Didn't match very
15%23%z20%17%19%21%19%15%9%20%r24%R19%r19%r25%L14%23%23%16%18%16%18%21%38%16%18%18%18%much / at all

3.21Y2.993.093.153.133.053.093.203.32noP3.162.973.083.092.923.27M3.083.053.113.133.173.143.072.743.173.083.173.12Mean

0.760.840.800.800.800.810.850.760.710.820.840.810.810.830.750.760.840.880.800.750.830.840.930.770.790.800.80SD

0.040.050.050.040.070.070.060.050.060.080.080.070.060.050.040.100.090.110.040.050.070.070.190.030.040.050.03SE
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Table 41

QG1(4): Fibre to the cabinet (FTTC)
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All who understand completely/somewhat/a little the meaning of the phrase “Part fibre”

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
4415149853216154215196597102591127566114579693Unweighted base

40*138533547164556154112*599107*604129581118*592710Base

40122435456138464130885068950510848699495594Effective base

105218517274189582222520227-24717230247Exactly / Almost exactly
26%37%35%32%45%L34%37%20%38%H18%38%F-42%D15%39%B35%matches

215525826371268664029543292-33440294334Closely matches
52%40%49%48%44%48%43%35%49%h40%48%-58%D34%50%B47%

32175821776233762306999-425799Didn't match very much
9%15%14%15%10%14%15%33%G10%28%E12%77%C-36%A10%14%

510152912381317151530-191130Does not match at all
13%M7%m3%5%k1%4%5%12%G3%14%E3%23%C-16%A2%4%

311074434351464571246251962519-58157524581NET Exactly/ almost
78%77%83%80%89%l82%80%55%87%H58%86%F-100%D48%88%B82%exactly / closely

matches

9318911118993050794585129-6168129NET Didn't match very
22%23%17%20%k11%18%20%45%G13%42%E14%100%C-52%A12%18%much / at all

2.913.073.153.063.33L3.123.132.633.21H2.633.21F1.773.42D2.463.25B3.12Mean

0.940.910.760.820.690.790.840.930.740.940.740.430.490.930.700.80SD

0.140.070.030.040.050.030.070.100.030.090.030.040.020.090.030.03SE
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Table 41

QG1(4): Fibre to the cabinet (FTTC)
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All who understand completely/somewhat/a little the meaning of the phrase “Part fibre”

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
27870896269124142380230537586370464493332298337118159112257340141313177265901013Unweighted base

280713101*275132146390238536620349470494341297335123178120*25631714430218626794*1022Base

235595832271081223221974505102943904152772522851021409521628011725415422878854Effective base

73216459258551308715820178129152938610530613675871696609224300Exactly / Almost exactly
26%30%45%RYZ33%44%RtYZ38%z33%37%z29%32%P22%27%31%27%29%31%25%34%30%29%27%11%32%E32%E34%E26%E29%matches

1493674513957722011162743052072512541751561746710157127164741729912547533Closely matches
53%51%44%51%43%49%51%49%51%49%59%Q53%51%51%53%52%55%57%47%50%52%51%57%b53%47%50%52%

459383710124520798545726050404517121941493825223717140Didn't match very much
16%suv13%8%13%8%8%12%8%15%s14%13%15%12%15%13%13%14%7%15%i16%i16%i27%BCD8%12%14%18%d14%

133737771415263018182823151084813171610514650Does not match at all
5%5%3%3%5%5%4%6%5%5%5%4%6%7%k5%3%6%2%7%5%5%11%CD3%2%5%6%5%

2215849023111512633120343150528638040626824227998162932022519026815921771832NET Exactly/ almost
79%82%89%z84%87%87%85%85%80%81%82%81%82%79%82%83%80%91%FGHj78%79%79%62%89%AbE86%E81%E76%81%exactly / closely

matches

5813011441719593510511564908873555625162754665434275023189NET Didn't match very
21%x18%11%16%13%13%15%15%20%19%18%19%18%21%18%17%20%i9%22%I21%I21%I38%BCD11%14%19%d24%D19%much / at all

3.003.073.31RYZ3.15z3.26ryZ3.19z3.15z3.16z3.053.092.993.043.072.993.053.122.983.23Fghj3.013.033.012.633.17aE3.16E3.11E2.96E3.06Mean

0.780.800.740.740.820.790.760.830.800.800.750.760.810.830.790.750.800.670.860.810.800.830.710.720.820.840.79SD

0.050.030.080.050.070.070.040.050.030.030.040.040.040.050.050.040.070.050.080.050.040.070.040.050.050.090.02SE
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Table 42

QG1(5): Cable broadband
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All who understand completely/somewhat/a little the meaning of the phrase “Cable broadband”

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

65235641559823018528831021416514820727951549686104107716308222186668035564031013Unweighted base

65236347754526121626927621115514719531349952119*89*3887636426524766*8035664011022Base

543306353513195158248266170138131177242433421829910368229421217755678463344854Effective base

1761211381626869768651443755112117182521726799917710264144139300Exactly / Almost exactly
27%33%29%30%26%32%28%31%24%28%25%28%36%pr24%35%M24%23%19%31%i27%34%31%15%33%D26%35%B29%matches

34918425028313111913514811983879814527026112522344520212711732413302201533Closely matches
53%51%52%52%50%55%50%53%56%n54%59%n50%46%54%50%64%h59%60%51%55%48%47%49%51%53%50%52%

934559814217473429191630468653213612050353521919141140Didn't match very much
14%12%12%15%u16%u8%17%U12%14%12%11%15%15%17%L10%9%14%15%14%14%13%14%31%C11%16%a10%14%

35143019201111812971110262413243131317334292050Does not match at all
5%4%6%4%7%sw5%4%3%6%6%5%6%3%5%5%3%4%6%5%4%5%7%5%4%5%5%5%

52530438744520018821123417012712415325738844417733071330121719442678446340832NET Exactly/ almost
80%84%81%82%76%87%tv78%85%v81%82%85%79%82%78%85%M88%82%79%81%83%82%79%64%84%D79%85%b81%exactly / closely

matches

12859891006128584241282342561117721681636348532412612061189NET Didn't match very
20%16%19%18%24%su13%22%u15%19%18%15%21%18%22%L15%12%18%21%19%17%18%21%36%C16%21%a15%19%much / at all

3.023.13z3.043.082.953.14v3.023.13v2.993.043.053.013.15r2.963.16M3.083.022.913.073.063.123.032.743.13D2.993.15B3.06Mean

0.790.770.820.760.850.760.790.730.780.800.740.820.780.780.780.690.730.770.800.740.810.860.760.770.790.790.79SD

0.030.040.040.030.060.060.050.040.050.060.060.060.050.030.040.070.070.070.030.040.050.060.090.030.030.040.02SE
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Table 42

QG1(5): Cable broadband
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All who understand completely/somewhat/a little the meaning of the phrase “Cable broadband”

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
592407148132008032101788351828312787352457681013Unweighted base

53*2137558221998162051998231898322747472497731022Base

53188616685169681173155700155699228626207647854Effective base

2247231215852257442258-3004625449251300Exactly / Almost exactly
41%N22%31%n26%43%L28%36%j21%31%H-36%F17%34%D20%32%B29%matches

20119393442904369781452-533132401112421533Closely matches
37%56%o52%o54%k45%53%47%41%55%H-64%F48%54%45%54%b52%

10319912317118224892140-71686179140Didn't match very much
19%14%13%15%k9%14%11%24%G11%74%E-26%C9%25%A10%14%

117324373812292150-2525282250Does not match at all
3%8%m4%5%4%5%6%15%G3%26%E-9%C3%11%A3%5%

42166624657175661171122710-832178654160672832NET Exactly/ almost
78%78%83%80%88%l81%83%61%86%H-100%F65%88%D64%87%B81%exactly / closely

matches

1247131165241553477113189-969389101189NET Didn't match very
22%22%17%20%k12%19%17%39%G14%100%E-35%C12%36%A13%19%much / at all

3.172.923.09N3.013.27L3.043.142.683.15H1.743.36F2.733.18D2.733.17B3.06Mean

0.830.820.770.790.760.780.830.970.710.440.480.850.730.900.720.79SD

0.110.050.030.030.050.030.060.070.020.030.020.050.030.060.030.02SE
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Table 42

QG1(5): Cable broadband
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All who understand completely/somewhat/a little the meaning of the phrase “Cable broadband”

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
1965468220310611229218640743929233838225023124885115801932696124612224568770Unweighted base

19355487*207111*117*29919341147027134638025522924987*13485*18825263*23213025268*777Base

16446071173919724915834438622828631920719421273103661622225219510721159649Effective base

93254409647531377819522212015618012210011836674779118131284912433357Exactly / Almost exactly
48%46%47%46%43%45%46%40%48%47%44%45%47%48%44%48%42%50%55%42%47%20%55%CE38%e49%E48%E46%matches

82220348345431238015518112213815810890973656308110031915910121319Closely matches
43%40%39%40%40%37%41%41%38%39%45%40%41%43%39%39%42%41%35%43%40%49%39%45%40%30%41%

13521019151429243748164120152823128222211491618865Didn't match very much
7%9%11%9%13%12%10%12%9%10%6%12%N5%6%12%m9%14%h6%2%11%h9%22%BD4%12%D7%12%d8%

52839471112241914102210111124771365610636Does not match at all
3%5%3%4%4%6%4%6%6%4%5%3%6%4%5%5%2%3%8%4%5%9%d2%5%4%9%d5%

17547374179929626015735040324229533823019121573123761592184421910822554677NET Exactly/ almost
91%su85%85%86%83%82%87%81%85%86%89%85%89%90%l83%86%84%91%90%85%86%69%94%ACE83%e89%aE78%87%exactly / closely

matches

188113281921393661673051422539341412929342014222815101NET Didn't match very
9%15%15%14%17%18%z13%19%z15%14%11%15%11%10%17%m14%16%9%10%15%14%31%BcD6%17%D11%22%bD13%much / at all

3.37s3.263.293.283.223.213.293.163.273.293.283.283.313.343.223.293.233.383.363.223.282.803.47ACE3.16e3.34cE3.18e3.28Mean

0.720.830.800.810.820.880.780.870.850.810.790.780.820.760.840.810.780.730.880.800.830.860.670.820.780.980.80SD

0.050.040.090.060.080.080.050.060.040.040.050.040.040.050.060.050.080.070.100.060.050.110.040.070.050.120.03SE
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Table 43

QG1(6): Fibre to the premises (FTTP)
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All who understand completely/somewhat/a little the meaning of the phrase “Fibre to the premises (FTTP)”

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

50825731145916115020925016813212014820234242764828354122817513832633403315770Unweighted base

50127036341518717619222316412311914222833144514*70*30*66427121118230**633411312777Base

42122326839013813117821213311010612817528836161797951621716713226535336268649Effective base

23811615620175819410879665859951252317361529911797849313186150357Exactly / Almost exactly
47%43%43%49%40%46%49%48%48%54%n49%41%42%38%52%M47%52%52%45%43%46%46%29%49%45%48%46%matches

20311414617382648192704250619616315772011281120887311254168124319Closely matches
41%42%40%42%44%36%42%41%43%34%42%43%42%49%L35%50%J28%38%42%j44%42%40%35%40%41%40%41%

3827362916201216710817243333*1115224919842372565Didn't match very much
8%10%10%7%8%12%6%7%4%8%6%12%r11%r10%7%2%16%hik4%8%9%4%10%f26%7%9%8%8%

221225111411569536131125*32319166324191336Does not match at all
4%5%7%stw3%7%stw6%2%3%5%4%3%4%5%3%6%2%4%5%5%3%8%3%11%4%5%4%5%

44123130237515714517520014910810812019128838814562758023818615719567355274677NET Exactly/ almost
88%86%83%90%uvX84%82%91%ux90%ux91%88%91%84%84%87%87%97%hj80%91%87%88%88%86%64%90%86%88%87%exactly / closely

matches

603961403031172215151122374357*1438433262511665638101NET Didn't match very
12%14%17%stW10%16%w18%stw9%10%9%12%9%16%16%13%13%3%20%k9%13%k12%12%14%36%10%14%12%13%much / at all

3.313.243.193.36vX3.173.223.37vx3.36vx3.333.383.373.213.203.213.343.423.293.383.283.283.263.302.833.353.273.323.28Mean

0.790.810.880.730.870.880.720.740.790.810.730.810.840.750.840.640.870.810.800.760.860.780.980.770.810.790.80SD

0.040.050.050.030.070.070.050.050.060.070.070.070.060.040.040.080.100.090.030.050.070.070.170.030.040.040.03SE
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Table 43

QG1(6): Fibre to the premises (FTTP)
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All who understand completely/somewhat/a little the meaning of the phrase “Fibre to the premises (FTTP)”

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
4018254861215861115990680127643139631133637770Unweighted base

36*158583622155621156101*677131646144634139638777Base

3614347251613451613379571107542117532114536649Effective base

14702732698827780-357333254131640318357Exactly / Almost exactly
39%44%47%43%57%L45%52%-53%H25%50%F29%50%D28%50%B46%matches

18602422675225366-319542656425565254319Closely matches
48%38%41%43%34%41%42%-47%H41%41%45%40%47%40%41%

1135056961465-24412441194665Didn't match very much
4%9%9%9%6%10%i3%65%G-18%E6%17%C7%14%a7%8%

3151830531536-21151421152136Does not match at all
9%9%M3%5%3%5%3%35%G-16%E2%10%C3%11%A3%5%

32130515536140530147-67787590105571105572677NET Exactly/ almost
88%82%88%86%90%85%94%J-100%H66%91%F73%90%D75%90%B87%exactly / closely

matches

528688615919101-445638623466101NET Didn't match very
12%18%12%14%10%15%I6%100%G-34%E9%27%C10%25%A10%13%much / at all

3.183.173.32n3.253.44l3.253.42j1.653.53H2.753.39F2.923.37D2.933.36B3.28Mean

0.880.930.760.810.760.820.700.480.501.000.710.920.750.920.760.80SD

0.140.070.030.030.060.030.060.050.020.090.030.080.030.080.030.03SE
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Table 43

QG1(6): Fibre to the premises (FTTP)
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All who understand completely/somewhat/a little the meaning of the phrase “Fibre to the premises (FTTP)”

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
27669696255126140369227525574377454490328293330117148118246343128318163274891002Unweighted base

275699100*257132142378232521602357459488332290329118*165126*24132412830516928091*1006Base

232585832151091193141924395002993834112722462801001309920628410625814023677844Effective base

1152774310450591498521424913618319613910913743725685136231426112937403Exactly / Almost exactly
42%40%43%40%38%41%39%37%41%41%38%40%40%42%38%42%37%44%44%35%42%18%47%cE36%E46%E40%E40%matches

117293381065255158100211246160193211142114139517146104138591327311234429Closely matches
43%42%38%41%39%39%42%43%40%41%45%42%43%43%40%42%44%43%36%43%43%46%43%43%40%37%43%

2984163421214632667536624627483818131535323121242314113Didn't match very much
10%12%16%13%16%15%12%14%13%13%10%13%9%8%17%M12%15%8%12%15%10%24%BcD7%14%d8%15%d11%

1444314972515313125213525181459917181591215762Does not match at all
5%6%3%5%7%5%7%7%6%5%7%5%7%7%6%4%5%5%7%7%5%12%bD3%7%6%8%6%

23257182210103114307184424495297376407281223276941431021892748327413424171832NET Exactly/ almost
84%82%81%82%78%80%81%80%81%82%83%82%83%85%l77%84%l80%87%g81%78%85%64%90%ACE79%e86%E78%83%exactly / closely

matches

431281948302971479710761838151665323222452504631363920175NET Didn't match very
16%18%19%18%22%20%19%20%19%18%17%18%17%15%23%km16%20%13%19%22%i15%36%BcD10%21%D14%22%D17%much / at all

3.213.153.223.173.093.163.143.103.163.193.143.173.173.193.083.213.123.253.183.073.212.713.34aCE3.08E3.27cE3.10E3.17Mean

0.830.870.810.850.900.860.880.870.870.850.860.830.870.870.890.820.830.820.910.880.830.900.740.890.830.920.86SD

0.050.030.080.050.080.070.050.060.040.040.040.040.040.050.050.040.080.070.080.060.040.080.040.070.050.100.03SE
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Table 44

QG1(7): Fibre to the premises (FTTP)
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All who understand completely/somewhat/a little the meaning of the phrase “Full fibre”

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

64934940959322318628131220816815220526949550686110108698294221183597935483991002Unweighted base

64235946853825121725828020515814919430247852819*953885434826524156*7925543951006Base

5393013495071881612402671661401331772334174278210610466628021117650670456341844Effective base

266134173230868711311685746170113154248942173351311109416344218164403Exactly / Almost exactly
41%37%37%43%v34%40%44%v42%41%47%41%36%37%32%47%M45%45%45%39%38%41%39%28%43%d39%41%40%matches

27515320022912080108121935969841242301999341636915311010623333237163429Closely matches
43%43%43%43%48%u37%42%43%45%38%46%43%41%48%L38%47%36%43%43%44%41%44%40%42%43%41%43%

57565558253028301313133143674611539444232714736446113Didn't match very much
9%16%Z12%11%10%14%11%11%6%8%9%16%qR14%r14%l9%5%15%k7%11%13%9%11%25%C9%11%12%11%

44164021202091214117921273514256202213442352262Does not match at all
7%5%9%stW4%8%w9%stw4%4%7%7%4%5%7%6%7%3%4%5%7%6%8%6%7%5%6%6%6%

54128737345920616722123817813412915423738444718763370428422020038678455327832NET Exactly/ almost
84%80%80%85%ux82%77%86%u85%u87%n85%87%n79%79%80%85%92%hj81%87%82%82%83%83%68%86%D82%83%83%exactly / closely

matches

10172957945513742272419406594811185150644541181159968175NET Didn't match very
16%20%20%w15%18%23%stw14%15%13%15%13%21%21%pr20%15%8%19%k13%18%k18%17%17%32%C14%18%17%17%much / at all

3.193.133.083.24uvX3.083.073.26uvx3.22x3.213.253.233.113.093.073.25M3.353.213.273.153.143.163.162.893.24D3.153.193.17Mean

0.860.830.910.800.870.950.790.810.840.880.790.830.890.830.870.710.850.820.860.850.900.840.900.830.860.850.86SD

0.030.040.040.030.060.070.050.050.060.070.060.060.050.040.040.080.080.080.030.050.060.060.120.030.040.040.03SE
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Table 44

QG1(7): Fibre to the premises (FTTP)
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All who understand completely/somewhat/a little the meaning of the phrase “Full fibre”

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
562387088041988022001598431938092587442287741002Unweighted base

51*2087488091978071991758321948122527552317761006Base

50187609676168676169140705161683212632194650844Effective base

18803053059831192-403453586034357345403Exactly / Almost exactly
36%38%41%38%50%L39%46%-48%H23%44%F24%45%D25%45%B40%matches

24903163567335277-42979350102327101328429Closely matches
47%43%42%44%37%44%39%-52%H41%43%40%43%44%42%43%

1228997169716113-397355584468113Didn't match very much
3%11%12%12%8%12%8%65%G-20%E9%22%C8%19%A9%11%

717385210481462-31313626283462Does not match at all
14%M8%5%6%5%6%7%35%G-16%E4%14%C3%12%A4%6%

42169621661171663169-832124708161671158674832NET Exactly/ almost
83%81%83%82%87%82%85%-100%H64%87%F64%89%D69%87%B83%exactly / closely

matches

9391271482614530175-70104918473102175NET Didn't match very
17%19%17%18%13%18%15%100%G-36%E13%36%C11%31%A13%17%much / at all

3.053.123.193.133.31l3.153.241.653.48H2.713.27F2.733.31D2.813.27B3.17Mean

0.990.900.830.860.830.850.880.480.500.990.780.980.760.950.800.86SD

0.130.060.030.030.060.030.060.040.020.070.030.060.030.060.030.03SE
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Table 44

QG1(7): Fibre to the premises (FTTP)
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All who understand completely/somewhat/a little the meaning of the phrase “Full fibre”

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

471802562333485551441596689131857070203238479012452611431232Copper broadband
14%23%Z24%z21%z24%z23%z20%22%z24%Z23%p16%17%24%O21%22%19%14%17%28%gij16%25%gij6%14%e13%e39%CDE31%CDE20%

63216357544489975173198811181547991104384352529411543514732290Fibre to the cabinet
19%27%Z34%tZ26%32%Z31%Z23%30%Z29%Z29%P20%22%28%o20%28%m29%M27%g22%38%fGI18%26%g6%17%E17%E50%ACDE31%cDE25%(FTTC)

76222459258561339015920982132157979010533623777881797629625312Cable broadband
23%28%44%RtwYZ31%z43%RtwYZ37%ryZ32%z36%ryZ27%30%P20%25%29%24%28%29%24%32%27%27%24%9%29%E30%E33%E25%E27%

1232884410853611558922225814519820115011314146775692140251496613438422Fibre to the premises
37%37%43%37%39%40%37%36%37%37%36%37%37%37%35%39%33%40%41%32%38%13%45%CE32%E46%CE37%E37%(FTTP)
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Table 45

QG1: SUMMARY TABLE - EXACTLY/ALMOST EXACTLY MATCHES
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

161691071255948497665473141476816452610192796746320411999232Copper broadband
22%17%20%20%19%20%16%25%T27%N27%N18%19%14%12%29%M20%25%21%20%19%22%17%3%24%D18%22%20%

20484129161735569916952334986872015261124710680617245139128290Fibre to the cabinet
27%y21%24%26%24%23%23%30%29%p29%p19%23%25%15%36%M22%25%24%25%26%27%22%7%28%D21%29%B25%(FTTC)

18412514316971728189514741571161251875238277102938111273149143312Cable broadband
25%31%z26%28%23%30%27%29%21%26%24%26%33%pR21%33%M20%22%17%28%I25%31%29%12%32%D23%32%B27%

278141182240948812111988796372121166255944193501391129917357224176422Fibre to the premises
37%35%34%39%v31%37%40%v39%36%44%o37%33%35%28%45%M40%42%41%36%34%37%36%19%41%D35%40%37%(FTTP)
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Table 45

QG1: SUMMARY TABLE - EXACTLY/ALMOST EXACTLY MATCHES
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

7591661696316567212112021216216-232232Copper broadband
11%24%o20%18%28%L18%29%J9%23%H8%24%F5%27%D-28%B20%

126321520881223662826229260-29026264290Fibre to the cabinet
20%26%25%22%36%L24%29%11%29%H11%29%F-36%D8%31%B25%(FTTC)

2249241225872357742270-3124926350262312Cable broadband
36%N20%28%n24%39%L25%33%j17%30%H-35%F14%32%D16%31%B27%

198132131810432398-422483746835463359422Fibre to the premises
31%33%38%34%47%L35%43%j-46%H19%42%F20%44%D20%43%B37%(FTTP)
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Table 45

QG1: SUMMARY TABLE - EXACTLY/ALMOST EXACTLY MATCHES
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

2215947921610511531119544652228139240228523827310114310520126510123913725286841Copper broadband
66%75%Z76%74%76%76%74%79%Z75%z75%69%73%73%71%73%75%73%74%77%70%73%51%73%E67%E86%CDE85%CdE73%

21757181206107119298194431510268375392276233260941391051962558323812526578813Fibre to the cabinet
65%72%z78%z71%78%z78%Z71%78%tZ72%z74%p66%70%71%69%72%71%68%71%76%69%70%42%72%cE61%E91%ACDE77%cE70%(FTTC)

2466209024211612935020945954730941143430225229210317010021727411027916823177897Cable broadband
74%79%87%rz83%z85%z85%rz83%rZ84%rZ77%79%76%77%79%75%77%80%75%87%FGHJ73%76%75%56%85%aE82%E79%E76%E78%

2666138422810711833119046154532042043731524429710416210921229110829215025277909Fibre to the premises
80%78%82%78%78%78%78%77%77%79%79%78%80%78%75%81%75%83%g79%74%80%55%89%ACE73%E86%aCE76%E79%(FTTP)
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Table 46

QG1: SUMMARY TABLE - NET EXACTLY/ ALMOST EXACTLY / CLOSELY MATCHES
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

54329339245020518622022917913112115625438145917823370929121420443682457338841Copper broadband
73%72%72%73%68%78%v72%75%74%73%71%72%73%65%81%M73%79%71%72%72%71%74%46%79%D70%76%b73%

52728137344020516720923117911911515524536245013713069829321319344646450316813Fibre to the cabinet
71%69%69%72%68%70%68%75%74%67%68%71%71%62%80%M58%68%66%71%K72%71%69%48%75%D69%71%70%(FTTC)

56732742347422120222724818313913817026742347318803476532223321151712485361897Cable broadband
76%81%78%78%73%84%tV74%81%v75%78%81%78%77%72%84%M77%77%74%78%80%78%76%55%83%D75%82%b78%

59331040650223017624825419614314116426443547119814076931723821450718504351909Fibre to the premises
80%77%75%82%uX76%73%81%ux83%ux81%80%83%76%76%74%83%M84%78%86%78%78%79%77%54%83%D78%79%79%(FTTP)
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Table 46

QG1: SUMMARY TABLE - NET EXACTLY/ ALMOST EXACTLY / CLOSELY MATCHES
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

40176625660182670171120721126715142699-841841Copper broadband
66%72%74%71%81%L73%74%49%79%H49%80%F42%86%D-100%B73%

3816561063417965316098715114699-813114699813Fibre to the cabinet
62%67%72%68%80%L71%69%40%79%H44%78%F-100%D36%83%B70%(FTTC)

42183673704193709188135763-897199699182715897Cable broadband
69%75%79%76%86%L77%81%55%84%H-100%F58%86%D58%85%B78%

44187678721188721188-909146763194715188721909Fibre to the premises
72%76%80%77%84%78%81%-100%H57%85%F57%88%D60%86%B79%(FTTP)
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Table 46

QG1: SUMMARY TABLE - NET EXACTLY/ ALMOST EXACTLY / CLOSELY MATCHES
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

305771910113116425630324837173111131120323230167189Copper broadband
9%7%7%7%7%7%7%7%7%8%7%6%9%9%5%9%8%7%8%7%9%16%ABcd9%aB8%ab2%1%8%

365752678381244474238484019301421521313527247*97Fibre to the cabinet
11%s7%5%9%5%5%9%5%7%7%10%7%9%10%6%8%10%11%h4%8%9%18%ABD8%AB12%AB3%*8%(FTTC)

23543888181740433130403422181561217273017716777Cable broadband
7%w7%w3%3%6%5%4%7%w7%w6%8%6%7%8%7%5%11%i3%9%6%7%16%BCD5%3%6%7%7%

23633219934194649333148392419101311272533121815789Fibre to the premises
7%8%3%7%7%6%8%8%8%7%8%6%9%10%k7%5%7%7%8%9%7%17%aBcD4%9%d5%7%8%(FTTP)
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Table 47

QG1: SUMMARY TABLE -  DOES NOT MATCH AT ALL
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

632642473111272017171820165931376732724221651602689Copper broadband
8%6%8%8%10%u5%9%6%7%10%n11%n9%5%10%L5%13%h7%12%7%7%8%8%18%C6%9%6%8%

633343542419371720151817277026376802929221952583497Fibre to the cabinet
8%8%8%9%8%8%12%S6%8%8%11%8%8%12%L5%15%h7%13%8%7%10%8%20%C6%9%8%8%(FTTC)

581840372713201720161115154829273652021241344512477Cable broadband
8%y4%7%6%9%5%6%6%8%9%n6%7%4%8%5%8%7%6%7%5%7%9%14%C5%8%5%7%

63255633322418152118913285138263782428251647513389Fibre to the premises
8%6%10%StW5%11%sW10%sw6%5%9%10%6%6%8%9%7%9%6%6%8%6%9%9%17%C5%8%8%8%(FTTP)
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Table 47

QG1: SUMMARY TABLE -  DOES NOT MATCH AT ALL
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

42263818751444455534652589-89Copper broadband
7%9%7%9%k4%8%6%18%G5%21%E4%19%C3%28%A-8%

10276092680175147574097-712697Fibre to the cabinet
16%m11%7%10%K2%9%7%20%G5%22%E4%28%C-23%A3%8%(FTTC)

4235067106215502777-4730492877Cable broadband
7%9%6%7%4%7%7%20%G3%30%E-14%C4%16%A3%7%

821607415682189-47425732484189Fibre to the premises
13%9%7%8%7%7%9%36%G-18%E5%17%C4%15%A5%8%(FTTP)
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Table 47

QG1: SUMMARY TABLE -  DOES NOT MATCH AT ALL
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

11119425763237112531501711231451471178892385232841009589674016314Copper broadband
34%rSY25%24%26%24%24%26%21%25%25%31%27%27%29%27%25%27%26%23%30%27%49%ABCD27%aB33%AB14%15%27%

1152172386303312554165183136161157126931044556329010911390792623342Fibre to the cabinet
35%rSUvxy28%22%29%22%22%29%s22%28%26%34%q30%29%31%28%29%32%29%24%31%30%58%ABCD28%B39%aBd9%23%B30%(FTTC)

8616913502122733913714695125116100747335253768908549366025258Cable broadband
26%STuvwx21%13%17%15%15%17%16%23%stux21%24%23%21%25%23%20%25%I13%27%I24%I25%I44%ABCD15%18%21%24%d22%

661761964303492581351488411611287826835322873738736544025246Fibre to the premises
20%22%18%22%22%22%22%23%23%21%21%22%20%22%25%19%25%17%21%26%i20%45%ABCD11%27%BD14%24%bD21%(FTTP)
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Table 48

QG1: SUMMARY TABLE -  NET DIDN'T MATCH VERY MUCH / AT ALL
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

20111215116397548578644848629220710662113273114867350180192104314Copper broadband
27%28%28%27%32%u22%28%25%26%27%29%28%27%35%L19%27%21%29%28%28%29%26%54%C21%30%a24%27%

2181241701729873967664595563102226115103316284111888548216198126342Fibre to the cabinet
29%31%31%28%32%30%32%25%26%33%32%29%29%38%L20%42%H32%34%29%28%29%31%52%C25%31%29%30%(FTTC)

1777812013882387860604032477916592524122168367664215016381258Cable broadband
24%19%22%22%27%sU16%26%u19%25%22%19%22%23%28%L16%23%23%26%22%20%22%24%45%C17%25%a18%22%

151941371107364575347352953821539442362138862634314414591246Fibre to the premises
20%23%25%stW18%24%27%stw19%17%19%20%17%24%24%26%L17%16%22%14%22%22%21%23%46%C17%22%21%21%(FTTP)
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Table 48

QG1: SUMMARY TABLE -  NET DIDN'T MATCH VERY MUCH / AT ALL
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

21692242724225460126188132182200114314-314Copper broadband
34%28%26%29%K19%27%26%51%G21%51%E20%58%C14%100%A-27%

23802392984527171149194144199342-200142342Fibre to the cabinet
38%33%28%32%K20%29%31%60%G21%56%E22%100%C-64%A17%30%(FTTC)

19621762273021543112146258-144114132126258Cable broadband
31%25%21%24%K14%23%19%45%G16%100%E-42%C14%42%A15%22%

17581712103620343246-11213514998126120246Fibre to the premises
28%24%20%23%16%22%19%100%G-43%E15%43%C12%40%A14%21%(FTTP)
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Table 48

QG1: SUMMARY TABLE -  NET DIDN'T MATCH VERY MUCH / AT ALL
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Fibre to theFibre to theCopper
premises (FTTP)Cable broadbandcabinet (FTTC)broadband

1155115511551155Unweighted base

1155115511551155Base

967967967967Effective base

422312290232Exactly / Almost exactly
37%27%25%20%matches

487585523609Closely matches
42%51%45%53%

157181245225Didn't match very much
14%16%21%19%

89779789Does not match at all
8%7%8%8%

909897813841NET Exactly/ almost
79%78%70%73%exactly / closely

matches

246258342314NET Didn't match very
21%22%30%27%much / at all

3.072.982.872.85Mean

0.900.830.890.83SD

0.030.020.030.02SE
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Table 49

QG1: SUMMARY TABLE
Please use the following scale to say how closely this matches with what you thought it meant before reading this description?

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505
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Table 50

QE1/QG1: SUMMARY TABLE - Copper broadband

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505

Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

1454406816686942311463403732012683061861852037310676144185391768821864606Claimed to understand
44%56%Z66%Z57%Z63%Z62%Z55%Z59%Z57%Z54%50%50%56%46%57%m56%m53%54%56%50%51%20%54%cE43%E75%aCDE63%CE52%AND said description

matched

267212331418452358504640523835251117132332172924225101Claimed to understand
8%9%11%11%11%12%11%9%10%7%11%q7%10%9%11%7%8%9%10%8%9%9%9%12%8%5%9%BUT said description did

not match

9819414592327100581321761051521231147295324134811047995673220297Claimed not to
30%ruVwX25%x13%20%17%18%24%x23%22%25%26%28%n22%28%22%26%23%21%25%28%29%40%ABd29%B33%aB11%20%b26%understand

6383103513134720669452766864344323301337436028252013151Had not heard of before
19%RSTUvwxY10%10%12%9%9%11%8%11%14%13%14%12%16%l10%12%16%15%10%13%12%31%ABCD9%12%7%12%13%



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

377224270336125145153183123979410518723736812552451420715715014530317254606Claimed to understand
51%55%50%v55%V41%60%tVx50%v60%tVX51%54%55%48%54%40%65%M51%53%52%52%51%52%54%15%61%D49%57%b52%AND said description

matched

5743485326222132161613272950511529345222612655537101Claimed to understand
8%11%9%9%9%9%7%10%7%9%8%13%r8%8%9%5%5%4%9%11%7%9%13%8%9%8%9%BUT said description did

not match

20493156141108478359714046479219310462812252101876441176182102297Claimed not to
27%23%29%Su23%36%StUW20%27%s19%29%22%27%22%27%33%L18%27%27%25%26%25%29%23%44%C20%28%23%26%understand

10645708144254834322616383910942416812352343725929550151Had not heard of before
14%11%13%13%15%11%16%11%13%14%10%18%p11%18%L7%17%15%18%13%13%11%13%27%C11%15%11%13%
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Table 50

QE1/QG1: SUMMARY TABLE - Copper broadband

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

33113460469137484121765307852771535-606606Claimed to understand
53%46%54%n50%61%L52%53%31%58%H30%59%F21%66%D-72%B52%AND said description

matched

5207683187724406138634754101-101Claimed to understand
8%8%9%9%8%8%10%16%G7%15%E7%14%C7%32%A-9%BUT said description did

not match

178219925443248497722086211144153129169297Claimed not to
27%33%M23%27%k19%27%21%31%g24%33%E24%42%C19%41%A20%26%understand

73111412525114375497559680718467151Had not heard of before
11%12%13%13%11%12%16%22%G11%21%E11%23%C9%27%A8%13%
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Table 50

QE1/QG1: SUMMARY TABLE - Copper broadband

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

142416711558996216154316358193257286181181186679774133187231679022652577Claimed to understand
43%53%Z69%RTwYZ53%z65%rTwyZ64%rtyZ51%z62%rtyZ53%Z52%48%48%52%45%55%m51%49%50%54%47%51%12%51%E44%E78%ACDE52%E50%AND said description

matched

236692312133524474841385024263812167143916292611794Claimed to understand
7%8%8%8%9%8%8%10%8%7%10%7%9%6%8%11%m9%8%5%5%11%g8%b9%b13%B4%7%8%BUT said description did

not match

1101851363212710546131179105151130117779035463795829487493628302Claimed not to
33%RStUVWXY23%x13%21%15%18%25%vx19%22%26%26%28%24%29%24%25%25%24%27%33%Fi22%48%ABCD26%B24%B12%28%B26%understand

5812110511516672410210866908480425124361944566245391914183Had not heard of before
17%s15%s10%18%s11%11%16%s10%17%s16%16%17%15%20%kl13%14%17%18%14%15%15%32%ABCD14%B19%B7%14%b16%
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Table 51

QE1/QG1: SUMMARY TABLE - Fibre to the cabinet (FTTC)

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

37020126131613412714217413285819918121636010472249921215713019487299246577Claimed to understand
50%50%48%52%44%53%47%57%tVx54%47%48%45%52%37%64%M42%45%47%51%52%52%47%21%56%D46%56%B50%AND said description

matched

5142435116272427616221734504439280272924674424494Claimed to understand
7%10%z8%8%5%11%v8%9%2%9%R13%R8%r10%R8%8%12%9%5%8%7%10%9%6%9%6%10%8%BUT said description did

not match

19510715614610254806664454363861971036301125410075794418819592302Claimed not to
26%26%29%s24%34%SuW22%26%21%26%25%25%29%25%34%L18%25%29%24%26%25%25%29%47%C22%30%A21%26%understand

12854839950335941413324404612557518111496539452411311361183Had not heard of before
17%13%15%16%17%14%19%s13%17%18%14%18%13%21%L10%21%17%23%h15%16%13%16%26%C13%17%14%16%
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Table 51

QE1/QG1: SUMMARY TABLE - Fibre to the cabinet (FTTC)

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

301154324391374571205452368508-57756521577Claimed to understand
48%47%51%47%61%L49%52%22%58%H27%57%F-71%D18%62%B50%AND said description

matched

52465791575193460365894-395594Claimed to understand
8%10%8%8%7%8%8%14%G7%14%E6%27%C-12%A7%8%BUT said description did

not match

187121326735254479920397205149153134168302Claimed not to
29%29%25%29%K15%28%i20%40%G22%38%E23%43%C19%43%A20%26%understand

93513914637138456012356126100838597183Had not heard of before
14%14%16%16%16%15%20%24%G13%22%E14%29%C10%27%A12%16%
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Table 51

QE1/QG1: SUMMARY TABLE - Fibre to the cabinet (FTTC)

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

2215849023111512633120343150528638040626824227998162932022519026815921771832Claimed to understand
67%74%z87%RYZ79%Z84%ryZ83%ryZ78%rZ82%RyZ72%73%71%71%74%67%74%m77%M70%83%FGHj68%71%69%46%82%abE78%E74%E70%E72%AND said description

matched

5813011441719593510511564908873555625162754665434275023189Claimed to understand
18%16%10%15%13%13%14%14%18%17%16%17%16%18%17%15%18%i8%20%I19%I18%I28%bCD11%13%17%d22%D16%BUT said description did

not match

4257215232554555445042472423814112441372016188105Claimed not to
13%rSTUVWXY7%Suvx1%5%2%2%6%s2%7%Suvx8%11%9%8%12%k7%6%6%7%8%8%11%19%aBCD6%8%6%7%9%understand

1019132374151711161314578365714626-29Had not heard of before
3%2%1%1%2%2%2%2%2%3%3%3%2%3%2%2%6%fgi1%4%2%2%7%abCD2%1%2%-2%
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Table 52

QE1/QG1: SUMMARY TABLE - Cable broadband

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

52530438744520018821123417012712415325738844417733071330121719442678446340832Claimed to understand
71%75%71%73%66%78%tV69%76%v70%71%73%71%74%66%79%M72%70%66%73%75%72%70%45%79%D69%77%B72%AND said description

matched

12859891006128584241282342561117721681636348532412612061189Claimed to understand
17%15%16%16%20%u12%19%u14%17%16%13%19%16%19%l14%10%15%18%17%16%16%19%25%c15%18%14%16%BUT said description did

not match

71335253341823292915201428693641458225322520456434105Claimed not to
10%8%10%9%11%8%8%10%12%8%12%6%8%12%L6%15%h13%11%8%6%11%9%22%C5%10%8%9%understand

2081414861323839620912324154571319829Had not heard of before
3%2%3%s2%s3%s3%4%S*1%5%r2%4%2%3%2%2%2%6%h2%4%1%2%7%C2%3%2%2%
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Table 52

QE1/QG1: SUMMARY TABLE - Cable broadband

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

42166624657175661171122710-832178654160672832Claimed to understand
68%68%74%71%78%l72%74%50%78%H-93%F52%81%D51%80%B72%AND said description

matched

1247131165241553477113189-969389101189Claimed to understand
19%19%15%18%k11%17%15%31%G12%74%E-28%C11%28%A12%16%BUT said description did

not match

72771842184213669515453525154105Claimed not to
11%11%8%9%9%9%9%14%G8%20%E6%16%C6%16%A6%9%understand

1423254245121718111514141429Had not heard of before
2%2%3%3%2%3%2%5%g2%7%E1%4%c2%5%a2%2%
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Table 52

QE1/QG1: SUMMARY TABLE - Cable broadband

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505
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Table 53

QE1/QG1: SUMMARY TABLE - Fibre to the premises (FTTP)

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505

Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

17547374179929626015735040324229533823019121573123761592184421910822554677Claimed to understand
53%60%z72%ryZ61%68%Z63%z61%z64%z59%58%60%55%62%o57%59%59%52%63%56%56%60%22%67%aCE53%E77%ACDE53%E59%AND said description

matched

188113281921393661673051422539341412929342014222815101Claimed to understand
5%10%z12%z10%14%Z14%Z9%14%Z10%z10%7%10%8%6%12%m9%10%6%6%10%9%10%d4%11%D10%d15%D9%BUT said description did

not match

941451044152669411111408512210684687836333363747967482421242Claimed not to
28%RSTuVWXY18%vx9%15%11%17%16%17%19%vx20%21%23%19%21%21%21%26%17%24%22%20%40%ABCD21%B23%B8%21%B21%understand

45897411195514748348696363293816281934385329261512136Had not heard of before
14%Su11%s7%14%Su8%6%13%Su6%12%Su12%12%13%11%16%kl9%10%12%14%14%12%10%27%ABCD9%13%B5%11%b12%



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

44123130237515714517520014910810812019128838814562758023818615719567355274677Claimed to understand
59%57%56%61%v52%60%57%65%Vx61%61%64%55%55%49%69%M59%54%58%59%59%62%57%21%66%D55%62%b59%AND said description

matched

603961403031172215151122374357*1438433262511665638101Claimed to understand
8%10%11%tW6%10%13%sTW6%7%6%8%6%10%11%7%10%2%13%k6%9%k8%8%9%12%8%9%9%9%BUT said description did

not match

152901191237941685549313146851618051892098163654014515580242Claimed not to
20%22%22%20%26%su17%22%18%20%17%18%21%25%27%L14%22%17%20%21%20%21%24%43%C17%24%a18%21%understand

914561753723453030251929339640416710952263022838350136Had not heard of before
12%11%11%12%12%10%15%10%12%14%11%13%10%16%L7%17%15%16%11%13%9%11%24%C10%13%11%12%
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Table 53

QE1/QG1: SUMMARY TABLE - Fibre to the premises (FTTP)

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

32130515536140530147-67787590105571105572677Claimed to understand
52%53%61%n58%63%57%64%-74%H34%66%F31%70%D33%68%B59%AND said description

matched

528688615919101-445638623466101Claimed to understand
7%11%8%9%7%10%i4%41%G-17%E6%11%8%11%8%9%BUT said description did

not match

185716719943201418815476166125117110132242Claimed not to
29%23%20%21%19%22%18%36%G17%30%E18%37%C14%35%A16%21%understand

7309911025102335878508674626571136Had not heard of before
11%12%12%12%11%11%14%24%G9%20%E10%21%C8%21%A8%12%
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Table 53

QE1/QG1: SUMMARY TABLE - Fibre to the premises (FTTP)

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
109196247532351105215216612614314811186100395032801049591663914313Unweighted base

111*19425**76*32**37*112*53*150171123145147117*88*92*38*52*32**84*100*95*89*67*40*16**314Base

9016221622830914512514010111912290748231422666877775563312259Effective base

6572830101246175276586863543443172894042504327106141I didn't know what it
58%RStuwY37%34%40%31%31%41%32%35%44%47%47%43%46%39%47%45%54%27%48%42%53%B49%b40%25%40%45%was / had never heard of

it / wasn't sure what it
was in the first place
etc.

411343546987775645-4234533-15I was unaware a street
4%5%11%5%9%13%4%11%6%5%6%5%5%4%6%5%14%fgi-13%2%3%4%6%4%8%-5%cabinet/box was involved

86-*-121494772663-3256241114I just knew it involved
8%w3%-*-2%2%2%2%5%3%5%5%2%6%7%9%-10%3%5%7%2%5%3%6%4%copper wires/cabling

72-1--1-24445352111231124-9I didn't realise it
6%ty1%-1%--1%-1%2%3%3%3%2%5%2%3%3%4%3%3%1%2%3%11%de-3%could be slower / I

thought it was faster
than fibre etc.

18-1-2127363634*41--424-3-9I didn't know it
1%4%-1%-6%1%4%5%2%5%2%4%3%4%*9%g2%--4%2%5%-8%c-3%connected from the

telephone exchange

36-3--5-46134521-3-231312-8I just knew that it was
2%3%-4%--4%-3%3%1%2%3%4%2%2%-5%-2%4%1%4%2%6%-3%old/inferior technology

e.g. slower, less
durable, from the 90s
etc.

17-1--1-752433-3-2-144**2-7I didn't know it could
1%3%-2%--1%-4%3%2%3%2%3%-3%-4%-1%4%4%1%*6%-2%be affected by distance

16-2--2155124223-1-241**317I didn't realise it
1%3%-3%--2%2%3%3%*1%3%1%2%4%-2%-2%4%1%**9%cd9%2%could be affected by the

weather

25-2-323533332412*1*43-2117Other misconception
1%3%-2%-7%1%5%3%2%2%2%2%1%4%1%4%1%3%*4%3%-2%4%6%2%about how system links/

connects to home e.g. I
just thought it was a
standalone machine on
the street

3322222325-42122--411123--6I thought it was direct
3%2%9%3%7%6%2%6%2%3%-3%2%1%3%3%--13%1%1%1%2%4%--2%/ I thought it came

directly from the
provider

15-3-232532422-422-2-1212-6I didn't know actual
1%2%-3%-6%2%4%3%2%2%3%1%2%-4%5%f4%-2%-1%2%1%5%-2%copper material was used

24-11-411516--2323-11313--6I thought it meant the
2%2%-1%3%-4%2%1%3%1%4%n--3%3%5%5%-1%1%3%1%4%--2%price/deal/level of

broadband offered (not
the material)

2311111132332131--21223---6I thought it was new/
2%2%5%2%4%4%1%2%2%1%3%2%2%1%4%1%--6%2%2%3%4%---2%innovative/superior

technology

14-1--2-35-41221-1-31-221-5I didn't know Copper
1%2%-1%--2%-2%3%-3%1%2%2%1%-2%-3%1%-2%4%2%-2%broadband was ADSL
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Table 54

QG2: Copper broadband - You said your understanding of the phrase Copper broadband Didn't match very much/Does not match at all.
Please can you explain the ways in which it did not match with what you thought it meant beforehand?

Base: All respondents whose understanding did not match very much or at all

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
111*19425**76*32**37*112*53*150171123145147117*88*92*38*52*32**84*100*95*89*67*40*16**314Base

-41111213*422*21-1-1221*--4I thought it meant a
-2%4%1%3%3%2%2%2%*3%1%1%*2%2%-3%-1%2%2%2%1%--1%connection in the house

up to the TV / I thought
it was fibre changing to
copper in the home

13-1--1-321211-2--11111-1-4I didn't realise that it
1%1%-2%--1%-2%1%1%1%1%1%-2%--4%1%1%1%1%-3%-1%was underground / I

thought the lines were
above houses

-3--1-13--33-2-----211--2-3I didn't realise it was
-1%--3%-1%5%rz--2%2%-1%-----2%1%1%--4%-1%shared with other

buildings/neighbours

2--------*1-2*1---1-*2----2I didn't realise it
2%--------*1%-1%*2%---4%-*2%----1%might be affected by

multiple household
users/other items in the
home

2--------1*111*-----2*1---2I didn’t realise it
1%--------1%*1%*1%*-----2%*1%---1%could be prone to

faults/I thought it was
reliable

31213335510686947435*24149*117Other
3%6%5%4%10%9%5%9%7%4%6%4%6%3%8%5%8%10%1%3%4%1%5%13%bE1%4%5%

145110241312321641372625363214174610222317171510667Don't know / did not
13%26%z42%31%Z41%32%z29%Z31%z27%z22%21%17%24%27%16%19%11%12%31%27%23%18%20%23%24%35%21%match what I thought

(unspecified) / did not
understand the
description / no answer
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Table 54

QG2: Copper broadband - You said your understanding of the phrase Copper broadband Didn't match very much/Does not match at all.
Please can you explain the ways in which it did not match with what you thought it meant beforehand?

Base: All respondents whose understanding did not match very much or at all

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

2011111311828546948860505270812199330253722198715254181187109313Unweighted base

201112*15116397*54*85*78*64*48*48*62*92*207106*6**21**13*273114*86*73*50*180192104*314Base

16593110153723878754740465771176832924362109368504315415491259Effective base

91506874482043313322232141974339712253363323809442141I didn't know what it
45%45%45%45%49%37%51%39%52%47%48%35%45%47%40%48%43%56%45%46%42%45%46%45%49%40%45%was / had never heard of

it / wasn't sure what it
was in the first place
etc.

10569244542-36123*3*1245231110515I was unaware a street
5%5%4%5%2%8%4%7%7%4%-5%7%6%3%2%13%2%4%4%6%3%6%6%5%5%5%cabinet/box was involved

95685162*2264113*2*11552577714I just knew it involved
5%4%4%5%5%2%7%3%*3%5%10%r4%5%3%4%10%2%4%4%5%3%9%4%4%7%4%copper wires/cabling

726342*3242-155*2-722224539I didn't realise it
4%2%4%2%4%4%*3%3%8%o4%-1%2%4%6%8%-3%2%3%3%4%2%2%3%3%could be slower / I

thought it was faster
than fibre etc.

7263432141-3245*--962-45729I didn't know it
4%2%4%2%4%5%2%1%6%2%-5%2%2%4%3%--3%6%3%-7%3%4%1%3%connected from the

telephone exchange

353521231221153*-*742134538I just knew that it was
2%5%2%3%2%2%2%4%2%4%5%2%2%2%3%5%-3%3%4%2%2%6%2%3%3%3%old/inferior technology

e.g. slower, less
durable, from the 90s
etc.

53343-223112-62*-16133317*7I didn't know it could
2%2%2%3%3%-3%2%4%3%2%3%-3%2%3%-7%2%1%3%4%6%c1%4%*2%be affected by distance

42434-121312-331-*621211417I didn't realise it
2%2%2%2%4%-1%3%2%6%n3%2%-2%3%10%-3%2%2%2%3%2%1%2%1%2%could be affected by the

weather

41242*13*211242*-1622212517Other misconception
2%1%1%3%2%1%1%4%*4%3%2%2%2%2%3%-5%2%2%2%2%2%1%2%1%2%about how system links/

connects to home e.g. I
just thought it was a
standalone machine on
the street

434213*2-1-1451-2*413--6426I thought it was direct
2%2%3%1%1%5%*2%-3%-2%4%2%1%-8%3%1%1%3%--3%2%2%2%/ I thought it came

directly from the
provider

51242-132--1232--*532-22426I didn't know actual
2%1%1%2%2%-1%3%4%--2%3%2%2%--3%2%3%3%-5%1%2%2%2%copper material was used

415113-1--11451-114-3214336I thought it meant the
2%1%3%1%1%6%tw-1%--2%2%4%3%*-4%4%2%-3%3%1%2%1%3%2%price/deal/level of

broadband offered (not
the material)

32333-121-4*-42--*523-*4246I thought it was new/
2%2%2%2%3%-1%3%2%-9%No1%-2%2%--3%2%2%4%-1%2%1%4%2%innovative/superior

technology

41-5---51-31-23--*54-1135-5I didn't know Copper
2%1%-3%x---7%tvX1%-6%n2%-1%3%--2%2%3%-2%2%2%3%-2%broadband was ADSL
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Table 54

QG2: Copper broadband - You said your understanding of the phrase Copper broadband Didn't match very much/Does not match at all.
Please can you explain the ways in which it did not match with what you thought it meant beforehand?

Base: All respondents whose understanding did not match very much or at all

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

201112*15116397*54*85*78*64*48*48*62*92*207106*6**21**13*273114*86*73*50*180192104*314Base

3113-112--11231--*42-1224-4I thought it meant a
1%1%1%2%-3%1%2%--2%2%2%1%1%--3%1%2%-2%4%1%2%-1%connection in the house

up to the TV / I thought
it was fibre changing to
copper in the home

4-131-3----134--1-3-1111214I didn't realise that it
2%-1%2%1%-3%----2%3%2%--4%-1%-1%2%2%1%1%1%1%was underground / I

thought the lines were
above houses

3-3-12----1-212-1-22---33-3I didn't realise it was
1%-2%-1%3%----2%-2%*2%-4%-1%1%---1%1%-1%shared with other

buildings/neighbours

2-2-2------2-*1--*11--*--*2I didn't realise it
1%-1%-2%------3%-*1%--3%*1%--1%--*1%might be affected by

multiple household
users/other items in the
home

2-111-1---1*-2-*-*11--**1*2I didn’t realise it
1%-*1%1%-1%---3%1%-1%-4%-3%h*1%--1%*1%*1%could be prone to

faults/I thought it was
reliable

7961015652-44710611114122-2106717Other
4%8%4%6%1%9%7%6%3%-7%7%8%5%6%10%3%5%5%11%e3%-4%6%3%7%5%

4225373024141812161261420392814260142521640362767Don't know / did not
21%23%25%18%24%25%22%15%25%25%12%22%21%19%27%16%20%11%22%13%29%G29%g12%22%19%25%21%match what I thought

(unspecified) / did not
understand the
description / no answer
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Table 54

QG2: Copper broadband - You said your understanding of the phrase Copper broadband Didn't match very much/Does not match at all.
Please can you explain the ways in which it did not match with what you thought it meant beforehand?

Base: All respondents whose understanding did not match very much or at all

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Description
Would find detailed descriptionmatches

of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesunderstanding:
Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCCopper

Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t match
Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / at

unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallTotal
(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)

24722172734024865120193129184212101313313Unweighted base

21**69*22427242*25460*126188132182200114*314314Base

2056183226332075210015910615317189259259Effective base

835981231811526558654889843141141I didn't know what it
37%51%44%45%42%45%44%43%46%41%48%49%38%45%45%was / had never heard of

it / wasn't sure what it
was in the first place
etc.

*6915-1416996961515I was unaware a street
1%9%4%6%-6%1%5%5%7%3%5%5%5%5%cabinet/box was involved

121114-10477861311414I just knew it involved
4%3%5%5%-4%6%6%4%6%3%6%c1%4%4%copper wires/cabling

117818145375499I didn't realise it
6%1%3%3%2%3%2%3%3%2%4%2%4%3%3%could be slower / I

thought it was faster
than fibre etc.

-45547245634599I didn't know it
-5%2%2%9%l3%3%3%3%5%2%2%4%3%3%connected from the

telephone exchange

1*78-6235264488I just knew that it was
5%1%3%3%-2%3%3%3%2%3%2%4%3%3%old/inferior technology

e.g. slower, less
durable, from the 90s
etc.

-26616116537-77I didn't know it could
-2%3%2%3%2%2%1%3%4%1%4%-2%2%be affected by distance

1-65151-7346177I didn't realise it
4%-3%2%3%2%2%-4%2%2%3%1%2%2%could be affected by the

weather

1*57-6*34423477Other misconception
5%1%2%2%-3%*2%2%3%1%1%3%2%2%about how system links/

connects to home e.g. I
just thought it was a
standalone machine on
the street

123516*15153366I thought it was direct
5%3%1%2%2%2%1%1%3%1%3%1%3%2%2%/ I thought it came

directly from the
provider

-246-5133234266I didn't know actual
-3%2%2%-2%2%2%2%2%2%2%2%2%2%copper material was used

-15426-33154266I thought it meant the
-1%2%1%4%2%-2%2%*3%2%1%2%2%price/deal/level of

broadband offered (not
the material)

-23515115332366I thought it was new/
-3%2%2%3%2%2%1%2%2%1%1%3%2%2%innovative/superior

technology

113414123234155I didn't know Copper
5%2%1%2%2%2%2%2%2%2%2%2%1%2%2%broadband was ADSL
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Table 54

QG2: Copper broadband - You said your understanding of the phrase Copper broadband Didn't match very much/Does not match at all.
Please can you explain the ways in which it did not match with what you thought it meant beforehand?

Base: All respondents whose understanding did not match very much or at all

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Description
Would find detailed descriptionmatches

of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesunderstanding:
Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCCopper

Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t match
Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / at

unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallTotal
(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)

21**69*22427242*25460*126188132182200114*314314Base

-134-31-44-3144I thought it meant a
-2%1%1%-1%2%-2%3%e-1%1%1%1%connection in the house

up to the TV / I thought
it was fibre changing to
copper in the home

-134-21-4212144I didn't realise that it
-1%1%1%-1%2%-2%2%1%1%1%1%1%was underground / I

thought the lines were
above houses

--33-3--3-31233I didn't realise it was
--1%1%-1%--1%-1%*1%1%1%shared with other

buildings/neighbours

--22-2--2-2*122I didn't realise it
--1%1%-1%--1%-1%*1%1%1%might be affected by

multiple household
users/other items in the
home

--21*1*-2112-22I didn’t realise it
--1%1%1%1%*-1%1%*1%-1%1%could be prone to

faults/I thought it was
reliable

23111421336106111071717Other
11%4%5%5%5%5%6%5%5%4%6%5%6%5%5%

51647561251163631293836316767Don't know / did not
23%23%21%20%28%20%27%28%g17%22%21%18%27%21%21%match what I thought

(unspecified) / did not
understand the
description / no answer
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Table 54

QG2: Copper broadband - You said your understanding of the phrase Copper broadband Didn't match very much/Does not match at all.
Please can you explain the ways in which it did not match with what you thought it meant beforehand?

Base: All respondents whose understanding did not match very much or at all

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
1212252386313412756170181150167164126961154559329111912096792823355Unweighted base

115*21723**86*30**33**12554*16518313616115712693*104*45*56*32**90*109*113*90*79*26**23**342Base

981821970262810347136152114137131101799238482574949378652320287Effective base

497111331213431857674846675135331516123442472627910122I didn't know what it
42%33%48%38%40%40%35%34%35%36%35%28%43%o41%37%31%34%29%37%38%38%42%29%35%35%42%36%was / had never heard of

it / wasn't sure what it
was in the first place
etc.

14232822123181916231115714685612101762236I didn't understand the
12%10%10%9%8%7%9%6%11%11%12%14%7%12%7%13%13%15%15%6%11%8%18%8%6%8%11%term cabinet/the cabinet

system/that there was a
cabinet in the street

1012-3--627156139588352499453222I didn't know it was
9%6%-4%--5%4%4%8%5%8%6%4%9%7%6%8%5%5%8%8%4%7%11%7%7%part copper/only fibre

up to the cabinet/that
cables from cabinet
differ/I thought it was
all fibre

-7-1--1-72534512-12121411-7I thought it was fast /
-3%-2%--1%-5%z1%4%2%3%4%1%2%-3%7%2%2%1%4%1%5%-2%didn't realise it could

be slower etc.

16-21-2154233*3*21-13331--6I didn't know it
1%3%-2%3%-2%2%3%2%1%2%2%*3%*4%2%-1%2%2%3%1%--2%connected from the

telephone exchange

23-1-111321412-21-1212*-2-5I thought it was direct
2%1%-1%-4%1%2%2%1%1%2%*2%-2%3%-3%2%1%2%*-9%-1%/ I didn't think there

was anything in between

32------23132-2121--231---4I didn't know it used
3%1%------1%2%1%2%1%-2%1%4%2%--1%3%1%---1%thin glass threads/that

fibre meant thin glass
threads

*3-3--3-322-43*--3-***21--4I didn't know it used
*1%-4%--3%-2%1%1%-2%3%*--5%f-***2%2%--1%telephone lines

11*****1**211*-2*--*2*1*--2I didn't know it could
1%1%1%*1%1%*3%**1%1%1%*-2%1%--*1%*1%1%--1%be affected by distance/

from the cabinet

217-3128313117910955436246551221Other
2%8%-4%3%7%6%6%8%6%5%6%6%7%5%5%8%6%18%3%4%5%6%7%4%8%6%

377693113134723546149585037334014185393735293198120Don't know / did not
33%35%40%36%45%40%38%43%33%33%36%36%32%29%36%38%31%32%15%44%34%31%32%40%35%35%35%match what I thought

(unspecified) / did not
understand the
description / no answer
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Table 55

QG2: Fibre to the cabinet (FTTC) - You said your understanding of the phrase Fibre to the cabinet (FTTC) Didn't match very much/Does not match at all.
Please can you explain the ways in which it did not match with what you thought it meant beforehand?

Base: All respondents whose understanding did not match very much or at all

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

231123157198956210989666657719524311145374422994736253225204135355Unweighted base

21812417017298*73*96*76*64*59*55*63*102*226115*10*33*16*284111*88*85*48*216198126342Base

1851021271647751907549524959801939343354321889705943184164110287Effective base

883453693321412826151931319230312610147312419757641122I didn't know what it
40%y28%31%40%33%28%43%36%41%25%36%50%nQ30%41%l26%33%36%38%36%42%35%28%38%35%38%32%36%was / had never heard of

it / wasn't sure what it
was in the first place
etc.

231314227712116456152710152281297425191636I didn't understand the
11%11%8%13%8%9%12%14%9%7%10%10%15%12%8%10%15%15%10%10%11%8%9%11%10%12%11%term cabinet/the cabinet

system/that there was a
cabinet in the street

15891445761562915723117755315111022I didn't know it was
7%6%5%8%4%7%8%8%2%9%10%3%9%7%6%16%h10%5%6%6%6%5%5%7%6%8%7%part copper/only fibre

up to the cabinet/that
cables from cabinet
differ/I thought it was
all fibre

61525--24111-44--*7115*5617I thought it was fast /
3%1%3%1%5%t--3%6%n2%2%2%-2%3%--3%2%1%2%6%1%2%3%1%2%didn't realise it could

be slower etc.

42343-22211-26--11422-246-6I didn't know it
2%2%1%2%3%-2%3%3%2%2%-2%3%--5%4%1%1%3%-3%2%3%-2%connected from the

telephone exchange

4*13-131-1--322--1421--35-5I thought it was direct
2%*1%2%-2%3%1%-2%--3%1%2%--7%h1%2%1%--2%2%-1%/ I didn't think there

was anything in between

4-23-22121--24----4-2321234I didn't know it used
2%-1%2%-3%2%1%2%2%--2%2%----2%-2%3%3%1%1%2%1%thin glass threads/that

fibre meant thin glass
threads

223**3-*--3*-22*-*3--3*3124I didn't know it used
1%1%2%**4%w-*--6%n1%-1%1%2%-3%1%--4%1%1%1%2%1%telephone lines

2-11**1*-1-1*2**-*1--1*1112I didn't know it could
1%-*1%**1%*-2%-1%*1%*5%Hj-3%*--1%1%1%1%1%1%be affected by distance/

from the cabinet

911119655523438137*2*1864841371221Other
4%9%7%5%6%7%5%6%3%6%8%5%8%6%6%2%7%3%6%5%4%10%7%6%3%10%b6%

65537049412928212428151934665339510237353118736843120Don't know / did not
30%43%z41%sw29%42%w40%30%27%37%47%p27%30%34%29%46%M34%28%30%36%33%40%36%36%34%34%34%35%match what I thought

(unspecified) / did not
understand the
description / no answer
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Table 55

QG2: Fibre to the cabinet (FTTC) - You said your understanding of the phrase Fibre to the cabinet (FTTC) Didn't match very much/Does not match at all.
Please can you explain the ways in which it did not match with what you thought it meant beforehand?

Base: All respondents whose understanding did not match very much or at all

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Description
Would find detailed descriptionmatches

of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesunderstanding:Description matches
Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: CableFTTCunderstanding: Copper

Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchDidn’t matchExactly/ almost
Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atvery much / atexactly /

unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallallcloselyTotal
(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(b)(a)

26922373094628075144211151204355212143355Unweighted base

23**80*23929845*27171*149194144199342200142342Base

22711952503722958120168122165287171117287Effective base

102983112109824636058651228241122I didn't know what it
41%37%35%38%22%36%33%42%g31%40%33%36%41%a29%36%was / had never heard of

it / wasn't sure what it
was in the first place
etc.

11025342324828171936191736I didn't understand the
5%12%11%11%5%12%5%6%14%h12%10%11%9%12%11%term cabinet/the cabinet

system/that there was a
cabinet in the street

131820319341951722121022I didn't know it was
5%4%8%7%6%7%4%2%10%h4%9%7%6%7%7%part copper/only fibre

up to the cabinet/that
cables from cabinet
differ/I thought it was
all fibre

--7714316347437I thought it was fast /
--3%2%2%2%5%1%3%2%2%2%2%2%2%didn't realise it could

be slower etc.

-24516-15246516I didn't know it
-2%2%2%2%2%-1%3%1%2%2%2%1%2%connected from the

telephone exchange

-145-31*4145235I thought it was direct
-1%2%2%-1%2%*2%1%2%1%1%2%1%/ I didn't think there

was anything in between

-23324-23234314I didn't know it used
-2%1%1%4%2%-1%1%1%1%1%2%1%1%thin glass threads/that

fibre meant thin glass
threads

--42121-4-44*34I didn't know it used
--2%1%3%1%2%-2%-2%1%*2%1%telephone lines

--22*2*-2-22112I didn't know it could
--1%1%1%1%*-1%-1%1%*1%1%be affected by distance/

from the cabinet

36121461461389122191121Other
13%7%5%5%14%l5%9%9%4%6%6%6%5%8%6%

93081101199228576351691206753120Don't know / did not
37%37%34%34%42%34%39%38%32%35%35%35%33%37%35%match what I thought

(unspecified) / did not
understand the
description / no answer
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Table 55

QG2: Fibre to the cabinet (FTTC) - You said your understanding of the phrase Fibre to the cabinet (FTTC) Didn't match very much/Does not match at all.
Please can you explain the ways in which it did not match with what you thought it meant beforehand?

Base: All respondents whose understanding did not match very much or at all

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
8916813531922743813714110012411699747636263466958856365225259Unweighted base

86*16913**50*21**22**73*39*13714695*125116*100*74*73*35**25**37**68*90*85*49*36*60*25**258Base

72140114317186232113120791069481616329212955786945304721214Effective base

27473144621938433134383118227611272435111111676I didn't know what it
31%28%22%27%19%25%29%23%27%29%32%27%33%31%25%31%18%25%30%39%26%41%B24%31%18%23%29%was / had never heard of

it / wasn't sure what it
was in the first place
etc.

76-1-111693857141-32652-4213I didn't realise fibre
8%4%-1%-3%1%2%4%6%4%6%5%7%2%6%3%-9%3%7%6%3%-7%7%5%was involved/that it was

part fibre

281213247554653*31*1442-3110Other misconception
2%5%8%5%5%11%3%10%5%3%5%3%5%5%4%1%8%6%1%1%5%5%4%-5%4%4%about how system links/

connects to home

36***2*26454552222113-*27-10I didn't realise about
4%4%1%*1%10%*6%5%3%5%3%4%5%3%3%7%7%4%2%3%-*5%12%dE-4%the different wires/

cables/ I thought it was
cable all the way/only
cable

18-4--4-7363463-11*24132219I was unaware a street
1%5%-8%--6%-5%2%6%2%4%6%5%-4%6%*4%4%2%6%6%3%4%3%cabinet/box was involved

43----1-33142*-51-22221*227I thought cable
4%2%----1%-2%2%1%3%2%*-8%lm3%-6%3%2%2%2%1%4%7%3%broadband was same as

fibre/full fibre/did not
realise copper was
involved

24-1--1-46-423-3--2222--4-6I thought it was the
3%2%-2%--1%-3%4%-3%2%3%-4%--6%3%2%2%--7%-2%same as copper

broadband/that it was
copper cable

24-3--4-32333222-11311-2216I thought it was direct
2%2%-5%--5%-2%2%3%3%2%2%3%3%-4%3%4%2%2%-5%4%3%2%/ I thought it came

directly from the
provider/hub

-42222224322331----23-221-4I thought it was quick/
-3%14%4%9%8%3%5%3%2%2%1%2%3%1%----3%3%-3%5%2%-2%more efficient etc.

12------2223121111--14---*4I thought it was old/
2%1%------2%1%2%2%1%2%2%1%3%6%--1%4%---1%1%slow/unreliable etc.

1*-*--*-*212--*1-1--1-2---3I thought that cable can
2%*-1%--1%-*1%1%1%--1%2%-4%--1%-4%---1%be connected directly to

devices/without router

-2------21111-11----21---12I thought it was to do
-1%------2%1%1%1%1%-2%2%----3%1%---5%1%with satellite/cable and

satellite

-2-1--1-21--22-----111--1-2I thought it was
-1%-2%--1%-2%1%--2%2%-----2%1%1%--2%-1%underground

11-*--1-*11112-*-*-11-*11-2I thought it might be to
1%1%-1%--2%-*1%1%1%1%2%-*-1%-1%1%-1%2%2%-1%do with cable TV

1--------1-1---1---1-1----1I didn’t realise that
2%--------1%-1%---2%---2%-2%----1%demand could decrease

performance/speed
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Table 56

QG2: Cable broadband - You said your understanding of the phrase Cable broadband Didn't match very much/Does not match at all.
Please can you explain the ways in which it did not match with what you thought it meant beforehand?

Base: All respondents whose understanding did not match very much or at all

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing
Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
86*16913**50*21**22**73*39*13714695*125116*100*74*73*35**25**37**68*90*85*49*36*60*25**258Base

7312113126274153112244114*10Other
8%ry2%9%4%6%5%4%3%2%4%2%5%3%1%7%m4%4%5%6%3%4%4%2%3%7%1%4%

31736231283520556035514434372917101526352725172113104Don't know / did not
36%43%47%45%61%37%48%52%40%41%37%41%38%34%51%m40%49%41%41%38%39%32%52%e47%36%52%40%match what I thought

(unspecified) / did not
understand the
description / no answer
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Table 56

QG2: Cable broadband - You said your understanding of the phrase Cable broadband Didn't match very much/Does not match at all.
Please can you explain the ways in which it did not match with what you thought it meant beforehand?

Base: All respondents whose understanding did not match very much or at all

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

17878105154693689656145315072167912427331757056494615016186259Unweighted base

17778*120*13882*38*78*60*60*40*32**47*79*16592*5**24**12*21683*67*66*42*15016381*258Base

1466487130573074564636284363137752325321666752473712613469214Effective base

57193541241126142291112225818274632621171638551876I didn't know what it
32%24%29%29%29%30%34%24%36%23%34%26%27%35%l19%33%29%33%29%31%31%25%38%26%34%22%29%was / had never heard of

it / wasn't sure what it
was in the first place
etc.

121855232621139414-9234-1111113I didn't realise fibre
7%2%6%4%6%6%4%4%9%5%4%2%4%5%4%11%15%-4%2%4%6%-7%7%2%5%was involved/that it was

part fibre

64552341-223373--196-3166410Other misconception
3%5%4%4%2%8%5%2%-6%6%6%4%4%3%--10%4%7%-4%2%4%4%5%4%about how system links/

connects to home

8255415*21-2564*-18512256310I didn't realise about
4%2%4%4%5%2%6%1%4%2%-4%6%3%4%9%-6%4%6%2%4%5%3%4%4%4%the different wires/

cables/ I thought it was
cable all the way/only
cable

72363*252111381*1*723227639I was unaware a street
4%3%2%4%3%1%2%8%4%2%4%2%4%5%1%8%4%2%3%2%5%3%5%4%4%3%3%cabinet/box was involved

51342131-4--325*2*4121-5427I thought cable
3%1%2%3%2%3%4%2%-10%or--4%1%6%8%8%2%2%1%3%2%-3%2%2%3%broadband was same as

fibre/full fibre/did not
realise copper was
involved

51424-115--1-33---6-33-4516I thought it was the
3%1%4%1%5%-1%2%9%n--2%-2%4%---3%-4%5%-3%3%1%2%same as copper

broadband/that it was
copper cable

51333*-3-211352*214-2114516I thought it was direct
3%2%2%2%3%1%-6%t-4%4%2%3%3%2%6%7%6%2%-4%2%3%2%3%2%2%/ I thought it came

directly from the
provider/hub

133122-1-1--34----43-2-33-4I thought it was quick/
1%4%3%1%2%4%-2%-2%--4%3%----2%3%-3%-2%2%-2%more efficient etc.

22121-11--1214-*--4111*4224I thought it was old/
1%2%1%2%2%-2%2%--3%4%2%2%-3%--2%1%1%2%*2%1%3%1%slow/unreliable etc.

12*3*-11--1-23---12-11-31*3I thought that cable can
*3%*2%1%-2%2%--3%-3%2%---7%h1%-1%2%-2%1%1%1%be connected directly to

devices/without router

2--2---2--1-111---21-12-2-2I thought it was to do
1%--2%---4%x--4%-1%1%1%---1%1%-2%6%C-1%-1%with satellite/cable and

satellite

1111-1-1-11--2----21-111112I thought it was
1%1%1%1%-3%-2%-3%3%--1%----1%1%-2%3%1%1%1%1%underground

2**2*--211--**2*--2-2--1112I thought it might be to
1%**1%*--3%1%3%--**2%6%--1%-3%--1%*2%1%do with cable TV

1--1--1-----11----1--1-11-1I didn’t realise that
1%--1%--2%-----2%1%----1%--2%-1%1%-1%demand could decrease

performance/speed
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Table 56

QG2: Cable broadband - You said your understanding of the phrase Cable broadband Didn't match very much/Does not match at all.
Please can you explain the ways in which it did not match with what you thought it meant beforehand?

Base: All respondents whose understanding did not match very much or at all

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing
Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

17778*120*13882*38*78*60*60*40*32**47*79*16592*5**24**12*21683*67*66*42*15016381*258Base

626515141113564*41642-*76410Other
4%3%5%3%1%12%tv1%6%2%3%3%5%6%4%5%5%15%6%3%5%3%-1%5%4%4%4%

6736515238143022251711222854491749232302917595940104Don't know / did not
38%46%43%38%46%36%39%37%42%42%35%47%36%33%53%M23%30%30%42%39%45%44%40%39%36%49%40%match what I thought

(unspecified) / did not
understand the
description / no answer
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Table 56

QG2: Cable broadband - You said your understanding of the phrase Cable broadband Didn't match very much/Does not match at all.
Please can you explain the ways in which it did not match with what you thought it meant beforehand?

Base: All respondents whose understanding did not match very much or at all

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Description
Would find detailed descriptionmatches

of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesunderstanding:Description matchesDescription matches
Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPCableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper

Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost
Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /

unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallallcloselyallcloselyTotal
(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(d)(c)(b)(a)

21721662273221148110149259151108129130259Unweighted base

19**62*17622730**21543*112*146258144114*132126258Base

185414218727175398912521412292106108214Effective base

319537236883541765520463076I didn't know what it
18%31%30%32%11%32%18%31%28%29%39%C18%35%24%29%was / had never heard of

it / wasn't sure what it
was in the first place
etc.

-211112112310136721113I didn't realise fibre
-3%6%5%5%5%6%3%7%5%4%6%1%9%b5%was involved/that it was

part fibre

-1982823710555510Other misconception
-2%5%4%6%4%4%3%5%4%3%5%4%4%4%about how system links/

connects to home

-559*9*4610194610I didn't realise about
-8%3%4%1%4%1%3%4%4%*8%D3%5%4%the different wires/

cables/ I thought it was
cable all the way/only
cable

-36727254954459I was unaware a street
-4%4%3%5%3%4%5%3%3%3%4%3%4%3%cabinet/box was involved

313617-16734167I thought cable
15%2%1%3%4%3%-*4%3%2%4%1%4%3%broadband was same as

fibre/full fibre/did not
realise copper was
involved

--66-42-6624-66I thought it was the
--4%3%-2%5%-4%h2%1%4%-5%b2%same as copper

broadband/that it was
copper cable

123525224625156I thought it was direct
4%3%2%2%5%2%4%2%3%2%1%4%1%4%2%/ I thought it came

directly from the
provider/hub

--44-4-234-4234I thought it was quick/
--2%2%-2%-2%2%2%-4%d1%2%2%more efficient etc.

-134-31124314*4I thought it was old/
-2%2%2%-1%3%1%2%1%2%1%3%*1%slow/unreliable etc.

-*3213--333*123I thought that cable can
-1%2%1%4%1%--2%1%2%*1%1%1%be connected directly to

devices/without router

--22-2-11211112I thought it was to do
--1%1%-1%-1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%with satellite/cable and

satellite

1-12-2-11211112I thought it was
5%-1%1%-1%-1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%underground

-112-2-1122-112I thought it might be to
-2%1%1%-1%-1%1%1%1%-1%1%1%do with cable TV

--11-1--111--11I didn’t realise that
--1%1%-1%--1%1%1%--1%1%demand could decrease

performance/speed
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Table 56

QG2: Cable broadband - You said your understanding of the phrase Cable broadband Didn't match very much/Does not match at all.
Please can you explain the ways in which it did not match with what you thought it meant beforehand?

Base: All respondents whose understanding did not match very much or at all

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing
Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Description
Would find detailed descriptionmatches

of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesunderstanding:Description matchesDescription matches
Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPCableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper

Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost
Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /

unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallallcloselyallcloselyTotal
(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(d)(c)(b)(a)

19**62*17622730**21543*112*146258144114*132126258Base

23691915510555510Other
11%4%3%4%4%4%3%5%4%4%4%5%4%4%4%

11266786187726525210454495449104Don't know / did not
56%41%38%38%59%36%61%J46%36%40%38%43%41%39%40%match what I thought

(unspecified) / did not
understand the
description / no answer
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Table 56

QG2: Cable broadband - You said your understanding of the phrase Cable broadband Didn't match very much/Does not match at all.
Please can you explain the ways in which it did not match with what you thought it meant beforehand?

Base: All respondents whose understanding did not match very much or at all

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
631611557253082521241348010810375806532322364738534473622229Unweighted base

66*17619**64*30**34**92*58*13514884*116*112*87*82*68*35**32**28**73*73*87*36**54*40*25**246Base

5313814492326714610511666938765665626282156606929423119195Effective base

33544207727144152323945372624148833234115169688I didn't know what it
50%rsty30%23%31%22%20%30%25%30%35%38%33%40%42%32%35%40%26%27%46%32%47%b41%30%22%24%36%was / had never heard of

it / wasn't sure what it
was in the first place
etc.

-1234356511102574442-3253233112That there was no
-7%16%7%11%13%7%8%z8%z7%3%4%6%5%5%6%4%-11%3%7%3%6%6%8%5%5%cabinet / I thought it

would have to connect to
a cabinet/box before the
home

210-4-2439756641632-254*14312That it was direct /
3%6%-6%-6%4%5%7%5%6%5%5%5%1%9%l8%8%-2%7%5%1%2%10%11%5%that it was straight to

the home / surprised to
see it going straight to
the customer's residence

-5-2-2225323221231-1---2215Did not know it came
-3%-2%-6%2%4%3%2%2%2%2%2%1%3%9%3%-1%---3%5%4%2%from local exchange

31-*--*1*3131-4*3--*12--114Did not know it was
4%1%-*--*1%*2%1%2%1%-4%*7%--*1%2%--3%3%2%possible/could exist

-3-*-1*133-3--3-11--*---214I thought wires would be
-2%-1%-3%*2%2%2%-2%--3%-3%4%--1%---5%4%2%above ground/over-head

-4-*--*-44-*3-22--2-2-2-2-4I thought it would be
-2%-1%--*-3%3%-*3%-3%2%--6%-3%-5%-5%-2%just fibre replacing

copper between cabinet
and home

-4-21-41222-4-13---212-11-4Just knew it was
-2%-4%4%-4%2%2%1%3%-3%-1%4%---3%2%2%-2%3%-2%superior / I knew fibre

was better

-3-1--2-2*31221*-1-1121---3I knew it was straight
-2%-2%--3%-2%*4%1%2%2%1%*-4%-2%1%2%3%---1%to the home / I thought

fibre to the premises
was self-explanatory

-2---1-122-2-11--1--1-1-1-2I thought it involved
-1%---3%-2%2%2%-2%-1%2%--4%--1%-3%-3%-1%phone lines

1111111112-111-1---11*-11-2Did not realise about
2%1%5%2%3%3%1%2%1%2%-1%1%1%-2%---1%2%*-2%3%-1%speed / unaffected by

distance / more reliable
etc.

-1-*--1-*1-*1-1*--1*-*-1--1Just didn't understand
-1%-*--1%-*1%-*1%-1%*--4%*-*-2%--*what abbreviation FTTP

stood for

62034498111517714121177564576367526Other
9%12%14%7%12%26%9%19%11%11%8%12%11%13%8%11%14%17%14%6%10%6%8%11%18%19%11%

2173828141240245554344439313624121313282931142515896Don't know / did not
32%41%42%44%48%36%43%42%41%37%40%38%35%35%43%36%34%41%44%38%39%36%39%46%39%34%39%match what I thought

(unspecified) / did not
understand the
description / no answer
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Table 57

QG2: Fibre to the premises (FTTP) - You said your understanding of the phrase Fibre to the premises (FTTP) Didn't match very much/Does not match at all.
Please can you explain the ways in which it did not match with what you thought it meant beforehand?

Base: All respondents whose understanding did not match very much or at all

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

14484111118605162564439305363147821727191667151444313413485229Unweighted base

15194*137*11073*64*57*53*47*35*29**53*82*15394*4**23**6**21388*62*63*43*14414591*246Base

1197596102514552503430264858123721626181586749423411711472195Effective base

5235454327172716121014213267213103733020231555552788I didn't know what it
35%37%33%39%38%27%48%u30%26%27%47%39%38%44%L22%68%41%41%34%34%33%36%34%38%38%30%36%was / had never heard of

it / wasn't sure what it
was in the first place
etc.

111753332343-3210*-111416266612That there was no
7%1%5%5%5%5%6%4%6%11%o9%-3%1%11%M7%-11%5%4%2%10%6%4%4%6%5%cabinet / I thought it

would have to connect to
a cabinet/box before the
home

759382-34125-66*1-11515488412That it was direct /
5%5%7%2%11%tw2%-5%9%n4%5%9%n-4%6%13%3%-5%6%2%7%9%6%6%4%5%that it was straight to

the home / surprised to
see it going straight to
the customer's residence

323221-23--2-32-2-321-22415Did not know it came
2%2%2%1%3%1%-3%6%--4%-2%2%-6%-1%2%2%-5%1%2%1%2%from local exchange

2222-2*2-1*1231-1*31-2*2*44Did not know it was
1%2%1%2%-3%1%3%-3%1%1%2%2%1%-3%5%1%1%-3%1%1%*4%2%possible/could exist

4-*3-*31-*2-13*--*3--313214I thought wires would be
3%-*3%-1%4%2%-1%7%-2%2%*--6%2%--5%2%2%1%1%2%above ground/over-head

4-222*2-2*2---4--*3--3-4224I thought it would be
2%-1%2%2%1%3%-4%1%5%---4%m--6%2%--5%-3%2%2%2%just fibre replacing

copper between cabinet
and home

2222-2-2-1-2121---411221214Just knew it was
1%2%1%2%-2%-4%-3%-3%1%2%1%---2%1%2%2%6%1%2%1%2%superior / I knew fibre

was better

1212-1*2*-2-13--1*211-*2123I knew it was straight
1%2%1%2%-1%*4%1%-7%-1%2%--4%4%1%1%2%-1%1%1%2%1%to the home / I thought

fibre to the premises
was self-explanatory

2-11-11-1---111---21-1112-2I thought it involved
2%-1%1%-2%2%-2%---2%1%1%---1%1%-2%3%1%2%-1%phone lines

2-111--1-1-1-*2-1*1-1--1112Did not realise about
2%-1%1%1%--2%-4%-2%-*2%-4%5%*-2%--1%1%1%1%speed / unaffected by

distance / more reliable
etc.

1--1--1-*--1-1---*1-1-*1*11Just didn't understand
1%--1%--2%-1%--2%-1%---4%*-2%-1%1%*1%*what abbreviation FTTP

stood for

169111566694236101412-2-251375516141126Other
11%10%8%14%8%9%10%17%9%7%11%11%12%9%13%-7%-12%14%11%8%11%11%10%12%11%

57406532333217152416519325244182853429221651573696Don't know / did not
37%42%47%stW29%45%w49%stw29%28%51%46%18%35%39%34%47%19%35%35%40%39%46%35%37%35%39%40%39%match what I thought

(unspecified) / did not
understand the
description / no answer
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Table 57

QG2: Fibre to the premises (FTTP) - You said your understanding of the phrase Fibre to the premises (FTTP) Didn't match very much/Does not match at all.
Please can you explain the ways in which it did not match with what you thought it meant beforehand?

Base: All respondents whose understanding did not match very much or at all

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Description
Would find detailed descriptionmatches

of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionunderstanding:Description matchesDescription matchesDescription matches
Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulFTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper

Didn’t matchDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost
Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /

unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal
(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1958152197321864322911011914485120109229Unweighted base

17**58*17121036**20343*246112*13514998*126120*246Base

16461341672816134195891061207510095195Effective base

62260731571178843446126523688I didn't know what it
33%37%35%35%41%35%38%36%39%33%41%c27%41%30%36%was / had never heard of

it / wasn't sure what it
was in the first place
etc.

*2912-12*1239394812That there was no
2%4%5%6%-6%1%5%3%7%2%9%d3%7%5%cabinet / I thought it

would have to connect to
a cabinet/box before the
home

-6612*931257387512That it was direct /
-11%m3%5%1%5%6%5%4%5%2%9%d6%4%5%that it was straight to

the home / surprised to
see it going straight to
the customer's residence

-235-5-52323325Did not know it came
-3%1%2%-2%-2%2%2%1%3%2%1%2%from local exchange

-1313314-422224Did not know it was
-2%2%*8%1%2%2%-3%1%2%2%1%2%possible/could exist

1*3314-42213134I thought wires would be
5%1%1%1%3%2%-2%2%2%1%3%1%2%2%above ground/over-head

-*34-4-4*3-4*34I thought it would be
-1%2%2%-2%-2%*2%-4%d*3%2%just fibre replacing

copper between cabinet
and home

--44-21421134-4Just knew it was
--2%2%-1%3%2%2%1%1%3%3%-2%superior / I knew fibre

was better

--33-21321213-3I knew it was straight
--2%2%-1%2%1%2%1%1%1%3%-1%to the home / I thought

fibre to the premises
was self-explanatory

-112-2-211-2-22I thought it involved
-2%1%1%-1%-1%1%1%-3%-2%1%phone lines

-2-2-2-2112-112Did not realise about
-4%m-1%-1%-1%1%1%2%-1%1%1%speed / unaffected by

distance / more reliable
etc.

--11-1-11-1-1-1Just didn't understand
--1%1%-1%-*1%-1%-1%-*what abbreviation FTTP

stood for

24202152152611151511121426Other
12%7%12%10%13%10%11%11%10%11%10%12%10%12%11%

82266841280169646505839455296Don't know / did not
48%38%38%40%34%39%37%39%41%37%39%39%36%43%39%match what I thought

(unspecified) / did not
understand the
description / no answer
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Table 57

QG2: Fibre to the premises (FTTP) - You said your understanding of the phrase Fibre to the premises (FTTP) Didn't match very much/Does not match at all.
Please can you explain the ways in which it did not match with what you thought it meant beforehand?

Base: All respondents whose understanding did not match very much or at all

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

28.29STUVWX24.87SuVX16.0522.33vx16.7620.0622.57vx18.9926.14StuVX25.1526.6725.2726.8026.8924.7425.9722.1825.2036.30FGIJ25.6623.9230.41bC25.6322.1224.1830.46c25.55Monthly cost, i.e. the
ongoing cost per month
to receive the service

22.6821.0319.1921.1018.3819.9920.3419.0021.8522.5419.9421.6521.2623.05l19.3921.9421.9421.8619.6520.2522.8622.4822.5719.7820.4922.6921.43Reliability, i.e. the
degree to which the
service operates without
faults or interruptions

14.78ruw13.4412.1912.1313.4911.8013.4013.4112.6513.2514.9814.2713.3913.0714.6114.0014.2614.94h11.8613.3114.2410.7313.92E15.24E15.49aE11.9913.89Download speed, i.e. how
fast data can travel
from the internet to
your computer or other
device

10.1411.2915.43ryZ13.22z13.91z13.1312.85z11.9311.2210.8510.6411.2310.8511.4410.2111.1810.749.657.1513.46Hi11.20h11.2110.4611.7411.179.8410.91Suitability for your
household’s needs (e.g.
number of devices that
can connect at the same
time)

6.616.89r7.61r6.128.79Rwz6.677.18r8.98RtuWYZ5.706.627.556.756.756.277.297.057.927.656.126.466.484.697.11E7.40E7.94E5.526.94Upload speed, i.e. how
fast data can travel
from your computer or
other device to the
internet

5.947.137.717.517.727.92z7.367.93z7.067.186.706.906.646.237.506.667.186.376.616.746.936.887.226.885.737.956.91Cost of equipment/
installation, i.e. any
initial cost of setting
up your service
including your router,
engineer visits etc.

3.823.944.983.834.745.033.764.793.933.734.104.103.683.364.35m3.954.323.874.043.803.794.223.664.643.493.793.95Contract length, i.e.
the minimum length of
time you agree to pay
for the service

2.894.055.67Z4.185.24Z5.54rZ4.125.75RtyZ3.734.09p2.843.553.773.344.553.385.05h3.492.223.823.782.823.094.69de4.413.383.75A detailed description
indicating the
technology used to
deliver your broadband
service (e.g. fibre,
part fibre, cable)

3.283.515.11y3.855.37rtyz4.573.604.74ryz3.523.423.263.323.442.894.16m3.133.883.262.862.744.13g2.813.503.63a4.13a2.113.45An easily understood
one- or two-word term on
the technology used to
deliver your broadband
service (e.g. fibre,
part fibre, cable)

1.573.85Z6.07yZ5.73rYZ5.61yZ5.29Z4.82Z4.49Z4.21Z3.163.342.963.413.463.202.742.533.703.203.762.673.752.833.892.992.273.23Other services included
in the deal (e.g. TV,
landline)

0.570.811.12z0.711.24rwZ1.29RwyZ0.831.33RtWYZ0.700.680.660.730.690.620.910.660.770.520.630.800.840.650.591.20ADe0.780.350.75Neutral Usefulness
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Table 58

QH1: Please indicate which is most useful to you and which is least useful to you. You can only select one most useful and one least useful per question.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

27.53Y22.1825.5125.5828.19su22.1427.60u23.5830.76No27.15n26.17n24.8021.2425.5125.6427.0923.9824.3825.7324.9426.6225.9231.91c24.8525.9825.3725.55Monthly cost, i.e. the
ongoing cost per month
to receive the service

22.2120.2120.3922.3620.6220.1020.7623.94x23.39n21.9223.37n21.5718.7821.3321.4521.7019.9824.1021.4520.2321.3523.3624.4821.4722.3120.5921.43Reliability, i.e. the
degree to which the
service operates without
faults or interruptions

13.1315.15z13.34v14.37V11.0016.30VX14.48V14.27V11.1613.1212.3013.2217.40OPQR12.5815.20M14.5713.9513.2513.9015.51Ef12.9912.539.8414.69D13.6014.6713.89Download speed, i.e. how
fast data can travel
from the internet to
your computer or other
device

10.1912.36z10.7811.0210.3011.3810.8911.158.9711.3312.0511.3611.2112.99L8.7710.3312.5211.3610.7310.2611.1110.9910.1511.1111.5110.2610.91Suitability for your
household’s needs (e.g.
number of devices that
can connect at the same
time)

6.407.92z7.526.427.277.846.566.273.966.98R6.68R7.33R8.87pR6.926.947.226.386.687.007.566.926.264.336.94d6.487.506.94Upload speed, i.e. how
fast data can travel
from your computer or
other device to the
internet

6.787.057.176.687.257.066.806.557.606.535.748.17p6.397.036.807.348.236.376.787.79e6.126.037.796.936.476.976.91Cost of equipment/
installation, i.e. any
initial cost of setting
up your service
including your router,
engineer visits etc.

3.584.55z4.56SW3.404.98StW4.043.723.093.533.193.464.66q4.43q3.784.143.493.323.854.034.204.263.543.703.723.793.963.95Contract length, i.e.
the minimum length of
time you agree to pay
for the service

3.683.833.843.673.164.70t3.024.312.973.833.523.424.58r3.214.33m2.853.984.033.733.593.823.852.523.843.444.013.75A detailed description
indicating the
technology used to
deliver your broadband
service (e.g. fibre,
part fibre, cable)

3.253.583.493.423.942.912.853.993.352.983.153.164.103.493.422.833.373.123.493.023.614.062.423.303.143.713.45An easily understood
one- or two-word term on
the technology used to
deliver your broadband
service (e.g. fibre,
part fibre, cable)

3.263.173.393.083.303.523.312.854.32O2.993.552.313.003.163.302.574.292.873.152.893.203.462.873.153.282.953.23Other services included
in the deal (e.g. TV,
landline)

0.680.800.840.670.800.880.610.730.430.590.84r0.641.07R0.640.860.590.640.660.770.760.730.810.330.830.650.850.75Neutral Usefulness
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Table 58

QH1: Please indicate which is most useful to you and which is least useful to you. You can only select one most useful and one least useful per question.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

21.1125.8325.7927.41K17.8026.70I20.9526.2425.3626.4825.2826.4525.1725.8725.4325.55Monthly cost, i.e. the
ongoing cost per month
to receive the service

18.9321.9321.4721.5321.0521.6020.7620.9921.5522.7421.0623.60c20.5222.3221.1021.43Reliability, i.e. the
degree to which the
service operates without
faults or interruptions

14.5113.3614.0013.7514.4514.2212.5711.1614.63H12.1214.40f12.0014.69D10.8315.03B13.89Download speed, i.e. how
fast data can travel
from the internet to
your computer or other
device

13.8412.1710.3310.9710.6310.9610.7012.0710.5911.5110.7311.4010.7013.70A9.8610.91Suitability for your
household’s needs (e.g.
number of devices that
can connect at the same
time)

7.036.127.176.488.83L6.697.935.537.32h6.317.115.617.49D6.047.276.94Upload speed, i.e. how
fast data can travel
from your computer or
other device to the
internet

4.906.397.206.667.956.737.607.246.826.786.947.276.757.736.606.91Cost of equipment/
installation, i.e. any
initial cost of setting
up your service
including your router,
engineer visits etc.

5.69m4.093.784.033.624.013.694.95G3.684.253.864.183.854.293.823.95Contract length, i.e.
the minimum length of
time you agree to pay
for the service

5.333.753.643.036.75L3.265.72J3.763.753.053.953.104.022.864.08b3.75A detailed description
indicating the
technology used to
deliver your broadband
service (e.g. fibre,
part fibre, cable)

5.28n3.173.403.035.23L2.786.16J4.133.274.32e3.203.263.543.143.573.45An easily understood
one- or two-word term on
the technology used to
deliver your broadband
service (e.g. fibre,
part fibre, cable)

3.383.203.223.113.693.053.923.923.042.433.453.113.273.223.233.23Other services included
in the deal (e.g. TV,
landline)

1.44m0.790.680.790.580.82i0.470.910.700.870.710.930.670.660.780.75Neutral Usefulness
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Table 58

QH1: Please indicate which is most useful to you and which is least useful to you. You can only select one most useful and one least useful per question.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

13245685119182612181681313331171310894439Not useful
4%3%4%2%6%3%3%4%3%4%3%3%3%2%4%4%2%1%8%gij2%4%5%b2%5%b1%4%3%

501281444192266419111062937857585918241952645246343511180Somewhat useful
15%16%13%15%14%14%16%17%15%16%15%17%14%14%18%16%13%12%14%18%18%26%ABcD14%17%12%11%16%

11227847129556815996226253130178202147113117486243114123601107910239403Fairly useful
34%35%46%z44%yz40%44%yz38%39%38%37%32%33%37%37%35%32%35%32%31%40%34%31%34%39%35%39%35%

1573593811455581861022613042002462541901431757010664113163741648215146533Very useful
47%46%36%39%41%38%44%41%44%44%50%46%46%47%44%48%50%55%fG46%40%45%38%50%ce40%52%cE46%46%

2706378524211012534519748755733042545633725629311816810722728713327416125386936NET Very/fairly useful
81%81%82%83%80%82%82%80%82%80%82%79%83%84%78%80%85%86%f78%79%79%68%83%E79%e87%cE85%E81%

31976599286129147411239578667393518533394313351136192126279351185320195287971116NET Very/fairly/somewhat
96%97%96%98%94%97%97%96%97%96%97%97%97%98%96%96%98%h99%h92%98%h96%95%98%95%99%ce96%97%useful

3.253.233.143.203.153.173.233.173.233.213.283.223.263.293.183.253.343.39fGh3.163.173.203.013.31cE3.143.37CE3.26e3.24Mean

0.850.830.810.770.870.790.810.840.810.840.830.850.810.780.860.850.770.760.950.800.860.930.800.860.750.830.83SD

0.050.030.080.050.080.060.040.050.030.030.040.040.030.040.050.040.070.060.080.050.040.070.040.060.040.080.02SE
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Table 59

QH2(1): Download speed, i.e. how fast data can travel from the internet to your computer or other device
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

298162314281511764112118*54301497234231239Not useful
4%2%3%4%u5%u1%2%5%U5%4%3%2%3%4%3%1%5%8%Hk3%3%3%2%3%4%4%3%3%

1087210575673737393830212862928741561556046482810711067180Somewhat useful
15%18%19%stW12%22%STW16%12%13%16%17%13%13%18%16%15%18%14%13%16%15%15%17%30%C12%17%15%16%

2661341952081138210210694616184103223179834123491431079933292238142403Fairly useful
36%33%36%34%37%34%33%35%39%n34%36%39%n30%38%l32%34%33%26%36%i35%36%36%36%34%37%32%35%

341190227306108119158147100808210217125128111502444818713812330429278222533Very useful
46%47%42%50%Vx36%50%V52%VX48%V41%45%48%47%49%43%50%m47%48%53%46%46%46%44%32%50%D43%50%b46%

60632542251422120126025419414114318627347546019843679733024522263721516364936NET Very/fairly useful
81%80%78%84%Vx73%84%v85%Vx83%v80%79%84%85%79%81%81%81%80%79%81%82%82%80%68%84%D80%82%81%

715396527589288238297292231171164214335567547239942952390292270908286264311116NET Very/fairly/somewhat
96%98%97%96%95%99%Svw98%95%95%96%97%98%97%96%97%99%i95%92%97%I97%97%98%97%96%96%97%97%useful

3.233.253.173.30Vx3.043.33Vx3.35VX3.26V3.163.203.283.303.253.203.283.273.233.243.243.253.253.222.973.30D3.193.303.24Mean

0.840.820.840.830.880.760.790.860.850.860.820.760.860.830.840.810.880.970.820.830.820.820.850.830.840.820.83SD

0.030.040.040.030.050.050.040.050.050.060.060.050.050.030.040.080.080.090.030.050.050.060.090.030.030.040.02SE
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Table 59

QH2(1): Download speed, i.e. how fast data can travel from the internet to your computer or other device
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

2928354318122711281821142539Not useful
3%4%3%4%2%3%3%5%3%4%3%5%c3%5%3%3%

743130161191701061119461346211856124180Somewhat useful
12%18%15%17%K8%18%I4%25%G13%18%15%18%15%18%15%16%

188530035845340638731699304138265133270403Fairly useful
29%35%35%38%K20%37%i27%35%35%39%34%40%c33%42%A32%35%

3410739237815638315087447101432124410111422533Very useful
56%44%46%41%70%L41%65%J35%49%H39%48%f36%50%D35%50%B46%

52192692735201723213173763201736262674244693936NET Very/fairly useful
85%79%81%79%90%L78%92%J70%84%H78%82%77%83%d78%82%81%

592358218972208932232358822478703247923008171116NET Very/fairly/somewhat
97%96%97%96%98%97%97%95%97%96%97%95%97%d95%97%97%useful

3.383.193.243.163.57L3.163.54J3.013.30H3.133.27f3.073.31D3.083.30B3.24Mean

0.810.860.830.840.720.840.730.890.810.850.830.870.810.840.820.83SD

0.100.050.030.030.050.030.050.060.030.050.030.050.030.050.030.02SE
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Table 59

QH2(1): Download speed, i.e. how fast data can travel from the internet to your computer or other device
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

19394134619930401431231915213614112512141217459Not useful
6%5%4%4%3%4%4%4%5%6%4%6%4%5%5%6%2%3%10%gij4%7%j6%4%6%6%4%5%

711811558213482601371529111912584787923364262895962357520257Somewhat useful
21%23%14%20%15%22%19%24%23%22%22%22%23%21%24%22%17%19%30%ij22%24%30%CD19%17%26%c20%22%

12128038123475316074230254142173216152115125517438117121631128310042415Fairly useful
37%36%37%42%S34%35%38%30%39%s37%35%32%39%o38%35%34%37%38%28%41%h33%32%34%41%34%42%36%

121288469965591621042002471572121841471181396279439612961140739935424Very useful
36%37%45%r34%48%Rwyz39%38%42%r34%36%39%40%34%37%36%38%44%g40%32%34%35%31%43%be36%34%34%37%

242568852221121123221784295002993854012992332641131538221325012425315620077839NET Very/fairly useful
73%72%82%76%82%ry74%76%72%72%72%74%72%73%74%71%72%81%FH78%fH59%75%H69%64%77%bE77%E68%76%e73%

313749100280133146404238566653390505526383311343136189123275339183315192275981096NET Very/fairly/somewhat
94%95%96%96%97%96%96%96%95%94%96%94%96%95%95%94%98%fh97%h90%96%h93%94%96%94%94%96%95%useful

3.033.043.23r3.053.27Rwyz3.093.103.103.013.023.093.063.023.063.033.053.24FgH3.16fH2.813.04h2.972.883.16bE3.072.973.073.04Mean

0.900.890.830.840.820.870.860.900.870.900.870.920.860.870.890.910.800.831.000.840.940.920.870.880.910.840.89SD

0.050.030.080.050.070.070.040.060.040.040.040.040.040.040.050.050.070.060.090.050.050.070.050.060.050.080.03SE
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Table 60

QH2(2): Upload speed, i.e. how fast data can travel from your computer or other device to the internet
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

44142831262151624105416223816449211414644391759Not useful
6%3%5%u5%u9%U1%5%u5%u10%nOP6%3%2%5%4%7%m2%6%9%5%5%5%5%7%5%6%4%5%

17878133124825161635943374574125131527921692665825176147101257Somewhat useful
24%19%25%20%27%w21%20%21%24%24%22%21%21%21%23%21%26%19%22%23%22%21%27%20%23%23%22%

284128196219961001141051086470779621120410321635814311210337295243143415Fairly useful
38%y32%36%36%32%42%v37%34%44%N36%41%N36%28%36%36%41%31%34%36%35%37%37%40%34%38%32%36%

2371851852399887115123526258911602311928381836014910810224347219182424Very useful
32%46%Z34%39%32%36%38%40%21%35%R34%R42%R46%pqR39%34%35%37%38%37%37%36%37%26%40%d34%41%b37%

52231338145719418722922816012612816925644239618703371729222020561642463325839NET Very/fairly useful
70%77%z70%75%V64%78%V75%V74%v66%70%75%78%r74%75%70%76%68%72%73%72%73%74%66%74%71%73%73%

700391514581277238290291218169165214330567527239842933384287263868186104261096NET Very/fairly/somewhat
94%97%95%95%91%99%stVwx95%95%90%94%97%R98%R95%r96%l93%98%94%91%95%95%95%95%93%95%94%96%95%useful

2.963.20Z2.993.09V2.883.13V3.08v3.09v2.773.00r3.07R3.18qR3.16R3.11l2.973.092.983.023.053.043.053.062.853.10d2.993.113.04Mean

0.890.860.890.890.960.770.880.900.900.900.820.820.920.860.920.820.940.970.880.890.870.880.890.900.900.880.89SD

0.030.040.040.030.060.050.050.050.060.070.060.050.050.030.040.080.090.090.030.050.060.060.090.030.040.040.03SE
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Table 60

QH2(2): Upload speed, i.e. how fast data can travel from your computer or other device to the internet
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

51837536518174218421842184159Not useful
7%7%4%6%3%6%3%7%5%7%5%5%5%6%5%5%

1559184240172312666191641937018769188257Somewhat useful
24%24%22%26%K8%25%I11%27%21%25%22%21%23%22%22%22%

2091304354613516484331100315144271129286415Fairly useful
32%37%36%38%K27%38%I28%34%36%39%35%42%c33%41%a34%36%

2277324284139290133793457634811031397327424Very useful
36%32%38%31%62%L31%58%J32%38%29%39%f32%39%31%39%b37%

42168629638201641197163675176663254584226612839NET Very/fairly useful
68%69%74%69%90%L69%85%J66%74%h68%74%74%72%72%73%73%

572278128782188732232298662408563257712958001096NET Very/fairly/somewhat
93%93%96%94%97%94%97%93%95%93%95%95%95%94%95%95%useful

2.972.933.08n2.933.49L2.953.40J2.913.08h2.913.08f3.013.052.973.073.04Mean

0.960.920.880.890.750.890.820.930.880.900.880.860.900.880.900.89SD

0.120.060.030.030.050.030.050.060.030.060.030.050.030.050.030.03SE
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Table 60

QH2(2): Upload speed, i.e. how fast data can travel from your computer or other device to the internet
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

61356579711811910784132674484-22Not useful
2%2%5%2%4%5%y2%3%2%1%3%2%2%2%2%1%1%1%1%2%2%2%1%4%1%-2%

3910320372829584871795662744247481623173650302734439144Somewhat useful
12%13%19%13%20%ryz19%rz14%20%Rwyz12%11%14%12%13%10%14%13%11%12%12%13%14%15%d8%16%D15%d8%13%

10523233100384313075176221113166160111108110415739103976099598831351Fairly useful
32%29%32%34%28%29%31%30%30%32%28%31%29%28%33%30%30%29%29%36%f27%31%30%29%30%31%30%

183440461496672226117338386224299305243163202801127914021110219910415762638Very useful
55%56%sx45%51%48%47%53%47%57%sx56%55%56%55%60%l50%56%58%58%58%49%58%g52%61%c51%54%61%55%

2886727924910411635619251460733746546535427131312216911824330816229816324593989NET Very/fairly useful
87%SUvx85%suvx76%85%suv76%76%84%uv78%86%SUVx88%83%87%85%88%83%86%88%87%86%85%84%83%91%bCe80%84%92%c86%

326775982861321454142415856853935275393953183611381921352793571923241962881011133NET Very/fairly/somewhat
98%98%u95%98%96%95%98%97%98%99%97%98%98%98%98%99%99%99%99%98%98%98%99%96%99%100%98%useful

3.40suvx3.39SUvx3.163.343.213.193.36x3.223.41SUvX3.423.363.413.383.47l3.313.403.443.433.423.323.403.333.50bCe3.273.363.52c3.39Mean

0.760.780.900.780.890.910.790.860.770.730.820.760.790.750.800.750.730.750.760.780.790.800.700.870.780.650.78SD

0.040.030.090.050.080.070.040.050.030.030.040.030.030.040.040.040.060.060.070.050.040.060.040.060.050.070.02SE
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Table 61

QH2(3): Reliability, i.e. the degree to which the service operates without faults or interruptions
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

119101265572152121210*2-19568-179922Not useful
2%2%2%2%2%2%1%2%1%1%3%1%4%2%2%1%2%-2%1%2%3%-2%1%2%2%

875670754623393617281924566776212412653334012968356144Somewhat useful
12%14%13%12%15%10%13%12%7%16%R11%11%16%R11%13%10%12%9%13%13%11%14%13%11%13%13%13%

213136174177977895827747507510218516673314297134828132253187143351Fairly useful
29%34%32%29%32%32%31%27%32%26%29%35%29%31%29%31%32%31%30%33%27%29%35%29%29%32%30%

4322032893491551341671821471019711717632431313562854021317914848496370235638Very useful
58%y50%53%57%51%56%55%59%61%n57%57%54%51%55%55%58%54%61%55%53%60%54%52%58%57%53%55%

64633946352625121226226422414914619227850947920894283734726122980749557378989NET Very/fairly useful
87%84%85%86%83%88%86%86%92%NQ83%86%88%n80%87%85%89%86%91%85%86%87%83%87%87%86%85%86%

7333955336002972363003002411771652163345765552310146963399294269938456404341133NET Very/fairly/somewhat
98%98%98%98%98%98%99%98%99%99%97%99%96%98%98%99%98%100%98%99%98%97%100%98%99%98%98%useful

3.43y3.323.373.413.323.423.393.433.52N3.393.403.413.283.403.393.463.383.523.383.373.453.333.383.423.423.373.39Mean

0.760.800.780.780.800.750.760.790.660.780.790.710.860.770.780.730.790.660.780.750.770.830.710.770.760.780.78SD

0.030.040.040.030.050.050.040.040.040.060.060.050.050.030.030.070.070.060.030.040.050.060.070.030.030.040.02SE
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Table 61

QH2(3): Reliability, i.e. the degree to which the service operates without faults or interruptions
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

391017519261641891331922Not useful
5%m4%m1%2%2%2%1%2%2%2%2%3%2%1%2%2%

92910713681341138106401043511042102144Somewhat useful
14%12%13%15%K4%14%I5%16%12%16%12%10%14%13%12%13%

18642693104131338842677827211523693258351Fairly useful
30%26%32%33%K18%34%I16%34%29%30%30%34%29%30%31%30%

32143463469169458180118520135503184454176462638Very useful
52%58%55%50%76%L50%78%J48%57%h52%56%54%56%56%55%55%

50207732778211771218202787213776299690269720989NET Very/fairly useful
81%85%86%84%94%L83%94%J82%87%83%86%87%85%86%86%86%

582368399142199052292418932548803348003118221133NET Very/fairly/somewhat
95%96%99%no98%98%98%99%98%98%98%98%97%98%99%98%98%useful

3.283.403.403.323.68L3.313.72J3.283.42h3.333.413.393.393.413.383.39Mean

0.880.830.750.790.650.790.600.810.760.800.770.770.780.750.780.78SD

0.110.050.030.030.040.030.040.050.030.050.030.040.030.040.030.02SE
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Table 61

QH2(3): Reliability, i.e. the degree to which the service operates without faults or interruptions
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

382233463536334411135-434-11Not useful
1%1%2%1%2%2%1%2%r1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%-1%2%1%-1%

33108214429256546728847666850414414301240443135283314147Somewhat useful
10%14%21%rZ15%21%ryZ16%15%z19%rZ12%13%12%12%12%13%13%12%10%16%9%14%12%16%11%14%11%14%13%

932183689454712777158188116151150109931004352258710441107598617319Fairly useful
28%28%35%30%33%31%30%31%27%27%29%28%27%27%29%27%31%h27%18%31%h28%h21%32%Ae29%a30%a17%28%

203456451586077226118362412238312328240187217811119915521212418311316870678Very useful
61%SuVX58%sVX43%54%44%51%54%48%61%StuVX59%59%58%60%60%57%60%58%57%72%fGij54%58%63%56%55%58%69%cd59%

2966738124710512435319652059935446347834928031712416312424231616529017225587997NET Very/fairly useful
89%StuVX85%sv78%84%77%82%83%79%87%SVx87%88%86%87%87%86%87%89%84%90%85%87%84%88%85%87%86%86%

3287811022911341494182425926884015305463993213611381941362823601953242012871011144NET Very/fairly/somewhat
99%99%98%99%98%98%99%98%99%s99%99%99%99%99%99%99%99%99%99%99%99%100%99%98%99%100%99%useful

3.49StuVX3.42SVX3.193.38v3.183.313.36v3.243.47StuVX3.453.463.433.463.463.423.453.473.403.62fGi3.383.443.483.433.383.443.553.44Mean

0.720.760.820.760.840.810.780.840.730.740.730.750.730.730.760.750.710.770.680.760.750.750.720.780.750.730.75SD

0.040.030.080.040.070.070.040.050.030.030.030.030.030.040.040.040.060.060.060.050.040.050.040.060.040.070.02SE
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Table 62

QH2(4): Monthly cost, i.e. the ongoing cost per month to receive the service
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

8383443--313457-1-11623-105611Not useful
1%1%2%s*1%2%s1%--2%1%1%1%1%1%-1%-1%2%1%1%-1%1%1%1%

875981663645382819212330546384210612954363891037661147Somewhat useful
12%15%15%s11%12%19%SW12%9%8%12%13%14%16%r11%15%9%10%14%13%13%12%14%9%12%12%14%13%

194122164155877767895533486012416315562610276130747323228172136319Fairly useful
26%30%30%t25%29%32%t22%29%23%18%28%q27%q36%QR28%27%28%25%21%28%32%25%26%25%26%26%31%28%

4562212903881761141971911681229812516435832015673056621418916361521396240678Very useful
61%y55%53%63%UX58%u48%65%UX62%Ux69%Nop68%No58%n58%n47%61%57%63%64%65%58%53%63%g59%65%60%61%a54%59%

64934245354326219126427922315414618528852147521934084334326323684749567376997NET Very/fairly useful
87%85%84%89%Ux87%80%87%91%UX92%No86%86%85%83%89%l84%91%90%86%86%85%88%85%91%87%87%85%86%

7364025346092982363023072431761692153425845582310346971398299275938526434371144NET Very/fairly/somewhat
99%99%98%100%99%98%99%100%ux100%98%99%99%99%99%99%100%99%100%99%98%99%99%100%99%99%99%99%useful

3.473.383.353.52UX3.43u3.263.50Ux3.53UX3.61NOp3.53N3.433.413.293.493.393.543.533.523.423.363.50g3.433.563.463.483.383.44Mean

0.740.760.790.700.760.820.750.660.630.770.750.770.770.710.780.670.700.730.760.770.720.760.660.750.730.770.75SD

0.030.040.040.030.050.060.040.040.040.060.060.050.040.030.030.070.060.060.030.040.050.050.070.030.030.040.02SE
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Table 62

QH2(4): Monthly cost, i.e. the ongoing cost per month to receive the service
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

2-91021023838744711Not useful
3%N-1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%2%c*1%1%1%

1234101137111351236112311174110640108147Somewhat useful
19%14%12%15%K5%15%I5%14%12%12%13%12%13%13%13%13%

1564239273462784178241692509022992227319Fairly useful
25%26%28%29%k21%30%I18%32%27%27%28%26%28%29%27%28%

32146499512166502176130548155523204473178499678Very useful
53%60%59%55%74%L54%76%J53%60%60%58%60%58%57%59%59%

48211738785211779217207789224773294703270727997NET Very/fairly useful
78%86%87%84%95%L84%94%J84%87%87%86%86%86%86%86%86%

592458409222229142292439012548903358093108341144NET Very/fairly/somewhat
97%100%O99%99%99%99%99%99%99%99%99%98%100%d99%99%99%useful

3.283.463.453.383.68L3.383.70J3.353.463.453.443.433.443.413.453.44Mean

0.880.730.740.770.600.770.600.780.740.750.750.790.730.760.740.75SD

0.110.040.030.030.040.030.040.050.020.050.020.040.030.040.030.02SE
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Table 62

QH2(4): Monthly cost, i.e. the ongoing cost per month to receive the service
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

922585511916191017131391014771356126332Not useful
3%3%4%3%3%3%2%4%3%3%3%3%2%3%3%3%1%2%5%3%3%3%2%6%bd2%3%3%

731732271313498581311587811811877679831472468765273415920250Somewhat useful
22%22%21%24%23%22%23%23%22%23%19%22%22%19%20%27%m22%24%18%24%21%27%22%20%20%20%22%

11528137107505516092203226164193189144121117476533118132591288110224409Fairly useful
34%36%36%37%36%36%38%37%34%33%41%q36%35%36%37%32%34%33%24%41%H36%h30%39%a40%a35%24%35%

1353133910651581538924729115220822816813014059797392144791207012554465Very useful
41%40%38%36%37%38%36%36%41%42%38%39%42%42%40%38%43%41%53%fGi32%40%40%37%34%43%53%CD40%

2495937721310111331418144951731540141831325025710714410621027613824915122778873NET Very/fairly useful
75%75%74%73%74%75%74%73%75%75%78%75%76%78%k77%70%77%74%77%74%76%71%76%74%78%77%76%

32376699284132147412239580674394519536389317355138191130278352190322192286981123NET Very/fairly/somewhat
97%97%96%97%97%97%98%96%97%97%97%97%98%97%97%97%99%98%95%97%97%97%98%c94%98%c97%97%useful

3.133.123.083.063.083.103.083.053.143.143.133.103.153.163.143.063.193.123.26g3.033.123.083.113.023.193.27c3.13Mean

0.850.850.880.850.860.850.830.860.850.860.810.850.840.840.830.870.810.850.920.820.850.880.810.880.820.890.84SD

0.050.030.090.050.070.070.040.050.030.030.040.040.040.040.050.050.070.060.080.050.040.060.040.060.050.090.02SE
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Table 63

QH2(5): Cost of equipment/installation, i.e. any initial cost of setting up your service including your router, engineer visits etc.
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

24819131096610*4612626141261178124131932Not useful
3%2%4%2%3%4%2%2%4%q*3%3%3%q1%5%M3%4%3%3%3%2%3%1%3%2%4%b3%

149100125125715462634145364187124125521112147672661318114793250Somewhat useful
20%25%23%20%23%23%20%20%17%25%r21%19%25%r21%22%20%20%23%22%19%24%24%14%21%23%21%22%

2601442062031041021049977626484122207201931163531481139240301234151409Fairly useful
35%36%38%33%34%43%sw34%32%32%35%37%39%35%35%36%41%30%34%36%37%38%33%43%35%36%34%35%

312152192272118741331391157166871262512138481939016910911139356254180465Very useful
42%37%35%44%UX39%31%44%Ux45%UX47%n40%39%40%36%43%38%36%46%41%40%42%36%40%42%41%39%41%40%

57129639947522217623723819213312917124845841418793474231722220379657489331873NET Very/fairly useful
77%73%73%78%73%74%78%78%79%74%76%79%72%78%73%77%76%74%76%79%74%73%85%76%75%75%76%

7213965245992932312983012321781652123355825392210045956394294269928386364231123NET Very/fairly/somewhat
97%98%96%98%97%96%98%98%96%100%nr97%97%97%99%L95%97%96%97%97%97%98%97%99%97%98%a96%97%useful

3.153.093.053.20UX3.093.013.19ux3.21ux3.22n3.143.123.163.053.20l3.073.093.183.123.133.183.083.103.263.153.133.113.13Mean

0.850.840.850.830.870.830.830.840.870.800.830.820.860.800.880.850.890.860.840.830.830.870.730.850.830.880.84SD

0.030.040.040.030.050.060.050.050.060.060.060.050.050.030.040.080.080.080.030.040.050.060.070.030.030.040.02SE
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Table 63

QH2(5): Cost of equipment/installation, i.e. any initial cost of setting up your service including your router, engineer visits etc.
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

3111830227512209231616102232Not useful
5%5%2%3%1%3%2%5%g2%4%3%5%c2%3%3%3%

1258179229202193063187541968516573176250Somewhat useful
20%24%21%25%K9%24%I13%25%21%21%22%25%20%23%21%22%

209229734366355548132880328106302101308409Fairly useful
33%38%35%37%29%38%I23%33%36%31%37%31%37%32%37%35%

268435532913632214291374115350136329130335465Very useful
42%34%42%n35%61%L35%62%J37%41%44%39%40%40%41%40%40%

46176652672201677196172702195678242631230643873NET Very/fairly useful
75%72%77%72%90%L73%85%J70%77%h76%76%71%78%d73%76%76%

582348319012228972262348892498743277963048191123NET Very/fairly/somewhat
95%95%98%97%99%97%98%95%98%h96%97%95%98%d97%97%97%useful

3.113.023.17n3.043.50L3.053.45J3.023.16h3.173.123.063.163.123.143.13Mean

0.910.870.830.850.700.840.800.910.820.880.830.910.810.870.830.84SD

0.110.050.030.030.050.030.050.060.030.050.030.050.030.050.030.02SE
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Table 63

QH2(5): Cost of equipment/installation, i.e. any initial cost of setting up your service including your router, engineer visits etc.
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

613-*1248411599756273253745-19Not useful
2%2%-*1%2%1%3%rW1%2%1%2%2%2%2%2%1%4%2%1%1%1%2%2%2%-2%

711702258323091621161508210812190638034422170754766515720249Somewhat useful
21%22%21%20%24%20%22%25%19%22%20%20%22%23%19%22%24%21%16%24%21%24%20%25%20%20%22%

11628244127526316594221248148186202139121128415539116148621167611628415Fairly useful
35%36%42%43%y38%41%39%38%37%36%37%35%37%35%37%35%29%28%28%41%hij41%hIj32%35%37%40%28%36%

1393233810751571628325528416923221716613715163907497137841407211353473Very useful
42%41%36%37%37%37%38%34%43%s41%42%43%40%41%42%41%45%g46%g54%FG34%38%43%43%35%39%52%bc41%

2556058223410312032717847653231741841930525727910414611321328514625614922981887NET Very/fairly useful
77%77%79%80%s75%79%77%72%80%s77%78%78%76%76%79%76%75%75%82%75%78%75%78%73%79%80%77%

3267751032921351494182395916823995275403953213591371881342833601933222002861011136NET Very/fairly/somewhat
98%98%100%100%S99%98%99%97%99%s98%99%98%98%98%98%98%99%96%98%99%99%99%98%98%98%100%98%useful

3.173.16s3.153.173.113.143.153.023.22S3.163.193.203.143.163.193.163.193.183.34fG3.083.143.163.193.063.153.32c3.16Mean

0.820.820.750.740.800.790.790.850.780.810.800.820.810.830.800.820.840.890.820.780.780.840.820.830.800.790.81SD

0.050.030.070.040.070.060.040.050.030.030.040.040.030.040.040.040.070.070.070.050.040.060.040.060.050.080.02SE
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Table 64

QH2(6): Contract length, i.e. the minimum length of time you agree to pay for the service
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

13513558141135951311116933*1581019Not useful
2%1%2%tw1%2%3%tw*1%**2%2%2%1%2%3%1%3%2%2%1%1%*2%1%2%2%

1549512712268595468523436547311213561792177868721817915188249Somewhat useful
21%24%23%20%22%25%18%22%21%19%21%25%21%19%24%26%16%19%22%19%23%26%20%21%23%20%22%

26214820221311389108105100576775115220195948153431571038336297230157415Fairly useful
35%36%37%35%37%37%36%34%41%32%40%35%33%37%34%37%46%hi33%35%39%e34%30%38%34%35%35%36%

31615720127211784141131908664831492512228382140616112611938370260188473Very useful
42%39%37%44%ux39%35%46%ux43%37%48%or38%38%43%43%39%34%37%46%41%40%42%43%41%43%40%43%41%

57830540248523017324923619014413115826547141716863674931822920274667490345887NET Very/fairly useful
78%75%74%79%u76%72%82%ux77%78%80%77%72%76%80%l74%71%83%k78%76%79%76%73%80%77%75%78%77%

7314005296072982323043032411781672123385835522210345966395297274928476414321136NET Very/fairly/somewhat
98%99%98%99%ux98%97%100%ux99%100%100%98%98%98%99%98%97%99%97%98%98%99%99%100%98%99%98%98%useful

3.183.133.093.23UX3.133.043.28UvX3.183.153.28o3.143.083.173.22l3.113.013.183.213.163.163.173.153.213.193.143.183.16Mean

0.820.810.830.790.820.860.760.820.760.790.800.850.850.780.850.870.740.850.820.810.810.840.770.820.810.830.81SD

0.030.040.040.030.050.060.040.040.050.060.060.060.050.030.040.090.070.070.030.040.050.060.080.030.030.040.02SE
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Table 64

QH2(6): Contract length, i.e. the minimum length of time you agree to pay for the service
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

2*1616314451441551331619Not useful
4%N*2%2%1%2%2%2%2%1%2%2%2%1%2%2%

1762170224252301949200541958216777172249Somewhat useful
28%25%20%24%K11%25%I8%20%22%21%22%24%21%24%20%22%

208431034965341738533091324121294108307415Fairly useful
33%34%37%38%k29%37%32%34%36%35%36%35%36%34%37%36%

2298353343130338134108365109364135338127346473Very useful
36%40%42%37%58%L37%58%J44%40%42%41%39%42%40%41%41%

42183663692195680208192695200687255632234653887NET Very/fairly useful
68%75%78%74%87%L74%90%J78%77%78%77%75%78%75%78%77%

592458339162219102272428952548823377993118251136NET Very/fairly/somewhat
96%100%O98%98%99%98%98%98%98%99%98%98%98%99%98%98%useful

3.003.153.183.093.44L3.093.46J3.203.153.183.153.123.183.143.173.16Mean

0.900.800.810.820.750.820.720.820.810.810.820.830.810.820.810.81SD

0.110.050.030.030.050.030.050.050.030.050.030.040.030.050.030.02SE
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Table 64

QH2(6): Contract length, i.e. the minimum length of time you agree to pay for the service
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

806224481015518354746347404819222623532837193920146Not useful
24%RSTUVWXY8%TvWx2%2%3%5%2%6%tw9%TvWx12%13%14%11%12%12%13%13%11%19%G8%15%g14%11%9%13%19%c13%

12023520683137112741662291171801641251051165054467513068966410127368Somewhat useful
36%rTuvWX30%x19%23%23%25%26%30%28%33%29%34%30%31%32%32%36%28%34%26%36%g35%29%31%34%27%32%

902855012361641609722722014817119213710812046603011812065106719736383Fairly useful
27%36%Z48%yZ42%Z45%Z42%Z38%Z39%Z38%Z32%37%32%35%34%33%33%33%31%22%41%fHi33%h33%32%35%33%35%33%

4220632964143141621521618611113092738024583569613489505519257Very useful
13%26%Z31%Z33%ryZ30%Z28%Z33%rsyZ25%Z25%Z23%21%21%24%23%22%22%17%30%Fj25%f24%f17%17%27%be25%19%19%22%

13249181220102107301159378381233282323230181201701196518718110019512115255640NET Very/fairly useful
40%62%Z79%RsYZ75%RsYZ75%ryZ70%Z71%rYZ64%Z64%Z55%58%53%59%57%56%55%51%61%fh47%66%FHJ50%51%59%59%52%54%55%

252726102288133144412233545610351462486355286316120173111263311167291185253821009NET Very/fairly/somewhat
76%92%Z98%ryZ98%RsYZ97%ryZ95%Z98%RsYZ94%Z91%Z88%87%86%89%88%88%87%87%89%81%92%fH85%86%89%91%a87%81%87%useful

2.282.80Z3.07RsYZ3.07RSYZ3.02ryZ2.94Z3.02RsYZ2.83Z2.80Z2.662.662.602.712.682.662.642.542.80Fhj2.542.82FhJ2.522.542.75be2.75e2.582.542.65Mean

0.970.920.760.790.800.850.830.870.920.960.960.970.950.960.960.970.931.001.070.890.940.940.980.930.941.010.96SD

0.050.030.080.050.070.070.040.060.040.040.050.040.040.050.050.050.080.070.090.050.050.070.050.070.060.100.03SE
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Table 65

QH2(7): Other services included in the deal (e.g. TV, landline)
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

10737767050263733342817254253933166121532839201079146146Not useful
14%y9%14%11%16%11%12%11%14%16%10%11%12%9%16%M13%16%14%12%13%9%14%22%c12%14%11%13%

22713917819198808810261575269128202165732143151281018627258208141368Somewhat useful
30%34%33%31%32%33%29%33%25%32%31%32%37%R34%29%32%31%30%32%32%34%31%29%30%32%32%32%

241141161223827911610788456681103196187731183271421018428290203162383Fairly useful
32%35%30%36%vx27%33%38%Vx35%36%q25%39%q37%q30%33%33%30%29%40%33%35%34%30%30%34%31%37%33%

1698912912873566365594735437313712062582198170681820814694257Very useful
23%22%24%21%24%23%21%21%24%27%20%20%21%23%21%25%24%16%22%20%23%24%19%24%23%21%22%

4102292893511551351791721479310112417633330813562654622317115246497350255640NET Very/fairly useful
55%57%53%57%51%56%59%56%61%n52%59%57%51%57%54%55%54%56%56%55%57%55%49%58%54%58%55%

637368467542253214267274208150153193304535472208840861351272238737555583961009NET Very/fairly/somewhat
86%91%z86%89%84%89%88%89%86%84%90%89%88%91%L84%87%84%86%88%87%91%86%78%88%d86%89%87%useful

2.632.702.632.672.592.682.672.672.712.632.702.652.602.712.592.672.622.592.662.622.712.652.472.69d2.622.682.65Mean

0.990.910.990.931.030.950.940.930.991.040.910.920.950.921.001.021.020.930.960.950.931.001.040.970.980.920.96SD

0.040.050.050.040.060.070.050.050.060.080.070.060.050.040.040.100.090.080.030.050.060.070.100.030.040.040.03SE
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Table 65

QH2(7): Other services included in the deal (e.g. TV, landline)
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

1132103129171271924122441023910746100146Not useful
18%13%12%14%k8%14%i8%10%13%17%e11%11%13%15%12%13%

239425232246330398628380289112256110258368Somewhat useful
37%38%m30%35%K21%36%I17%35%31%31%32%33%32%35%31%32%

15693003216232063813038929411526888295383Fairly useful
24%28%35%n34%28%35%27%33%33%35%33%34%33%28%35%b33%

13501941599814711056201452127618169188257Very useful
21%21%23%17%44%L16%48%J23%22%18%24%22%22%22%22%22%

27119495480160467174137504134506191449158483640NET Very/fairly useful
44%49%58%no52%72%L51%75%J55%55%52%56%56%55%50%57%b55%

502137468022067972122227862147953047052687411009NET Very/fairly/somewhat
82%87%88%86%92%l86%92%j90%87%83%89%f89%87%85%88%87%useful

2.472.562.692.553.08L2.533.15J2.692.642.532.69f2.672.642.582.682.65Mean

1.020.960.960.930.980.920.980.930.970.970.960.950.970.990.950.96SD

0.120.060.030.030.070.030.060.060.030.060.030.050.030.060.030.03SE
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Table 65

QH2(7): Other services included in the deal (e.g. TV, landline)
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

1334-711952934922221619113913814791015646Not useful
4%4%-2%1%1%2%2%5%tux5%p2%4%4%4%6%3%2%5%10%fGj3%4%4%3%5%5%6%4%

701511247202373461111407510311071608020413354754458316822228Somewhat useful
21%x19%12%16%15%15%17%18%19%20%19%19%20%18%18%22%14%21%24%19%21%23%18%15%23%c21%20%

1182743811948571618920925014719518113911113155784296121681177510230412Fairly useful
35%35%37%41%35%38%38%36%35%36%36%36%33%35%34%36%40%40%31%34%33%35%36%37%35%30%36%

131329531206870180108246269174216236177136143616749128155761448810744469Very useful
39%42%51%41%50%46%42%44%41%39%43%40%43%44%42%39%44%34%36%45%i43%39%44%43%37%43%41%

249603912391161273411974555193214114173162472741161459122427614426116320974881NET Very/fairly useful
75%77%88%ryZ82%85%z84%z81%80%76%75%79%77%76%79%76%75%84%H75%67%78%h76%74%80%b80%72%73%76%

319755103286135150413243567659396514527386307354136186124278351188319194277961109NET Very/fairly/somewhat
96%96%100%r98%99%99%r98%r98%95%95%98%q96%96%96%94%97%98%h95%90%97%H96%h96%97%95%95%94%96%useful

3.113.143.40RtwYZ3.203.33ryz3.29z3.213.213.133.093.203.133.153.193.123.113.25Hi3.042.933.21H3.14h3.093.21b3.193.033.113.13Mean

0.870.870.690.790.760.760.800.810.880.880.810.860.880.860.910.850.780.860.990.840.870.870.830.860.900.930.87SD

0.050.030.070.050.070.060.040.050.040.030.040.040.040.040.050.040.070.060.090.050.040.060.040.060.050.090.03SE
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Table 66

QH2(8): Suitability for your household’s needs (e.g. number of devices that can connect at the same time)
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

39727202151092554751432*514020119237291646Not useful
5%Y2%5%3%7%suw2%3%3%10%NOPQ3%2%3%2%2%6%m1%4%3%4%5%4%3%2%4%4%4%4%

1517512010869524464524632475010911832361955868692515513480228Somewhat useful
20%19%22%t18%23%t22%14%21%t21%26%N19%22%n15%18%21%15%22%14%20%14%23%g25%G26%18%21%18%20%

2671411892229792123100826260691381922191131173531651048331299218167412Fairly useful
36%35%35%36%32%39%40%32%34%35%35%32%40%33%39%47%hJ30%36%36%41%e35%30%33%35%34%38%36%

28718220726311691128134846573941532731969452239416111811636371268178469Very useful
39%45%38%43%38%38%42%44%35%36%43%43%44%r46%L35%37%43%48%40%40%39%42%39%43%41%40%41%

55432339648521318325123416612713316329146541519763974632622219966670486346881NET Very/fairly useful
74%80%73%79%Vx70%76%82%VX76%69%71%79%r75%84%oQR79%l73%84%73%83%76%81%e74%72%72%78%75%78%76%

705398516593281235294298218173166210341574533239945941384290268918256204261109NET Very/fairly/somewhat
95%98%Z95%97%v93%98%v97%97%v90%97%R98%R97%R98%R98%l94%99%96%97%96%95%96%97%98%96%96%96%96%useful

3.083.23Z3.063.19vx3.013.123.21vx3.172.933.053.19R3.15r3.27QR3.23L3.023.203.123.28h3.123.153.093.103.083.173.123.153.13Mean

0.890.810.890.840.950.820.810.860.980.860.830.870.760.830.890.740.910.810.870.850.870.890.850.870.890.840.87SD

0.030.040.040.030.060.060.040.050.060.060.060.060.040.030.040.070.080.070.030.050.050.060.090.030.030.040.03SE
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Table 66

QH2(8): Suitability for your household’s needs (e.g. number of devices that can connect at the same time)
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

31628433433123418281036103746Not useful
5%6%m3%5%k1%5%i1%5%4%7%e3%3%4%3%4%4%

1452162209192072055173451836116747181228Somewhat useful
22%21%19%22%K9%22%I9%22%19%17%20%18%21%15%22%b20%

147332435259355579032285327121291111300412Fairly useful
24%30%38%no38%K27%38%I25%36%35%33%36%35%36%36%36%36%

3010333632714231915190380110360151318146324469Very useful
49%42%40%35%64%L34%65%J36%42%43%40%44%39%46%a38%41%

44177660679202673208179702195686272609257624881NET Very/fairly useful
72%72%78%73%90%L73%90%J73%77%75%76%79%75%82%a74%76%

582298218882218812282348742408693327763048051109NET Very/fairly/somewhat
95%94%97%n95%99%l95%99%j95%96%93%97%f97%96%97%96%96%useful

3.163.083.143.033.52L3.033.54J3.043.153.113.133.203.103.25A3.083.13Mean

0.960.940.830.870.710.870.710.890.860.930.840.830.880.820.880.87SD

0.120.060.030.030.050.030.050.060.030.060.030.040.030.050.030.03SE
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Table 66

QH2(8): Suitability for your household’s needs (e.g. number of devices that can connect at the same time)
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

4787113011154222698250656244444316252634333542261911138Not useful
14%11%11%10%8%10%10%9%12%12%12%12%11%11%13%12%11%13%19%F12%9%18%B13%b13%b7%11%12%

114281229134381358120524313619518913596149457049102128681216610139406Somewhat useful
34%x36%uvX21%31%25%25%32%33%34%uvx35%34%36%34%34%29%41%L32%36%36%36%35%35%37%32%35%38%35%

109262421015263147901972301341851721331201105465389711659956911731380Fairly useful
33%33%41%35%38%42%35%36%33%33%33%35%31%33%37%30%39%34%28%34%32%30%29%34%40%De31%33%

62160287040359954124138849012690676325342352873371445420231Very useful
19%20%27%24%29%yz23%23%22%21%20%21%17%23%o22%20%17%18%18%17%18%24%17%22%21%18%20%20%

17142170171929924614532136821827529822318617379100621492039116511217151611NET Very/fairly useful
51%53%68%ryZ58%67%rYZ65%ryz58%58%54%53%54%51%54%55%k57%k47%57%51%45%52%56%47%50%55%59%e51%53%

28570292262125137381226527611354471487358282322123170111251331160286178272901017NET Very/fairly/somewhat
86%89%89%90%92%90%90%91%88%88%88%88%89%89%87%88%89%87%81%88%91%H82%87%87%93%cdE89%88%useful

2.562.632.84yz2.722.88rYZ2.78z2.72z2.712.632.612.622.562.662.672.642.532.632.562.432.582.71H2.452.592.642.70E2.602.61Mean

0.950.930.940.940.930.920.930.910.940.940.950.910.950.940.950.910.900.930.990.920.930.970.960.960.840.940.94SD

0.050.030.090.060.080.070.050.060.040.040.050.040.040.050.050.050.080.070.090.050.050.070.050.070.050.090.03SE
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Table 67

QH2(9): An easily understood one- or two-word term on the technology used to deliver your broadband service (e.g. fibre, part fibre, cable)
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

9442647436283737222118265161774105118394436181018841138Not useful
13%10%12%12%12%12%12%12%9%12%11%12%15%10%14%17%10%12%12%10%15%13%19%12%14%a9%12%

268137201205107941129395616365122198207736143491561009432291230157406Somewhat useful
36%34%37%34%35%39%37%30%39%34%37%30%35%34%37%30%34%30%36%39%33%34%34%34%35%35%35%

2421361742069678961107354538311620917073516322134998929293211149380Fairly useful
32%34%32%34%32%33%32%36%30%30%31%38%34%36%30%30%33%35%33%33%33%32%31%34%33%34%33%

14091104127634159685243364357120110523111927658581417711996231Very useful
19%22%19%21%21%17%19%22%22%24%21%20%16%20%20%23%22%23%20%19%19%21%16%20%18%22%20%

382227278333159119155178125978912617333028112582751421015614843469330245611NET Very/fairly useful
51%56%51%54%53%49%51%58%52%54%52%58%50%56%l50%53%56%58%52%52%52%53%46%54%51%55%53%

650363479538267212268271220158152192296527488199441863366256242757615604021017NET Very/fairly/somewhat
87%90%88%88%88%88%88%88%91%88%89%88%85%90%86%83%90%88%88%90%85%87%81%88%86%91%b88%useful

2.582.682.592.632.622.552.582.682.642.672.632.662.522.662.562.582.682.702.602.612.562.612.432.632.562.682.61Mean

0.940.930.930.940.950.910.940.950.920.970.930.930.940.920.961.040.930.960.930.900.960.960.970.940.940.910.94SD

0.030.050.040.040.060.060.050.050.060.070.070.060.050.040.040.100.080.080.030.050.060.070.100.030.040.040.03SE
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Table 67

QH2(9): An easily understood one- or two-word term on the technology used to deliver your broadband service (e.g. fibre, part fibre, cable)
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

5311021299138-371013710162765286138Not useful
9%13%12%14%K4%15%I-15%11%14%11%18%C9%17%A10%12%

268529538224406-8632098308116290106300406Somewhat useful
42%35%35%41%K11%44%I-35%35%38%34%34%36%34%36%35%

157728931961380-81299803009328796284380Fairly useful
24%31%34%34%27%41%I-33%33%31%33%27%35%d30%34%33%

1652164101130-23143188431887116060171231Very useful
25%21%19%11%58%L-100%J18%21%17%21%21%20%19%20%20%

30128452420191380231124487123488165446156455611NET Very/fairly useful
49%52%53%45%85%L41%100%J50%54%48%54%48%55%50%54%53%

562147478022157862312108072217962807372627551017NET Very/fairly/somewhat
91%87%88%86%96%L85%100%J85%89%86%89%82%91%D83%90%B88%useful

2.662.612.612.423.39L2.264.00J2.532.632.502.642.512.65d2.522.642.61Mean

0.960.960.930.860.830.700.000.950.930.930.941.020.900.980.920.94SD

0.120.060.030.030.060.020.000.060.030.060.030.050.030.060.030.03SE
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Table 67

QH2(9): An easily understood one- or two-word term on the technology used to deliver your broadband service (e.g. fibre, part fibre, cable)
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

5310193112154923798463678051465312243341433953242810154Not useful
16%s13%9%11%9%10%12%9%13%12%16%12%15%13%14%15%9%12%24%FgiJ14%12%20%aBc16%b12%10%10%13%

12029229103394215584208261134209191156110133477347110135741138110342417Somewhat useful
36%37%u28%35%29%28%37%34%35%38%33%39%35%39%34%37%34%38%34%39%37%38%34%40%35%41%36%

1062383787495812187186207133171162117110107545542791146298599529360Fairly useful
32%30%35%30%36%38%t29%35%31%30%33%32%29%29%34%29%39%g28%30%28%31%32%30%29%33%29%31%

53158287137379754123141748911778617226421556722064406621224Very useful
16%20%28%z24%z27%z24%z23%z22%21%20%18%17%21%19%19%20%19%22%h11%20%h20%h10%19%e20%e23%E20%e19%

1593956515885952181413093482072602781951701798097561341868316210016150584NET Very/fairly useful
48%50%63%yz54%62%rtyz62%rtyZ52%57%z52%50%51%49%51%49%52%49%58%h50%41%47%51%42%49%49%55%e49%51%

27968794261124137374225517609341469469351280312127171104245321156275180263911001NET Very/fairly/somewhat
84%87%91%89%91%90%88%91%z87%88%84%88%85%87%86%85%91%H88%h76%86%h88%H80%84%88%e90%dE90%e87%useful

2.482.572.82ryZ2.68z2.80ryZ2.77yZ2.632.70z2.592.582.542.532.572.552.572.542.67H2.59H2.282.52h2.59H2.332.53e2.57e2.68E2.60e2.57Mean

0.940.950.940.960.940.930.960.910.960.950.960.910.980.940.950.970.880.960.950.960.940.910.980.940.930.930.95SD

0.050.030.090.060.080.080.050.060.040.040.050.040.040.050.050.050.080.070.080.060.050.070.050.070.050.090.03SE
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Table 68

QH2(10): A detailed description indicating the technology used to deliver your broadband service (e.g. fibre, part fibre, cable)
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

1124271824526473539292125397875496135474345171149652154Not useful
15%y10%13%13%15%11%15%11%16%16%13%11%11%13%13%16%9%13%14%12%14%16%18%13%15%12%13%

27713620621199107107104995960661332052117391635514610910046285260146417Somewhat useful
37%34%38%34%33%44%stvw35%34%41%o33%35%30%38%35%37%28%38%35%36%36%36%36%49%C33%40%a33%36%

220138170190108629694754953879720115983214306141897619280189146360Fairly useful
30%34%31%31%36%u26%32%31%31%28%31%40%Nq28%34%l28%35%31%29%31%35%30%28%20%33%d29%33%31%

1358995128514455742942364078103121523101857059561118210497224Very useful
18%22%18%21%17%19%18%24%vx12%23%R21%r18%23%R18%21%20%23%22%19%17%20%20%12%21%16%22%b19%

355227265319158107151168104918812717430428013562449221114813330462293244584NET Very/fairly useful
48%56%z49%52%52%45%49%55%u43%51%52%58%R50%52%49%55%54%52%50%52%49%48%32%54%D45%55%B51%

632363471530258214258272203150148193307510490199540847357257232767485533901001NET Very/fairly/somewhat
85%90%z87%87%85%89%85%89%84%84%87%89%89%87%87%84%91%87%86%88%86%84%82%87%85%88%87%useful

2.512.68Z2.532.602.542.522.522.672.382.582.60r2.65R2.61R2.562.582.592.672.612.552.582.552.522.262.61D2.472.65B2.57Mean

0.960.930.930.970.940.920.960.970.901.020.960.910.960.930.971.010.920.980.950.910.970.990.900.960.930.950.95SD

0.030.050.040.040.060.060.050.050.060.070.070.060.050.040.040.100.080.090.030.050.060.070.090.030.040.040.03SE
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Table 68

QH2(10): A detailed description indicating the technology used to deliver your broadband service (e.g. fibre, part fibre, cable)
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

534114154-1468331203811667875698154Not useful
9%14%13%17%K-16%I4%14%13%15%13%20%C11%18%a12%13%

2190306417-39027107310109308139278125292417Somewhat useful
35%37%36%45%K-42%I12%44%g34%42%e34%41%34%40%35%36%

1974267360-2956570291802809126991270360Fairly useful
32%30%31%39%K-32%28%28%32%31%31%27%33%d29%32%31%

1547162-2249413036188301934517942182224Very useful
25%19%19%-100%L10%56%J15%21%12%22%F13%22%D13%22%B19%

34121429360224389195106478111473136448133451584NET Very/fairly useful
56%49%51%39%100%L42%85%J43%53%h43%53%f40%55%D42%54%B51%

562107357772247782232137882207812757262587431001NET Very/fairly/somewhat
91%86%87%83%100%L84%96%J86%87%85%87%80%89%D82%88%b87%useful

2.722.542.562.224.00L2.363.37J2.442.60h2.402.61F2.332.66D2.382.64B2.57Mean

0.940.960.950.710.000.870.830.900.960.880.960.940.940.930.950.95SD

0.110.060.030.020.000.030.050.060.030.050.030.050.030.050.030.03SE
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Table 68

QH2(10): A detailed description indicating the technology used to deliver your broadband service (e.g. fibre, part fibre, cable)
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

1573593811455581861022613042002462541901431757010664113163741648215146533Download speed, i.e. how
47%46%36%39%41%38%44%41%44%44%50%46%46%47%44%48%50%55%fG46%40%45%38%50%ce40%52%cE46%46%fast data can travel

from the internet to
your computer or other
device

121288469965591621042002471572121841471181396279439612961140739935424Upload speed, i.e. how
36%37%45%r34%48%Rwyz39%38%42%r34%36%39%40%34%37%36%38%44%g40%32%34%35%31%43%be36%34%34%37%fast data can travel

from your computer or
other device to the
internet

183440461496672226117338386224299305243163202801127914021110219910415762638Reliability, i.e. the
55%56%sx45%51%48%47%53%47%57%sx56%55%56%55%60%l50%56%58%58%58%49%58%g52%61%c51%54%61%55%degree to which the

service operates without
faults or interruptions

203456451586077226118362412238312328240187217811119915521212418311316870678Monthly cost, i.e. the
61%SuVX58%sVX43%54%44%51%54%48%61%StuVX59%59%58%60%60%57%60%58%57%72%fGij54%58%63%56%55%58%69%cd59%ongoing cost per month

to receive the service

1353133910651581538924729115220822816813014059797392144791207012554465Cost of equipment/
41%40%38%36%37%38%36%36%41%42%38%39%42%42%40%38%43%41%53%fGi32%40%40%37%34%43%53%CD40%installation, i.e. any

initial cost of setting
up your service
including your router,
engineer visits etc.

1393233810751571628325528416923221716613715163907497137841407211353473Contract length, i.e.
42%41%36%37%37%37%38%34%43%s41%42%43%40%41%42%41%45%g46%g54%FG34%38%43%43%35%39%52%bc41%the minimum length of

time you agree to pay
for the service

4220632964143141621521618611113092738024583569613489505519257Other services included
13%26%Z31%Z33%ryZ30%Z28%Z33%rsyZ25%Z25%Z23%21%21%24%23%22%22%17%30%Fj25%f24%f17%17%27%be25%19%19%22%in the deal (e.g. TV,

landline)

131329531206870180108246269174216236177136143616749128155761448810744469Suitability for your
39%42%51%41%50%46%42%44%41%39%43%40%43%44%42%39%44%34%36%45%i43%39%44%43%37%43%41%household’s needs (e.g.

number of devices that
can connect at the same
time)

62160287040359954124138849012690676325342352873371445420231An easily understood
19%20%27%24%29%yz23%23%22%21%20%21%17%23%o22%20%17%18%18%17%18%24%17%22%21%18%20%20%one- or two-word term on

the technology used to
deliver your broadband
service (e.g. fibre,
part fibre, cable)

53158287137379754123141748911778617226421556722064406621224A detailed description
16%20%28%z24%z27%z24%z23%z22%21%20%18%17%21%19%19%20%19%22%h11%20%h20%h10%19%e20%e23%E20%e19%indicating the

technology used to
deliver your broadband
service (e.g. fibre,
part fibre, cable)
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Table 69

QH2: SUMMARY TABLE - VERY USEFUL
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

341190227306108119158147100808210217125128111502444818713812330429278222533Download speed, i.e. how
46%47%42%50%Vx36%50%V52%VX48%V41%45%48%47%49%43%50%m47%48%53%46%46%46%44%32%50%D43%50%b46%fast data can travel

from the internet to
your computer or other
device

2371851852399887115123526258911602311928381836014910810224347219182424Upload speed, i.e. how
32%46%Z34%39%32%36%38%40%21%35%R34%R42%R46%pqR39%34%35%37%38%37%37%36%37%26%40%d34%41%b37%fast data can travel

from your computer or
other device to the
internet

4322032893491551341671821471019711717632431313562854021317914848496370235638Reliability, i.e. the
58%y50%53%57%51%56%55%59%61%n57%57%54%51%55%55%58%54%61%55%53%60%54%52%58%57%53%55%degree to which the

service operates without
faults or interruptions

4562212903881761141971911681229812516435832015673056621418916361521396240678Monthly cost, i.e. the
61%y55%53%63%UX58%u48%65%UX62%Ux69%Nop68%No58%n58%n47%61%57%63%64%65%58%53%63%g59%65%60%61%a54%59%ongoing cost per month

to receive the service

312152192272118741331391157166871262512138481939016910911139356254180465Cost of equipment/
42%37%35%44%UX39%31%44%Ux45%UX47%n40%39%40%36%43%38%36%46%41%40%42%36%40%42%41%39%41%40%installation, i.e. any

initial cost of setting
up your service
including your router,
engineer visits etc.

31615720127211784141131908664831492512228382140616112611938370260188473Contract length, i.e.
42%39%37%44%ux39%35%46%ux43%37%48%or38%38%43%43%39%34%37%46%41%40%42%43%41%43%40%43%41%the minimum length of

time you agree to pay
for the service

1698912912873566365594735437313712062582198170681820814694257Other services included
23%22%24%21%24%23%21%21%24%27%20%20%21%23%21%25%24%16%22%20%23%24%19%24%23%21%22%in the deal (e.g. TV,

landline)

28718220726311691128134846573941532731969452239416111811636371268178469Suitability for your
39%45%38%43%38%38%42%44%35%36%43%43%44%r46%L35%37%43%48%40%40%39%42%39%43%41%40%41%household’s needs (e.g.

number of devices that
can connect at the same
time)

14091104127634159685243364357120110523111927658581417711996231An easily understood
19%22%19%21%21%17%19%22%22%24%21%20%16%20%20%23%22%23%20%19%19%21%16%20%18%22%20%one- or two-word term on

the technology used to
deliver your broadband
service (e.g. fibre,
part fibre, cable)

1358995128514455742942364078103121523101857059561118210497224A detailed description
18%22%18%21%17%19%18%24%vx12%23%R21%r18%23%R18%21%20%23%22%19%17%20%20%12%21%16%22%b19%indicating the

technology used to
deliver your broadband
service (e.g. fibre,
part fibre, cable)
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Table 69

QH2: SUMMARY TABLE - VERY USEFUL
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

3410739237815638315087447101432124410111422533Download speed, i.e. how
56%44%46%41%70%L41%65%J35%49%H39%48%f36%50%D35%50%B46%fast data can travel

from the internet to
your computer or other
device

2277324284139290133793457634811031397327424Upload speed, i.e. how
36%32%38%31%62%L31%58%J32%38%29%39%f32%39%31%39%b37%fast data can travel

from your computer or
other device to the
internet

32143463469169458180118520135503184454176462638Reliability, i.e. the
52%58%55%50%76%L50%78%J48%57%h52%56%54%56%56%55%55%degree to which the

service operates without
faults or interruptions

32146499512166502176130548155523204473178499678Monthly cost, i.e. the
53%60%59%55%74%L54%76%J53%60%60%58%60%58%57%59%59%ongoing cost per month

to receive the service

268435532913632214291374115350136329130335465Cost of equipment/
42%34%42%n35%61%L35%62%J37%41%44%39%40%40%41%40%40%installation, i.e. any

initial cost of setting
up your service
including your router,
engineer visits etc.

2298353343130338134108365109364135338127346473Contract length, i.e.
36%40%42%37%58%L37%58%J44%40%42%41%39%42%40%41%41%the minimum length of

time you agree to pay
for the service

13501941599814711056201452127618169188257Other services included
21%21%23%17%44%L16%48%J23%22%18%24%22%22%22%22%22%in the deal (e.g. TV,

landline)

3010333632714231915190380110360151318146324469Suitability for your
49%42%40%35%64%L34%65%J36%42%43%40%44%39%46%a38%41%household’s needs (e.g.

number of devices that
can connect at the same
time)

1652164101130-23143188431887116060171231An easily understood
25%21%19%11%58%L-100%J18%21%17%21%21%20%19%20%20%one- or two-word term on

the technology used to
deliver your broadband
service (e.g. fibre,
part fibre, cable)

1547162-2249413036188301934517942182224A detailed description
25%19%19%-100%L10%56%J15%21%12%22%F13%22%D13%22%B19%indicating the

technology used to
deliver your broadband
service (e.g. fibre,
part fibre, cable)
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Table 69

QH2: SUMMARY TABLE - VERY USEFUL
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

2706378524211012534519748755733042545633725629311816810722728713327416125386936Download speed, i.e. how
81%81%82%83%80%82%82%80%82%80%82%79%83%84%78%80%85%86%f78%79%79%68%83%E79%e87%cE85%E81%fast data can travel

from the internet to
your computer or other
device

242568852221121123221784295002993854012992332641131538221325012425315620077839Upload speed, i.e. how
73%72%82%76%82%ry74%76%72%72%72%74%72%73%74%71%72%81%FH78%fH59%75%H69%64%77%bE77%E68%76%e73%fast data can travel

from your computer or
other device to the
internet

2886727924910411635619251460733746546535427131312216911824330816229816324593989Reliability, i.e. the
87%SUvx85%suvx76%85%suv76%76%84%uv78%86%SUVx88%83%87%85%88%83%86%88%87%86%85%84%83%91%bCe80%84%92%c86%degree to which the

service operates without
faults or interruptions

2966738124710512435319652059935446347834928031712416312424231616529017225587997Monthly cost, i.e. the
89%StuVX85%sv78%84%77%82%83%79%87%SVx87%88%86%87%87%86%87%89%84%90%85%87%84%88%85%87%86%86%ongoing cost per month

to receive the service

2495937721310111331418144951731540141831325025710714410621027613824915122778873Cost of equipment/
75%75%74%73%74%75%74%73%75%75%78%75%76%78%k77%70%77%74%77%74%76%71%76%74%78%77%76%installation, i.e. any

initial cost of setting
up your service
including your router,
engineer visits etc.

2556058223410312032717847653231741841930525727910414611321328514625614922981887Contract length, i.e.
77%77%79%80%s75%79%77%72%80%s77%78%78%76%76%79%76%75%75%82%75%78%75%78%73%79%80%77%the minimum length of

time you agree to pay
for the service

13249181220102107301159378381233282323230181201701196518718110019512115255640Other services included
40%62%Z79%RsYZ75%RsYZ75%ryZ70%Z71%rYZ64%Z64%Z55%58%53%59%57%56%55%51%61%fh47%66%FHJ50%51%59%59%52%54%55%in the deal (e.g. TV,

landline)

249603912391161273411974555193214114173162472741161459122427614426116320974881Suitability for your
75%77%88%ryZ82%85%z84%z81%80%76%75%79%77%76%79%76%75%84%H75%67%78%h76%74%80%b80%72%73%76%household’s needs (e.g.

number of devices that
can connect at the same
time)

17142170171929924614532136821827529822318617379100621492039116511217151611An easily understood
51%53%68%ryZ58%67%rYZ65%ryz58%58%54%53%54%51%54%55%k57%k47%57%51%45%52%56%47%50%55%59%e51%53%one- or two-word term on

the technology used to
deliver your broadband
service (e.g. fibre,
part fibre, cable)

1593956515885952181413093482072602781951701798097561341868316210016150584A detailed description
48%50%63%yz54%62%rtyz62%rtyZ52%57%z52%50%51%49%51%49%52%49%58%h50%41%47%51%42%49%49%55%e49%51%indicating the

technology used to
deliver your broadband
service (e.g. fibre,
part fibre, cable)
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QH2: SUMMARY TABLE - NET VERY/FAIRLY USEFUL
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

60632542251422120126025419414114318627347546019843679733024522263721516364936Download speed, i.e. how
81%80%78%84%Vx73%84%v85%Vx83%v80%79%84%85%79%81%81%81%80%79%81%82%82%80%68%84%D80%82%81%fast data can travel

from the internet to
your computer or other
device

52231338145719418722922816012612816925644239618703371729222020561642463325839Upload speed, i.e. how
70%77%z70%75%V64%78%V75%V74%v66%70%75%78%r74%75%70%76%68%72%73%72%73%74%66%74%71%73%73%fast data can travel

from your computer or
other device to the
internet

64633946352625121226226422414914619227850947920894283734726122980749557378989Reliability, i.e. the
87%84%85%86%83%88%86%86%92%NQ83%86%88%n80%87%85%89%86%91%85%86%87%83%87%87%86%85%86%degree to which the

service operates without
faults or interruptions

64934245354326219126427922315414618528852147521934084334326323684749567376997Monthly cost, i.e. the
87%85%84%89%Ux87%80%87%91%UX92%No86%86%85%83%89%l84%91%90%86%86%85%88%85%91%87%87%85%86%ongoing cost per month

to receive the service

57129639947522217623723819213312917124845841418793474231722220379657489331873Cost of equipment/
77%73%73%78%73%74%78%78%79%74%76%79%72%78%73%77%76%74%76%79%74%73%85%76%75%75%76%installation, i.e. any

initial cost of setting
up your service
including your router,
engineer visits etc.

57830540248523017324923619014413115826547141716863674931822920274667490345887Contract length, i.e.
78%75%74%79%u76%72%82%ux77%78%80%77%72%76%80%l74%71%83%k78%76%79%76%73%80%77%75%78%77%the minimum length of

time you agree to pay
for the service

4102292893511551351791721479310112417633330813562654622317115246497350255640Other services included
55%57%53%57%51%56%59%56%61%n52%59%57%51%57%54%55%54%56%56%55%57%55%49%58%54%58%55%in the deal (e.g. TV,

landline)

55432339648521318325123416612713316329146541519763974632622219966670486346881Suitability for your
74%80%73%79%Vx70%76%82%VX76%69%71%79%r75%84%oQR79%l73%84%73%83%76%81%e74%72%72%78%75%78%76%household’s needs (e.g.

number of devices that
can connect at the same
time)

382227278333159119155178125978912617333028112582751421015614843469330245611An easily understood
51%56%51%54%53%49%51%58%52%54%52%58%50%56%l50%53%56%58%52%52%52%53%46%54%51%55%53%one- or two-word term on

the technology used to
deliver your broadband
service (e.g. fibre,
part fibre, cable)

355227265319158107151168104918812717430428013562449221114813330462293244584A detailed description
48%56%z49%52%52%45%49%55%u43%51%52%58%R50%52%49%55%54%52%50%52%49%48%32%54%D45%55%B51%indicating the

technology used to
deliver your broadband
service (e.g. fibre,
part fibre, cable)
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QH2: SUMMARY TABLE - NET VERY/FAIRLY USEFUL
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing
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Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

52192692735201723213173763201736262674244693936Download speed, i.e. how
85%79%81%79%90%L78%92%J70%84%H78%82%77%83%d78%82%81%fast data can travel

from the internet to
your computer or other
device

42168629638201641197163675176663254584226612839Upload speed, i.e. how
68%69%74%69%90%L69%85%J66%74%h68%74%74%72%72%73%73%fast data can travel

from your computer or
other device to the
internet

50207732778211771218202787213776299690269720989Reliability, i.e. the
81%85%86%84%94%L83%94%J82%87%83%86%87%85%86%86%86%degree to which the

service operates without
faults or interruptions

48211738785211779217207789224773294703270727997Monthly cost, i.e. the
78%86%87%84%95%L84%94%J84%87%87%86%86%86%86%86%86%ongoing cost per month

to receive the service

46176652672201677196172702195678242631230643873Cost of equipment/
75%72%77%72%90%L73%85%J70%77%h76%76%71%78%d73%76%76%installation, i.e. any

initial cost of setting
up your service
including your router,
engineer visits etc.

42183663692195680208192695200687255632234653887Contract length, i.e.
68%75%78%74%87%L74%90%J78%77%78%77%75%78%75%78%77%the minimum length of

time you agree to pay
for the service

27119495480160467174137504134506191449158483640Other services included
44%49%58%no52%72%L51%75%J55%55%52%56%56%55%50%57%b55%in the deal (e.g. TV,

landline)

44177660679202673208179702195686272609257624881Suitability for your
72%72%78%73%90%L73%90%J73%77%75%76%79%75%82%a74%76%household’s needs (e.g.

number of devices that
can connect at the same
time)

30128452420191380231124487123488165446156455611An easily understood
49%52%53%45%85%L41%100%J50%54%48%54%48%55%50%54%53%one- or two-word term on

the technology used to
deliver your broadband
service (e.g. fibre,
part fibre, cable)

34121429360224389195106478111473136448133451584A detailed description
56%49%51%39%100%L42%85%J43%53%h43%53%f40%55%D42%54%B51%indicating the

technology used to
deliver your broadband
service (e.g. fibre,
part fibre, cable)
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QH2: SUMMARY TABLE - NET VERY/FAIRLY USEFUL
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
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Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

31976599286129147411239578667393518533394313351136192126279351185320195287971116Download speed, i.e. how
96%97%96%98%94%97%97%96%97%96%97%97%97%98%96%96%98%h99%h92%98%h96%95%98%95%99%ce96%97%fast data can travel

from the internet to
your computer or other
device

313749100280133146404238566653390505526383311343136189123275339183315192275981096Upload speed, i.e. how
94%95%96%96%97%96%96%96%95%94%96%94%96%95%95%94%98%fh97%h90%96%h93%94%96%94%94%96%95%fast data can travel

from your computer or
other device to the
internet

326775982861321454142415856853935275393953183611381921352793571923241962881011133Reliability, i.e. the
98%98%u95%98%96%95%98%97%98%99%97%98%98%98%98%99%99%99%99%98%98%98%99%96%99%100%98%degree to which the

service operates without
faults or interruptions

3287811022911341494182425926884015305463993213611381941362823601953242012871011144Monthly cost, i.e. the
99%99%98%99%98%98%99%98%99%s99%99%99%99%99%99%99%99%99%99%99%99%100%99%98%99%100%99%ongoing cost per month

to receive the service

32376699284132147412239580674394519536389317355138191130278352190322192286981123Cost of equipment/
97%97%96%97%97%97%98%96%97%97%97%97%98%97%97%97%99%98%95%97%97%97%98%c94%98%c97%97%installation, i.e. any

initial cost of setting
up your service
including your router,
engineer visits etc.

3267751032921351494182395916823995275403953213591371881342833601933222002861011136Contract length, i.e.
98%98%100%100%S99%98%99%97%99%s98%99%98%98%98%98%98%99%96%98%99%99%99%98%98%98%100%98%the minimum length of

time you agree to pay
for the service

252726102288133144412233545610351462486355286316120173111263311167291185253821009Other services included
76%92%Z98%ryZ98%RsYZ97%ryZ95%Z98%RsYZ94%Z91%Z88%87%86%89%88%88%87%87%89%81%92%fH85%86%89%91%a87%81%87%in the deal (e.g. TV,

landline)

319755103286135150413243567659396514527386307354136186124278351188319194277961109Suitability for your
96%96%100%r98%99%99%r98%r98%95%95%98%q96%96%96%94%97%98%h95%90%97%H96%h96%97%95%95%94%96%household’s needs (e.g.

number of devices that
can connect at the same
time)

28570292262125137381226527611354471487358282322123170111251331160286178272901017An easily understood
86%89%89%90%92%90%90%91%88%88%88%88%89%89%87%88%89%87%81%88%91%H82%87%87%93%cdE89%88%one- or two-word term on

the technology used to
deliver your broadband
service (e.g. fibre,
part fibre, cable)

27968794261124137374225517609341469469351280312127171104245321156275180263911001A detailed description
84%87%91%89%91%90%88%91%z87%88%84%88%85%87%86%85%91%H88%h76%86%h88%H80%84%88%e90%dE90%e87%indicating the

technology used to
deliver your broadband
service (e.g. fibre,
part fibre, cable)
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Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

715396527589288238297292231171164214335567547239942952390292270908286264311116Download speed, i.e. how
96%98%97%96%95%99%Svw98%95%95%96%97%98%97%96%97%99%i95%92%97%I97%97%98%97%96%96%97%97%fast data can travel

from the internet to
your computer or other
device

700391514581277238290291218169165214330567527239842933384287263868186104261096Upload speed, i.e. how
94%97%95%95%91%99%stVwx95%95%90%94%97%R98%R95%r96%l93%98%94%91%95%95%95%95%93%95%94%96%95%fast data can travel

from your computer or
other device to the
internet

7333955336002972363003002411771652163345765552310146963399294269938456404341133Reliability, i.e. the
98%98%98%98%98%98%99%98%99%99%97%99%96%98%98%99%98%100%98%99%98%97%100%98%99%98%98%degree to which the

service operates without
faults or interruptions

7364025346092982363023072431761692153425845582310346971398299275938526434371144Monthly cost, i.e. the
99%99%98%100%99%98%99%100%ux100%98%99%99%99%99%99%100%99%100%99%98%99%99%100%99%99%99%99%ongoing cost per month

to receive the service

7213965245992932312983012321781652123355825392210045956394294269928386364231123Cost of equipment/
97%98%96%98%97%96%98%98%96%100%nr97%97%97%99%L95%97%96%97%97%97%98%97%99%97%98%a96%97%installation, i.e. any

initial cost of setting
up your service
including your router,
engineer visits etc.

7314005296072982323043032411781672123385835522210345966395297274928476414321136Contract length, i.e.
98%99%98%99%ux98%97%100%ux99%100%100%98%98%98%99%98%97%99%97%98%98%99%99%100%98%99%98%98%the minimum length of

time you agree to pay
for the service

637368467542253214267274208150153193304535472208840861351272238737555583961009Other services included
86%91%z86%89%84%89%88%89%86%84%90%89%88%91%L84%87%84%86%88%87%91%86%78%88%d86%89%87%in the deal (e.g. TV,

landline)

705398516593281235294298218173166210341574533239945941384290268918256204261109Suitability for your
95%98%Z95%97%v93%98%v97%97%v90%97%R98%R97%R98%R98%l94%99%96%97%96%95%96%97%98%96%96%96%96%household’s needs (e.g.

number of devices that
can connect at the same
time)

650363479538267212268271220158152192296527488199441863366256242757615604021017An easily understood
87%90%88%88%88%88%88%88%91%88%89%88%85%90%86%83%90%88%88%90%85%87%81%88%86%91%b88%one- or two-word term on

the technology used to
deliver your broadband
service (e.g. fibre,
part fibre, cable)

632363471530258214258272203150148193307510490199540847357257232767485533901001A detailed description
85%90%z87%87%85%89%85%89%84%84%87%89%89%87%87%84%91%87%86%88%86%84%82%87%85%88%87%indicating the

technology used to
deliver your broadband
service (e.g. fibre,
part fibre, cable)
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Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

592358218972208932232358822478703247923008171116Download speed, i.e. how
97%96%97%96%98%97%97%95%97%96%97%95%97%d95%97%97%fast data can travel

from the internet to
your computer or other
device

572278128782188732232298662408563257712958001096Upload speed, i.e. how
93%93%96%94%97%94%97%93%95%93%95%95%95%94%95%95%fast data can travel

from your computer or
other device to the
internet

582368399142199052292418932548803348003118221133Reliability, i.e. the
95%96%99%no98%98%98%99%98%98%98%98%97%98%99%98%98%degree to which the

service operates without
faults or interruptions

592458409222229142292439012548903358093108341144Monthly cost, i.e. the
97%100%O99%99%99%99%99%99%99%99%99%98%100%d99%99%99%ongoing cost per month

to receive the service

582348319012228972262348892498743277963048191123Cost of equipment/
95%95%98%97%99%97%98%95%98%h96%97%95%98%d97%97%97%installation, i.e. any

initial cost of setting
up your service
including your router,
engineer visits etc.

592458339162219102272428952548823377993118251136Contract length, i.e.
96%100%O98%98%99%98%98%98%98%99%98%98%98%99%98%98%the minimum length of

time you agree to pay
for the service

502137468022067972122227862147953047052687411009Other services included
82%87%88%86%92%l86%92%j90%87%83%89%f89%87%85%88%87%in the deal (e.g. TV,

landline)

582298218882218812282348742408693327763048051109Suitability for your
95%94%97%n95%99%l95%99%j95%96%93%97%f97%96%97%96%96%household’s needs (e.g.

number of devices that
can connect at the same
time)

562147478022157862312108072217962807372627551017An easily understood
91%87%88%86%96%L85%100%J85%89%86%89%82%91%D83%90%B88%one- or two-word term on

the technology used to
deliver your broadband
service (e.g. fibre,
part fibre, cable)

562107357772247782232137882207812757262587431001A detailed description
91%86%87%83%100%L84%96%J86%87%85%87%80%89%D82%88%b87%indicating the

technology used to
deliver your broadband
service (e.g. fibre,
part fibre, cable)
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Table 71

QH2: SUMMARY TABLE - NET VERY/FAIRLY/SOMEWHAT USEFUL
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

13245685119182612181681313331171310894439Download speed, i.e. how
4%3%4%2%6%3%3%4%3%4%3%3%3%2%4%4%2%1%8%gij2%4%5%b2%5%b1%4%3%fast data can travel

from the internet to
your computer or other
device

19394134619930401431231915213614112512141217459Upload speed, i.e. how
6%5%4%4%3%4%4%4%5%6%4%6%4%5%5%6%2%3%10%gij4%7%j6%4%6%6%4%5%fast data can travel

from your computer or
other device to the
internet

61356579711811910784132674484-22Reliability, i.e. the
2%2%5%2%4%5%y2%3%2%1%3%2%2%2%2%1%1%1%1%2%2%2%1%4%1%-2%degree to which the

service operates without
faults or interruptions

382233463536334411135-434-11Monthly cost, i.e. the
1%1%2%1%2%2%1%2%r1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%-1%2%1%-1%ongoing cost per month

to receive the service

922585511916191017131391014771356126332Cost of equipment/
3%3%4%3%3%3%2%4%3%3%3%3%2%3%3%3%1%2%5%3%3%3%2%6%bd2%3%3%installation, i.e. any

initial cost of setting
up your service
including your router,
engineer visits etc.

613-*1248411599756273253745-19Contract length, i.e.
2%2%-*1%2%1%3%rW1%2%1%2%2%2%2%2%1%4%2%1%1%1%2%2%2%-2%the minimum length of

time you agree to pay
for the service

806224481015518354746347404819222623532837193920146Other services included
24%RSTUVWXY8%TvWx2%2%3%5%2%6%tw9%TvWx12%13%14%11%12%12%13%13%11%19%G8%15%g14%11%9%13%19%c13%in the deal (e.g. TV,

landline)

1334-711952934922221619113913814791015646Suitability for your
4%4%-2%1%1%2%2%5%tux5%p2%4%4%4%6%3%2%5%10%fGj3%4%4%3%5%5%6%4%household’s needs (e.g.

number of devices that
can connect at the same
time)

4787113011154222698250656244444316252634333542261911138An easily understood
14%11%11%10%8%10%10%9%12%12%12%12%11%11%13%12%11%13%19%F12%9%18%B13%b13%b7%11%12%one- or two-word term on

the technology used to
deliver your broadband
service (e.g. fibre,
part fibre, cable)

5310193112154923798463678051465312243341433953242810154A detailed description
16%s13%9%11%9%10%12%9%13%12%16%12%15%13%14%15%9%12%24%FgiJ14%12%20%aBc16%b12%10%10%13%indicating the

technology used to
deliver your broadband
service (e.g. fibre,
part fibre, cable)
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Table 72

QH2: SUMMARY TABLE - NOT USEFUL
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

298162314281511764112118*54301497234231239Download speed, i.e. how
4%2%3%4%u5%u1%2%5%U5%4%3%2%3%4%3%1%5%8%Hk3%3%3%2%3%4%4%3%3%fast data can travel

from the internet to
your computer or other
device

44142831262151624105416223816449211414644391759Upload speed, i.e. how
6%3%5%u5%u9%U1%5%u5%u10%nOP6%3%2%5%4%7%m2%6%9%5%5%5%5%7%5%6%4%5%fast data can travel

from your computer or
other device to the
internet

119101265572152121210*2-19568-179922Reliability, i.e. the
2%2%2%2%2%2%1%2%1%1%3%1%4%2%2%1%2%-2%1%2%3%-2%1%2%2%degree to which the

service operates without
faults or interruptions

8383443--313457-1-11623-105611Monthly cost, i.e. the
1%1%2%s*1%2%s1%--2%1%1%1%1%1%-1%-1%2%1%1%-1%1%1%1%ongoing cost per month

to receive the service

24819131096610*4612626141261178124131932Cost of equipment/
3%2%4%2%3%4%2%2%4%q*3%3%3%q1%5%M3%4%3%3%3%2%3%1%3%2%4%b3%installation, i.e. any

initial cost of setting
up your service
including your router,
engineer visits etc.

13513558141135951311116933*1581019Contract length, i.e.
2%1%2%tw1%2%3%tw*1%**2%2%2%1%2%3%1%3%2%2%1%1%*2%1%2%2%the minimum length of

time you agree to pay
for the service

10737767050263733342817254253933166121532839201079146146Other services included
14%y9%14%11%16%11%12%11%14%16%10%11%12%9%16%M13%16%14%12%13%9%14%22%c12%14%11%13%in the deal (e.g. TV,

landline)

39727202151092554751432*514020119237291646Suitability for your
5%Y2%5%3%7%suw2%3%3%10%NOPQ3%2%3%2%2%6%m1%4%3%4%5%4%3%2%4%4%4%4%household’s needs (e.g.

number of devices that
can connect at the same
time)

9442647436283737222118265161774105118394436181018841138An easily understood
13%10%12%12%12%12%12%12%9%12%11%12%15%10%14%17%10%12%12%10%15%13%19%12%14%a9%12%one- or two-word term on

the technology used to
deliver your broadband
service (e.g. fibre,
part fibre, cable)

1124271824526473539292125397875496135474345171149652154A detailed description
15%y10%13%13%15%11%15%11%16%16%13%11%11%13%13%16%9%13%14%12%14%16%18%13%15%12%13%indicating the

technology used to
deliver your broadband
service (e.g. fibre,
part fibre, cable)
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Table 72

QH2: SUMMARY TABLE - NOT USEFUL
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

2928354318122711281821142539Download speed, i.e. how
3%4%3%4%2%3%3%5%3%4%3%5%c3%5%3%3%fast data can travel

from the internet to
your computer or other
device

51837536518174218421842184159Upload speed, i.e. how
7%7%4%6%3%6%3%7%5%7%5%5%5%6%5%5%fast data can travel

from your computer or
other device to the
internet

391017519261641891331922Reliability, i.e. the
5%m4%m1%2%2%2%1%2%2%2%2%3%2%1%2%2%degree to which the

service operates without
faults or interruptions

2-91021023838744711Monthly cost, i.e. the
3%N-1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%2%c*1%1%1%ongoing cost per month

to receive the service

3111830227512209231616102232Cost of equipment/
5%5%2%3%1%3%2%5%g2%4%3%5%c2%3%3%3%installation, i.e. any

initial cost of setting
up your service
including your router,
engineer visits etc.

2*1616314451441551331619Contract length, i.e.
4%N*2%2%1%2%2%2%2%1%2%2%2%1%2%2%the minimum length of

time you agree to pay
for the service

1132103129171271924122441023910746100146Other services included
18%13%12%14%k8%14%i8%10%13%17%e11%11%13%15%12%13%in the deal (e.g. TV,

landline)

31628433433123418281036103746Suitability for your
5%6%m3%5%k1%5%i1%5%4%7%e3%3%4%3%4%4%household’s needs (e.g.

number of devices that
can connect at the same
time)

5311021299138-371013710162765286138An easily understood
9%13%12%14%K4%15%I-15%11%14%11%18%C9%17%A10%12%one- or two-word term on

the technology used to
deliver your broadband
service (e.g. fibre,
part fibre, cable)

534114154-1468331203811667875698154A detailed description
9%14%13%17%K-16%I4%14%13%15%13%20%C11%18%a12%13%indicating the

technology used to
deliver your broadband
service (e.g. fibre,
part fibre, cable)
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Table 72

QH2: SUMMARY TABLE - NOT USEFUL
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Cost of
An easilyequipment/

A detailedunderstood one-installation,
descriptionor two-wordSuitability fori.e. anyReliability,

indicating theterm on theyourContractinitial cost ofi.e. the degreeUpload speed,Download speed,
technology usedtechnology usedhousehold’slength, i.e.setting up yourMonthly cost,to which thei.e. how fasti.e. how fast
to deliver yourto deliver yourneeds (e.g.the minimumservicei.e. theservicedata can traveldata can travel

broadbandbroadbandnumber ofOther serviceslength of timeincluding yourongoing costoperatesfrom yourfrom the
service (e.g.service (e.g.devices thatincluded in theyou agree torouter,per month towithout faultscomputer orinternet to
fibre, partfibre, partcan connect atdeal (e.g. TV,pay for theengineer visitsreceive theorother device toyour computer

fibre, cable)fibre, cable)the same time)landline)serviceetc.serviceinterruptionsthe internetor other device
1155115511551155115511551155115511551155Unweighted base

1155115511551155115511551155115511551155Base

967967967967967967967967967967Effective base

15413846146193211225939Not useful
13%12%4%13%2%3%1%2%5%3%

417406228368249250147144257180Somewhat useful
36%35%20%32%22%22%13%13%22%16%

360380412383415409319351415403Fairly useful
31%33%36%33%36%35%28%30%36%35%

224231469257473465678638424533Very useful
19%20%41%22%41%40%59%55%37%46%

584611881640887873997989839936NET Very/fairly useful
51%53%76%55%77%76%86%86%73%81%

1001101711091009113611231144113310961116NET Very/fairly/somewhat
87%88%96%87%98%97%99%98%95%97%useful

2.572.613.132.653.163.133.443.393.043.24Mean

0.950.940.870.960.810.840.750.780.890.83SD

0.030.030.030.030.020.020.020.020.030.02SE
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Table 73

QH2: SUMMARY TABLE
Now please use the following scale to say how useful information about each item would be when deciding on a broadband service.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

15540747148607421311131735319826927919615919369103641361907216510317349578On a provider's website
47%52%45%51%44%49%50%45%53%s51%49%50%51%49%49%53%49%53%47%48%52%37%50%E50%e59%dE48%50%

130325401195364171101248287157219227178118147567855110156711367812545469At the point of purchase
39%41%39%41%39%42%40%41%42%41%39%41%41%44%l36%40%40%40%40%39%43%36%41%38%43%45%41%

87268431035458146882062301221611841439710740555290118461116010434367On a provider's printed
26%34%z41%Z35%z39%Z38%z34%z36%z35%z33%30%30%34%35%30%29%29%28%38%32%32%23%34%e30%36%E33%32%material

61214358042521187416117894126141105768731513464953889537817285In the terms and
18%27%Z34%Z27%z30%Z34%Z28%Z30%Z27%Z26%23%23%26%26%23%24%22%26%25%22%26%19%27%26%27%17%25%conditions

641632562323489501261497411111272717727352959773758407121235In ads
19%21%24%21%23%22%21%20%21%21%18%21%20%18%22%21%19%18%21%21%21%19%18%20%24%21%20%

53167296534408953135145719312382676530312858733462427310226In third party
16%21%28%z22%25%z26%z21%21%23%z21%18%17%22%20%21%18%22%16%20%20%20%18%19%20%a25%A10%20%information, e.g.

comparison sites,
reviews etc.

18375175521731312521312614141111316151318615456It would not be useful
5%5%5%6%4%4%5%3%5%4%6%4%6%6%4%4%1%5%j9%fJ5%j4%7%5%3%5%3%5%anywhere in the process

27442165224933422628332420201014719223116109773Don't know/not sure
8%sU6%u2%5%4%1%6%3%6%6%6%5%6%6%6%5%7%7%5%7%6%16%aBCD5%5%3%6%6%
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Table 74

QI1i: Where in the process of deciding on a fixed broadband service would ... be useful to you?
An easily understood one- or two-word term on the technology used to deliver your broadband service (e.g. fibre, part fibre, cable)

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

37320123134712810316418311687931061762912869542648819415314137456309239578On a provider's website
50%50%42%57%UVX42%43%54%uVX60%UVX48%49%55%49%51%50%51%39%52%57%K50%k48%51%51%40%53%d48%54%50%

319147225244129961231211107468841322402289461539916312810829357270171469At the point of purchase
43%y36%41%40%43%40%40%40%45%42%40%39%38%41%40%40%44%32%41%40%43%39%31%41%42%39%41%

2451211592088673981108656715110416520283416309137868520299184156367On a provider's printed
33%30%29%34%29%30%32%36%35%o31%42%nOq24%30%28%36%m34%33%35%31%34%29%31%22%35%d28%35%b32%material

1831031191676158828560415642861431426251224290787523219134132285In the terms and
25%25%22%27%v20%24%27%28%v25%23%33%Oq19%25%24%25%28%24%26%25%22%26%27%25%25%21%30%B25%conditions

1518295140573861794332384478118116523720081596115190118100235In ads
20%20%17%23%ux19%16%20%26%uX18%18%22%20%22%20%21%20%22%15%20%20%20%22%16%22%18%23%20%

153721001265843586845344133721211044211019278476714181112105226In third party
21%18%18%21%19%18%19%22%19%19%24%o15%21%21%18%16%20%22%20%19%16%24%f15%21%17%24%b20%information, e.g.

comparison sites,
reviews etc.

411532241913101417154811243213250131621738401556It would not be useful
6%4%6%4%6%5%3%5%7%p9%nop2%4%3%4%6%5%3%4%5%3%5%7%g8%4%6%3%5%anywhere in the process

5021462725211512211391713393326263281817931511473Don't know/not sure
7%5%8%sw4%8%sw9%sw5%4%8%n7%5%8%4%7%6%8%6%5%6%7%6%6%10%c4%8%A3%6%
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Table 74

QI1i: Where in the process of deciding on a fixed broadband service would ... be useful to you?
An easily understood one- or two-word term on the technology used to deliver your broadband service (e.g. fibre, part fibre, cable)

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

29125425447131449129101477118460145433140438578On a provider's website
47%51%50%48%59%L49%56%41%52%H46%51%42%53%D45%52%b50%

24933523681003541149837199370137331130339469At the point of purchase
39%38%41%40%45%38%50%J40%41%38%41%40%41%41%40%41%

1686265280872868169298812868228577290367On a provider's printed
26%35%31%30%39%l31%35%28%33%32%32%24%35%D25%34%B32%material

1250224209772117555230602257621072214285In the terms and
20%20%26%22%34%L23%32%J23%25%23%25%22%26%23%25%25%conditions

1147178180541815340195451905318246189235In ads
18%19%21%19%24%20%23%16%21%17%21%15%22%d15%22%B20%

938179184421794739187391876516150177226In third party
15%16%21%20%19%19%20%16%21%15%21%19%20%16%21%20%information, e.g.

comparison sites,
reviews etc.

11541506515144216412532243256It would not be useful
1%6%5%5%3%6%i2%6%5%6%5%7%c4%8%a4%5%anywhere in the process

714526676112264721523043244873Don't know/not sure
11%6%6%7%k3%7%5%10%G5%8%6%9%c5%8%6%6%
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Table 74

QI1i: Where in the process of deciding on a fixed broadband service would ... be useful to you?
An easily understood one- or two-word term on the technology used to deliver your broadband service (e.g. fibre, part fibre, cable)

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

17944351161658222612834739421531029522417621279119801432028719610417956638On a provider's website
54%56%50%55%48%54%53%52%58%v57%53%58%54%56%54%58%57%61%g58%50%55%45%60%E51%61%cE55%55%

146328451255961178101249300161235229175129156569055120154751509010951488At the point of purchase
44%42%44%43%43%40%42%41%42%43%40%44%42%44%40%43%40%46%40%42%42%38%46%44%37%50%b42%

90268339843471427021124311316219013910610940584988124561026510927369On a provider's printed
27%34%z32%34%31%31%34%28%35%z35%p28%30%35%35%32%30%29%30%35%31%34%29%31%32%37%26%32%material

86234379145491337717320111615815612196983654477810540105707432333In the terms and
26%30%36%31%33%32%31%31%29%29%29%29%28%30%29%27%26%28%34%27%29%20%32%E34%bE25%32%e29%conditions

41155276132388547127121751029375655323373149582654386414202In third party
12%20%Z26%Z21%z24%Z25%Z20%z19%z21%Z17%18%19%17%19%20%15%16%19%22%17%16%13%17%19%22%e14%18%information, e.g.

comparison sites,
reviews etc.

5213424532932705210111569998663506722342440663247375417192In ads
16%17%23%18%21%21%17%21%17%17%17%18%16%16%15%18%16%17%17%14%18%16%14%18%19%17%17%

-1--1-11--11--------11----1Elsewhere (please type
-*--1%-**--**--------**----*in)

112851367168251919122221872561411151166140It would not be useful
3%4%5%4%5%5%4%3%4%3%5%2%4%5%k3%2%2%3%5%5%3%8%aBcd3%3%2%1%3%anywhere in the process

2236-123-2062536202425191618910614182410910559Don't know/not sure
7%sUx5%ux-4%u2%-5%ux3%4%u5%5%4%5%5%5%5%7%5%5%5%5%12%BcD3%4%4%5%5%
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Table 75

QI1ii: Where in the process of deciding on a fixed broadband service would ... be useful to you?
A detailed description indicating the characteristics of the service

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

4162202713671461261711961291079811518932131511582654322716315240505341261638On a provider's website
56%54%50%60%VX48%52%56%64%uVX53%60%58%53%54%55%56%47%56%57%55%56%54%55%43%59%D53%59%55%

3001872232641211021311339868691021502522349411742017812411929376251207488At the point of purchase
40%46%41%43%40%43%43%43%41%38%41%47%43%43%41%40%39%38%43%44%41%43%31%44%d39%47%b42%

24911915221782709312410056576096167202728133211239710024291188160369On a provider's printed
33%29%28%35%vx27%29%31%40%tuVX41%NO31%34%28%28%28%36%m29%27%28%33%31%32%36%26%34%29%36%b32%material

2041281401937466911015947525412117016393612276107779114275151157333In the terms and
27%32%26%31%v24%28%30%33%vx24%26%31%25%35%or29%29%37%35%26%28%27%26%33%15%32%D23%35%B29%conditions

13665821214833536843383630551011016169171665551111599695202In third party
18%16%15%20%16%14%17%22%ux18%21%21%14%16%17%18%26%h16%19%17%16%18%18%12%18%15%22%B18%information, e.g.

comparison sites,
reviews etc.

120698410851334266402126307598954188162735336151499088192In ads
16%17%15%18%17%14%14%22%tux17%12%15%14%22%oq17%17%19%18%17%17%18%18%13%16%17%14%20%b17%

1-1-1-----1--1--1------11-1Elsewhere (please type
*-*-*-----1%--*--1%H------**-*in)

30102614169771853772416*42341191392130840It would not be useful
4%3%5%w2%5%w4%2%2%7%Np3%2%3%2%4%3%2%3%4%3%3%3%5%10%C2%5%a2%3%anywhere in the process

4017382122161111168111410332714252251017823421259Don't know/not sure
5%4%7%sw4%7%w7%4%3%7%5%6%6%3%6%5%6%4%4%5%6%3%6%9%C3%6%a3%5%
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Table 75

QI1ii: Where in the process of deciding on a fixed broadband service would ... be useful to you?
A detailed description indicating the characteristics of the service

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

30129479493145503136116523125513175463152487638On a provider's website
49%53%56%53%65%L54%59%47%58%H49%57%f51%57%48%58%B55%

269736438899380108100388107381147340136352488At the point of purchase
43%40%43%42%44%41%47%40%43%41%42%43%42%43%42%42%

1378277270992769369300742959127879290369On a provider's printed
22%32%33%29%44%L30%40%J28%33%29%33%27%34%d25%34%B32%material

1363256245882488456276622719324081252333In the terms and
22%26%30%26%39%L27%36%J23%30%h24%30%27%30%26%30%29%conditions

532165152501554829173371655614650152202In third party
9%13%19%no16%23%l17%21%12%19%h15%18%16%18%16%18%18%information, e.g.

comparison sites,
reviews etc.

837148146471533938154371555114237156192In ads
13%15%17%16%21%17%17%16%17%14%17%15%17%12%18%b17%

--11-1--1-11-1-1Elsewhere (please type
--**-*--*-**-*-*in)

21324355364172320202317231740It would not be useful
4%5%3%4%2%4%2%7%G3%8%E2%7%C2%7%A2%3%anywhere in the process

51342545527213819402040184159Don't know/not sure
8%5%5%6%2%6%3%9%g4%7%4%6%5%6%5%5%
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Table 75

QI1ii: Where in the process of deciding on a fixed broadband service would ... be useful to you?
A detailed description indicating the characteristics of the service

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

120268279637501437520524613819118813611213552724297127521047712136401On a provider's website
36%34%26%33%27%33%34%30%34%35%34%36%34%34%34%37%37%37%31%34%35%26%32%38%e41%dE35%35%

871621959273283521271528513211198618434433854804587395722253At the point of purchase
26%21%19%20%20%21%20%21%21%22%21%25%20%24%19%23%24%22%28%19%22%23%26%19%20%21%22%

2187143516174832616644485743293411151238321935162611114On a provider's printed
6%11%z13%z12%z12%11%11%z13%z10%9%11%9%10%11%9%9%8%8%9%13%9%10%11%8%9%11%10%material

2869122415143922506429455030333213161027311717291914100In ads
8%9%11%8%11%9%9%9%8%9%7%8%9%7%10%9%10%8%7%9%9%9%5%14%bD7%14%bD9%

1761122415173224495027354223282513137192712261128281In third party
5%8%12%z8%11%11%z8%10%8%7%7%6%8%6%9%7%9%7%5%7%7%6%8%a5%9%a2%7%information, e.g.

comparison sites,
reviews etc.

13611221161533274043313636222921612916316261718777In the terms and
4%8%z11%Z7%12%Z10%z8%z11%Z7%6%8%7%6%6%9%6%5%6%6%6%8%3%8%e8%e6%7%7%conditions

18375175521731312521312614141111316151318615456It would not be useful
5%5%5%6%4%4%5%3%5%4%6%4%6%6%4%4%1%5%j9%fJ5%j4%7%5%3%5%3%5%anywhere in the process

27442165224933422628332420201014719223116109773Don't know/not sure
8%sU6%u2%5%4%1%6%3%6%6%6%5%6%6%6%5%7%7%5%7%6%16%aBCD5%5%3%6%6%
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Table 76

QI2i: And at which one stage would it be most useful to have this information?
An easily understood one- or two-word term on the technology used to deliver your broadband service (e.g. fibre, part fibre, cable)

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

257142164237828311712073636478125213188737203371341139027317219162401On a provider's website
34%35%30%39%VX27%34%38%Vx39%Vx30%35%38%36%36%36%33%31%36%43%h34%33%38%33%30%37%34%37%35%

1688413112284477151683130537113411852982129263571618915189253At the point of purchase
23%21%24%s20%28%Sw20%23%s17%28%pq18%18%24%21%23%21%20%28%i17%22%23%21%21%18%22%23%20%22%

73405955302925302519201236536041259338272711876639114On a provider's printed
10%10%11%9%10%12%8%10%10%11%12%o6%11%9%11%16%12%11%9%9%9%10%12%10%10%9%10%material

603941592615253414131122404753173884224238814946100In ads
8%10%8%10%9%6%8%11%6%7%6%10%12%r8%9%5%7%7%9%10%8%8%8%9%8%10%9%

55263744221520241913141026394215372311822661403781In third party
7%7%7%7%7%6%7%8%8%7%8%5%7%7%7%6%5%6%7%8%6%8%7%7%6%8%7%information, e.g.

comparison sites,
reviews etc.

4136344415192222711181824393824367262120758324177In the terms and
5%9%z6%7%5%8%7%7%3%6%11%R8%r7%r7%7%10%4%7%7%6%7%7%8%7%5%9%b7%conditions

411532241913101417154811243213250131621738401556It would not be useful
6%4%6%4%6%5%3%5%7%p9%nop2%4%3%4%6%5%3%4%5%3%5%7%g8%4%6%3%5%anywhere in the process

5021462725211512211391713393326263281817931511473Don't know/not sure
7%5%8%sw4%8%sw9%sw5%4%8%n7%5%8%4%7%6%8%6%5%6%7%6%6%10%c4%8%A3%6%
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Table 76

QI2i: And at which one stage would it be most useful to have this information?
An easily understood one- or two-word term on the technology used to deliver your broadband service (e.g. fibre, part fibre, cable)

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

199029230992316867532683319111290105296401On a provider's website
31%37%34%33%41%l34%37%31%36%32%36%32%36%34%35%35%

1650187203501945964189601938816586167253At the point of purchase
26%21%22%22%22%21%26%26%21%23%22%26%20%28%a20%22%

33278932097162391348030832786114On a provider's printed
6%13%9%10%9%11%7%9%10%13%9%9%10%9%10%10%material

61875762480201881168423771881100In ads
9%8%9%8%11%9%9%8%9%6%9%7%9%6%10%9%

5136471106813107110711962117081In third party
8%5%7%8%4%7%6%4%8%4%8%6%8%3%8%B7%information, e.g.

comparison sites,
reviews etc.

5136062155721166118591661176077In the terms and
8%5%7%7%7%6%9%7%7%7%7%5%8%6%7%7%conditions

11541506515144216412532243256It would not be useful
1%6%5%5%3%6%i2%6%5%6%5%7%c4%8%a4%5%anywhere in the process

714526676112264721523043244873Don't know/not sure
11%6%6%7%k3%7%5%10%G5%8%6%9%c5%8%6%6%
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Table 76

QI2i: And at which one stage would it be most useful to have this information?
An easily understood one- or two-word term on the technology used to deliver your broadband service (e.g. fibre, part fibre, cable)

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

12030133105466115296232261152201207148120146478247103142571207613137434On a provider's website
36%38%32%36%34%40%36%39%39%38%38%37%38%37%37%40%34%42%34%36%39%29%37%37%45%dE37%38%

100169226828299348131157100138127936810135492965914498445727275At the point of purchase
30%rStuY21%21%23%21%19%22%19%22%23%25%26%23%23%21%28%25%25%21%23%25%22%30%B22%20%26%24%

237916301921483252614147543235331316142930832292211106In the terms and
7%10%15%z10%14%z14%z11%z13%z9%9%10%9%10%8%11%9%9%8%10%10%8%4%10%e14%bE8%10%9%conditions

22769251212401957663142544234221013172929222818247103On a provider's printed
7%10%8%8%8%8%9%8%9%10%8%8%10%10%11%6%7%7%12%10%8%12%9%9%8%7%9%material

244891712102822285617403223202791281330181113181175In ads
7%6%9%6%9%7%7%9%r5%8%p4%7%6%6%6%7%6%6%6%5%8%9%d3%7%6%11%D6%

1050102210122614443822322823241113891713718923362In third party
3%6%z9%z8%z7%8%z6%6%7%z5%6%6%5%6%7%k3%9%f4%7%6%4%3%6%5%8%3%5%information, e.g.

comparison sites,
reviews etc.

-1--1-11--11--------11----1Other
-*--1%-**--**--------**----*

112851367168251919122221872561411151166140It would not be useful
3%4%5%4%5%5%4%3%4%3%5%2%4%5%k3%2%2%3%5%5%3%8%aBcd3%3%2%1%3%anywhere in the process

2236-123-2062536202425191618910614182410910559Don't know/not sure
7%sUx5%ux-4%u2%-5%ux3%4%u5%5%4%5%5%5%5%7%5%5%5%5%12%BcD3%4%4%5%5%
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Table 77

QI2ii: And at which one stage would it be most useful to have this information?
A detailed description indicating the characteristics of the service

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

285147177258997812413477787081129229205840183691491209933345242169434On a provider's website
38%36%33%42%uvX33%32%41%x43%uvX32%44%r41%37%37%39%36%34%39%38%38%37%40%36%35%40%37%38%38%

177991371397859746462383656851411354271123398676815205157104275At the point of purchase
24%24%25%23%26%25%24%21%25%21%21%26%24%24%24%19%26%24%24%24%22%25%17%24%24%24%24%

5749525424283024101218194661453103903727267875347106In the terms and
8%12%z10%9%8%12%10%8%4%7%10%r9%13%qR10%8%15%i9%7%9%9%9%9%8%10%8%11%9%conditions

703253502825242634191515204062275883330259775641103On a provider's printed
9%8%10%8%9%10%8%8%14%No11%9%7%6%7%11%m10%7%10%9%8%10%9%10%9%9%9%9%material

41323638211516228671537324328262272016661393375In ads
6%8%7%6%7%6%5%7%3%4%4%7%11%pQR5%8%9%8%5%6%7%7%6%6%7%6%7%6%

4319243813111919181391012293313454231813543302862In third party
6%5%4%6%4%4%6%6%7%7%5%5%4%5%6%6%3%9%j5%6%6%5%6%5%5%6%5%information, e.g.

comparison sites,
reviews etc.

1-1-1-----1--1--1------11-1Other
*-*-*-----1%--*--1%H------**-*

30102614169771853772416*42341191392130840It would not be useful
4%3%5%w2%5%w4%2%2%7%Np3%2%3%2%4%3%2%3%4%3%3%3%5%10%C2%5%a2%3%anywhere in the process

4017382122161111168111410332714252251017823421259Don't know/not sure
5%4%7%sw4%7%w7%4%3%7%5%6%6%3%6%5%6%4%4%5%6%3%6%9%C3%6%a3%5%
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Table 77

QI2ii: And at which one stage would it be most useful to have this information?
A detailed description indicating the characteristics of the service

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

219032334589347877735788346120314100334434On a provider's website
35%37%38%37%40%38%38%31%39%h34%39%35%39%32%40%b38%

1757201225512185861215682078718885190275At the point of purchase
28%23%24%24%23%24%25%25%24%26%23%26%23%27%23%24%

42181802678272383188829772878106In the terms and
6%9%10%9%11%8%12%9%9%7%10%9%9%9%9%9%conditions

82570822177262182228122812875103On a provider's printed
13%10%8%9%9%8%11%8%9%8%9%7%10%9%9%9%material

215586213659175711632054155975In ads
3%6%7%7%6%7%4%7%6%4%7%6%7%5%7%6%

2105048145012105212501943164762In third party
4%4%6%5%6%5%5%4%6%5%6%6%5%5%6%5%information, e.g.

comparison sites,
reviews etc.

--11-1--1-11-1-1Other
--**-*--*-**-*-*

21324355364172320202317231740It would not be useful
4%5%3%4%2%4%2%7%G3%8%E2%7%C2%7%A2%3%anywhere in the process

51342545527213819402040184159Don't know/not sure
8%5%5%6%2%6%3%9%g4%7%4%6%5%6%5%5%
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Table 77

QI2ii: And at which one stage would it be most useful to have this information?
A detailed description indicating the characteristics of the service

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602646419533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981123Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596677390536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1120Base

2796598624311312734920650155932844646232727631211615410824032115927817024885938Effective base

11421433874141132671511611521621571168212434793373108-328---328Fibre to the premises
34%Ry27%32%30%30%27%31%27%25%24%39%Q30%29%29%25%34%l25%41%fGHJ24%26%30%-100%ABCE---29%(FTTP)

6622530734346102751802027711817098979232305270108---291-291Fibre to the cabinet
20%29%Z29%25%32%z30%z24%30%Z30%Z30%P20%22%31%O24%30%25%23%15%38%gIj24%i30%I---100%ACDE-26%(FTTC)

45159247131371006011413756109908165551960176147--204--204Cable broadband
14%20%z23%z24%Z23%z24%Z24%Z24%Z19%z20%p14%20%16%20%20%15%14%31%FgHJ13%21%F13%--100%ABDE--18%

28731225131631226371275146313234204162537----101101Copper broadband (ADSL)
8%9%12%8%10%11%7%9%11%10%7%10%8%8%10%9%14%I2%12%I9%I10%I----100%BCDE9%

781175378125824881077795867650593422195664195----195Don't know
24%RSTUVWXY15%uvx5%13%x6%8%14%vx10%15%uvx16%20%18%16%19%15%16%24%I11%14%20%i18%100%ABCD----17%
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Table 78

QK1: Which of these fixed broadband services does your household have? Again, please think about the one you consider to be your main service.

Base: All with fixed broadband service

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

741377464659261203319340246187169221300595526101119128775334240201998386424511123Unweighted base

73338252559529123429330324117316720533557154822*1024695039428826993*8316494421120Base

6133213905622181722722901941541491872594944439611412373731822919281704531382938Effective base

1901371481808067968565365967101169159103016272108759012267190133328Fibre to the premises
26%36%Z28%30%28%29%33%28%27%21%35%Q33%q30%q30%29%43%Hj29%35%29%27%26%34%13%32%D29%30%29%(FTTP)

213751321597359629768703643751201724271124999866416231157127291Fibre to the cabinet
29%Y20%25%27%25%25%21%32%Tx28%41%NOPr21%21%22%21%31%M18%26%25%26%25%30%24%17%28%d24%29%26%(FTTC)

12480861183947576037272834791079731561808547481914911585204Cable broadband
17%21%16%20%v13%20%20%20%15%16%17%16%24%qr19%18%14%14%14%19%22%16%18%20%18%18%19%18%

7824525027252326291519192038641132853433189805641101Copper broadband (ADSL)
11%y6%10%8%9%11%8%9%12%n9%11%9%6%7%12%M5%13%5%9%9%11%7%9%10%9%9%9%

12867107887235543442242543611385551791646848483810413057195Don't know
17%17%20%Sw15%25%SuW15%19%s11%17%14%15%21%18%24%L10%21%17%20%17%17%17%18%41%C12%20%A13%17%
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Table 78

QK1: Which of these fixed broadband services does your household have? Again, please think about the one you consider to be your main service.

Base: All with fixed broadband service

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
632717899092148972262248992578663467773058181123Unweighted base

57*2368289092118992212418792558653327883068151120Base

56210674759180752186191748212727279659252686938Effective base

1562251264642587136292492799023889239328Fibre to the premises
25%27%30%29%30%29%32%15%33%H19%32%F27%30%29%29%29%(FTTP)

1471207226662385440252602312626540252291Fibre to the cabinet
25%30%25%25%31%26%24%16%29%H24%27%8%34%D13%31%B26%(FTTC)

1233159164401604454150361687912567137204Cable broadband
22%14%19%18%19%18%20%22%17%14%19%24%C16%22%17%18%

43365812181202577257723781686101Copper broadband (ADSL)
6%14%M8%9%10%9%9%10%9%10%9%7%10%5%11%b9%

1237146175201633387108851101138395101195Don't know
22%16%18%19%K10%18%15%36%G12%33%E13%34%C10%31%A12%17%
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Table 78

QK1: Which of these fixed broadband services does your household have? Again, please think about the one you consider to be your main service.

Base: All with fixed broadband service

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

12026150109656316910317622216320317012710514451823410111467137807524405Yes
36%33%48%RY37%r47%RYz41%r40%Ry42%Ry30%32%40%q38%n31%32%32%39%m37%42%fH25%35%31%34%42%AB39%aB26%23%35%

2085245418372892541434184672413293782752182218811310318424512819012421378744No
63%66%stVX52%63%53%59%60%58%70%STuVwXz67%p60%61%69%o68%k67%61%63%58%75%I64%67%65%58%61%73%CD77%cD64%

33-----214-41-2----1512-3-6Prefer not to say
1%*-----1%*1%-1%*-1%----*1%1%1%-1%-1%
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Table 79

QK2: Are there any children under 18 in your household? Please include yourself if you are under 18.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

-4051712338388121112624631431692331717331634813510211227318194183405Yes
-100%Z32%38%Vx28%37%40%Vx37%v2%13%R37%QR66%NPQR49%pQR40%L30%31%32%35%35%33%34%40%29%37%30%41%B35%

744-3663782171501841942371551067217535538816703062826919516566540452258744No
100%Y-67%62%72%sTuW62%60%63%98%NOPQ87%NOP62%nO33%50%O60%69%M69%67%65%64%66%65%60%71%63%70%A58%64%

--5123-1--123-6-1-514--4316Prefer not to say
--1%*1%1%-*--1%1%1%-1%m-1%-1%*1%--***1%
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Absolutes/col percents

Table 79

QK2: Are there any children under 18 in your household? Please include yourself if you are under 18.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

217830531689314919431078327124281112293405Yes
35%32%36%34%40%34%39%38%34%30%36%36%35%36%35%35%

38167540610135604140151593177567218527201543744No
62%68%64%65%60%65%61%61%65%69%63%64%65%64%65%64%

2-46-6-153315156Prefer not to say
3%MN-*1%-1%-*1%1%**1%*1%1%
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Table 79

QK2: Are there any children under 18 in your household? Please include yourself if you are under 18.

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

12326739103515615686196-4041841971461051305468349613877152567727404Full fibre available
37%34%38%35%37%37%37%35%33%-100%Q34%36%36%32%36%39%h35%25%33%38%h40%aBc46%ABC27%26%27%35%

190487591827786251143379693-327325243204216771169717421310716113720271693Full fibre not available
57%62%57%62%57%57%59%58%64%100%P-61%59%61%63%59%55%59%71%fj61%59%55%49%67%De69%DE70%De60%

193558810161921--25271217198116161311151113458Prefer not to say
6%4%5%3%6%7%4%8%rw3%--5%5%3%5%5%6%6%4%6%4%6%5%6%4%4%5%
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Table 80

K3: Full fibre availability (from postcode)

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

241163191214104861189678575876136208196192514346163869733293231150404Full fibre available
32%40%z35%35%34%36%39%31%32%32%34%35%39%35%35%84%HIJ24%29%35%j40%F29%35%35%34%36%34%35%

4672223303631811491691941641181021301803503423753258322320016157523391268693Full fibre not available
63%y55%61%59%60%62%55%63%67%N66%N60%60%52%59%61%13%72%hK70%hK59%K55%66%G58%61%61%60%61%60%

37192235175181714101231312714*52181519346272458Prefer not to say
5%5%4%6%u6%2%6%6%1%2%6%R6%R9%QR5%5%4%4%1%5%i5%5%7%3%5%4%5%5%
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Table 80

K3: Full fibre availability (from postcode)

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

27632633074321848432095309136268123281404Full fibre available
3%31%O38%O35%33%35%36%34%35%37%34%40%c33%39%33%35%

7168517552141555138148545146547183510171522693Full fibre not available
12%69%mO61%O59%63%60%60%60%60%57%61%54%63%D55%62%b60%

52-5499499154316412335193858Prefer not to say
86%MN-1%5%4%5%4%6%5%6%5%7%4%6%5%5%
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Table 80

K3: Full fibre availability (from postcode)

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Full fibre area (fromEngagement with
Bundlingpostcode)current providerTime with current providerCurrent fixed broadband providerCurrent fixed broadband service

Switched,
Internet,first
mobile,Internet,Internet,Internet,contractStayedBT (inc.

StandaloneAnylandline &landline &mobile &mobile &Internet &Internet &Internet &or movedwith2 years or13 monthsUp 12VirginEE &
broadbandbundlingpay TVpay TVpay TVlandlinepay TVmobilelandlineNoYeshouseexistingmoreto 2 yearsmonthsOtherMediaTalkTalkSkyPlusnet)Don't knowFTTPCableFTTCCopperTotal

(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
333790100291131150416244602660433533553397329371137178128287393196345197287981155Unweighted base

332788103*292137152423248596693404536549402326365139195137285364195328204291101*1155Base

2796598624311312734920650157233944646232727631211615410824032115927817024885967Effective base

230597822341111143421894435173264043973032412679616910621723914625115920765849Urban
69%76%z79%80%Z82%z75%81%rZ76%74%75%81%q75%72%75%74%73%69%87%FGhJ77%f76%F66%75%77%a78%a71%64%74%

8015616501729644013116876109120846779351425511103762337133245Rural
24%sTv20%15%17%13%19%15%16%22%tv24%19%20%22%21%21%22%25%I7%18%I18%I30%GhI19%19%16%24%c33%CDe21%

213669891719217224321517198116171512151214461Other/unclassified
6%5%6%3%6%6%4%7%rw3%1%*4%6%4%5%5%6%6%4%6%4%6%4%6%5%4%5%
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Table 81

Urbanity (from postcode)

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b/c/d/e - f/g/h/i/j - k/l/m - n/o - p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w/x/y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Understand different
Children under 18 inoptions for broadbandThinking about new

HHSocial gradeAgeGenderNationRegionservices in marketfixed broadband deal
NotCurrently

looking/looking/
Northernplanningplanning

NoYesC2DEABC1DEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4416-34WomanManIrelandScotlandWalesEnglandSouthMidlandsNorthDisagreeAgreeto lookto lookTotal
(z)(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

753397477678270207333345248192173233309612541104121129801342251208998666424511155Unweighted base

74440554361230324030530724317917021834658856523*1044698240430027793*8626494421155Base

6233394035782271762832951951591521982675094579911612476232624019981729531382967Effective base

54030539345621417922623017112312915826842842012483175832920822166641469336849Urban
73%75%72%75%71%75%74%75%70%69%76%73%77%73%74%53%46%67%Jk77%iJK81%F69%80%f71%74%72%76%74%

167781271187255595968503144521291151052151695876352417314883245Rural
22%19%23%19%24%23%19%19%28%Np28%Np18%20%15%22%20%41%H50%HI32%H17%14%25%EG13%26%20%23%19%21%

38212338176201845101626313014156181721348312361Other/unclassified
5%5%4%6%6%3%7%u6%1%3%6%r7%R8%qR5%5%6%i3%1%6%i4%6%7%3%6%5%5%5%
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Absolutes/col percents

Table 81

Urbanity (from postcode)

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f/g - h/i/j/k - l/m - n/o/p/q/r - s/t/u/v/w/x - y/z.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505



Would find detailed description
of underlying technologyWould find 1-2 word descriptionDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matchesDescription matches

Urbanity (from postcode)usefulof underlying technology usefulunderstanding: FTTPunderstanding: Cableunderstanding: FTTCunderstanding: Copper
Didn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almostDidn’t matchExactly/ almost

Other/Not "VeryNot "Veryvery much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /very much / atexactly /
unclassifiedRuralUrbanuseful"“Very useful”useful"“Very useful”allcloselyallcloselyallcloselyallcloselyTotal

(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
682798089302259192362299262598963558003138421155Unweighted base

61*2458499312249242312469092588973428133148411155Base

60217692777190772195195773214753287679259708967Effective base

--849687162685164171678176673239610224625849Urban
--100%NO74%72%74%71%69%75%68%75%70%75%71%74%74%

-245-198471935258187621838016569176245Rural
-100%MO-21%21%21%22%24%21%24%20%23%20%22%21%21%

61--46154616174419422338214061Other/unclassified
100%MN--5%7%5%7%7%5%7%5%7%5%7%5%5%
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Table 81

Urbanity (from postcode)

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means. Columns tested (1%,5% risk level)  - a/b - c/d - e/f - g/h - i/j - k/l - m/n/o.
95 percent as lower case, 99 percent as UPPER CASE
*small base (under 100), **very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by BVA BDRC
Fieldwork: November 2022
BVA BDRC/26505


